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Abstract

The research described in this dissertation has been concerned with the synthesis and charac-

terisation of precursors for the chemical vapour deposition of metal oxide thin films, targeting

nanostructured morphologies that can facilitate a high surface-area-to-volume ratio. The interest

in these materials was for their utilisation as photoanode materials in photoelectrochemical cells,

which can be used to produce a sustainable source of hydrogen from water-splitting.

Chapter 1—Introduction: background as to why new, sustainable energy sources are re-

quired, and what characteristics an energy source must have to be considered sustainable. The

fundamentals of semiconductor materials in the context of photoelectrochemical water-splitting

will be covered, including material selection for devices, and the basics of assessing device

performance.

Chapter 2—Iron oxide: novel precursors of the iron(II) β-ketoiminate and iron(III) tripodal

alkoxide classes were synthesised and used to deposit α-Fe2O3 by aerosol-assisted chemical

vapour deposition. Films produced by the iron(III) tripodal alkoxide precursors performed better

under front-side illumination, but produced lower overall photocurrent densities. Neither of the

precursors produced films with beneficial nanostructured morphologies.

Chapter 3—Bismuth vanadate: novel precursors for the aerosol-assisted chemical vapour

deposition of BiVO4 were synthesised and used to grow nanostructured, phase-pure monoclinic-

scheelite BiVO4. The BiVO4 films produced a photocurrent density of 1.23 mA cm−2 at 1.23 V

vs. normal hydrogen electrode under simulated sunlight. To the author’s knowledge, this is the

highest photocurrent density produced by chemical vapour deposition-grown BiVO4 to date.

Chapter 4—Tungsten-doped bismuth vanadate: a novel precursor suitable for tungsten-

doping the BiVO4 films reported in chapter 3 was synthesised. The introduction of this

precursor did not disrupt the nanostructured morphology, but did retard the growth rate of

the films. The front-side illumination performance was significantly improved by the tungsten

doping, most likely due to increased electron mobility and electron-hole separation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The drive for alternative energy

At present, the energy demands of human society are met predominantly by fossil fuels such as

crude oil, coal, and natural gas, the most abundantly used of which is crude oil.[1] Crude oil

undergoes fractional distillation to produce hydrocarbons of varying chain-length; each fraction

has different physical properties, and thus different applications as a fuel. This makes crude oil

an homogenous and practically useful primary energy source.

The preferable method of energy extraction from fossil fuels is combustion, the simplest case of

which is the burning of methane (CH4) in the presence of oxygen (O2) to produce carbon dioxide

(CO2) and water (H2O). The formation of products from the complete combustion of methane

(equation 1.1) releases energy in the form of heat, which can be used to perform mechanical

work and/or produce electricity.[2]

CH4 + 2O2 CO2 + 2H2O ∆H = −890 kJ mol−1 (1.1)

Despite the current ubiquity of fossil fuels, there is a growing drive to develop technologies

that are able to relieve human dependency on such energy sources. This is because fossil fuel

formation occurs when organic matter is compressed and heated over long periods of time,

making them a non-renewable source of energy that is not replenished on a realistic timescale.[3]

Additionally, CO2 released during the combustion of fossil fuels contributes to anthropogenic
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global warming, and localised poor air quality in densely populated areas such as cities.[4]

In contrast to energy derived from fossil fuels, sustainable sources of primary energy such as

hydroelectric, wind, and solar, are replenishable on a realistic timescale, and produce significantly

less CO2 per unit energy over the lifetime of a given device.[5] As such, there are great envir-

onmental and political driving forces for increasing the worldwide use of sustainable energy;[6]

these sustainability targets have helped to reduce the global contribution of fossil fuels to human

energy production from 81% in 2010 to 78% in 2015.[1,7]

The increasing availability of technology[8] and the ever-rising human population[9] means that

our energy demand as a species will continue to grow; in order to meet these growing energy

demands, and continue to reduce our dependency on fossil fuels, the harvesting and storage of

renewable of energy must be improved through advancement of current—and development of

new—sustainable chemical technologies.

1.2 Sustainable energy

In order for an energy source to be sustainable it must satisfy the ‘three pillars of sustainability’:

social, economic and environmental.[10] Therefore, an ideal energy source would be available to

everyone, have a positive effect on the quality of life of a community (e.g. jobs, opportunity for

society growth), have economic viability for both consumers and producers, and cause minimum

adverse effects to the environment. In practice this means that sustainable energy sources

must: be cheap, be self-sufficient without the support of non-renewable energy infrastructures,

provide the user with sufficient energy for their livelihood, use a limited number of expendable

resources, and generate minimal pollution (e.g. CO2, solid/aqueous industrial waste).

One fuel of significant interest is hydrogen. This is because energy production from hydrogen

typically only produces water as a direct by-product, which is a carbon-free emission and is

environmentally benign.[11,12] At present, 95 % of hydrogen produced in the United States is made

by the steam reformation of methane (equation 1.2),[13] which mitigates the environmental

benefits of hydrogen fuel due to the co-production of carbon monoxide.

CH4 + H2O CO + 3H2 (1.2)
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To improve the sustainability of hydrogen fuel, it is imperative that the hydrogen is made using

a process that releases as few moles of carbon-containing emissions as possible, per mole of

hydrogen produced over the lifetime of the process, while still maintaining economic viability;

such information can be estimated using a lifecycle assessment (LCA).

An LCA published by Koroneos et al. in 2004[14] highlights water-splitting as one such carbon-free

hydrogen production method. Since being first reported by Honder and Fujishima in 1972,[15]

a wide variety of water-splitting devices have been reported in the literature. Some devices

examples include: photovoltaics (PV), solar-thermal, wind and hydropower set-ups, all of which

have been evaluated using LCAs.[11,14,16]

A method of water-splitting that is scarcely mentioned in technology-comparing LCA publications

is photoelectrochemical (PEC) water-splitting. With respect to scale-up and commercialisation

this technology is still in its infancy, largely due to grid electrolysis currently being a more

competitive process overall.[17] Because there are little existing data regarding industrial standards

for PEC water-splitting, a greater number of assumptions must be made during an LCA; therefore

it is much more challenging to produce a ‘meaningful’ LCA, because the reality of what is an

economically and environmentally viable set-up for PEC water-splitting may be far from what is

actually considered during the LCA.[18]

Even so, isolated LCAs of PEC water-splitting technology have been published by several

groups[18–20] in which the challenges of a comprehensive LCA for emerging technologies are

acknowledged. McKone et al.[18] reported that the primary energy requirement for PEC device

production would be in the range of 1550–3440 MJ m−2 (range dependent on PEC architecture),

compared to 2730 MJ m−2 for multi-crystalline silicon PV devices. This would make PEC a highly

viable contributer to sustainable energy production, assuming that adequately-performing PEC

devices can be developed. It is of note that the choice of photoelectrode and catalyst materials

were generally found to have a non-major effect on primary energy requirement; however, the

use of materials of notably low abundance (e.g. iridium, platinum) may be unsuitable for large

scale-up, due to availability and cost.[18]

McKone et al. considered PEC solar-to-hydrogen (STH) efficiencies of between 3–10 % and an

operating lifetime of between 5–30 years. At the ‘medium’ case of a 10 year lifetime and a

STH efficiency of 10 %, they determined a net energy balance of 91 MJ kg−1 for PEC devices.

3



Comparitively, based on Swiss PV installations the net production of PV devices in 2015 was

predicted to be around 29 MJ kg−1,[21] based on a 1 m2 PV module weighing 16 kg.[22]

It should of course be mentioned that the criteria for a commercially viable photoelectrochemical

water-splitting device cannot be described so simply, as many considerations must be made that

extend beyond STH efficiency, primary energy requirement, and life expectancy; for example the

economic viability, available of infrastructure to store hydrogen, and public reception, to name

a few. Furthermore, Nguyen et al. highlighted that a technology is most efficiently advanced

following the advent of its commercialisation; in this respect the PV industry acts as a barrier

to commercialisation and development of PEC water-splitting devices, because any start-up

would have to penetrate the PV market which is currently a more economically viable and more

efficient source of solar energy.[23]

The current state of the art has seen PEC water-splitting devices manufactured with STH

efficiencies in of up to 19 %,[24] and highly stable devices (150 h) with STH efficiencies of 9 %.[25]

Therefore it is entirely feasible PEC water-spltting could evolve to become a competitive source

of sustainable energy in the form of hydrogen, which has the advantage of being a storable

form of fuel. Striving toward this goal will require further improvement of device stability and

performance in order to increase confidence in PEC such that it can penetrate the well-established

PV market.

4



1.3 Water-splitting

Water-splitting describes the act of converting a molecule of water (H2O) into molecular hydrogen

(H2) and oxygen (O2), the reaction of which is shown in equation 1.3. ∆H is the enthalpy

change associated with splitting one mole of water under standard conditions (298 K, 1 atm,

product/reaction concentrations 1 m), the value of which was reported by Rossini.[26]

H2O(l) H2(g) + 1
2O2(g) ∆H−◦

298 K = 285.8 kJ mol−1 (1.3)

The positive enthalpy change value associated with water-splitting indicates that the reaction in

question requires an input of energy in order for it to be feasible; however, in order to assess

how thermodynamically favourable a reaction is, entropy must also be considered.

Using the relevant values of standard entropy in conjunction with equation 1.4, the change in

entropy with which a given reaction is associated can be calculated; the standard entropy values

for hydrogen gas, oxygen gas, and liquid water published in the works of Rossini[26] have been

used in this case.

∆S−◦
H2(g) + ∆S−◦

1
2O2(g)

− ∆S−◦
H2O(l) = ∆S−◦

rxn (1.4)

130.6 + 102.6 − 70.1 = 163.1 J K−1 mol−1

∆S−◦ = 0.163 kJ K−1 mol−1

Finally, the free energy change associated with water decomposition under standard conditions

can be calculated using the Gibbs free energy equation (equation 1.5).

∆G−◦ = ∆H−◦ − (T∆S−◦ ) (1.5)

∆G−◦ = 285.8 − (298 × 0.163)

∆G−◦ = 237.2 kJ mol−1

5



The value of ∆G−◦ displayed above represents the free energy change required to perform

the water-splitting reaction, and it can be applied to all methods of water-splitting; however,

experimentally observed energy requirements likely will be of higher value, due to reaction

mechanism-specific energy barriers that expressed within equation 1.5. Generally, the value

of around 0.6 V is used to describe the difference between the theortically calculated, and the

experimental value.[27,28]

Regardless of the method used water-splitting is thermodynamically unfavourable. and the

oxygen evolution half reaction—which involves the transfer for four electrons (discussed further

in the following section)—is kinetically challenging. Therefore there is great merit in the

development of the photoelectrochemical water-splitting field, as a single photoelectrochemical

device can provide the energy—from light absorption—and the reduction in activation energy—

due to having a catalytic surface—necessary to make sustainable hydrogen production from

water possible.

1.3.1 Basics of semiconducting materials

Before talking about photoelectrochemisty specifically it is important to discuss the basics

of semiconducting materials, as they are a key component of photoelectrochemical water-

splitting cells; and the characteristics of a semiconducting material have a significant impact on

their usability in photoelectrochemistry. Semiconductors are so-named because their degree of

conductivity lies between that of a conductor and an insulator, which are characterised by their

distribution of molecular orbital energy levels which make up ‘bands’ (figure 1-1). The Fermi

level (EF) is the energy at which, at thermodynamic equilibrium, there is a 50 % probability of

electron occupancy.[29]

The distribution of molecular orbital energy levels in a conductor are such that the band gap

(Ebg) is equal to 0. As such, electrons are able to move freely between the molecular orbital energy

states, resulting in facile movement of electrons through the material, and high conductivity.

When the value of the Ebg exceeds 0, a band gap between the valence band and conduction

band is formed. In this case, electron mobility relies on the promotion of electrons from the

valence band to the conduction band. When an electron is promoted this way, an ‘hole’ is left

behind in the valence band—this forms and electron-hole pair.

In semiconducting materials the Ebg is relatively small, enabling electron promotion from the

6
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Figure 1-1: Visual representation of band distribution in conductors, semiconductors, and
insulators. EF is the fermi level and Ebg is the energy of the band gap.

valence band to the conduction band to occur by thermal or electromagnetic excitation. This

movement of electrons into the conduction band of the material faciliates the conduction of

electricity. Conversely, the Ebg of an insulator is sufficiently large that the energy required to

promote an electron to the conduction band is too great for the material to conduct electricity

under practically relevant conditions.[30]

These fundamental differences between conductors, semiconductors and insulators can help to

explain why semiconductors are the most appropriate of the three for photoelectrochemical

water-splitting. Simply put, a photoelectrochemical water-splitting material must be able to

separate electrons and holes in order to accumulate holes at the surface of the photoanode and

deliver electrons to the photocathode (this will be discussed further in section 1.3.2). Insulators

are innappropriate as they have no ability to transport electronic charge, and conductors are

inappropriate as electrons and holes cannot be energetically separated due to the absence of

a band gap. Semiconductors are appropriate for photoelectrochemical water-splitting because,

through the absorption of photons, electrons can be promoted from the valence band to the

conduction band, forming an energetically-separated electron-hole pair that can be used to

perform electrochemical reactions.

There are three main subcategories of semiconductors—n-type, p-type, and i-type—which are

depicted in figure 1-2. As shown, n-, p- and i-type semiconductors can be categorised by the

position of the valence and conduction bands, relative to the Fermi level of the material. The

change in the relative positioning of the Fermi level and conduction/valence bands can be most

easily described using crystalline silicon as an example. In undoped crystalline silicon, each
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silicon atom has four valence electrons which are equally distributed amongst the bonds formed

between its four neighbouring silicon atoms. In this situation, there are no free electrons in

the material and the Fermi level lies in the middle of the band gap: this constitutes an i-type

semiconductor, in which the concentrations of electron charge carriers and hole charge carriers

are equal.

In order to synthesise n- or p-type crystalline silicon, heteroatom dopants—elements not found

in the host material—must be introduced; when doping a material with elements that are not

already found in the host material, it is known as extrinsic doping. A typical n-type dopant

for crystalline silicon is phosphorus. Because phosphorus has five valence electrons, when it

takes the place of a silicon atom in the crytal lattice, it is able to form four bonds with the

neighbouring silicon atoms and have one free electron left over. The binding energy of this free

electron to the donor atom is relatively small, and is regarded to be delocalised. Therefore the

donor orbitals of the dopant atoms are able to overlap and form an impurity band lower in

energy than the conduction band of the undoped material, the Fermi level is positioned close to

the conduction band edge, and the concentration of electron charge carriers is greater than the

concentration of hole charge carriers.

Conversely, a typical p-type dopant for crystalline silicon is boron, which has three valence

electrons. This causes a net deficiency of electrons in the lattice, and results in the formation of

a hole state which is delocalised between the dopant boron atoms. This delocalised hole state

forms an impurity band higher in energy than the valence band of the undoped material, the

Fermi level is positioned closer to the valence band edge, and the concentration of hole charge
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carriers is greater than the concentration of electron charge carriers.[30]

With respect to photoelectrochemistry n- and p-type semiconductors are suitable as photoanode

and photocathode materials, respectively. This is because holes accumulate at the surface of the

photoanode to take part in electrochemical oxidation reactions and electrons accumulate at the

surface of the photocathode to take part in electrochemical reduction reactions; and the opposing

charge carrier in each case must diffuse through the bulk of the material to the back contact, a

process that occurs more efficiently if the diffusing charge is associated with the majority charge

carrier.[31]

Specifically the works in this thesis relate to metal oxide photoanode materials, which catalyse

water oxidation—also referred to as the oxygen evolution reaction. This is because the water

oxidation reaction is relatively much more challenging than the water reduction (hydrogen

evolution reaction) process, due to the former being a four-electron process with high-energy

reaction intermediates, and the latter being a two-electron process with a far less complex

reaction mechanism. Therefore, improving the performance of photoanode materials is essential

for the overall development of photoelectrochemical water-splitting cells.

1.3.2 Photoelectrochemical water-splitting

A photoelectrochemical (PEC) reaction involves the generation of a potential difference through

the absorption of photons by a semi-conducting material, this potential difference is the source

of energy with which the PEC reaction is driven; specifically, a PEC reaction is one in which the

electrochemical reaction occurs directly on the surface of the photoactive semiconductor.

The distinction between between a PEC reaction and a photovoltaic-coupled electrochemical

reaction is important, as the fundamental architecture of the devices used in each of these

water-splitting methods has implications for overall process efficiency. PEC reactions occur

directly on the photoactive semiconductor, while a photovoltaic-coupled electrochemical reaction

occurs on the surfaces of the electrodes making up an eletrochemical cell; photovoltaic-coupled

electrochemical reactions are driven by a potential difference generated by a separate photoactive

semiconductor in a photovoltaic cell (SI 3).

To understand the physical properties required by a semiconductor used in a water-splitting PEC

cell, it is important that the energy requirements of the water-splitting reaction be understood

9



in terms of electrochemical potential. The Gibbs free energy of the water-splitting reaction was

discussed in section 1.3; Gibbs free energy relates to electrochemical potential—measured in

volts (V)—by equation 1.6a, shown below.

∆G−◦ = −nFE−◦ (1.6a)

Through a rearrangement of equation 1.6a, the standard electrochemical potential for the

water-splitting reaction can be determined as −1.23 V, compared to the normal hydrogen

electrode (NHE), shown in equation 1.6b.

E−◦ = 237.2
−2 × (9.648 × 104)

× 1000 (1.6b)

E−◦ = −1.23 V

The standard electrochemical potential for the overall water-splitting reaction can now be put

into the context of both of its halves, shown in equations 1.7a–1.7c:

2H+(aq) + 2e– H2(g) E−◦
red = 0.00 V (1.7a)

1
2O2(g) + 2H+(aq) + 2e– H2O(l) E−◦

red = 1.23 V (1.7b)

H2O(l) 1
2O2(g) + H2(g) E−◦

cell = −1.23 V (1.7c)

These half reactions are associated with water-splitting in a neutral-pH medium. It is also

possible to see these half-reactions written for water-splitting in acidic- and basic-pH media,

which alters the standard redox potentials by a value of +59 mV per whole-number pH unit

decrease, according to the Nernst equation (equation 1.8a):[32]

ε = ε−◦ − RT
nF lnQ (1.8a)
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Figure 1-3: Proposed mechanisms for the heterogeneous photoelectrochemical water-splitting
half reactions. Left: the oxygen evolution reaction (adapted from reference[33]) in acidic (blue
arrows) and basic (red arrows) media, the green arrows represent an alternative method by which
O2 may be released from the semiconductor, and ‘M’ represents a metal oxide semiconductor.
Right: the hydrogen evolution reaction in basic media, adapted from reference.[36] The mechanism
for the hydrogen evolution reaction in acidic media is shown in SI 1.

Variation in pH value in a water-splitting cell also has an effect on the specific reaction mechanisms

that occur at the anode and cathode, due to the relative concentrations of both OH– ions or

H2O molecules in the electrolyte; published mechanisms for the heterogeneous water-splitting

reaction are shown in figure 1-3.[33] In fact, it is actually more common to use conditions

with non-netural pH for PEC water-splitting, as this can increase process efficiency by making

energy-intensive steps in the reaction mechanisms more feasible by increasing the concentration

of H+ and OH– ions in the electrolyte.[34] However, excessively high- or low-pH media results in

corrosive conditions, which can affect the longevity of some electrode materials.[35]

It is also important to note that the standard electrode potentials associated with equa-

tions 1.7a–1.7b are—by definition—for single-electron processes; the value in volts pertains

to the reduction potential of each electron that undergoes an electrochemical event. A more

accurate equation can be acquired by dividing all reaction coefficients by the electron reaction

coefficient; however, for the sake of readability it is far more common to write the water-splitting

half-reactions as presented in equations 1.7a–1.7c.

In a PEC water-splitting device, the two half-reactions described above occur at their respective

electrodes; hydrogen production (equation 1.7a) occurs at the cathode, while oxygen production

(equation 1.7b) occurs at the anode. As previously discussed, a PEC water-splitting device

must contain a photoactive semiconductor, which acts as a light-abosrbing material in either a
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Figure 1-4: The bandgaps of several semiconducting materials[37,38] compared to the PEC
energy requirement of the water-splitting reaction. The redox couple H+/H2 is associated with
the production of hydrogen during water-splitting, while the redox couple H2O/O2 is associated
with the production of oxygen; these reactions are commonly referred to as the hydrogen
evolution reaction and the oxygen evolution reaction, respectively.

photoanode or photocathode.

The bandgap of a semiconductor used in a PEC water-splitting device should straddle the

redox potentials of the two half-reactions associated with the overall reaction, ideally resulting

in a Fermi level (EF, figure 1-5) higher in energy than the H+/H2 redox couple (n-type

photoanode), or lower in energy than the H2O/O2 redox couple (p-type photocathode). This

is because in order for the photoelectrochemical cell to reach equilibrium the Fermi level of

the photoanode or photocathode must adjust to become level with that of the corresponding

redox couple. This happens by a net diffusion of electrons or holes, which results in band

bending—a potential gradient—at the electrode/electrolyte interface. This band bending

promotes electron-hole separation and reduces the likelihood of electron-hole recombination,

increasing photoelectrochemical water-splitting performance.

Unfortunately, semiconductors that have such desirable features tend to have too large-a

bandgap (e.g. SrTiO3, figure 1-4) to achieve high solar absorption, and so devices utilising

these semiconductors tend to have low photocurrent efficiencies.[39] Alternatively, when using

a semiconductor material such as α-Fe2O3 (hematite)—the bandgap of which does not quite

straddle the electrochemical potential of the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) (figure 1-4)—it

is possible to apply an external bias in order to provide the additional energy required (Vb in
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Figure 1-5: Outline of a generic PEC water-splitting device, showing the relevant half-reactions
taking place when the pH of the electrolyte is neutral. The photoabsorber in this case is an
hematite photoanode; photons generate electron-hole pairs, the holes of which can be used to
oxidise water to oxygen at the photoanode, and the electrons of which travel around the external
circuit to the counter electrode, where hydrogen production takes place. The scales labeled ENHE
and EVAC correspond to electrochemical potentials relative to the normal hydrogen electrode,
and the absolute electrochemical potential—an electron at rest in vacuum—respectively.

figure 1-5).[40]

It is also common in the literature to make use of a tandem photoelectrochemical water-splitting

cell (example shown in figure 1-6).[41,42] In such a device both the anode and the cathode

are composed of photocatalytic materials, which typically have different band-gaps to more

efficiently make use of a greater portion of the solar spectrum:[43] this strategy also effectively

widens the ‘overall bandgap’ of the device such that it easily straddles the redox potentials for

both the hydrogen evolution reaction and the oxygen evolution reaction, whilst still effectively

absorbing visible light.

This overlapping bandgap configuration makes the tandem cell design appealing, as it can

effectively remove the requirement for an external bias and provide ‘unassisted’ solar water-

splitting. A big challenge associated with tandem photoelectrochemical cells however, is achieving

a good match of the two photoactive materials. This involves, for example, both materials

operating at optimal capacity/being stable in the same pH electrolyte at the same operating

potential. For example, Bornoz et al. reported a tandem set-up comprised of a bismuth vanadate
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Figure 1-6: A diagram illustrating the same core concepts of figure 1-5, though with the
example of a tandem cell composed of a bismuth vanadate photoanode and a copper(I) oxide
photocathode inspired by the works of Bornoz et al.[44] Illumination occurs through the back of
the bismuth vanadate photoanode (from the ‘left’), where longer wavelengths of visible light are
absorbed. Shorter wavelengths of visible light pass through and are absorbed by the copper(I)
oxide photocathode. Self-produced using the LATEX TikZ package.[45]

photoanode and a copper(I) oxide photocathode that required an electrolyte pH of less than 5 in

order to provide good operating conditions for both electrodes; however at these pH values the

cobalt phosphate co-catalyst—necessary to enhance the performance of the bismuth vanadate

photoanode—underwent dissolution.[44]

Indeed in addition to having a suitable bandgap, stability is also a primary concern when

selecting materials for use in PEC water-splitting; as the material must be able maintain a

high level of performance under the conditions at which it operates for an extended period

of time. Furthermore, because it is common for a water-splitting cell to experience localised

deviations in pH due to the migration of photoelectrochemically active ions[46] it is valuble for a

water-splitting material to be stable over a large range of pH values.

The importance of material stability cannot be emphasised enough, because consistancy of

performance over time is imperative if a fuel generation technology is to be sustainable; this

is an issue with, for example, cadmium sulfide and cadmium selenide materials, which have

favourable bandgaps for visible light absorption (figure 1-4), but are reported to have relatively

low stabilities compared to standard metal oxidephotoelectrode materials.[38,47,48] The stability
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issues of metal sulfides are typically caused by photocorrosion inaqueous media due to a series

of reactions involving CdS, photogenerated holes, dissolved oxygen, and water :the overall

process was investigated thoroughly by Meissner et al. and can be described according to

equations 1.9a–1.9e.[49] Youngwoo et al.[48] have reported improving the stability of CdS

photoanodes by enhancing hole extraction with an iridium oxide-based co-catalyst and passivation

with ZnS, which resulted in a stable photocurrent for six hours.

CdS + h+ Cd2+ + S –(s) (1.9a)

S –(s) + O2 SO –
2 (s) (1.9b)

SO –
2 (s) + h+ SO2(s) (1.9c)

SO2(s) + H2O + 2h+ SO 2–
4 + 2H+ (1.9d)

CdS + 4h+ + 2H2O + O2 Cd2+ + SO 2–
4 + 4H+ (1.9e)

In contrast, metal oxide materials such as iron oxide,[50] tungsten oxide,[51] and—to a slightly lesser

extent—bismuth vanadate[52,53] are incredibly robust materials that have excellent tolerances for

corrosive conditions. Stability against corrosive conditions, such as high or low pH, means that

the optimal pH for solar-to-hydrogen (STH) conversion efficiency can be used without fear of

the photoelectrode material degrading; indeed, it is well reported that pH can have a significant

effect on both STH conversion efficiency, and photoelectrode longevity.[54–56]

For PEC water-splitting to occur (example diagram of overall process shown previously in

figure 1-5), a photon of an appropriate wavelength must contact—and consequently be absorbed

by—the photoanode. The energy from the absorbed photon—which will correlate to bandgap

size of the photoelectrode—causes the promotion of an electron from the valence band to the

conduction band, consequently leaving behind an ‘hole’ in the valence band: this electron-hole

pair can be referred to as an exciton. Provided that this exciton is not quenched by an electron-

hole recombination event—which contributes to a loss of device efficiency—the events detailed

below can occur.

The electron and hole from this single photon-absorption event diffuse towards the semiconductor-

electrolyte interface and the back contact, respectively. Once an hole reaches the semiconductor-
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electrolyte interface it contributes to the oxidation of water in a four-electron process to produce

oxygen gas (equation 1.10).

2H2O(l) O2(g) + 4H+(aq) + 4e– (1.10)

In order to successfully oxidise water, four holes must be available to recieve the electrons shown

in the above reaction; this is argued to be one of the major contributors to the slow kinetics of

the oxygen evolution reaction (OER)—discussed later (section 2.1). Nevertheless, the protons

produced in the water oxidation reaction proceed to diffuse towards the negatively charged

cathode, where hydrogen is produced.

The electron—once having diffused to the back contact of the photoanode—travels around the

external circuit towards the counter electrode. An applied anodic bias provides the additional

energy required to reduce protons to hydrogen at the surface of the counter electrode (e.g. glassy

carbon, graphite, platinum),[57–59] in a two-electron process (equation 1.11).

2H+(aq) + 2e– H2(g) (1.11)

In the above-outlined process, there are many possible sources of energy loss and inefficiency,

which will be discussed in depth for each material covered in later chapters. The photocurrent

density of the photoelectrode is an important metric that can give insight into the efficiency of

the device; photocurrent density can be determined by measuring the current passing through

the device whilst it is illuminated.

Measuring photocurrent density

Before measuring photocurrent can be considered, the basics of a current-voltage (I-V) curve

must first be understood; an I-V curve plots the relationship between voltage and current in an

electrical device. A generic I-V curve is shown below (figure 1-7), in which current (amperes)

and voltage (volts) increase linearly with one another.

For the above relationship to exist, electrons must be able to flow freely, and there must be no

increase or decrease in resistance as either voltage or current increase; however, voltage and

current do not have a linear relationship like this in a PEC water-splitting cell.
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Figure 1-7: A generic IV curve displaying an ‘ideal’ relationship between voltage and current.
In reality this relationship is not linear due to multiple sources of impedance and subsequent
loss of current.

For current to be able to flow in an PEC water-splitting cell, the valence and conduction bands of

the photoabsorber must straddle the electrochemical potentials of the two half-reactions associated

with water-splitting (figure 1-4, discussed in section 1.3.2); under these circumstances, water-

splitting theoretically should occur when the cell is illuminated. If the valence band is insufficiently

anodic, then the produced holes cannot oxidise water at the anode, and if the conduction band

is insufficiently cathodic, then photoexcited electrons cannot reduce protons at the cathode; in

either of these scenarios the ‘terminal acceptor’ for either the hole or the electron (water and

protons, respectively) is electrochemically inaccessible through photon absorption alone, and so

current cannot flow. For devices employing hematite photoanodes, the challenge typically lies in

the conduction band being insufficiently anodic for photogenerated electrons to reduce protons.

Current will only begin to flow in a PEC water-splitting cell when sufficient external bias is

applied to overcome the energy difference between the electrochemical potential of the conduction

band of hematite, and the electrochemical potential at which proton reduction occurs. The

current density-voltage (J-V) curve shown in figure 1-8 is an example of how this may look when

performing electrochemical measurements of a PEC cell. It is notable that photoelectrochemical

current measurements are expressed in terms of current density (amperes per unit area), which is

experimentally achieved by illuminating a known area of the photoabsorber layer and converting

the observed values to the desired unit of area (figure 1-9).

The area of figure 1-8 labeled ‘Von’ represents the applied voltage at which the PEC cell begins

to generate current—the onset potential. The value of Von also allows us to discern the overall
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Figure 1-8: A generic JV curve for a photoelectrode used in a PEC water-splitting cell under
illumination. Von is the onset potential of the photoanode, Vop is the overpotential, and Vplat is
where increase in current, relative to the increase in applied voltage, begins to plateau.

energy that must be externally supplied for the device to function, which is the difference—in

volts—between a zero-value applied voltage, and the onset potential.

The external energy requirement is a combination of the energy required to push the potential

of photogenerated electrons sufficiently cathodic, and the inherent thermodynamic overpotential

associated with the water-splitting reaction; once this energy requirement has been met, the

current can flow through the device as water is oxidised to oxygen and protons are reduced to

form hydrogen.

Increasing the applied voltage past the point of Von will continue to increase the current as

the cathodic potential of photogenerated electrons increases to a level more optimal for proton

reduction. After a certain point, however, the increase in applied voltage will begin to result in

a less siginificant increase in current density (Vplat, figure 1-8); the apex of the J-V curve is

therefore the voltage at which the PEC device is operating most energetically efficiently.[60]

As previously mentioned, figure 1-9 depicts how the hematite working photoanode is covered in

order to determine the current density produced in response to illumination of the photoanode;

this method allows for a more reliable and controllable illumination of the sample, making it

easier to compare photocurrents generated between different photoanode samples. An example

of a full experimental set-up that could be used to measure current density of a photoelectrode

is shown in figure 1-10.
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Figure 1-9: Illustration of how a specific area is illuminated to measure photocurrent density
of an hematite photoanode: a black cover is used to permit illumination to only a specific area of
the photoanode, which allows a reliable relationship between area and current to be established.
Self-produced using the LATEX TikZ package.[45]

The photovoltammetry set-up illustrated in figure 1-10 can be used to measure the photocurrent

generated by the working electrode under constant illumination, constant darkness, or alternating

between illumination and darkness. In order to determine the current generated by photon

absorption over a range of applied voltages, the background current must be established over

that same range; this is done by sweeping the voltages under dark conditions.

The same range of voltages is then swept while periodically illuminating the sample with light

(chronoamperometry), which should produce data containing peaks and troughs in photocurrent

density corresponding to illumination and darkness, respectively. The background is then

subtracted from the data set to produce a plot that clearly illustrates photocurrent density;

the fine details of the peaks and troughs can also provide information about the frequency of

charge-carrier recombination.

The voltages recorded during a photovoltammetry experiment are reported relative to one of a

number of reference electrodes that can be used;[61] these potentials are then converted so as to

be reported relative to the NHE. Photocurrent densities measured from photoelectrochemical

water-splitting devices are typically reported at an applied voltage of 1.23 V vs. the NHE.

This is intended to allow a means of relative comparison between the performance of different

photoelectrochemical materials; however, it should be noted that applied potential is not the

only relevant metric when comparing photoelectrochemical performance, and in reality it is very

challenging to meaningfully compare PEC materials. This is because a meaningful comparison
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Figure 1-10: Example of an experimental photovoltammetry set-up. The electrodes are
placed in a dark box to ensure that light exposure to the working electrode is controlled. The
potentiostat controls the applied voltage and measures the generated current. Self-produced
using the LATEX TikZ package.[45]

requires the consideration of the overall sustainability of the material, which includes—but is

not limited to: production cost/time; device durability/lifetime; and scarcity of materials.

Furthermore, while 1.23 V is the standard used for performance comparison, it is possible that

some devices will operate more efficiently overall at a lower voltage due to, for example, low

stability at higher voltages: this alone adds a significant degree of difficulty to device comparison.

Because the set-up detailed in figure 1-10 utilises a Ag/AgCl reference electrode, the electro-

chemical potential (in volts) is reported relative to this electrode; therefore, in order to compare

more easily between results obtained from different set-ups, it is useful to convert and report

the electrochemical potential with respect to the SHE. Conversion of electrochemical potentials

between the Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and the SHE, can be performed using equation 1.12;

ESHE = EAg/AgCl + 0.059 · pHelectrolyte + E−◦
Ag/AgCl (1.12)

in which ESHE is the converted electrochemical potential relative to the SHE, EAg/AgCl is the

experimental working potential, and E−◦
Ag/AgCl is the standard electrochemical potential of the

Ag/AgCl reference electrode, relative to the SHE at 25 °C; in 3.5 m KCl electrolyte, the value of
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E−◦
Ag/AgCl = 0.205 V.[61] pHelectrolyte is the pH value of the electrolyte in which the working and

reference electrodes are submerged, and 0.059 is a constant determined by the Nernst equation;

this constant will change with temperature.

In addition to the importance of a suitable bandgap—which was earlier discussed—the photo-

current density output of a photoelectrode is also extremely dependent on the conductivity of

holes and electrons through the material: even with a suitable bandgap, if a material is unable

to effectively transport charge carriers, then these charge carriers will be more likely to undergo

electron-hole recombination, leading to a reduction in photocurrent density. Broadly speaking

there are two main models of conductivity that are considered when discussing water-splitting

materials—band-like conductivity, and polaron conductivity—which will be both discussed in

the following section.

1.4 Conductivity

‘Polaron’ is the term given to the distortion of the atoms of a crystal lattice around an electron—

i.e. electron-phonon coupling. To elaborate: in polar semiconductors, as a free electron travels

through the material, positive ions in the lattice are attracted to it whilst negatively charged

ions are repelled, this increases the effective mass of the electron and results in the formation

of low-energy wells; note: hole polarons are also formed, to which negatively charged ions are

attracted and positively charged ions are replled.[62]

Therefore the fundamental difference between ‘band-like’ and ‘polaron-like’ conductivity is the

degree of phonon involvement; polarons can be defined as ‘small’ or ‘large’: small polarons are

categorised by localised electron-lattice interactions at a single site (greater phonon involvement),

whereas large polarons are longer range lattice interactions spread across a larger volume of

the crystal (lesser phonon involvement).[63] Charge transport of large polarons can be regarded

as similar to bulk band-like electron transport, however a different conduction model must be

considered for small polaron transport: in order for a small polaron electron to travel through

the crystal lattice, it must sequentially overcome the energy barriers associated with ‘hopping’

from one polaron state to the next.[64]

Because many water-splitting materials are polar metal oxide semiconductors (materials specific-

ally relevant to this thesis are discussedin the following section), it is important to consider the
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contribution of polarons to charge carrier mobility; for example in the case of bismuth vanadate

(discussed in depth in subsection 1.5.2) differences in distortion of the Bi O polyhedra signi-

ficantly effect the photoelectrochemical performance of the material, likely in-part due to the

impact on polaron transport.[65]

1.5 Metal oxide water-splitting materials

1.5.1 Iron oxide

Iron belongs to group eight of the periodic table and preferentially loses two or three electrons

from the 4s and 3d orbitals to adopt either the +2 (electron configuration: [Ar] 3d6) or the +3

(electron configuration: [Ar] 3d5) oxidation states, respectively. The +2 and +3 oxidation states

of iron are traditionally named ferrous and ferric, respectively; compounds containing ferrous

and ferric iron are the most common and stable,[66,67] although iron has also been observed in

oxidation states in a range of +1 to +7 in molecular compounds.[67–71]

Iron is the fourth-most abundant element in the crust of Earth (5.63 % by mass), and iron is

most commonly found as the mineral α-Fe2O3 (hematite) in which iron adopts the +3 oxidation

state.[66] α-Fe2O3 is the most thermodynamically stable polymorph of ferric oxide, while other

polymorphs of ferric oxide typically transform into the alpha polymorph at elevated temperatures;

β-Fe2O3, γ-Fe2O3 (maghemite), and ε-Fe2O3 have been reported to transform into hematite

beginning at 500,[72] 400[73] and 400 °C,[74] respectively.

(a) α-Fe2O3, 2.1 eV (b) β-Fe2O3, 1.7 eV (c) γ-Fe2O3, 2.0 eV (d) ε-Fe2O3, 1.6 eV

Figure 1-11: Unit cell crystal structures and bandgaps of the α-,[75,76] β-,[77,78] γ-,[79,80] and
ε-polymorphs[81,82] of ferric oxide, reproduced from published .cif data using VESTA software.[83]
Iron atoms are shown in purple and oxygen atoms are shown in red.

The aforementioned ferric oxide minerals are formed more favourably in oxidising geochemical
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environments; in more reducing environments the distribution of iron oxide mineral formation

will shift in favour of ferroferric oxides (Fe3O4), and under increasingly reducing conditions,

ferrous oxides (FeO).

Ferroferric oxide—also known as magnetite—is a combination of both ferrous and ferric oxides,

and it is often written as Fe3O4. The bandgap between the valence and conduction bands of

magnetite comparatively smaller than that of hematite, with reported values in the range of

0.1–0.2 eV.[84–87] The small bandgap of magnetite, along with its measured conductivity in the

range of 102–103 Ω−1 cm−1[88], has led to the classification of magnetite as a semi-metal.[84,87]

Figure 1-12: Unit cell crystal structure of magnetite, reproduced from published .cif data[89]
using VESTA software.[83] Iron atoms are shown in purple and oxygen atoms are shown in red.

Bandgaps in the region of 1.7–4 eV have also been reported in magnetite[90–92]. Magnetite excit-

ation events occuring in this larger energy range have been attributed to intraband transitions,

the large range of which could be due to the quantum-size effect, which results in the valence and

conduction bands of magnetite increasing in size as the particle size increases; therefore in mag-

netite of larger particle sizes, intraband transitions of greater energy can occur.[91,93] Intraband

transitions typically relax on the femtosecond time-scale[94], and so generated electron-hole pairs

of sufficient energy recombine too quickly for magnetite to be an effective PEC water-splitting

material.

Ferrous oxide (FeO, figure 1-13)—named wüstite after Fritz Wüst[95]—is a metastable oxide of

iron that is found only in the most reducing of environments, as it has a tendency to oxidise

into a two-phase mixture of hematite and magnetite.[96] At room temperture stoichiometric FeO

does not exist, although it is possible to synthesise nonstoichiometric Fe1–xO at ambient pressure

where the iron deficiencies range from approximately 0.05 < x < 0.15.[97]

Wüstite is characterised as a Mott insulator with an insulating energy gap of 2.4 eV, attributed
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Figure 1-13: Unit cell crystal structure of wüstite. reproduced from published .cif data[98]
using VESTA software.[83] Iron atoms are shown in purple and oxygen atoms are shown in red.

to a charge-transfer process.[99,100] The relative instability of wüstite, and its behaviour as a

Mott insulator, make it an unsuitable material for PEC water-splitting;[101] however there have

been reports wüstite–magnetite systems being used for TEC water-splitting, an application

which does not call for specific conductive qualities.[102]

Of the iron oxides that have been discussed, hematite is by far the most-studied material for PEC

water-splitting applications.[103–105] The precendence for the attention that hematite receives can

be attributed to its suitable bandgap of ∼2.2 eV (Figure 1-4), natural abundance,[66] inherent

low-cost,[106,107] and high chemical stability.[40]

Nevertheless, there are still several challenges that prohibit the use of hematite in PEC water-

splitting, these include: slow OER kinetics; high charge-carrier recombination[108] both at the

hematite-electrolyte interface, and in bulk hematite; and non-ideal quasi-Fermi energy levels,

resulting in lower-than-expected photovoltages.[50] Further discussion into the use of Fe2O3 as a

photoelectrocatalyst, and a literature review covering the current state of the art, are contained

within section 2.1.

1.5.2 Bismuth vanadate

Bismuth vanadate (BiVO4) is a mixed metal oxide comprising of stoichiometric quantities of

bismuth and vanadium in the +3 and +5 oxidation states, respectively. BiVO4 has four known

crystalline polymorphs: pucherite, tetragonal-scheelite (t–s), monoclinic-scheelite (m–s) and

zircon-type.[109]

Pucherite is the most common mineral in which BiVO4 is naturally found, however no artificial

syntheses of this polymorph have been reported.[109,110] The zircon-type polymorph can be
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synthesised at low-temperatures, and has been reported by Kudo[111] and Bhattacharya[112] at

25 °C and 55–60 °C, respectively. The zircon-type polymorph has an experimental bandgap of

∼2.9 eV,[111,113] which makes it an ineffective polymorph in the context of photoelectrochemical

water-splitting, due to poor visible light absorption. Zircon-type BiVO4 is reported to phase

transition to the m–s polymorph within a temperature range of 350–450 °C.[109,112]

Higher temperature synthesis of BiVO4 typically results in the m–s polymorph, and has been

reported by spin-coating,[114] solid-state melting,[115] AA-CVD,[116] sputtering[117] and electrode-

position methods.[118] Once the m–s polymorph has formed, it can undergo a reversible phase

transformation to the t–s phase at 255 °C.[119]

The transition between the BiVO4 t–s and m–s phases is the result of a temperature-dependent

distortion of the 6s2 lone pair of Bi3+. At temperatures below 255 °C this lone pair distortion

causes a corresponding distortion of the B–O polyhedra that is sufficient to detect a phase

transition: this Bi–O polyhedra distortion is the defining feature of the m–s phase.[119]

(a) m-s BiVO4 unit cell (b) t-s BiVO4 unit cell

Figure 1-14: Crystal unit cells of bismuth vanadate polymorphs.

The distortion of the polyhedra in the m–s phase seemed to contribute significantly to the

photoelectrochemical activity of BiVO4, evidenced by the t–s polymorph which, despite having

a similar bandgap to the m–s polymorph (t–s = 2.34, m–s = 2.41 eV), displays negligable

photocatalytic activity under visible light illumination.[120] Precedent for this type of lattice-

dependent photoactivity had formerly been reported by Inoue et al.[121] and Kudo et al.[65] in

mixed metal oxide systems of titanium and strontium, respectively.

However, in the works of Inoue and Kudo, lattice distortion effects were not the only possible

factor for changes in photoelectrochemical performance: in these cases there were also changes
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to material composition that have an effect on band potential and energy structure. Whereas

when comparing the t–s and m–s BiVO4 polymorphs, lattice distortion is the only factor that

could effect photoelectrochemical performance. Therefore distortion must dominantly affect the

photocatalytic properties of BiVO4, most likely by influencing charge seperation via changes in

the stability of electron and hole polaron formation.[65,120,121]

Figure 1-15: Pourbaix diagram of BiVO4 sourced from reference.[52] The dashed red lines
represent the standard redox potentials for the oxygen evolution reaction (top dashed red line)
and hydrogen evolution reaction (bottom dashed red line), respectively.

The photoactive m–s polymorph of BiVO4 is regarded as a promising water-splitting material due

to its stability in both acidic and basic media (shown by the pourbaix diagram in figure 1-15),

suitable bandgap for visible light absorption, and highly-positive valence band position which

gives hole charge carriers a lot of oxidative power which benefits the anodic component of the

water splitting reaction.[122] A literature review covering the current state of the art is contained

within section 3.1.

1.5.3 Tungsten oxide

Tungsten belongs to group six of the periodic table, and when forming tungsten oxides can

adopt oxidation states of +3 through +6 inclusive.[123–125] Tungsten(VI) oxide (WO3) is the

most thermodynamically stable of these, in which tungsten has lost 6 electrons to adopt the

electronic configuration [Xe] 4f14.

Using appropriate precursors, tungsten(III) and (IV) oxides have been synthesised by methods

such as atomic layer deposition[123] and thermal comproportionation, respectively.[124] Tung-

sten(V) oxide is known to be formed with a stoichiometry of W18O49 by heating WO3 in the
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presence of tungsten metal, after having previously been thought to have the stoichiometry of

W2O5.[125]

Of the above tungsten oxides, WO3 is of the most interest with regard to photoelectrochemical

water-splitting due to its stabiity, ease of synthesis, and suitable band-gap for light absorption

(2.4–2.8 eV).[126] WO3 also has a moderate hole diffusion length (∼150 nm) and good electron

mobility (∼12 cm2 V−1 s−1).[127]

WO3 undergoes phase transitions at temperatures of <−40 °C (monoclinic, ε-WO3), −43–17 °C

(triclinic, δ-WO3), 17–330 °C (monoclinic, γ-WO3), 330–740 °C (orthorhombic, β-WO3), and

>740 °C (tetragonal, α-WO3).[128] As such, monoclinic γ-WO3 is the most stable phase at room

temperature. Synthesis of stable hexagonal and orthorhombic phases at room temperature

have been reported,[129,130] though at the time of writing it was not possible to find triclinic or

tetragonal WO3 reported under ambient conditions.

(a) γ-WO3, stable polymorph (b) h-WO3, metastable polymorph

Figure 1-16: Unit cell crystal structures of γ- and h-WO3 polymorphs.

Considering the phases of WO3 that are feasible at room temperature is an important component

of using WO3 as a photoelectrochemical water-splitting material; crystal facet exposure and band-

gap of WO3 will both vary with the phase of the material, which will affect device performance.

At the time of writing both γ- and h-WO3 (figure 1-16) attract significant attention in the

literature, and appear to be viable candidates for anodic materials in a water-splitting cell.[131–133]
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1.5.4 Co-catalyst materials

Whilst the metal oxide materials typically used as photoaborber layers in water-splitting devices

already display instrinsic catalytic activity towards the OER, many devices can experience a

loss in efficiency as a result of poor hole injection from the semiconductor to the electrolyte. If

photogenerated holes are not efficiently injected into the electrolyte then they will accumulate at

the interface, where they can undergo charge-recombination, and/or cause photocorrosion.[134,135]

It is possible to identify when the OER kinetics are causing a bottleneck in efficiency by comparing

the photocurrent densities of the material in the presence and absence of hole scavengers. Hole

scavengers (e.g. H2O2, NaSO3, methanol)[136] are very readily oxidised, and their presence in the

electrolyte eliminates the kinetic limitations of hole injection; and if the photocurrent improves

in the presence of a hole scavenger, then clearly the photocurrent was limited by poor OER

kinetics. In order to reduce this bottleneck, the surface of the photoanode can be decorated with

a thin layerof a catalytic material with higher activity towards the OER.
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Figure 1-17: Volcano plot displaying some common water oxidation catalysts. Performance
improves as catalysts move closer to the peak of the volcano plot.

There have been many reports of co-catalyst use with numerous photoanode materials yielding

varying degrees of success and for several different reasons.[137–139] For example, it is widely

understood that a co-catalyst should reduce the activation energy associated with the water

splitting reaction and therefore enhance the kinetics of hole transfer from the photoanode

to the electrolyte. Broadly, this occurs by reducing the extent of Fermi-level pinning at the

electrode-electrolyte interface, and by stabilising water-splitting reaction intermediates.[140,141]

However, it has also been reported that the ‘co-catalyst’ layer can simply act to passify the

surface states of the material, rather than to specifically increase the hole transfer kinetics.[122]
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Such passivation reduces the number of electron-hole recombination sites at the surface, and

faciliates the accumulation of charges that can remain available for the water-splitting reaction.

Nevertheless, the specific interactions that have been reported between photoanode materials

and co-catalysts will be discussed in-depth in the relevant chapters later on in this document.

1.6 Chemical vapour deposition methods for electrode synthesis

Metal oxides that are used in PEC water-splitting by definition are engaging in a heterogeneous

reaction; in the simplest case, water—which is in the liquid phase—is interacting with the

electrodes of the PEC cell—which are in the solid phase—to ultimately produce oxygen and

hydrogen as gases.[142]

The heterogeneous nature of PEC water-splitting means that thin-film solid materials are

beneficial, as the increased surface-area-to-volume ratio results in a higher proportion of the total

metal oxide being recruited as active sites for the reaction. Additionally, the use of thin-films

means that less total material is needed to synthesise a PEC cell: this can reduce the cost of

device manufacture and minimise waste.

When considering the production of metal oxide thin-films, it is important that the method used

to synthesise the material is controllable, replicable, and results in optimal material properties

for the desired application (e.g. film morphology and bandgap). The work in this thesis was

centred primarily around aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition. However, there is vast

variety of chemical vapour depositions methods by which metal oxide thin-films can be produced,

some of which will be discussed here.

1.6.1 Chemical vapour deposition

Principally, chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is a process by which one or more precursors are

reacted and/or decomposed onto a solid substrate, typically from the gas phase.[143] There is a

huge amount of variety within the umbrella term of ‘chemical vapour deposition’; CVD variations

are largely defined by reaction-promotion mechanisms (e.g. heat, light and plasma), and methods

of precursor delivery (e.g. pressure, temperature and precursor carrier medium).[144] As a result

of the huge amount of variation in CVD, there have spawned a huge number of acronyms used

to describe specific methodologies; a number of these methods deemed relevant to the content of

this report will be discussed below.
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Metal-organic chemical vapour deposition

Cylindrical furnace
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Figure 1-18: A diagram showing a generic set-up used for MO-CVD. Common variations
include the presence of a vacuum pump and pressure regulator in place of the oil bubbler, in
order to deposit at lower pressures; and/or heating the precursor pots, in order to convert
less-volatile precursors into the gas phase (shown in red, ∆). Self-produced using the LATEX
TikZ package.[45]

Metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MO-CVD) is a relatively broad term that refers to

the deposition of a material from an organometallic precursor that participates in a vapour

phase reaction.[144,145] MO-CVD can be performed with one or more precursor materials, the

choice of which will dictate the nature the thin-film material being produced.

A generic MO-CVD set-up is shown in figure 1-18, in which there are three precursor pots.

This allows for the isolated or simultaneous deposition of a controllable number of precursors,

as unused pots can be sealed off from the system; the mass transfer between the pots and the

system can also be controlled, in order to alter the precursor composition in the gas flowing

towards the substrate.

The MO-CVD set-up shown can be altered in a number of ways, depending on what type of

precursor is being deposited and what kind of deposition is required. In the example shown,

the pressure in the equipment is limited by the bubbler; therefore the any deposited precursor

would have to have an high enough vapour pressure to be volatile under the operating pressure.
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In order to deposit precursors with limited volatility, a vacuum pump can be used in place of a

bubbler and the precursor pots can be heated; although it is important to bare in mind that

this can cause some precursors to decompose before reaching the substrate, which will alter the

morphology of the thin-film.[146]

During an MO-CVD experiment, the precursor(s) being deposited will be transported by a

suitable carrier gas towards the substrate, which is heated inside a furnace. When the precursor

passes through the furnace, the elevated temperature causes the precursor(s) to: react with each

other and/or the substrate; and/or decompose. These reactions can occur either in the vapour

phase, or on the substrate. The products of the afforementioned thermal reactions then will

adhere to the surface of the substrate, and form a thin film of material.

MO-CVD allows for a large surface area of substrate to be coated with material quickly, and

provides a great deal of control over how much of each precursor is delivered to the substrate

in real time; this can even allow for the precursor gas stream to be altered throughout a run,

which faciliates the synthesis of thin-films of varying dopant concentration throughout.

MO-CVD is however limited to precursors that can be transported in the vapour phase; involatile

precursor(s) cannot be used, as they would likely decompose before entering the vapour phase.

Because the precursor can affect the physical properties of the resultant film—and ideal physical

properties are required in order to maximise water-splitting efficiency—it is desirable to be able

to deposit a wider range of precursors, such as those that are involatile.

Aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition

Substrate

1)

Substrate

2)

Substrate

3)

Droplet contacts
substrate surface

Figure 1-19: Diagram showing three mechanisms by which AA-CVD can occur inside the
furnace, described in the main text. Red and black are elements which make up the product,
green represents by-products, and light blue represents solvent. Self-produced using the LATEX
TikZ package.[45]
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Figure 1-20: Diagram showing a generic set-up used for AA-CVD. The carrier gas generates
positive pressure in the precursor pot, which delivers the precursor-containing solution to the
atomiser; the aerosolised precursor solution is then carrying by the gas flow to the substrate,
where it thermally decomposes. Self-produced using the LATEX TikZ package.[45]

For the purposes of this report, aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition (AA-CVD) differs

from MO-CVD in the sense that the precursor is transported towards the substrate as an aerosol,

rather than a vapour; aside from this detail, the equipment set-ups for each can be very similar

(figure 1-20).

The only requirement for a precursor to be deposited by AA-CVD, is that it is soluble in

a suitable solvent. In an AA-CVD experiment, the precursor solution is pushed through an

atomiser by positive pressure applied by the carrier gas. As the precursor solution passes through

the atomiser an aerosol is produced, which is delivered to the heated substrate by the carrier gas.

As the aerosol enters the furnace-heated quartz tube, a number of events can occur which will

ultimately lead to decomposition of the precursor, and thin-film synthesis (figure 1-19): 1) a

solvent droplet evaporates in the space above the substrate, the precursor then adsorbs to the
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substrate and decomposes; 2) the precursor decomposes inside the solvent droplet, the product

of which is insoluble and thus is deposited on the substrate, and; 3) the precursor-containing

aerosol droplet contacts the substrate surface, at which point the precursor decomposes, followed

by the evaporation of both the by-products and solvent.

Similarly to MO-CVD, there is great potential for control when producing thin-films using

AA-CVD; for example, any precursor solution could theoretically contain any number of soluble

precursors in chosen ratios, once again giving the user control over the concentration of dopants

in the thin-film.

Additionally, many other aspects of AA-CVD can be changed in order to fine-tune the thin-film

production process. The ultimate concentration of the precursor(s) in the solution can be

altered, which leads to a corresponding change in mass transfer of the aerosolised precursor to

the substrate; consequently, the rate at which thin-film deposition occurs will change, which

has been reported to influence properties such as crystallite size and nanostructure. Likewise,

varying the average aerosol droplet size and gas flow-rate of an AA-CVD reactor also can lead

to changes in thin-film structure.
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1.6.2 Atomic layer deposition

Figure 1-21: Cross-sectional micrograph of ALD-grown Ge2Sb2Te5 shown to conform to the
high aspect ratio of the substate, avoiding the undesirable clogging of the trenches. Reproduced
from the works of Pore et al.[147]

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a CVD-like technique that allows for material to be deposited on

a scale of atom-thick layers that can be scaled up to provide very high control over film thickness.

In contrast to conventional CVD processes which involve thermal decompsition of precursors in

the gas phase and/or on the substrate involving both chemisorption and physisorption processes,

ALD occurs by cycled surface-limited chemical reactions between the precursor and active sites

on the substrate/growing film, and in an ideal case is dominated by chemisorption processes.[148]

Because ALD is surface-limited and film thickness is highly controllable, it is a very valuable

tool for depositing on high aspect ratio substrates (figure 1-21),[147] and applications such as

microelectronics.[149] These features of ALD can also be applied to great benefit in water-splitting

materials, for example in the depostion of co-catalysts onto highly nanostructured films. This is

practically important for water-splitting because if a material has a high surface area in contact

with the electrolyte, it would be detrimental to reduce this exposed surface area by depositing a

co-catalyst on top using a non-conformal CVD process.

A diagram describing the fundamentals of an ALD process is shown in figure 1-22, with the

growth of iron oxide using Fe(pki)2 and water precursors as an example. As shown, each full

ALD ‘cycle’ can be described in four distinct steps requiring at least two precursors: in the

case of metal oxides these will be an appropriate metal precursor and an oxygen precursor (e.g.

water, oxygen plasma, ozone).[150,151]
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Figure 1-22: A diagram showing one full atomic layer deposition cycle, comprised of four steps:
the deposition of iron oxide using an Fe(pki)2 precursor has been used as an example. Iron
atoms are shown in dark red, oxygen atoms are shown in bright red, nitrogen atoms are shown
in green and hydrogens are shown in white.

At the start of each ALD cycle, the outer surface of the substrate (e.g. silicon oxide) will have

exposed terminal O–/ OH groups. As the metal precursor (in this case Fe(pki)2—a published

precursor—[152] was used as an example) is purged into the chamber with an inert gas carrier,

it will react with the exposed O–/ OH groups to form a chemical bond that holds it on the

substrate surface (chemisorption): this reaction with the silicon oxide surface also results in one

pki ligand being removed from the precursor. Once chemisorption of Fe(pki) has occured at all

available active sites of the silicon oxide substrate, no further molecules of Fe(pki)2 are able to

react, and the film will not become thicker regardless of how much precursor is directed into the

reaction chamber: this is what is meant when ALD is described as a surface limited deposition

process.

It should be noted that, as shown in figure 1-22, it is possible for a single molecule of precursor

to react with multiple active sites on the surface of the substrate, which can lead to phenomena

of non-uniform growth and the formation of pinholes. Likewise it is possible for substrate active

sites to be blocked by precursors with sufficiently sterically hindering ligands, also preventing

uniform growth; as such these potential factors that can cause deviation from true ALD growth
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need to be considered when developing and optimising an ALD process.[153–155]

Next, the unreacted Fe(pki)2 and the bi-products (free Hpki) of the chemisorption process are

purged out of the reaction chamber, and the chamber is returned to a state of high vaccuum.

The second ALD precursor (oxygen source, in this case H2O) is then purged into the reaction

chamber, where it reacts with the exposed Fe(pki) to form a new Fe O bond and expel a second

equivalent of protonated pki. In a similar manner to the first step, this step is also surface

limited as once all of the exposed Fe(pki) has reacted, excess H2O in the gas phase is unable to

further react with the new exposed OH sites.

The final step of a an ALD cycle involved purging out the unreacted H2O precursor and the

protonated pki bi-product, again returning the reaction chamber to a state of high vaccuum. At

this point there are exposed OH groups extending from the growing iron oxide film, and the a

second ALD cycle can begin as previously described with the purging in of Fe(pki)2 precursor.

In general, ALD precursors have more extensive requirements than CVD precursors—particularly

when compared with aerosol-assisted CVD. First and foremost an ALD precursor must be volatile,

as precursor is typically transported to the reaction chamber as a gas—though exceptions to this

exist, such as liquid ALD.[156] Additionally, and ALD precursor must be both reactive enough to

react with the active sites of the substrate, but stable enough that it doesnt thermally decompose

in transit to the reaction chamber or indeed in the reaction chamber itself.

The specific requirements of ALD precursors somewhat limits the range of materials that can

currently be deposited by this method; and because deposition occurs on a scale of atomic layers,

ALD can become a time-consuming process when the product film needs to be of significant

thickness. For the purposes of depositing co-catalysts for CVD, however, many common co-

catalyst materials such as nickel oxyhydroxide,[157] iridium oxide[158] and cobalt phosphate[159] are

all accessible by ALD; furthermore, because layers of co-catalyst do not need to be particularly

thick, the ALD processes used to deposit them do not need to be excessively long. Therefore ALD

can be an extremely valuble tool in the development of efficient water-splitting photoanodes.
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1.7 Project scope

Through the development of new precursors for the deposition of metal oxide thin-films including

iron oxide, bismuth vanadate and tungsten oxide, it will be possible to produce films with

an increased variety of physical properties such as morphology and bandgap. Changes to

these physical properties will have an effect of the performance of each material towards

photoelectrochemical water-splitting, which will be investigated throughout these works.

By using deposition methods such as aerosol-assisted CVD it will be possible to experiment

with a greater number of precursors that may not be compatible with more traditional CVD

methodologies; for example, non-volatile precursors, that are inappropriate for techniques such

as AP-CVD, can be successfully deposited using a method such as AA-CVD, which only requires

that a precursor be soluble in a suitable solvent.

The scope of this project therefore is to develop new precursors for deposition of metal oxide

films by aerosol-assisted CVD. Following precursor characterisation and screening, leading

precursors will be selected for an appropriate deposition method, based on the factors discussed

in section 1.6.1.

Physical properties of the films that are synthesised using these novel precursors—such as

orientation, morphology, and optoelectronics—will be assessed in conjunction with the photo-

electrochemical water-splitting performance, judged by photocurrent density output in aqueous

media under visible light irradiation.
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Chapter 2

Iron oxide

2.1 Photoelectrochemistry of α-Fe2O3

As previously discussed in section 1.5.1, ferric oxides such as hematite and magnetite are suitable

candidates as photoelectrochemical water-splitting materials due to their suitable bandgap for

visible light absorption (around 2.1 eV), and good positioning of valence and conduction bands

with respect to the redox potentials for the two halves of the water-splitting reaction. The

ferric oxides also display excellent stability over a large range of photoelectrochemical operating

conditions, as displayed by the pourbaix diagram published by McCafferty (figure 2-1);[160]

though it is also shown that in acidic media the ferric oxides are liable to corrosion and

becoming soluble.[161] This fact is particularly relevant when considering actual operation of a

photoelectrochemical device; because H+ is a by-product of the water oxidation reaction, the

stability an iron-based electrode is threatened by the formation of a local acidic environment at

the electrode surface.[46]

Of the ferric oxides, α-Fe2O3 (hematite) and γ-Fe2O3 (maghemite) are the two most-commonly

reported materials in the PEC water-splitting field due to their relatively high thermodynamic

stability (as discussed in section 1.5.1). In reported uses of maghemite in PEC devices, rather

high applied biases (>1.6 V vs. RHE, compared to the standard reference bias of 1.23 V)[162,163]

were required to produce photocurrent densities that have been commonly measured in hematite

samples at a much lower applied bias.[37,50,164] Of course, there are far more publications relating

to hematite than there are to maghemite which may have relatively limited the development of
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Figure 2-1: A pourbaix diagam published by McCafferty[160] describing the stability of iron
oxide materials in aqueous media of different pH values and applied potentials.

the latter; however, due to hematite also being the most thermodynamically stable polymorph of

Fe2O3, it is more likely that the greater number of hematite publications—and generally better

performance of hematite—was the result of a greater availabiliy of optimisation processes, rather

than undue neglect towards the maghemite polymorph.

As an n-type semiconductor hematite is utilised as a photoanode material in photoelectrochemical

cells, participating in the catalysis of the oxygen evolution half-reaction. The bandgap of hematite

gives it a theoretical maximum photocurrent density of 12.6 mA cm−2;[165,166] however to the

writer’s knowledge the highest-reported photocurrent density generated by single junction

hematite photoanode has been 4.68 mA cm−2, which was reported by Peerakiatkhajohn et al.[167]

The hematite photoanode was modified with silver nanoparticles which enhanced electron

transport away from the photoanode-electrolyte interface, and a cobalt phosphate co-catalyst

which acted to passivate the surface of the electrode and improve the hole transfer to the

electrolyte (figure 2-2). Furthermore, the hematite base-layer was highly porous, which

increased the surface area in contact with the electrolyte, increasing the number of active sites

able to engage in water oxidation.

Evidently there are still technological issues that need to be addressed in hematite photoanodes,

as 4.68 mA cm−2 is a significant underperformance compared to the theoretical maximum of

12.6 mA cm−2. The largest contributors to this loss in performance are poor conductivity
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Figure 2-2: The hematite photoanode structure reported by Peerakiatkhajohn et al.[167] The
high-energy surface plasmon (SP) state of the silver nanoparticles helped to funnel electrons
through the material, while the cobalt phosphate (CoPi) co-catalyst enhanced hole transfer into
the electrolyte by catalysing the oxygen evolution reaction.

of electrons and poor water oxidation surface kinetics, both of which result in electron-hole

recombination.[103] As demonstrated by Peerakiatkhajohn et al., tactics to reduce losses in

hematite photoanodes include the use of co-catalysts and multi-material electrodes to enhance

charge transfer at several key points in the electrochemical process. Likewise it is also common

to dope the bulk of the material in order to increase the overall conductivity of hematite, and

reduce electron-hole recombination in the bulk.[166,168,169]

The following sections will cover the background literature surrounding the development of hem-

atite photoanodes, specifically the efforts to improve photoelectrochemical performance through:

controlling the nanostructure and morphology of the material; enhancing bulk electron transport

using dopant ions; design of hierarchial photoanode structures (multi-material electrodes); and

the use of co-catalysts to speed up the surface kinetics of the water oxidation reaction.

Before discussing in-depth the techniques that have been implemented to enhance the PEC

water-splitting properties of hematite, it is important to highlight that altering an hematite

electrode in any one way is likely to have an effect on more than one property; for example,

one might improve the conductive qualities of the hematite bulk through the use of a silicon
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dopant,[169] but doping of hematite can also affect the bandgap[170] and morphology[171] of the

material.

An excellent example of this was published by Wang et al., who deposited a layer of Ti-doped

hematite on the surface of iron(III) oxyhydroxide (FeOOH, goethite) nanorod arrays.[139] The

new layer caused a doubling in measured photocurrent density at 1.23 V due to an increase in

the bulk conductivity of the material; however, the flat band potential at the surface of the

photoanode was also shifted positively from 0.34 to 0.4 V, which corresponded to an anodic shift

of the onset potential reflecting an increase in the water-splitting overpotential.

Therefore it is important to think about the development of photoelectrodes with an ‘holistic’

approach: the performance of any given photoanode is the result of highly specific interactions

between all of its physical characteristics, and therefore cannot be broken down into the sum of

its parts; moreover a modification (e.g. co-catalyst) that has a highly positive impact on one

hematite photoanode may not have the same degree of impact on another, and a ‘plug and play’

mentality with photoanode design should be avoided.

2.1.1 Nanostructuring and morphological control

Before considering the numerous possible modifications ones can make to an hematite photoanode—

as touched upon in the previous section—it is essential to understand the ways in which hematite

photoelectrochemical performance can be drastically affected by its own nanostructure and

morphology; for example it can be very deterimental for an hematite film to have a high overall

thickness, but low porosity. This is because a combination of these two features will effectively

lengthen the average charge carrier transport distance, and increase the likelihood of an electron-

hole recombination event, whereby a pair of photoexcited electrons and holes recombine before

they diffuse to their respective interfaces; this is a particularly significant issue in hematite

because the electron diffusion length is very small: in the range of 2–4 nm.[168,172]

The short hole diffusion length becomes particularly problematic when one considers the penet-

ration depth of light through hematite; light with a wavelength of 550 nm penetrates 118 nm

through bulk hematite,[173] meaning that—if the hematite were designed with an appropriate

thickness to complement the diffusion length of holes—there were be a huge inefficiency with

respect to incident light absorption, as a significant portion would not be absorbed.
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Figure 2-3: A diagram depicting two possible events in an hematite photoanode with a
thickness exceeding hole diffusion length; blue arrows indicate movement of photogenerated holes.
A: photoexcited hole forms >10 nm away from hematite-electrolyte interface, and therefore
ultimately undergoes a recombination event with an electron; and B: photoexcited hole forms
<4 nm away from hematite-electrolyte interface, and therefore is able to diffuse to the surface
where the OER may occur.

Alternatively, one could imagine designing an hematite photoanode to most efficiently capture

incident light, matching material thickness to light penetration depth (118 nm); however, in this

scenario the diffusion length of the holes would be insufficient to reach the electrode interfaces,

nullifying the majority of photogenerated charge-carriers in the material (figure 2-3).

Clearly the ideal hematite photoanode would be able to absorb the largest proportion of incident

photons, whilst also having a charge diffusion length short enough so as not to be a significant

source of electron-hole recombination. Theoretically these characteristics can be achieved by

introducing porosity or nanostructuring into the morphology of the film; for example, photon

absorption can be increased by scattering of incident light by angular crystal facets or porous

cavities, while simultaneously these features would reduce charge transport distances due to the

film having a higher overall surface-area-to-volume ratio.

The positive impact of porosity was demonstrated by Bondarchuk et al.,[174] who reported the

growth of hematite on bulk porous antimony-doped tin oxide, by a simple aerosol-assisted CVD

process. Without the use of any co-catalyst or hematite dopant they reported an appreciable

photocurrent density of 2.8 mA cm−2 with a maximum photoactive layer thickness of 150 nm.
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Figure 2-4: Electron micrographs of hematite films with cauliflower-like nanostructure, reported
by Graetzel et al.[146] A: Cross-sectional micrograph of silicon-doped hematite on FTO; B: Top-
down micrograph of silicon-doped hematite; C: Top-down micrograph of undoped hematite
film.

This was a significant improvement over typical values of pristine hematite which rarely exceed

1 mA cm−2.[50,175,176] In the absence of any other modifications, this paper highlighted the

importance of porosity in reducing the charge diffusion lengths in hematite photoanodes and

maximising photon absorption through light scattering.

It is not essential to use a template substrate to grow porous or nanostructured hematite,

however; prior to the work of Bondarchuk, a well-known paper published by Graetzel et al.

reported the synthesis of hematite photoanodes with a ‘cauliflower’ structure (figure 2-4),

which produced a record-breaking (2006) photocurrent density in excess of 3.0 mA cm−2 after

being doped with silicon (1.5 at.%).[146] In this case the nanostructuring of the hematite was

brought about by partial decomposition of the Fe(CO)5 precursor in the gas stream of the

atmospheric pressure CVD reactor, the crystallite size of which could was shrunk by doping with

silicon using tetraethyl orthosilicate. This study was one of the most notable demonstrations of

the importance of nanostructuring in hematite photoanodes; and furthermore, how deposition

methods such as CVD can facilitate the growth of these more kinetically stable morphologies.

A similar display of the value of using CVD methods to grow kinetically stable morphologies was

reported more recently by Arzaee et al.,[177] who synthesised nanoflower structured hematite by

depositing FeCl3·6H2O by aerosol-assisted CVD. The deposition method promoted the growth

of hematite nanoflakes which stacked upon each other to form the nanoflower nanostructure

(figure 2-5).
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Figure 2-5: A diagram adapted from the publication of Arzaee et al.[177] showing the growth
mechanism of hematite nanoflowers, via progressive nanoflake stacking which was facilitated by
aerosol-assisted CVD of FeCl3·6H2O.

In addition to the physical microstructure and porosity of the material, the specific orientation of

the hematite crystallites—i.e. which facets of the crystal are exposed to the electrolyte—in the

thin-film can also affect the photocurrent generated by PEC devices.[178] For example, Kment et

al. synthesised highly orientated hematite thin films with preferential expression of either the

{110} or {104} facets. At 1.55 V vs. the SHE, photocurrents of 0.65 mA cm−2 and 0.02 mA cm−2

were found for samples with more highly-expressed {110} and {104} facets, respectivley; this

was attributed to variation in charge-carrier mobilities, and different surface termination of the

two orientations.[106]

Further to the previous findings, density functional theory (DFT) calculations performed by

Zhang et al.[179] confirmed that the (110) surface orientation is more active than the (104) for

PEC water-splitting. The change in photocurrent was attributed more specifically to differences

in photon absorption and/or charge-carrier mobilities, rather than to the lowering of the OER

overpotential—both the (110) and (104) surface orientations had overpotentials of 0.79 and

1.01 V, respectively.

Generally there have been more reports of comparisons between orientations that support the

expression of the {110} and {104} facets of hematite, as hematite has a natural tendancy to be

orientated this way; however it is important to explore the activity towards water-splitting of the

less dominant facets of hematite to avoid an incorrectly assumed optimum.[180] On this matter

Zhang et al.[178] conducted DFT studies on surface orientations of hematite that supported

greater expression of the {100}, {210}, {101}, {021}, and {211} facets, in order to evalutate the

effects of each towards the OER overpotential.
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Of the five surface orientations investigated, the orientations supporting the {100} and {210}

facets were found to have the lowest OER overpotential; OER on the (100) surface orientated

hematite had an overpotential of 0.79 V, which was 0.95 V lower than that of the least active

(211) orientation. Additionally, the (100) surface orientation was found to be the most stable

of those investigated, while the (210) surface orientation was less stable with a surface energy

0.58 J m−2 greater than that of the (100).

Analysis of the studies presented above would suggest that hematite orientations supporting

expression of the {110} facets would be the most beneficial for water-splitting applications,

based on a perspective focused solely on the surface catalysis properties of hematite. Accounting

for surface interactions with the OER alone, however, ignores the differences in charge-carrier

conductivity that can exist between different crystallographic orientations. It is important to

recognise that hematite is an anisotropic semiconductor, meaning that the degree of charge

mobility through the material is partially dependent on which direction the charges are moving

with respect to the crystal lattice.[181,182]

Eggleston et al. investigated the practical effects of conductive anisotropy in hematite by

measuring photoecurrent density while selectively illuminating individual faces and edges of a

single hematite crystal.[182] They confirmed that photocurrent density towards water oxidation

was between 5–10 times higher when edges were illuminated—compared to faces—due to superior

conduction in directions perpendicular to [001]. Therefore hematite thin films comprising

crystallites orientated such that the (001) planes are positioned perpendicular to the FTO

substrate should enhance photoelectrochemical performance with respect to the anisotropic

conduction qualities of hematite.

Further to this point, Sun et al. demonstrated that the activation energy towards electrochemical

reactions of the hematite {001} facets was notably higher than those of the other tested facets

({110}, {012}), meaning that minimising the exposure of the {001} facets in favour of more

active facets would likely benefit water-splitting performance.[183] Therefore theoretically an

optimised hematite nanostructure would: maximise surface-area-to-volume ratio to increase the

number of active catalytic sites and reduce average charge transport distance; orientate (001)

planes perpendicular to the substrate to improve speed of electron conduction towards the back

contact, subsequently improving electron-hole separation; and maximise the exposure of {110}

facets to the electrolyte.
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Aside from tuning the morphological qualities of hematite itself, it is possible to improve both the

conductive qualities and the surface properties of an hematite photoanode through doping and

the use of co-catalysts. Doping is a particularly important consideration when using hematite,

as high-purity hematite is actually an insulator in which semiconducting qualities are observed

though intrinsic doping (e.g. through naturally-occurring oxygen vacancies).[184]

2.1.2 Doping studies

Because high-purity ferric oxide actually behaves as an insulator—with the semiconducting

qualities being a result of small amounts of ferrous iron—doping is a very important technique for

tuning the conductivity of the material.[184,185] The poor activity towards photoelectrochemical

water-splitting of high-purity hematite was demonstrated by Kay et al., who found that silicon

doping of 1.5 at.% was necessary to increase the photocurrent density from 10 µA cm−2 in the

undoped samples to 2.3 mA cm−2 in the doped samples.[146]

The two main approaches to doping are intrinsic (vacancies or additions of elements already

found in the lattice e.g. oxygen vacancies) and extrinsic (introduction of elements not usually

found in the lattice) doping. Instrinsic doping of hematite can be achieved through altering

the conditions under which the material is synthesised and the annealing conditions,[186,187]

while examples of extrinsic dopants of hematite include elements such as silicon,[169] tin,[168]

germanium,[188] magnesium,[189] and zirconium.[190]

Subramanian et al.[190] investigated the effects of sub-stoichiometric Si4+, Sn4+, Ti4+, and Zr4+

ions as dopants in hematite used for PEC water-splitting. Tetravalent dopants such as these are

able to form covalent bonds with naturally occurring O2 vacancies in hematite, which facilitate

charge-carrier transfer to the electrode surfaces by way of increasing the number of charge-carriers

and improving conductivity.[191]

In the works of Subramanian et al., all of the investigated dopants were deposited using 5 mm

precursor solutions of the respective precursor, and resulted in an increase in photocurrent

density at 1.23 V with the following pattern: Zr>Ti>Sn>Si; however, all dopants other than

silicon resulted in an anodic shift of Von.

The increase in onset potential was attributed to an increase in structural disorder in the bulk

hematite, and the increase in onset potential followed Sn>Ti>Zr>Si. Because the generation
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of structural disorder by Zr-doping was minimal, there was only a small anodic shift of Von

which—along with the increase in charge-carrier transfer—resulted in an overall improvement of

PEC water-splitting performance.

Zhang et al.[192] reported the fabrication of tantalum-doped hematite thin-films for PEC water-

splitting, which were fabricated by a dropcast method and annealed at 500 °C; annealing at

temperatures above 500 °C was reported to increase charge-carrier recombination. At annealing

temperatures >500 °C, and an optimum tantalum dopant concentration of 2 %, a significant

increase in photoactivity was reported compared to pristine hematite.

The Ta-doped hematite was proposed to have greater conductivity to the pristine hematite, in

part due to influencing preferential growth along the more conductive {001} facet. It is worth

noting that excessive levels of tantalum doping led to the formation of segregated regions that

serve as recombination centres, which inhibited PEC performance.

In 2013, Kim et al.[166] synthesised platinum-doped hematite thin-films (3.33 % Pt/Fe), further

modified with a CoPi co-catalyst (co-catalyst fundamentals were discussed in section 1.5.4),

that produced an extremely high photocurrent density of 4.32 mA cm−2 at 1.23 V. The Pt-doped

hematite films were grown on FTO using an all-solution method, forming crystalline, ‘worm-like’

nanostructures. The films then underwent a two-step annealing procedure, after which CoPi

was deposited on top using photo-assisted electrodeposition.

The combined effects of the cobalt co-catalyst and the platinum doping greatly reduced charge-

carrier recombination, owed to enhanced hole transfer kinetics at the hematite-electrolyte

interface, and increased conductivity—and therefore charge separation—in the bulk of the film.

It is worth highlighting that any technology that makes use of precious metals such as platinum,

will be inherently expensive. While this alone is not a reason to exclude such materials, it is

valuable to explore the possibility of improving efficiency of devices using less expensive materials;

if an acceptable, although slightly less efficient, device were produced using cheaper and more

accessible materials, then it may be the more economically viable option overall.

Lin et al.[189] reported the synthesis of p-type hematite, achieved through doping with Mg2+,

which was deposited atop an n-type layer of hematite; the final hematite thin-films composed of

20 nm of n-type hematite, and 5 nm of Mg-doped p-type hematite.
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Figure 2-6: Reproduction of an illustration published in the works of Lin et al.[189]. The
introduction of a thin layer of p-type hematite was thought to favourably adjust the electronic
properties of the film, raising the Fermi level and increasing the photovoltage.

The n–p junction in the resultant hematite film led to a significant cathodic shift of Von

(0.2 V), which is a similar magnitude to those cathodic shifts produced by the introduction of

various water-splitting co-catalysts;[193,194] the introduction of p-type hematite also produced a

photocurrent density increase at 1.23 V.

The beneficial effects of the p-type hematite was two-fold. The inbuilt field produced by the p–n

junction facilitated more efficient charge seperation, which decreased electron-hole recombination

and allowed a greater proportion of electrons and holes to diffuse to their respective interfaces;

additionally, the more positive flat band potential of the p-type hematite (1.24 V vs. 0.67 V

in n-type) contributed to more favourable electronic properties in the overall hematite film,

allowing for production of a greater photovoltage (Vph, figure 2-6).[189]

In addition to being an example of changing the properties of hematite through doping, this

layering of p-type hematite on top of n-type hematite is also an example of a heterojunction

anode, which involves the stacking of two distinct layers of material to affect the overall

physical properties. Synthesis of multi-material electrodes is a useful technique that can

improve overall water-splitting performance through enhancing electron-hole separation,[195]

photon absorption,[196] and charge extraction via enchanced surface kintetics and/or a tailored

conductive substrate.[197,198]
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2.1.3 Multi-material electrodes

In principle, a hematite heterojunction is formed when an additional material is incorporated

into the design of the electrode; this could be for example another semiconductor, a new

conductive substrate, a passivating layer, or a co-catalyst—though the use of co-catalysts will

be specifically covered in section 2.1.4. Each of these types of heterostructure can affect

the photoelectrochemical performance of hematite in different ways, which are summarised in

figure 2-7.
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Figure 2-7: Figure illustrating the mechanisms by which heterostructure designs affect the
photoelectrochemical properties of a hematite photoanode. Reproduced from the works of
Shaohua et al.[198] using the LATEX TikZ package.[45] Dashed arrows were used to represent
processes that occur with less relative ease than full-filled arrows.

A semiconductor hematite heterojunction is formed when hematite is coupled with a second

semiconducting material, which typically can improve light absorption and the electron-hole

separation qualities of the photoanode (figure 2-7, (a)). In these semiconductor heterojunctions,

the guest material can be included as either an underlayer or an overlayer to hematite which—

depending on the band alignment between the two materials—will have significant implications

for the charge transfer processes that occur. Generally a staggered alignment of both the

conduction and valence bands—such that it is energetically favourable for photogenerated
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electrons and holes to migrate away from one another—is preferable in order to accelerate

electron-hole seperation and reduce bulk recombination events.

A commonly-reported hematite-semiconductor heterostructure involves the use of a WO3 layer,

the production of which has been reported in the literature by sol-gel,[199] atmospheric pressure

CVD,[200] spin coating/pyrolysis[201] and hydrothermal/pulsed laser deposition[202] methods.

According to reported bandgaps, the conduction and valence bands of WO3 both lie below those

of hematite,[203] which in theory makes a heterojunction in which WO3 is the underlying material

the most beneficial for electron-hole seperation (figure 2-8, (b)); nevertheless, within the works

that will be discussed both WO3 underlayers[199,202] and overlayers[200,202] have been reported to

be somewhat beneficial to photocurrent density of the device.

Wenjun et al.[199] reported that an overlayer of WO3 increased the photocurrent by around a

factor of 2 at applied voltages above 0.8 V vs. NHE. This was attributed to a band alignment that

faciliated a thermodynamically-favourable electron extraction from WO3 to hematite (figure 2-8,

(a)). The suggested band alignment here was notably a contradiction to commonly-reported

band structures of hematite and WO3, in which the transfer of electrons from WO3 to hematite

would in fact be thermodynamically unfavourable (figure 2-8, (c)).[203,204]
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Figure 2-8: Figure illustrating (a) the proposed band alignment of the hematite/WO3 het-
erojunction reported by Wenjun et al.,[199] which contradicts (b) the commonly-reported band
alignment between these two materials.[203,204] (c): The unfavourable alignment of α-Fe2O3 and
WO3 that would typically be expected if WO3 was used as an overlayer material.

In fact the recorded photocurrent density of the heterostructure was actually significantly

lower than the pristine hematite at applied voltages below 0.8 V vs. NHE; and the incident

photon to current efficiency (IPCE) of the hematite/WO3 heterojunction reported by Wenjun
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et al. improved most significantly in the UV wavelengths, and was only reported at 1.29 V

vs. NHE. Therefore electron extraction may actually have been negatively affected by the

heterostructure at lower voltages; and the increased photocurrent density at higher voltages

may have been a result of better UV light absorption by the addition of the WO3 layer, with

the applied voltage facilitating the thermodynamically unfavourable charge transfer across the

hematite/WO3 interface.

Alternatively, Sivula et al. reported a heterostructure that incorporated WO3 as an underlayer

to hematite which—according the standard reports of hematite and WO3 bandgap alignments—

should be more beneficial to the photocurrent density. In this study a 20 % increase in photocur-

rent density was reported for the heterostructure in which a thin layer of hematite nanoparticles

were deposited on top of a WO3 scaffold, compared to hematite alone; however, this increase in

photocurrent was only observed at applied voltages in excess of about 1.2 V vs. NHE, and at

voltages below this value the photocurrent was actually negatively affected by the heterostructure.

Furthermore, the increase in photocurrent from the heterostructure was only observed with a

hematite deposition time of one minute, whereas with a hematite deposition time of four minutes

the heterostructure provided little or no benefit over the pristine hematite film.

One can only speculate as to why this was the case, as the original work focuses on the data

obtained at an applied voltage of 1.44 V vs NHE; perhaps these observations were the result

of a subtle mixture of effects involving both bulk charge separation, and a hole injection into

the electrolyte. One could speculate that—as expected—the complementary alignment of the

WO3 and hematite bands enhanced the extraction of electrons from the hematite layer into the

WO3 layer, as shown in figure 2-8; and in the one minute hematite deposition case, this was

the main factor contributing to superior photocurrents at higher voltages.

However, the data also showed that samples grown using a four minute hematite deposition

process produced greater photocurrents overall, particularly at lower voltages and in samples using

only pristine hematite—not a heterojunction. This may have been because the electrocatalytic

surface kinetics of hematite are generally better than those of WO3, and indeed surface kinetics

become relatively more important at lower voltages due to the relatively smaller depletion

layer at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface.[50,205,206] Nevertheless, based on the available

literature regarding hematite/WO3 heterojunctions at the time of writing, there does not seem

to be a convincing case for the success of this particular combination of materials.
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Hsu et al. reported a case of a ZnO/hematite ‘core-shell nanowires’ heterojunction in which

hematite was deposited on top of ZnO nanowires by a hydrothermal treatments of FeCl3 solution

in methanol at 350 and 550 °C.[195] In this case the optimised ZnO/hematite heterojunction

produced a photocurrent significantly higher (1.3 mA cm−2 at 1.23 V vs. NHE) than the sum

of its parts. The IPCE of the heterojunction was also significantly greater in the 400–600 nm

range, when compared to the lone ZnO nanowires; however, the IPCE values for the pristine

hematite film were not provided and so it was not entirely clear how much the heterojunction

contributed to the increase in IPCE in the visible light region, compared to simply being a result

of the incorportion of hematite—a better absorber of visible light than ZnO.[207]

Based on the measured flat band potentials, band gaps and carrier densities of the hematite

and ZnO samples the authors theorised that the ZnO/hematite heterojunction would cause a

negative shift in the fermi level of hematite and upwards band bending at the hematite-electrolyte

interface. This would both reduce the applied bias required to perform the hydrogen evolution

reaction at the cathode[173] and faciliate good electron transport from the hematite to the ZnO,

enhancing electron-hole separation and reducing the likelihood of bulk recombination events.

It should be mentioned for consideration that the band alignment and subsequent band bending

caused by the heterojunction was not the only factor that could contribute to the greater-than-

the-sum-of-their-parts photocurrent, when compared to the ZnO and hematite control films: for

example, the pristine hematite films were not stated to exhibit a nanowire structure, and so

relative to these samples the hematite in the heterojunctions would have also benefited from

having a superior surface area and overall morphology.

Heterostructures of hematite and both p-[208] and n-type crystalline silicon[209,210] have also

been reported, both of which were claimed to improve photocurrent densities via ‘Z-scheme’

charge transfer (figure 2-9) in which electrons in the conduction band of hematite transfer

to the valence band of crystalline silicon before subsequent photopromotion to the conduction

band of silicon and migration to the back contact: this type of heterojunction charge transfer

can provide particularly good electron-hole separation in general due to the effective isolation

of electrons and holes within each material layer.[211,212] Furthermore, the narrow bandgap of

crystalline silicon (around 1.12 V) is excellent for visible lgiht absorption—particularly in the

longer wavelengths where hematite absorbs less effectively—and so can significantly improve

overall light harvesting of the heterojunction.
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Figure 2-9: Diagram showing an example of ‘Z-scheme’ charge transfer in a crystalline
silicon/hematite heterojunction in a photoelectrochemical device. Position of the valence band
of silicon in between the conduction and valence bands of hematite results in electrons diffusing
from the conduction band of hematite to the valence band of silicon: subsequent promotion
of the electron to the conduction band of silicon by a photon provides excellent electron-hole
charge separation.

The main difference between an hematite heterojunction formed between p-type and n-type

silicon is that—because of the p-n junction in the former case—an inbuilt electrical field will

form at the silicon/hematite interface which should further enhance electron-hole separation.[213]

This was not specifically discussed in the article published by Wang et al.;[208] nevertheless,

the p-type silicon/hematite heterostructure output a remarkable 2.60 mA cm−2 photocurrent

density with no applied bias, and operated with a solar-to-hydrogen (STH) efficiency of 6 %

when the surface was decorated with gold nanoparticles—the highest recorded STH efficiency

for a hematite photoanode.

As previously described and shown in figure 2-7, heterostructures between hematite and

specialised conductive scaffolds are a strategy for improving water-splitting performance. In

principle these conductive subtrates act as replacements for the ‘standard’ fluorine-doped tin

oxide (FTO) back contact used in hematite photoelectrochemical cells: they primarily function

to collect electrons at the substrate-hematite interface. By designing scaffolds of these conducting

materials with higher surface area or superior electron transport qualities the effective surface

area of the hematite can be increase, the average electron transport distance can be reduced,

and charge recombination negated.
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Typically these conductive scaffolds consist of nanostructured transparent conducting oxides

and nanocarbon materials, though some more unique conductive nanostructures have also been

reported in the literature such as aluminium ‘nanospikes’[214] and titanium silicide ‘nanonets’.[215]

For example, Kim et al. demonstrated a photocurrent increase of 1.7 times when measuring

hematite films deposited on a patterned FTO substrate, when compared to bare FTO. The

patterned FTO was believed to enhance scattering of light that reached the back contact,

in addition to providing rapid and transfer pathways through which charge-carriers could be

collected. Success of the same nature has been reported with a number of transparent conducting

oxides such as honeycomb indium-doped tin oxide,[216] antimony-doped tin oxide ‘trunks’,[217]

and 3D porous niobium-doped tin oxide.[218]

Carbon-based hematite substrates such as graphene nanoplates,[219] graphene oxides,[220] reduced

graphene oxides[221] and titanium-doped carbon nanotubes (CNTs)[222] have been implemented

in composite structures with hematite. Carbon-based substrates serve the same general purpose

as the various TCOs: to provide a porous basis on which to grow hematite, and/or to aid in

extraction of electron charge carriers from hematite. For example, Tamirat et al. reported the

integration of reduced graphene oxide into an hematite film using solution-based processing and

a thermal heating step.[221] This structure resulted in a 2-fold increase in photocurrent density

resulting from a 1.82 times higher charge separation efficiency, and a 1.67 times higher charge

injection efficiency across the hematite-electrolyte interface; therefore the reduced graphene

oxide was acting as both a charge carrier, and a surface passivating layer.

Because hole transfer at the surface of hematite photoanodes actually occurs through surface

states rather than the valence band,[223,224] hole accumulation at these sites is essential for the

oxygen evolution reaction to take place; however significant photocurrent losses can occur due

to charge recombination involving holes located at surface trapping states. A passivation layer

between hematite and the electrolyte can reduce these surface trapping states and improve hole

injection efficiency at the interface. Likewise a passivation layer between hematite and the back

contact can improve electron extraction by reducing the charge recombination rate caused by

the formation of ‘the dead layer’: an area of which the charge recombination dynamics are not

fully understood, located at the back contact-hematite interface.[225]

Wide bandgap semiconductors such as ZnO,[226] TiO2,[227] Al2O3, Ga2O3, and In2O3
[228] have

been found to be excellent materials for passivating hematite surface states. Even an incredibly
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thin coating of these materials resulted in cathodic shifts in excess of 100 mV, making deposition

of passivating layers by ALD an extremely appealing approach.[227] As previously discussed in

section 1.6.2, this would also help to maintain any nanostructuring of the original film.[227]

Passivating hematite with another thin hematite shell layer has also been reported.[229] In this

instance pristine hematite nanorods were modified by spray pyrolysis of iron acetylacetonate in

ethanol to form the core shell structure, which doubled the photocurrent density at 1.23 V vs.

NHE. Through analysis of electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data, the authors claimed

that the addition of the hematite shell layer caused hole transfer from across the hematite-

semiconductor interface to occur via the valence band, rather than via surface states.

In addition to being used to suppress electron-hole recombination at the hematite surface, Ga2O3

has also been implemented as an hematite underlayer.[230] By depositing a 2 nm thick underlayer

of Ga2O3, the crystallinity and uniformity of the subsequently-deposited hematite was improved

by altering the nucleation and growth modes, which likely reduced the number of surface trapping

states at the back contact-hematite interface. SiO2
[146] and SiOx

[231] have also been employed as

an hematite underlayer, largely to the same effect; although in the case of SiO2 the underlayer

was also said to adjust the band energy levels at the interface, further improving electron charge

transfer.

2.1.4 Oxygen evolution catalyst loading

In addition to the relatively short charge diffusion length through hematite (Fe2O3 = 2–4 nm,

TiO2 = 10–20 nm), the lifetime of excited states in hematite is around 3–10 ps[173], which also

contributes to charge-carrier recombination events. This is particularly relevant, for example,

at the hematite-electrolyte interface where photogenerated holes accumulate and subsequently

take part in the oxygen evoultion reaction: if these accumulated holes are not quickly consumed

by a water oxidation event, then there is a high likelihood of a recombination event and thus a

reduction in photoelectrochemical efficiency.

Due to the complex nature of the OER (mechanism discussed in section 1.3.2), the kinetics

associated with the reaction are slow, and the OER accounts for a significant portion of the

overpotential required to drive a PEC water-splitting cell.[232] Therefore, improving the kinetics

associated with the hematite-electrolyte interface—and in particular the OER—is an important

challenge that would help to reduce efficiency losses in hematite PEC cells.
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As discussed in the previous section, surface recombination can also occur due to charge trapping

at defect surface states which can be mitigated through passivating the surface with a suitable

material. In contrast, the OER kinetics can be specifically targeted by modifying the surface

of hematite with a water-splitting co-catalyst.[233] The presence of the co-catalyst can assist in

lowering the energy associated with the transition states of the OER (equations 2.1a–2.1d)

which can improve the kinetics of the overall reaction.[178]

H2O + · HO· + H+ + e– (2.1a)

HO· O· + H+ + e– (2.1b)

H2O + O· HOO· + H+ + e– (2.1c)

HOO· · + O2 + H+ + e– (2.1d)

Implementing co-catalysts with hematite photoanodes can involve coating the surface of the

hematite with a small amount of an OER-active metal oxide (e.g. RuO2, IrO2)[234], metal (e.g.

Pt, Ni)[235,236], or organometallic complexes (a molecular catalyst anchored to the electrode,

e.g. [Ru(tpy)(dcbpy)Cl]Cl, figure 2-12).[237] Either way, the introduction of a co-catalyst

introduces two new interfaces to the photocathode: the hematite-co-catalyst interface, and the

co-catalyst-electrolyte interface (figure 2-10). The co-catalyst-electrolyte interface now acts as

the primary site of water oxidation, while the hematite continues to act as a photon absorber

that transfers holes to the co-catalyst through the hematite-co-catalyst interface.

As highlighted previously in section 1.5.4 figure 1-17, IrOx is one of the highest-placed metal

oxide co-catalysts on the volcano plot for the OER, making it an excellent candidate as a

co-catalyst on hematite photoanodes. Indeed, Tilley et al.[137] reported a cathodic Von shift

of 200 mV (Von = 0.8 V) following the electrophoretic deposition of IrO2 nanoparticles on an

hematite photoanode. The photocurrent density did decrease slightly over the course of its

operation, which was attributed to detachment of the IrOx nanoparticles, although the specific

mode by which this co-catalyst improved the photocurrent was not experimentally investigated.

Badia-Bou et al. also reported the use of an iridium oxide co-catalyst which was electrodeposited

using [Cp*Ir(H2O)3][SO4] as the iridium source. In this case the iridium oxide was well-adhered
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Figure 2-10: Image showing the formation of two new photoanode interfaces when a co-catalyst
(dark blue) is introduced. A: Hematite-co-catalyst interface, B: co-catalyst electrolyte interface.

to the hematite, and impedance spectroscopy was used to investigate the change in electronics at

the hematite-electrolyte interface caused by the co-catalyst.[193] Impedance measurements showed

that at potentials between 0.5–1.2 V the capacitance of the film increased with the thickness

of the IrOx layer—associated with a Ir(III) to Ir(IV) redox reaction—which also corresponded

with a reduction in the charge transfer resistance between the electrode and the electrolyte.

Meanwhile, the addition of the IrOx layer was found to have no effect on the flat band potential

of the hematite. Therefore it is logical to assume that the co-catalyst caused the 300 mV cathodic

shift of the onset potential by extracting holes from the hematite layer—enhancing electron-hole

separation—and more rapidly transferring those holes to the electrolyte; however, the model

circuit used to describe these interactions should be further discussed.

In the cited works[193] the authors introduce new circuit elements (figure 2-11) to describe

interactions associated with the addition of the IrOx layer; however, these were not actually

supported by the presence of a new arc on the Nyquist plot. The absence of an arc to which

these circuit elements can be assigned limits the information one can extract from them, and

makes any values associated specifically with these circuit elements somewhat arbitrary. To

elaborate: the impedance data associated with the IrOx-layered films could only reasonably be

used to describe the surface of the material as a whole, rather than to individually describe the

interface electronics of both the hematite and the IrOx.
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Figure 2-11: Diagram showing the model circuit used by Badia-Bou et al. to describe the
impedance data obtained for IrOx-layered hematite films. The elements labelled RIrOx, Rct,IrOx
and RIrOx were added to calculate impedance values for the IrOx layer.

The greater adherence of IrO2 in the case of Badia-Bou could be attributed to the method of

IrO2 deposition, and the resultant contacts formed between the hematite and the IrO2; the

SEM images of the IrO2-modified films of Badia-Bou[193] show a degree of IrO2 caking, while

the films produced by Tilley[137] appear to have a finer decoration of IrO2 nanoparticles that

would naturally be less securely attached to the hematite. Conversely, a finer decoration of IrO2

nanoparticles would help to maintain a high surface-area-to-volume ratio for the photoanode,

when compared to a ‘caked’ co-catalyst which reduces the exposed surface area. Clearly it is

necessary to consider the balance of co-catalyst adhesion stability and the somewhat-linked effect

of surface area reduction when designing methods for surface modifications to photoanodes.

Similar success has been had using an organometallic ruthenium complex (figure 2-12) as the

co-catalyst; Chen et al. reported a 300 mV Von cathodic shift using an hematite photoanode

coated with Ru(tpy)(pba)Cl.[237] The above-pictured molecular ruthenium catalyst was the

most successful of three variations, and was attached to the hematite photoanode through the

COOH anchor group. Unlike the IrO2 co-catalysts—which behave like ‘true’ heterogeneous

catalysts and follow the ‘standard’ OER mechanism presented in section 1.3.2, figure 1-3—

these ruthenium-based catalysts behave in a way that is more akin to homogeneous molecular

catalysts in solution (figure 2-13), allowing them to interact very well with molecules in the
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Figure 2-12: Molecular organometallic ruthenium(II) catalyst ([Ru(tpy)(dcbpy)Cl]Cl), reported
by Chen et al.[237] The ruthenium complex was attached to the hematite photoanode by self-
assembly, through the COOH anchor group.

solution.

In addition to catalysing the OER itself, the introduction of the ruthenium complexes was thought

to enhance electron-hole separation by the formation of a heterojunction between itself and

hematite. In this heterojunction the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and highest

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the ruthenium complex sit above the conduction and

valence bands of hematite, respectively: these positions were based on DFT studies previously

conducted by Bombem et al.[239]

The contribution of this heterojunction effect was loosely supported by observed differences in

the photocurrent densities of hematite modified with molecular ruthenium catalysts anchored to

the hematite by either physical casting or chemical bonding: in the case of the physically cast

catalyst the benefit to photocurrent was not observed at higher voltages, whereas chemically

bound catalysts were found to contribute uniformly to an increase in photocurrent across the

entire range of applied voltages. One could argue that, rather than specifically evidencing an

enhanced charged separation through a heterojunction effect, these results instead were simply

a reflection of poor charge transfer to the catalyst in the case of cast samples, which became

the photocurrent bottleneck at higher voltages where charge transfer to the electrolyte becomes

more facile.

Moir et al. conducted EIS and transient photocurrent measurements on a similar hematite-

based system utilising a molecular iridium catalyst, which showed some evidence of enhanced

charge separation in the presence of the catalyst;[240] however, the benefit to charge separation
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Figure 2-13: Example of an oxygen evolution reaction mechanism to describe the behaviour
of a molecular catalyst anchored to a photoanode. This particular mechanism was proposed
by Concepcion et al., and could occur electrochemically (electrons being extracted into the
photoanode) or with a sacrificial cerium reagent (electrons extracted by reduction of Ce4+ to
Ce3+).[238]

was only observed in hydrogen-treated hematite, which had a significantly more negative flat

band potential and a greater degree of band bending—both of which already facilitate charge

separation at the electrode-electrolyte interface. The EIS and transient photocurrent data did

however definitively show that the molecular iridium catalyst enhanced the kinetics of the OER,

leading Moir et al. to postulate that the benefit of the molecular catalyst was almost entirely

due to enhanced kinetics of the OER.[240]

Therefore while it seems entirely possible that the previously-discussed ruthenium-hematite

photoanode[239] could benefit from both enhanced kinetics and enhanced charge separation, it is

certainly necessary to determine the respective contributions of these effects using physical data

in order to gain a deeper understanding of the heterostructure and guide future endeavours.

Nevertheless, the reduction in the OER overpotential—and subsequent cathodic shift of Von—by

ruthenium and iridium co-catalysts outlined above is in agreement with the natural activity of

these elements towards water oxidation,[234] and there is clear precedence for the use of these

materials to improve the PEC water-splitting efficiency of hematite-driven cells; however, the

high cost and scarcity of both ruthenium and iridium could be problematic in the event of
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industrial scale-up.[241,242] The restraints of employing iridium and ruthenium co-catalysts on an

industrial scale leads one to consider alternative co-catalysts that are both cheaper, and more

abundant. Cobalt and nickel co-catalysts, for example, have also shown promise when applied

to hematite photoanodes.[243,244]

Kanan and Nocera[194] first reported the use of a cobalt-phosphate (CoPi) cluster as a water

oxidation catalyst, although not as a co-catalyst on an hematite photoanode. The CoPi catalyst

formed spontaneously on an indium tin oxide electrode from a KPi neutral electrolyte containing

0.5 mm Co2+ over the course of an 8 h water electrolysis experiment. The current density

continuously rose from 0.25–>1 mA cm−2 as CoPi was electrodeposited, indicating that the

attachment of CoPi to the electrode was improving water electrolysis performance.

Using a similar electrodeposition method as above—and an alternative photo-assisted elec-

trodeposition method—Zhong et al. investigated the effects of CoPi clusters of hematite

photoanodes.[138] Von cathodic shifts of 100 and 120 mV were reported for the electrodeposition

and photo-assisted electrodeposition methods, respectively; the improved effect of the photo-

assisted electrodeposited CoPi co-catalyst was attributed to a more uniform distribution of CoPi

over the hematite photoanode.

A different implementation of a cobalt co-catalyst was reported by Ahmed et al., in which

3-aminopropionic acid (APA) was used as a bifunctional linker; APA was proposed to react with

the protonated surface hydroxyl groups of hematite to form an ester linkage, and subsequently

chelate Co2+ ions in solution, anchoring them to the photoanode (figure 2-14).[233] This gave

cobalt ions similar traits to the molecular ruthenium and iridium catalysts previously discussed:

they had the benefits of excellent interaction with dissolved molecules, while still being anchored

to a solid support. In this study the authors compared the performance of the APA-anchored

cobalt (CoAPA) to both the standard CoPi catalyst and unmodified hematite.

Both the CoPi and CoAPA cathodically shifted the onset potential of the photoanode by around

290 mV relative to the unmodified hematite; however as the applied voltage was increased,

the CoAPA modification clearly outperformed the CoPi modification, producing double the

photocurrent at 1.23 V vs. NHE. Intensity-modulated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS) data

were analysed to show that the main reason for CoAPA outperforming CoPi was an enhanced

rate of charge transfer to the solution; this is consistent with what has been previously-discussed
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Figure 2-14: Co2+ ions are anchored to the surface of the hematite photoanode by a 3-
aminopropionic acid bifunctional linker (shown isolated on the right side of the image).[233]

regarding anchored molecular catalysts: they are able to interact more strongly with molecules

in solution, and so in theory are able to better catalyse the OER.

However, given the evidence that CoAPA is a superior OER catalyst to CoPi, it is somewhat

puzzling that a further cathodic shift of the onset potential was not observed in the case of CoAPA,

and indeed at lower applied voltages the surface recombination rate was actually higher, despite

the improved charge transfer kinetics from CoAPA. A qualitative explanation for this can be

stipulated based on the hematite surface coverage of both the CoAPA (insufficient to be detected

by XPS) and CoPi catalysts: due to the relatively lower coverage of hematite by CoAPA, it is

likely that there was a lesser degree of surface state passivation from this co-catalyst compared to

CoPi, which is known to effectivley passify surface states in a number of materials.[122,245] Indeed,

surface passivation of hematite is known to be an important consideration with regard to good

photoelectrochemical performance.[246] Therefore at lower voltages—where the onset potential

occurs—the photoelectrochemical performance may have been limited by charge transfer from

the hematite to the CoAPA co-catalyst due to recombination at the unpassivated surface states

of hematite. If this were indeed the case, it would be possible to investigate this using EIS and

fitting an appropriate model circuit to the Nyquist plot.

In terms of nickel, both hydroxides and oxides have been studied as catalysts for the OER.[50]

Early uses of nickel-based co-catalysts led to significant increases in photocurrent; however, these
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photocurrent densities were unstable and quickly decayed over the course of 50 s.[243] To better

understand the workings of these nickel-based catalysts Wang et al.[243] conducted a mechanistic

study of a Ni(OH)2 co-catalyst deposited on hematite photoanodes.

The transient photocurrent was ultimately attributed to a photo-induced charging effect, corres-

ponding to the oxidation of Ni2+ to Ni3+, which naturally decreased as the amount of remaining

Ni2+ species were depleted. To reduce the additional background photocurrent from the photoin-

duced charging of Ni2+ and better understand the true catalytic properites of Ni(OH)2 towards

the OER, the authors reduced the catalyst loading. At this lower loading only a small cathodic

shift of the onset potential was observed, with no significant improvements to the maximum

photocurrent density. These results suggested that Ni(OH)2 may have some catalytic benefit

towards the OER, but it there is still question as to whether Ni(OH)2 is truly catalytically

active.[139,247]

More recently a paper published by Zhu et al. reported the deposition of a nickel-iron layered

double hydroxide (LDH, figure 2-15) co-catalyst onto hematite using an electrodeposition

technique.[248] A 50/50 molar mixture of iron and nickel in the precursor deposition process

caused a threefold increase in photocurrent density in the hematite films, attributed to reduced

surface charge transfer, a negative shift in the flat band potential, and increase in the charge

carrier density. It is possible that small cathodic onset potential shift caused by the Ni(OH)2

co-catalysts reported by Wang et al.[243] was actually the result of the in situ formation of an

iron-nickel LDH structure on the surface of the photoanode. While no physical evidence was

reported to support this, it would explain the small shift in onset potential in the event that

Ni(OH)2 itself is not catalytically active towards the OER.

Further studies into the use of Ni(OH)2 in conjunction with iridium[139]—and more recently,

cerium[247]—compounds have shown that Ni(OH)2 can also have a positive synergistic effect with

these elements, leading to an increase in OER efficiency. Wang et al. demonstrated that the

performance of Ti-doped hematite photoanodes was significantly improved by the simultaneous

implementation of IrO2 and Ni(OH)2 co-catalysts,[139] whilst Lim et al. reported the formation

of a NiCeOx co-catalyst when mixing cerium into the nickel precursor solution.

The synergistic effect between Ni(OH)2 and IrO2 was thought to be the result of enhanced

hole transfer from hematite to IrO2 via Ni(OH)2, which caused a cathodic shift of the onset
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Figure 2-15: Example of a crystal structure of γ-iron nickel layered double hydroxide reported
by Dionigi et al.[249] The iron-nickel hydroxide layers are separated by a layer containing water
molecules and a positive ion—in this case potassium. Purple: iron, green: nickel, red: oxygen,
white: hydrogen, and orange: potassium.

potential by 200 mV that was not present when IrO2 alone was used. The ability of Ni(OH)2

to facilitate hole transfer to the IrO2 was likely related to the photo-induced charging effect

previously reported by Wang et al.[243] Similarly Lim et al. reported a synergistic effect between

nickel and cerium—a notably more cheap and abundant element than iridium—that also resulted

in a 200 mV cathodic shift of the onset potential.[247]

The the NiCeOx catalyst—that was grown from a precursor solution containing a mixture of

cerium and nickel nitrates—enhanced the separation of electrons and holes across the hematite-

nickel interface through the formation of a p–n junction and the associated in-built electrical field.

Meanwhile the presence of cerium allowed the resultant accumulation of holes to be efficiently

utilised in OER by the rapid formation and quenching of oxygen vacancies in the NiCeOx lattice.

Finally, when using any co-catalyst in a photoelectrochemical cell, it is important to consider

secondary effects that may be caused by the implementation of co-catalysts on photo-active

layer. For example, the deposition of co-catalysts on the surface of hematite has the potential

to influence photon absorption of the bulk material: if the co-catalyst layer is thick enough,

it may compete with hematite for light absorption. This is a particular issue in the case of
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darkly-coloured co-catalysts, such as IrO2.[250] If this is the case, then it may be required that

the photoanode is illuminated from the back, which limits PEC cell design options.

2.2 Design and synthesis of β-ketoiminate Fe2O3 precursors

2.2.1 Background and motivation

There are numerous methods by which α-Fe2O3 can be synthesised, including solution-based,[251]

aerosol-based,[252] sol-gel-based,[253] sonication,[254] and many others.[255–258] When designing

precursors it is important that they have properties that suit them to the target deposition

method. For example, methods such MO-CVD (discussed in section 1.6.1) require precursors

to be sufficiently voltatile to be transported from the precursor pot to the deposition chamber

in the gas phase (e.g. Fe(CO)5, [Fe(OtBu)3]2 and tris(tert-butyl acetoacetato)iron(III)).[259] In

contrast, solution-based methods such as solvothermal deposition, chemical bath deposition and

deposition by sonication only require that the precursor materials will react and precipitate onto

the substrate to form the target material. Solution-based methods can therefore utilise salts

such as ferric nitrate, ferric chloride, and ferric citrate as precursors.[252,253]

Atmospheric pressure MO-CVD of Fe(CO)5 has been reported previously,[146] and the α-Fe2O3

films deposited at 415 °C by this method were found to be highly nanostructured ‘cauliflower-type’

morphology. This morphology was believed to be a result of the precursor decomposing into

nanoparticles in the carrier gas, which went on to deposit onto the substrate simultaneously

with unreacted precursor molecules. The cauliflower-type morphology increased the surface area

of the film and thus was beneficial for PEC water-splitting; however, Fe(CO)5 is regarded as

highly toxic, which limits the industrial versatility of the precursor.

Peeters et al. reported the MO-CVD of a tris(tert-butyl acetoacetato) iron(III) precursor

between the temperature range of 500–800 °C.[259] With increasing temperature over the range,

the morphology of the α-Fe2O3 films changed from ‘nanosheet-like aggregates’, to vortices, and

finally to films of high-density columns at 800 °C. These results demonstrate control over the

iron oxide film morphology; however, the morphologies that were produced did not consist of

any highly nanostructured geometries, limiting light refraction within the film and thus the

efficiency of light absorption.

The low-pressure CVD of Iron(III) tert-butoxide, [Fe(OtBu)3]2, was been reported by Mathur
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et al.[255] at temperatures between 450–600 °C. Unlike both Fe(CO)5 and the tris(tert-butyl

acetoacetato)iron(III) precursors, iron tert-butoxide was found to decompose in a single step at

the substrate, which resulted in very low levels of carbon contamination in the iron oxide films,

even at lower tempertures. The composition, microstructure and morphology of these iron oxide

films could be tuned through alterations to the temperature and/or precursor flux.

For example, at deposition temperatures of 450 °C and above, the product material was found

to be magnetite (Fe3O4), as a result of hematite reduction by hydrogen gas—a by-product of

[Fe(OtBu)3]2 decomposition—in the furnace; however, through annealing in the presence of

oxygen, magnetite could be re-oxidised to hematite. Additionally, it was found that when the

delivery rate of the precursor exceeded the rate of precursor decomposition, maghemite (γ-Fe2O3)

nucleation would occur at temperatures above 450 °C; however the properties of the resultant

γ-Fe2O3/Fe3O4 film had not yet been investigated.

In any case, all of the precursors mentioned above can result in synthesis of α-Fe2O3 with a

wide range of physical properties, including morphology, bandgap, conductivity and absorptivity.

Additionally, depending on the properties of the precursor, different deposition conditions are

possible; for example, some precursors are usable within different temperature ranges, and

certain deposition techniques maybe more suited to specific substrates.

Therefore, the development of new precursors for a material is a valuble means through which

thin-films can be synthesised with unique properties. Targeted changes that may be sought

through precursor development may be, for example, the temperature at which deposition can

occur, air/moisture stability, atom-efficiency, and/or the physical properties of the resultant

films.

In 2012, Barreca et al.[260] reported the synthesis of an Fe2O3 precursor, shown in figure 2-16.

This precursor was voltatile, air and moisture stable, and was deposited at 500 °C to produce

a film of β-Fe2O3 with an optical bandgap of 1.7 eV; these films were described to have a

morphology consisting of pyramidal aggregates.

Contrast to the above-described films, the target morphology for Fe2O3 films produced in

these works will have an highly fragmented nanostructure; such nanostructures promote light

refraction throughout the film and can optimise visible light absorption, which is beneficial for

water-splitting efficiency. Building upon the precursor reported by Barreca, a series of novel
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Figure 2-16: A β-Fe2O3 single-source precursor in which iron is in the 2+ oxidation state,
reported by Barreca et al.[260]

iron(II) N -substituted β-ketoiminate complexes (figure 2-17) were synthesised and screened

as potential precursors to Fe2O3 thin-films. Indeed, precedence for the use of N -substituted

β-ketoiminate ligands in organometallic complexes with bivalent central ions can be found in

the literaure, with examples of both zinc,[261] palladium,[262] and iron[152] precursors being used

in CVD techniques.
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Figure 2-17: Generic structures of the N -substituted β-ketoiminate complexes targeted in
these works. R = Me, CF3 and R’ = Me, CF3.

2.2.2 Development of synthetic proceudure

Initial attempts to synthesise the novel N -substituted-β-ketoiminate complexes involved the

well-known chemistry of metal-HMDS (hexamethyldisilazane) complexes as ligand transfer

agents.[263] However, using Fe(HMDS)2 (scheme 2.1) as the starting material for the synthesis

of the N -substituted-β-ketoiminate complexes was met with some practical limitations, largely

due to the extremely air and moisture sensitive nature of the Fe-HMDS compounds owed to the

unsaturated coordination sphere of the iron.[264]

The inert atmosphere requirements for the synthesis of Fe(HMDS)2 itself were not problematic;
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FeCl2 + 2LiHMDS

FeN N

SiMe3

SiMe3Me3Si

Me3Si

2LiCl

Fe(II)-HMDS

N-amino-β-ketoiminate N-alkoxy-β-ketoiminate

Scheme 2.1: Initial proposed synthetic pathway for N -substituted β-ketoiminate iron complexes
from Fe(HMDS)2.

F3C

O HN

O

Figure 2-18: Compound 7, the only N -substituted β-ketoiminate pre-ligand used in these
works that occupied the solid state at room temperature.

however, any further reaction with this compound had to be carried out with the complete

exclusion of oxygen and water, meaning that all reagents had to be scrupulously dried. Because

five out of six of the N -substituted-β-ketoiminate pre-ligands were liquids—and so would volatilise

under reduced pressure—it was not possible to exclude oxygen to the extent that was required.

The use of Fe(HMDS)2 with the N -substituted-β-ketoiminate pre-ligands under these imperfect

conditions would result in low-yield product, accompanied by undesirable production of iron

oxides as a result of Fe(HMDS)2 oxidation. It is worth noting that the reaction between

Fe(HMDS)2 and compound 7 (compound 7 shown in figure 2-18) could be carried out without

these complications; however, it was still necessary to establish an optimised, general synthetic

route appropriate for all of the N -substituted β-ketoiminates.

An alternative synthetic route (scheme 2.2) through which the sodium salts of the pre-ligands

(discussed in section 2.2.3) were synthesised, and subsequently reacted with the iron(II)

chloride to give ferrous N -substituted-β-ketoiminate (Fe(bki)2) precursor yields of between 65–

80 %. Because all of the sodium salts could be crystallised as solid materials, it was possible to

scrupulously dry them under vacuum. The sodium salts could then be solubilised in a suspension

of iron(II) chloride in a suitable polar solvent; this eliminated the use of the temperamental Fe-
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Scheme 2.2: Generalised synthetic procedure for Fe(bki)2 complexes via the β-ketoiminate
sodium salts. Synthesis via, for example, Fe(HMDS)2 was also possible, though the transmetala-
tion typically provided superior yields of the Fe(bki)2 compounds. R = Me, CF3; R’ = Me, CF3,
L = OMe, NMe2. A full display of all of the Fe(bki)2 compounds synthesised can be found in
the list of compounds insert at the end of the document.

(HMDS) materials and improved the yield and quality of the ferrous N -substituted-β-ketoiminate

compounds.

2.2.3 Pre-ligand synthesis and characterisaion

R

O O

H2N

L

R

O HN

L

+

Scheme 2.3: Synthesis of N -substituted-β-ketoiminate pre-ligands, following a general literature
preparation that was modified as appropriate.[265] L = OMe, NMe2; R = CH3, CF3.

Pre-ligand synthesis began with a condensation reaction between a β-diketone and either an

alkoxy- or amino-amine, to form the correpsonding N -substituted-β-ketoiminate (scheme 2.3).

The synthesis of these compounds was confirmed by carbon (13C), proton (1H), and fluorine

(19F, when applicable) NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy), which agreed with the

NMR data reported in the available literature.[261,265,266]

An alternative synthetic route was used to synthesise the hexafluoro-N -substituted-β-ketoiminate

pre-ligands, due to the unfavourable formation of a primary ammonium salt and the corresponding

N -substituted hemiaminal in high yields, which competed with the formation of the target

compounds (equation 2.2).[267]

‡Hhfac + NH2R [NH3R]+ + [hfac]– (2.2)
‡Hhfac = hexafluoroacetylacetone
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Figure 2-19: ORTEP molecular structure of compounds 6 and 13. Red: oxygen, orange:
sodium, black: carbon, blue: nitrogen, and green: fluorine. Ellipsoids are shown at 50 %
probability. Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity. Dashed bonds indicate a weak interaction
between fluorine and sodium atoms indicated by short interatomic distances.

Shin et al.[267] reported that this side reaction could be outmanoeuvred by conversion of the

β-diketone into a silyl enol ether, which can act as a precursor to the corresponding N -substituted-

β-ketoiminate compounds (scheme 2.4).

The sodium salts of the resultant N -substituted-β-ketoiminate compounds were then synthesised,

by modifying literature preparations of similar group 1 salts[268,269] that involved the reaction

of the ketoiminates with sodium hydride. The synthesis of the sodium salts was confirmed

using carbon, proton and fluorine NMR—the spectra of which showed slight shifts with respect

to the non-sodiated counterparts—in addtion to single X-ray crystallography in the cases of

compounds 6 and 13 (figure 2-19).

To the author’s knowledge, compound 13 was novel at the time of writing, and as such there

were no pre-existing diffractometry data in the literature with which to compare and contrast.

On the other hand, diffractometry data of compound 6 has been previously reported by Chi

F3C

O

CF3

O

H2N
L

F3C

O

CF3

O

TMS

F3C

O

CF3

HN

L

1. NaH

2. TMSCl

Scheme 2.4: Synthesis of hexafluoro-N -substituted-β-ketoiminate pre-ligands, following modi-
fied literature preparations.[267] L = OMe, NMe2.
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et al.[269], which identified compound 6 to crystallise in the triclinic space group P1; however,

in these works, crystals of the same compound were produced using an analogous route to the

literature, and the diffractometry data of the colourless crystals showed that the compound

crystallised in the orthorhombic space group I2/a. Despite the differences in the asymmetric

unit cell, the gross molecular structures were approximately the same.

In both compounds 6 and 13, there was a tetranuclear core formed by a distorted {Na4O4} cube.

In compound 6, each sodium atom was coordinated by a tridentate β-ketoiminate ligand, and

the overall coordination sphere of sodium conisisted of three oxygen atoms and two nitrogen

atoms, which were arranged in a distorted trigonal bipyramidal geometry. Each of the sodium

ions also experienced an electrostatic interaction with the electron lone pairs of the fluorine

atoms from the nearby CF3 group, evidenced by an average interatomic distance of about

2.6Å. These are represented in the molecular structures as dashed bonds.

The oxygen atom of the β-ketoiminate ligand occupied an axial site with respect to the sodium,

with an O(1)–Na(1)–N(2) angle of 147.93°(4), which was a great deviation from linearity. While

the nitrogen of the ketoiminate ligand and two oxygens from neighbouring β-ketoiminate ligands

reside in the equatorial plane, all displaying deviations away from the ideal.

Compound 13 was very similar to compound 6; however in compound 13 the pendant NMe2

group, which occupies an axial position around the five-coordinate sodium, was replaced by an

OMe group. Each sodium atom was similarly augmented by an intramolecular Na–F contact,

between approximately 2.61–2.76Å. The Na–F contacts seen in compounds 6 and 13 were all

less than the sum of the sodium (2.3Å) and fluorine (1.5Å) Van der Waals radii, which is 3.8Å.

The most signifiant difference between the two sodium salts, however, was the relative orientation

of the β-ketoiminate ligands about the central {Na4O4} cube; in both compounds, these ligands

were arranged in an eclipsed configuration of approximate S4 molecular symmetry; however, the

relative orientation of these β-ketoiminate ligands was much more distrorted in compound 13,

compared to similar interactions found in compound 6.

In addition to the structure reported in figure 2-19, an alternative molecular structure of

compound 6, which contained one molecule of toluene, was also determined; however, that will

not be discussed here, but the relevant diffractometry data are shown in the supplementary

information.
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2.2.4 Iron(II) N -amino-β-ketoiminate precursor synthesis and characterisa-

tion

Fe1
N2

O2
O1

N1

N3

N4

F10F11

F12

F9

F8
F7

F5

F4

F6

F2

F3

F1

Figure 2-20: ORTEP molecular structure of compound 23. Purple: iron, black: carbon,
blue: nitrogen, red: oxygen and green: fluorine. Ellipsoids are shown at 50 % probability.
Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity.

Compound 23
Fe(1)–O(1) 2.059(14) N(1)–Fe(1)–N(3) 170.76(6)
Fe(1)–N(2) 2.310(18) N(2)–Fe(1)–N(4) 99.95(7)
Fe(1)–N(1) 2.134(16) O(1)–Fe(1)–O(2) 88.74(6)
Fe(1)–N(3) 2.131(16)

Table 2.1: Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (deg) for compound 23

The six reported N -amino-β-ketoiminate (Fe(bki)2) complexes (compounds 21–26 shown in the

list of compounds insert) exhibited a degree of air stability, maintaining colour and a consistent

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) trace after exposure to atmospheric air for 24 h. The Fe(bki)2

complexes did however exhibit sensitivity towards moisture, and were less stable in solution; for

example, a solution of Fe(bki)2 complex in dried toluene would slowly decompose over several

hours when exposed to air.

All six Fe(bki)2 complexes were characterised by elemental analysis, TGA and mass spectrometry,

whilst the paramagnetism of these species made extraction of meaningful information from

NMR spectroscopy challenging. Several attempts to crystallise compounds 21 and 24 under a

variety of conditions showed consistent crystal twinning that limited the use of single crystal
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X-ray diffractometry in these cases; however compounds 22–42 and compounds 25–and 26

could be easily crystallised from toluene and single crystal structures of 43, 44 and 42 were

obtained, all of which exhibited a distorted octahedral geometry with the tridentate ligands

bound in the facial configuration. Of the three iron(II) N -amino-β-ketoiminate precursors that

were synthesised, one crystal structure has been obtained (figure 2-20); and, while crystals

of compound 21 were grown, it was not possible to resolve the X-ray diffraction data due to

crystallographic twinning.

The iron complex, compound 23, had a six-coordinate, distorted octahedral structure with an

FeO2N4 coordination sphere, in which the ligands acted in a κ-3 O-N-N tridentate chelating

mode, which were bound meridionally with respect to each other. Table 2.1 shows relevant

bond lengths and angles. The ligands were arranged such that the axial N(1)–Fe(1)–N(3) bond

angle was 170.76°(6), and close to linear; the deviation from the ideal linear bond angle helped

to facilitate the spacial seperation of the two NMe2 groups, likely necessitated by sterics. This

effect was further evidenced by the relative bond angles N(2)–Fe(1)–N(4) (99.95°(7)) and the

adjacent O(1)—Fe(1)–O(2) (88.74°(6)), which indicated a stronger repulsion between the two

NMe2 groups, compared to the two oxygen atoms. Compound 23 crystallised with one single

molecule in the asymmetric unit cell, which was in the orthorhombic space group Pbca.

Of the three iron(II) N -alkoxy-β-ketoiminate precursors that were synthesised, two crystal struc-

tures has been obtained (figure 2-21); and, similarly to the series of N -amino-β-ketoiminate

precursors, the crystals of compound 24 that were grown could not be resolved due to crystallo-

graphic twinning.

Compounds 25 and 26—both which contain pendant OMe functionalities—had similar molecu-

lar structures to compound 23. In the case of compound 25 the asymmetric unit cell consisted

of one molecule, which crystallised in the triclinic space group P 1. In contrast, compound 26

crystallised in the monoclinic space group P2(1)/n, with two molecules in the asymmetric

unit cell in addition to one molecule of solvent (toluene). As with compound 23, the iron

centres were found to have a pseudo-octahedral coordination geometry, in which the pendant

OMe β-ketoiminate ligands were orientated meridionally. Selected bond lengths and angles for

compounds 25 and 26 are shown in table 2.2.
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Figure 2-21: ORTEP molecular structures of compounds 25 (left) and 26 (right). Purple:
iron, black: carbon, blue: nitrogen, red: oxygen and green: fluorine. Ellipsoids are shown at
50 % probability. Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity.

Compound 25
Fe(1)–O(1) 2.373(12) N(1)–Fe(1)–N(2) 157.00(5)
Fe(1)–O(2) 2.013(11) O(2)–Fe(1)–O(4) 98.39(5)
Fe(1)–N(1) 2.108(13) O(1)–Fe(1)–O(3) 88.95(4)
Fe(1)–N(2) 2.112(13)

Compound 26
Fe(1)–O(1) 2.240(19) N(3)–Fe(1)–N(4) 166.75(9)
Fe(1)–O(2) 2.009(19) O(2)–Fe(1)–O(4) 98.65(9)
Fe(1)–N(1) 2.122(3) O(1)–Fe(1)–O(3) 86.59(8)
Fe(1)–N(2) 2.116(3)

Table 2.2: Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (deg) for compounds 25 and 26

In the case of compound 25, the axial N(1)–Fe(1)–N(2) angle deviated significantly from

linearity, with an angle of 157.00°(5); in contrast, the comparable N(3)-Fe(1)–N(4) axial angle in

compound 26 was significantly more linear (166.75°(9)). A second significant difference between

the crystal structures of compounds 25 and 26 was that the lone pairs on the oxygen of the OMe

pendant arms pointed towards each other—and the centre of the structure—in compound 25;

while the lone pairs of the equivalent oxygen atom in compound 26 were orientated such that

the they were facing away from each other. Despite the difference in this orientation, there was

very little difference in the Fe–OMe bond lengths; therefore the differences in oxygen lone pair

orientation were probably due to packing effects.
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Figure 2-22: TGA of compounds 24 (black), 25 (red) and 26 (blue). A summary of residual
mass percentages for decomposition products can be found in the supplementary information.

Sample identity Required final Observed final Temperature of initial
weight / % weight / % mass loss / °C*

Compound 24 21.7 (FeO1.5) 11.7 73.2
Compound 25 16.8 (FeO1.5) 10.6 87.6
Compound 26 15.1 (FeO1.5) 3.6 114.9

*The temperature at which 1 % mass loss has occurred.

Table 2.3: Compilation of TGA data for compounds 24, 25 and 26

All performed under an atmosphere of argon, the TGA traces (figure 2-22) of compounds 24

and 25 showed that both underwent decomposition in the 100–190 °C range. Compound 24

transitioned through a decomposition intermediate at around 130 °C before undergoing a second

decomposition step. The exact nature of this intermediate was not investigated; however, one

could speculate that the relatively higher electron density on the carbonyl carbon compared

to compound 25—due to the absence of the electron-withdrawing CF3 groups found in

compound 25—made compound 24 less active in nucleophilic decomposition mechanisms.

The values at the end off the major decomposition steps for compounds 24 and 25 of 39 and

33 wt% did not correspond with any of the expected values for the decomposition of these

precursors (table 2.3). Furthermore, following the major decomposition steps end at around

190 °C, a slow, continuous loss of mass was detected over the 190–500 °C range. These observations

were most likely evident of decomposition, during which residual carbon-rich material was being

formed, which was then converted into volatile carbon-containing compounds (e.g. CO, CO2);

indeed, 39 and 33 wt% for compounds 24 and 25 could have feasibly corresponded to a major

decomposition product of FeO when accounting for high levels of carbon contamination.
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Figure 2-23: TGA of compounds 21 (black), 22 (red) and 23 (blue). The dashed arrow
highlights the start of a second mass-loss process. A summary of all relevant residual mass
percentages for decomposition products can be found in the supplementary information.

Sample identity Required final Observed final Temperature of initial
weight / % weight / % mass loss / °C*

Compound 21 20.3 (FeO1.5) 12.2 115.0
Compound 22 15.9 (FeO1.5) 7.2 191.0
Compound 23 13.1 (FeO1.5) 2.5 151.7

*The temperature at which 1 % mass loss has occurred.

Table 2.4: Compilation of TGA data for compounds 21, 22 and 23

Compound 26 on the other hand underwent a smooth, single-step mass loss process beginning at

115 °C, finishing well below any expected wt% values for the iron oxides. The increased volatility

of compound 26 compared to that of the other pendant OMe Fe(bki)2 precursors—indicated by

the lower final residual mass percentage—is best explained by the inclusion of two CF3 groups,

which are well-documented to increase the volatility of organometallic compounds through

fluorine-fluorine repulsion.[270,271]

In general, compounds 21–45 exhibited different behaviour than that of compounds 24–26,

with the pendant amine group seeminly improving compound volatility in addition to the

effect of fluorine-fluorine repulsion from the CF3 groups. The TGA traces (figure 2-23) of

compounds 22 and 23 showed a smooth mass-loss indicative of a volatilisation events which

began at 191 and 152 °C, respectively. The residual mass which corresponded with 10 and

5 wt% for compounds 22 and 23 respectively could be attributed to partial decomposition of the

material, due in part to the mass transfer limitations associated with trapping of the compound

below the surface of the sample in the TGA pan.
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It should be acknowledged that for compound 23, a decomposition to iron metal would be

associated with a final theoretical value of 11.1 wt%; though due to the wide arc of the TGA

trace, and the similar decomposition pathway observed in compound 22 (which could not be

attributed to decomposition to iron metal), it is reasonable to assert that compound 23 did not

undergo decomposition to iron metal under the conditions of the TGA experiment.

The TGA of compound 21 also indicated a degree of volatilisation, evidence by the final value of

20 wt% being lower than any calculated iron oxide wt% value; however, following the intial mass

loss at 115 °C, an acceleration in mass loss was observed starting at around 220 °C, highlighted

by the dashed arrow in figure 2-23, which may have been due to an underlying decomposition

process which was not observed in the TGA traces of compounds 22 and 23. This may have

been because compound 21 had the lowest thermal stability, because the volatilisation of

compounds 22 and 23 was too rapid to observe the same degree of decomposition, or most likely

a combination of the two. Nevertheless, to avoid complications due to the unclean decomposition

of the processess observed in 2 out of the 3 pendant OMe precursors (24–26, exclusively the

pendant NMe2 precursors (21–23) were considered for aerosol-assisted CVD studies.

2.3 Aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition of compound 21

AA-CVD processes of compound 21 were carried out using precursor solution concentrations

ranging from 10–100 mm in dry tetrahydrofuran, with a deposition time of 30 min, onto 9 Ω sq−1

fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) mounted on silicon glass, 10 Ω sq−1 FTO mounted on alu-

minoborosilicate glass, or bare silicon glass substrates. Before deposition all substrates were

manually cleaned using deionised water and isopropanol, folllowing which they were dried and

exposed to oxygen plasma for 15 min. For depositions of compound 21 a nitrogen carrier gas

was used, which was delivered to the deposition apparatus (a cylindrical hot-wall CVD reactor)

at a pressure of 20 psi through a TSI Model 3076 Constant Output Atomizer.

All photoelectrochemical measurements were obtained used an Invium Technologies CompactStat.

potentiostat under illumination of simulated sunlight (AM 1.5G, 100 MW cm−2) from a filtered

300 W Lot Quantum Design xenon lamp source. Unless otherwise stated, the electrolyte used

for photoelectrochemical measurements of α-Fe2O3 films was 0.1 m NaOH, the counter electrode

used was platinum wire, and the reference electrode was a 3.5 mmol g−1 Ag/AgCl electrode.

Impedeance measurements were collected using a Modulab XM EC potentiostat. For impedance
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Figure 2-24: X-ray diffractometry patterns of Fe2O3 thin-films deposited on unorientated
silicon glass substrate at various temperatures.

measurements taken under illumination, a ThorLabs M385LP1 (λ= 385 nm, 100 mW cm−2) LED

light source was used, powered by a ThorLabs DC2200 driver.

To determine the optimum temperature at which to deposit Fe2O3 thin-films from compound 21,

a temperature study was carried out over a range of 250–450 °C. The thermogravimetric analysis

of compound 21 indicated that at 250 °C a mass loss of 60 % had taken place, and so it was

thought possible that a material film may be deposited at this temperature; however, the process

at 250 °C yielded no visible Fe2O3 deposition, and the X-ray diffractometry (XRD) confirmed

that no crystalline material was present on the substrate.

Crystalline material was first observed at a temperature of 350 °C; two small peaks can be

observed around 2θ values of 30 and 35.5° which most likely correspond to the (220) and (311)

facets of crystalline γ-Fe2O3, respectively (figure 2-24).[272] It can be challenging to differentiate

between the polymorphs of Fe2O3 as many of the XRD peaks appear at similar 2θ values,

and even peaks for each individual polymorph have been reported with slight variation;[273]

however, the peak attributed to the (220) plane located at 2θ value 30° is unmistakable, and

exclusively found in γ-Fe2O3.[177,272,274] The intensities of the peaks attributed to the (220) and

(311) facets were greatest from the sample deposited at 400 °C, although no additional γ-Fe2O3

facets were detected despite the increase in overall crystallinity. Crystallinity was found to

decrease again at temperatures exceeding 400 °C, making 400 °C the optimum temperature for

maximum as-deposited crystallinity.
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Figure 2-25: Tauc plots of α-Fe2O3 films deposited on unorientated silicon glass substrates
using compound 21 at temperatures of 250 (black), 300 (red), 350 (blue), and 400 °C (teal).
Band-gaps were extracted from the x-inercept, extrapolated from the highest gradient component
of the absorption data.

Following an annealing step in air at 540 °C, the films were measured by UV/Vis spectroscopy

in order to generate Tauc plots, which could be used to make an approximation of the band-gap

of the materials, and observe any differences with deposition temperature. The use of Tauc plots

to approximate the band-gap of a material is based on the relationship between the absorption

coefficient of a material (α) and its band-gap (Eg) described by equation 2.3, where h is the

Planck constant, v is the frequency of the photon, B is a constant and γ is a factor that depends

on the nature of the band-gap (i.e. direct or indirect)[275–277] The absorption coefficient can be

determined experimentally using reflectance (R) and transmission (T ) data obtained by UV/Vis

spectrscopy, as described by equation 2.4.

(α·hv)1/γ = B(hv − Eg) (2.3)

α = ln((1 −R)2

T
) (2.4)

As seen in figure 2-25 the band-gaps of the post-annealed iron oxide materials ranged from

between 1.95–2.79 eV, which are mostly in agreement with typically reported band-gaps of

hematite.[75,76,164] The exception to this was the film deposited at 250 °C, which has a measured

band-gap of 2.79 eV which was notably larger than a typically observed iron oxide band-gaps. It

was speculated that at a lower temperature, the β-ketoiminate precursor was not as efficiently
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Figure 2-26: X-ray diffractometry patterns of Fe2O3 thin-films deposited on FTO mounted
on aluminoborosilicate glass substrates at 400 °C using: A: 100 mm; and B: 50 mm precursor
solutions. A standard XRD pattern for major peaks of α-Fe2O3

[278] is marked on the X-axis
with red lines.

decomposed in the reaction chamber, leading to a greater amount of Fe(II) species being

incorporated into the film. As a result of this, after the annealing step the film may have been

composed of a significant amount of magnetite (Fe3O4), for which band-gaps of these value have

been previously reported.[90–92]

Furthermore, the Tauc plots showed that the Fe2O3 films deposited at 400 °C had greater overall

light absorption at wavelengths both higher and lower than the band-gap energy, which should

contribute to superior PEC performance. This may have been due to a larger amount of material

being deposited at a higher furnace temperature, superior crystallinity, or a mixture of the two.

Nevertheless, in accordance with the findings associated with the XRD and UV/Vis data, 400 °C

was selected as the optimised temperature at which to grow the Fe2O3 films from compound 21.

Depositions of compound 21 were then carried out on FTO mounted on aluminoborosilicate

glass substrates by AA-CVD, using the optimised temperature (400 °C) for crystalline growth

determined previously. As on the unorientated silicon glass substrates, Fe2O3 films grown on

FTO substrate also deposited as the gamma phase, evidenced by the characteristic XRD peaks

at 2θ values of 30 and 35.5°, attributed to the (220) and (311) facets (figures 2-26 and 2-27).

As expected, the intensity of the XRD peaks from the as-deposited γ-Fe2O3 films decreased as

the precursor concentration decreased due to the reduced mass flow of compound 21; however,

the decrease in XRD peak intensity between samples was too great to be attributed solely to the
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Figure 2-27: X-ray diffractometry patterns of Fe2O3 thin-films deposited on FTO mounted
on aluminoborosilicate glass substrates at 400 °C using: C: 30 mm; and D: 10 mm precursor
solutions. A standard XRD pattern for major peaks of α-Fe2O3

[278] is marked on the X-axis
with red lines.

Figure 2-28: Photographs of pre- (left) and post-annealed (right) Fe2O3 films, deposited on
FTO mounted on aluminoborosilicate glass, using aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition of
compound 21.

reduced mass flow. Therefore it would also seem that the more concentrated precursor solutions

encouraged intial film nucleation, subsequent film growth, or both.

The as-deposited Fe2O3 films were annealed in air at a temperature of 550 °C for 2 h, in order to

produce a stable α-Fe2O3 phase; at annealing times shorter than 2 h XRD evidenced that the

phase change from γ-Fe2O3 to α-Fe2O3 was still taking place (SI 10). The post-annealed films

showed different preferentially exposed facets depending on the concentration of the precursor

solution. The most peaks were observed in the 100 mm sample, and the XRD pattern largely

resembled that of unorientated α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles, with major peaks corresponding to the

(104) and (110) facets. At concentrations lower than 100 mm the minor peaks of the α-Fe2O3

nanoparticles were not detected. This could have been due to there being a smaller amount of

total Fe2O3 material present, and so these minor peaks did not give a strong enough signal, or
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Figure 2-29: Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy spectrum of as-deposited (left) and post-
annealed (right) films of Fe2O3 on FTO mounted on a silicon glass substrate.

perhaps the films grew with more prefential oritentations at lower precursor concentrations so as

not to expose all facets of the α-Fe2O3 material.

The depositions using 50, 30 and 10 mm precursor solutions supports the latter, as orientational

preferences could be seen to change throughout this concentration range; there was a strong

preference for exposure of the (104) facet in the 50 mm sample, while an orientation encouraging

exposure of the (110) facet was increasingly preferred as the precursor solution decreased through

30 and 10 mm concentrations (figure 2-27), with no evidence of exposed (104) facets in the

10 mm sample.

The as-deposited films visibly contained carbon (figure 2-28) and energy-dispersive X-ray

spectroscopy (EDX) analysis confirmed a presence of carbon with values of around 5 % on an

atomic basis. EDX also showed the ratio of iron and oxygen atoms in the as-deposited films to be

around 0.9:1, which indicated a high number of oxygen vacancies and a notable quantity of iron

in the 2+ and/or 0 oxidation state present in the predominantly γ-Fe2O3 film (figure 2-29).

The significant oxygen deficiencies in the γ-Fe2O3 films could be understood by considering the

processes taking place when depositing compound 21 by AA-CVD: as compound 21 contained

iron in the 2+ oxidation state, an oxidation must have taken place in order to deposit an Fe2O3

film. Theoretically, such an oxidation could take place via a redox reaction between an iron

centre and the associated ligand network, an intermolecular disproportionation reaction between

two individual iron centres, or a redox reaction with the carrier solvent. However, to the authors

knowledge there is no precedent for a redox reaction to occur between THF and compound 21

under the conditions used in these experiments.

Considering the relevant AA-CVD process—in which the aerosol containing compound 21 flowed

parallel to the substrate, which was contained within a tube furnace hot-wall reactor (figure 5-
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Figure 2-30: X-ray diffractometry pattern indicating the presence of crystalline metallic iron
deposited onto unorientated silicon glass by aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition of
compound 21. The sole peak at a 2θ value of 45° is attributed to the (110) facet of α-Fe(0).[279]

1)—if a redox reaction were to be taking place between an iron centre and the ligand network, it

would be conceivable that kinetic limitations of the oxidation of iron(II) to iron(III) could result

in the incorporation of a significant quantity of iron(II) species into the film. Conversely, if a

disproportionation reaction were taking place between two individual iron centres, you might

expect to be able to detect iron(0) species.

Crystalline α-Fe(0) was detected on the substrate when depositing a 50 mm solution of com-

pound 21 at 400 °C (figure 2-30); however, the crystalline α-Fe(0) was detected further along

the substrate than the typical deposition region for crystalline γ-Fe2O3 under the same conditions.

This did not necessarily exclude the possibility of some Fe(0) material being deposited in the

same region as the γ-Fe2O3, although it was certainly not detectable as a crystalline phase.

It therefore seems sensible to suggest that an initial oxidation of the iron centre occurred via a

metal-ligand redox reaction, which provided the Fe(III) necessary to form the γ-Fe2O3. Some

Fe(II) may have been incorporated into the film at this time as FeO or Fe3O4, which resulted in

the significantly oxygen-deficient Fe2O3 film. Subsequently, remaining Fe(II) in the gas phase

may have been later reduced by the organic by-products of the initial redox reaction, to form

Fe(0) which was able to form crystalline α-Fe(0) at the rear end of the substrate.

Further information regarding the composition of the Fe2O3 thin-films was obtained using Raman

spectroscopy. There are seven Raman peaks that are specifically characteristic of α-Fe2O3, which

are located at wavenumbers of 229 (A1g), 249 (Eg), 295 (Eg), 302 (Eg), 414 (Eg), 500 (A1g) and
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Figure 2-31: Raman data of Fe2O3 thin-films deposited on FTO mounted on aluminoborosilicate
glass substrate over various lengths of time, using various precursor solution concentrations,
identified by the in-figure legend.

615 cm−1 (Eg).[280] There is an additional peak that frequently appears in α-Fe2O3 samples at

around 660 cm−1, which is also the value of the major Raman peak of Fe3O4. This peak can be

rationalised as either residual Fe(II) content in the film due to incomplete conversion of Fe3O4

to α-Fe2O3, or the Raman-forbidden longitudinal optical Eu mode of α-Fe2O3 that appears as a

result of disorder in the crystal lattice.[280–282]

The Raman spectra of Fe2O3 thin-films deposited in these works have been presented in figure 2-

31 and contain all eight peaks in various intensities, varying with film the conditions under

which the Fe2O3 films were fabricated. When the deposition time remained constant, a decrease

in the concentration of the precursor solution resulted in a corresponding decrease in total peak

intensity, and the relative intensities of the peaks of α-Fe2O3 held consistent within each sample

with the exception of the peak at 660 cm−1 (e.g. black, red and blue traces). The sequential

decrease in total peak intensity was attributed to a straightforward decrease of total Fe2O3

material deposited as a result of a lower total mass flow of the precursor through the deposition

chamber, though the cause of the change in relative peak intensity between the peaks at 615

and 660 cm−1 was not immediately apparent.

It was previously suggested that there may have been incorporation of iron(II) and iron(0) species

into the bulk of the iron oxide films, as supported by XRD (figure 2-30) and EDX (figure 2-29)

analyses. The incorporation of these lower oxidation state iron species may have been able

to contribute to a residual Fe3O4 peak at 660 cm−1 (indicated by the red * in figure 2-31).
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On the contrary, Bersani et al.[283] reported that with a 1:1 mixture of α-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4

powders produced a roughly 4:1 intensity ratio between the Raman peaks at 615 and 660 cm−1,

which would have meant that—based on the Raman spectra displayed in figure 2-31—the

iron oxide thin-films produced in these works were composed of significantly more Fe3O4 than

they were α-Fe2O3. It is highly unlikely that, following two high-temperature annealing steps

(section 5.5), that the composition of these iron oxide films favoured Fe3O4, as all forms of iron

oxide are almost universally reported to undergo phase transition to the alpha phase in air at

temperatures in excess of 400 °C.[284,285] Though it should be noted that some exceptions have

been reported, such as when Taboada et al. encapsulated individual ε-Fe2O3 nanoparticles inside

silica shells, which resisted conversion to the alpha phase up to temperatures of 1000 °C,[286]

and Gich et al.[287] who displayed stable γ- and ε-Fe2O3 up to 750 and 1200 °C respectively, by

supporting the nanoparticles in an amorphous silica matrix.

Due to the thin-film fabrication process in these works, it is more likely that any Fe3O4 will have

undergone the typical oxidation to α-Fe2O3 and that the Raman peak at 660 cm−1 primarily

was observed as a result of the Raman-forbidden longitudinal optical mode of α-Fe2O3, which is

activated by disorder in the crystal lattice.[280] The variation in the relative intensity of this peak

could be linked to the total amount of iron oxide material deposited in each case. Although

there are insufficient data to ascertain the exact nature of this relationship, studies have been

published that investigated various thin-film characteristics and the effect of these characteristics

on crystal lattice disorder.

Ion et al. reported that for a number of mixed metal oxide materials, film thickness had a

significant effect on lattice matching and misfit strain.[288] At low film thicknesses XRD analysis

evidenced a tetragonal symmetry in the mixed metal oxides, that shifted to the rhombohedral

symmetry that is observed in the bullk of these materials as the film thickness increased.

Transmission electron microscopy was used to determine that the initial tetragonal symmetry

was a result of lattice mismatch between the material and the substrate. As the films became

thicker this misfit strain was relaxed, which facilitated the transition to a rhombohedral symmetry.

Additionally, Bersani et al.[280] commented on the influence of the crystallisation process of α-

Fe2O3 on lattice disorder; it was observed that a crystallisation processes starting with amorphous

material led to the formation of a nanocrystalline phase, which increased overall disorder through

harbouring more atoms in surface layers and the lacking of any long-range order.
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Figure 2-32: Top-down (A–D) and cross-sectional (E–H) FE-SEM images of post-annealed
α-Fe2O3 thin-films deposited on FTO mounted on a silicon glass substrate. A, E: 100 mm; B,
F: 50 mm; C, G: 30 mm; and D, H: 10 mm precursor solutions.

Thickness of α-Fe2O3 film / nm Ratio between 615 cm−1 and 660 cm−1 raman peaks
480 nm 1.30:1.00
343 nm 1.93:1.00
194 nm 1.00:1.16
183 nm 1.00:1.32
174 nm 1.00:1.10

Table 2.5: Cross-referenced raman data and film thicknesses for α-Fe2O3 films deposited using
compound 21.

The presence and variation the 660 cm−1 Raman peaks in these works could therefore have been

a cumulative effect of iron oxide film thickness and crystallite size. The XRD analysis of these

films (figures 2-26 and 2-27) showed that the film crystallinity increased significantly following

the annealing steps, which could be taken to indicate that there was a significant portion of

amorphous material in the as-deposited films. As previously discussed, the crystallisation process

from the as-deposited films could have encouraged the growth of a nanocrystalline phase—

an observation supported by FE-SEM (field emission scanning electron microscopy) imaging

(figure 2-32)—which would have increased the disorder within the material and resulted in

the notable intensity of the 660 cm−1, while the alteration in film thickness more likely was the

cause of the variation in the relative intensity of this peak. Indeed, by cross-referencing the

Raman data with the cross-sectional FE-SEM data (table 2.5) the trend showed generally that

decrease in film thickness correpsonded to a increase in relative 660 cm−1 peak intensity.

These Raman analyses therefore seem to support the previously presented XRD and EDX

analyses, which together indicated that the iron oxide material synthesised was composed of
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predominantly α-Fe2O3 with a notable quantity of oxygen vacancies, and was likely indicative

of a small amount of iron(II) species being present in the film as a result of the decomposition

pathway of compound 21.

Observed by FE-SEM, the post-annealed α-Fe2O3 films (figure 2-32) appeared to have a

morphology consisting of spherical particulates, the size of which appeared to decrease as

precursor solution concentration decreased. The density and thickness of the α-Fe2O3 films

also decreased as precursor solution concentration was lowered, particularly noticeable in the

cross-sectional FE-SEM images (figure 2-32, E–H).

For the purpose of photoelectrochemical water-splitting it is generally beneficial to have a more

porous material, as this increases the surface area of the photocatalyst and effectively increases

the number of active catalytic sites available for oxygen evolution at the anode. In these works

the porosity of the films was not directly measured; however higher porosity was assumed of

films with visibly smaller crystallites, and largers spaces between those crystallites as seen by

FE-SEM.

The following photoelectrochemical data were obtained through illumination of the α-Fe2O3

samples with a 100 mW cm−2 AM 1.5G solar simulator, using 0.1 m NaOH as the electrolyte, and

a platinum wire counter electrode. The photoelectrochemical response from the α-Fe2O3 films

indicated that the second-most porous film—deposited using a precursor solution of 30 mm—was

the most active (figure 2-33). In this case, the decrease in photocurrent in the 10 mm-deposited

sample was likely due to an insufficient amount of material being deposited, which made the

limiting factor for the photoelectrochemical response light absorption, rather than available

active sites. The densely packed α-Fe2O3 films produced using precursor solution concentrations

of 50 and 100 mm had notably low photoresponses, likely due to the long hole diffusion pathway

to the α-Fe2O3–electrolyte interface, which results in high electron-hole recombination (effect

discussed in detail in section 2.1.1).

To ensure that the deposition using the 30 mm precursor solution was optimised with respect to

amount of total material and porosity, another deposition of 60 min was carried out using the

same precursor concentration. In figure 2-33 (B), it can be seen that the increased deposition

time slightly reduced the photocurrent response. This could be rationalised by a decrease in

porosity caused by the increased deposition time due to pore filling, rather than increasing the
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Figure 2-33: Photovoltammograms of α-Fe2O3 thin-films produced using compound 21,
deposited by aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition in solutions of tetrahydrofuran onto
FTO mounted on an aluminoborosilicate glass substrate. A: various solution concentrations
(back-side illumination); B: 30 and 60 min deposition times with a solution concentration of
30 mm (back-side illumination).

overall thickness of the material whilst also maintaining the porosity.

To further investigate the possibility of optimising the photocurrent of pristine α-Fe2O3 films

grown from compound 21, depositions of the 10 mm precursor solution were carried out in 30

minute increments between 30–120 min. Following the same standard growth procedures and

annealing steps highlighted previously, four new α-Fe2O3 films were synthesised and analysed by

cross-sectional FE-SEM to ascertain the film thickness.

The morphology of these films was observed to be consistent with those previously imaged

(figures 2-32 and 2-34) and existed as irregular spherical nanoparticles. The thickness of the

films did not seem to increase linearly with deposition time. Rather the pores inbetween the

nanoparticles were slowly filled, ultimately increasing the film density and reducing the surface

area: this was most noticeable in the sample deposited for 120 min (figure 2-34, D).

A B C D

Figure 2-34: Cross-sectional FE-SEM images of post-annealed α-Fe2O3 thin-films all deposited
on FTO mounted on a silicon glass substrate using a 10 mm precursor solution of compound 21.
A: 30 min; B: 60 min; C: 90 min; and D: 120 min deposition times.
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Figure 2-35: Photovoltammograms of α-Fe2O3 thin-films produced using a compound 21
precursor solution of 10 mm, which was grown on FTO mounted on an aluminoborosilicate
glass substrate by aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition for various deposition times. A:
back-side chopped illumination; B: back-side constant illumination.

The visual appearance of the α-Fe2O3 films by SEM could be used to partially rationalise

the photocurrent responses that were measured for the samples under 1 Sun illumination. As

shown in figure 2-35, the photocurrent responses of the α-Fe2O3 films deposited with a 10 mm

precursor solution increased linearly up until 90 min. Indeed, the SEM micrographs showed a

trend of the α-Fe2O3 films becoming more dense up until this time, whilst still maintaining some

noticable underlying features.

It was speculated that as the films became more dense the additional α-Fe2O3 material present

would have aided in light capture, compared to samples with lower deposition times; however at

a deposition time of 120 min the photocurrent response significantly dropped from 0.2 mA cm−2

to around 0.02 mA cm−2 at 1.23 V vs. NHE. Furthermore, there was a cathodic shift of the onset

potential in the α-Fe2O3 deposited for 120 min (around 1 V), compared to the films deposited

between 30–90 min (around 0.85 V), which indicated that the oxygen evolution reaction was

much harder to initiate in the 120 min case.

As seen in the cross-sectional micrograph of the 120 min sample, the α-Fe2O3 layer at the

deposition time has become thickly caked and featureless. On average, this will have increased

the charge diffusion transfer distance and also decreased the surface-area-to-volume ratio of the

sample, which can losely be used to rationalise the decrease in photocurrent and increase in the

onset potential; however, to better understand the charge carrier properties of the α-Fe2O3 films,

they were analysed by electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).
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Figure 2-36: Mott-Schottky plots of the α-Fe2O3 films deposited on FTO mounted on alu-
minoborosilicate glass substrate using a 10 mm precursor solution of compound 21 for times of
30–120 min. Measurements were carried out in the dark, and capacitance data were extracted
from models fitted to Nyquist plots covering a frequency range of 0.1–100 kHz.

EIS was conducted on the α-Fe2O3 films in the same electrolyte composition that was used in

the photocurrent density experiments (1 m KOH, pH13.7), but for measurements that were

illuminated a 385 nm LED was used. Capacitance data were extracted from Nyquist plots of the

α-Fe2O3 films over a voltage range of 0.0–1.3 V vs. NHE using the simplified Randle’s circuit

model (SI 2). These data were then used to create Mott-Schottky plots of the films deposited for

30–120 min (figure 2-36) according to the Mott-Schottky equation for an n-type semiconductor

(equation 2.5):

1
C2 = 2

Ndeε0ε
[(Us − Ufb) − KBT

e
] (2.5)

where C is the capacitance of the semiconductor double layer (comprising semiconductor

capacitance and Helmholtz layer capacitance), Nd is the electron carrier density, e is the

elementary charge value, ε0 is the permittivity of vaccuum, ε is the relative permittivity of the

semiconductor (α-Fe2O3 = 25[289]), Us is the applied potential, Ufb is the flat band potential

and [KBT
e ] is a temperature-dependant correction term.[290] The electron carrier densities (Nd)

were also obtained from the Mott-Schottky plot by the following equation:

Nd = ( 2
eε0ε

)(
d( 1

C2 )
d(Us)

)−1 (2.6)
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where [(d( 1
C2 )

d(Us) )−1] is the inverse of the slope gradient obtained from the Mott-Schottky plot.

In the first instance, the Mott-Schottky plots shown in figure 2-36 indicated that all of the

α-Fe2O3 films deposited using a 10 mm precursor solution of compound 21 demonstrated typical

n-type semicondutor behaviour, evidenced by the positive slopes. The flat band potentials—

which can be approximated by extrapolating the X-axis intercept from the steepest portion

of the Mott-Schottky plot—were all between 0.71–0.87 V vs. NHE. Flat band potentials for

α-Fe2O3 of around this energy have been reported previously in the literature.[240] However, it

is more common for the flat band potential of α-Fe2O3 to be more negative than this: around

0.1–0.4 V vs. RHE.[229,240,290,291]

The significance of a more positive flat band potential is that it will result in a lower degree of

band bending at the electrode-electrolyte interface, which increases the likelihood of electron-hole

recombination at the α-Fe2O3 surface due to inferior charge separation. Notably, the sample

deposited for 90 min had the most negative flat band potential of the samples, which was also

the sample that produced that greatest photocurrent as shown in figure 2-35.

The electron carrier densities for the α-Fe2O3 were calculated and are summarised in table 2.6,

along with the flat band potentials. The electron carrier densities ranged between 5.16×1018 and

9.74 × 1018, which falls within the low-end of ranges previously reported in the literature.[292,293]

The relatively low electron donor density of these samples may in-part been caused by the

intensive air-anneal process (540 °C for 2 h and 800 °C for 10 min) used during the synthesis of

the films, which would have lowered the number of oxygen vacancies in the film and hence the

concentration of electron donor atoms. Indeed, in previous work hydrogen annealing processes

have been used to increase the number of oxygen vacancies in α-Fe2O3 films and subsequently

increase electron carrier density.[240,294]

Because the samples in question were all in essence the same material, it was not clear as to

Deposition time (min) Flat band potential (V vs. RHE) Electron carrier density (cm−3)
30 0.84 9.74×1018

60 0.84 5.36×1018

90 0.71 5.16×1018

120 0.87 9.70×1018

Table 2.6: Flat band potentials and electron carrier densities calculated from the Mott-Schottky
plots of the α-Fe2O3 films deposited on FTO mounted on aluminoborosilicate substrate using a
10 mm precursor solution of compound 21.
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Figure 2-37: Nyquist plots of α-Fe2O3 films deposited on FTO mounted on aluminoborosilicate
glass substrate under illumination by a 385 nm LED at applied voltages of 0.8 and 1.23 V.
Impedance measurements were collected across a frequency range of 100 kHz–0.1 Hz with an
amplitude of 20 mV.

why there was a significant negative shift in the flat band potential of the sample deposited for

90 min, particularly when this was actually the same with the lowest calculated electron carrier

density. The most likely explanation for this was a difference in α-Fe2O3 surface states across

the samples—possibly due to structural changes—[295,296] as only electrons existing at a higher

energy level at the surface would permit a negative shift in the flat band potential when the

overall electron carrier density of the material is relatively lower.[291] Indeed, adjustments to the

surface states of α-Fe2O3 without affecting the bulk of the material has been previously reported

in the literature to cause shifts of the flat band potential.[296,297]

Therefore, the sample deposited for 90 min most likely outperformed the other samples due to

the specific surface morphology causing a negative flat band shift and increased band bending

at the α-Fe2O3-electrolyte interface. This shift outcompeted the effects of the relatively lower

electron carrier density, which would be expected to lower the photocurrent density. However,

because the difference in electron carrier densities across the α-Fe2O3 samples was relatively

small (within the same order of magnitude), it was not surprising that the negative flat band

shift of 130 mV took precedence with regard to affecting photoelectrochemical performance.

The Nyquist plots collected under illumimation of 385 nm LED for the 90 min α-Fe2O3 film at

both 0.8 and 1.23 V are presented in figure 2-37. Both the ‘real’ (ohmic resistance, Z’) and

‘imaginary’ (capacitance, Z”) impedance were higher at the higher applied voltage of 1.23 V,
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Applied voltage (V vs. RHE) Rs (Ω cm2) Rct (Ω cm2) Cdl (F cm−2)
0.8 6.38×101 2.68×102 2.40×10−4

1.23 9.20×101 1.67×103 3.73×10−4

Table 2.7: Variables determined from the fitted impedance data for α-Fe2O3 films illuminated
using 385 nm LED according to the simplified Randle’s circuit model.

which was expected as a higher applied voltage increases the amount of current passed, which in

turn results in a proportional increase in impedance.

Because only one semicircle feature was present in each of the Nyquist plots, fitted data for these

plots were modelled according to the simplified Randle’s circuit (figure 2-37). In this model

circuit Rs corresponds to the circuit resistance (electrolyte resistance, FTO and the external

contact), Rct corresponds to charge transfer resistance between the α-Fe2O3 and the electrolyte,

and Cdl correpsonds to the bulk capacitance relating to the double layer.

One of the limitations of this model circuit is that it is not possible to specifically differentiate the

resistance associated with the charge trapping in surface states, the resistance associated with

charge transfer across the electrode-electrolyte interface, and Brunauer-Emmett-Teller effects,

whereby surface-adsorbed gas molecules (e.g. water-splitting reaction products oxygen and

hydrogen) prevent proper contact between the electrode and the electrolyte and inhibit charge

transfer.[298] However, because there was only one semicircle feature to each of the Nyquist plots,

it would be unreasonable to utilise a more complex model circuit as the variables extracted from

it would lack significance.[122]

The variables extracted from the fitted data are presented in table 2.7. The data showed

that the biggest contributor towards the difference in total impedance at the two voltages was

the charge transfer resistance, which were 2.68 × 102 and 1.67 × 103 Ω cm2 for 0.8 and 1.23 V

respectively. Both of these values fall within the range of charge transfer resistance values for

pristine/unmodified α-Fe2O3 previously reported in the literature,[166,299] although the increase

in impedance at the higher voltage being primarily associated with charge transfer resistance did

suggest that this was the bottle-neck of the water-splitting process for these films. Meanwhile

the capacitance and circuit resistance of the system were not as significantly impacted by the

change in applied voltage, with both values remaining within the same order of magnitude.

Because the double layer capacitance is deemed to be proportional to the active surface area of

the electrode[300] the small increase in Cdl at the higher voltage was likely due to the activation of
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some less catalytically active surface sites on the electrode, while the circuit resistance logically

increased in response to a higher passed current.

Overall these data helped to show that the α-Fe2O3 films grown using compound 21 had

electronic properties that fit with those generally reported in the literature. However, these

values laid on the low-end of the metrics typically associated with good photoelectrochemical

performance (i.e. low electron carrier concentration, high surface charge transfer resistance,[299]

relatively positive flat band potential).

One feature that was not yet assessed in this study was the long-term stability of the α-Fe2O3

films deposited in this study. It is important that the long-term stability be investigated because,

although these films did not produce outstanding photocurrent densities (0.2 mA cm−2 at 1.23 V

vs. RHE) compared to other pristine α-Fe2O3 films in the literature (1.23 mA cm−2 at 1.23 V vs.

RHE),[301] it is very common for hematite to degrade under photocatalytic conditions due to the

high localised concentration of H+ ions at the surface of the electrode.[173] As such, film stability

should not be overlooked as a metric simply because the maxiumum photocurrent density is not

record-breaking, and future work with these materials should involve investigation into their

long-term stability under operating conditions.

While it was possible to attempt to address these characterisics with modifications such as

doping and catalysis (as discussed in sections 2.1.2–2.1.4), the primary goal of these works

were to develop precursors that can grow α-Fe2O3 with intrinsically good photoelectrochemical

water-splitting characterisics due to beneficial morphology and nanostructure, and so further

development of this particular α-Fe2O3 synthesis strategy was not pursued. Instead second

category of iron-containing molecular precursors were synthesised, the work surrounding which

will be discussed in the following section.
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2.4 Design and synthesis of tripodal alkoxide Fe2O3 precursors

2.4.1 Background and motivation

Because the optimisation of the iron oxide film growth using the β-ketoiminate precursors (work

in section 2.3) could not produce an iron oxide photoanode with a competitive photocurrent

density output, it was necessary to explore alternative precursors. In a later chapter (chapter 3,

section 3.4.2) a collection of tripodal alkoxide ligands are presented (ligand synthetic procedure

shown in here figure 2-38) which formed the basis of a successful series of BiVO4 precursors

that resulted in favourable film morphology and photoelectrochemical performance.
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Figure 2-38: Generalised synthetic procedure for the synthesis of the tripodal alkoxide ligands
used in this work, procedure modified from reference.[302] R = H when R’ = Et, tBu. Note: this
process is not stereoselective and can produce two diastereoisomers, which made purification of
some ligands challenging.

Due to the success of these ligands in the synthesis of BiVO4, it seemed sensible to explore the

use of the same ligands in a number of Fe2O3 precursors. Furthermore, as the tripodal alkoxide

ligand contribute a charge of −3 to an organometallic complex, the oxidation state of the central

iron atom could be 3+, which could potentially alleviate the previous concerns (section 2.3) of

iron(II) and iron(0) species being integrated into the film and disrupting growth conducive of

good photoelectrochemical performance.

2.4.2 Iron(III) tripodal alkoxide precursor synthesis and characterisation

Unlike the β-ketoiminate ligands described in section 2.2.2, the tren alkoxide ligands were

synthesised as solids and could be easily dried. Therefore it was possible to directly synthesise

the iron(III) tripodal alkoxide precursors from iron(III) HMDS in high yields, without the need

for a ligand sodiation step (figure 2-39).

Using this synthetic procedure, two iron(III) tripodal alkoxide precursors were synthesised which

were characterised by elemental analysis, TGA and NMR. Similarly to the iron(II) β-ketoiminate
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these precursors were found to crystallise as dimers, half of which is shown in this figure. HMDS
= hexamethyldisilizane.

precursors, the Fe(III) tripodal alkoxide precursors exhitited good air stability and were not

observed to decompose—evidenced by the fact that the NMR spectra and TGA traces of the

Fe(III) tripodal alkoxides precursors remained unchanged—after being exposed to atmospheric

air at room temperature for over 24 h.

Unlike the iron(II) β-ketoiminates however, the iron(III) tripodal alkoxide precursors were also

stable when stored in dried solvent in atmospheric air. Furthermore, when low levels of water

were introduced into the solution, rather than fully decomposing the iron(III) tripodal alkoxide

precursors formed symetrical extended iron oxide cage structures that were terminated by tripodal

alkoxide moieties (figure 2-40). It was assumed that all iron centres of this complex would

occupy the 3+ oxidation state; due to the extensive exposure to water during crystallisation, it

was expected that all iron centres were fully coordinated by -OH groups. However, it was not

possible to solve for all of these in the molecular structure, due to the quality of the crystals.
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Figure 2-40: Left: Molecular structure of the extended iron oxide cage structure produced when
the iron(III) tripodal alkoxide precursors—solubilised in dry tetrahydrofuran—were exposed to
water. Purple: iron, black: carbon, blue: nitrogen, and red: oxygen. Right: Chemdraw of
the extended iron oxide cage structure for clarity. Ellipsoids are shown at 50 % probability and
hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.
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Figure 2-41: ORTEP crystal structures produced using .cif files published by Liu et al.[303]
using the tridentate triethanolamine ligand. Left: Fe6 wheel structure and right: Fe10 acetate
cluster. Purple: iron, black: carbon, blue: nitrogen, red: oxygen, and green: chlorine.
Ellipsoids are shown at 50 % probability.

Of the iron(III) tripodal alkoxide precursors that were synthesised, crystals of suitable quality

for single X-ray diffractomery were obtained for compounds 28 and 27 and are shown in

figures 2-42–2-43, respectively. In both of the crystal structures, each central metal ion is

five-coordinated with four donor atoms from one equivalent of the tripodal alkoxide ligand, as

well as one bridging oxygen atom from the second ligand equivalent (referred to as ‘O(µ)’),

causing a distorted bipyramidal geometry about each metal iron centre.

The dimeric structure observed in both compounds 28 and 27 was unlike that of previously-

reported iron(III) compounds bearing similar tridentate ligands. Reported by Liu et al., several

iron(III) compounds were formed using an unsubstituted triethanolamine ligand.[303] In contrast

to the crystal structures reported here, the structures published by Liu et al. consisted of

multinuclear clusters including an Fe6 wheel and two Fe10 clusters (two of which are shown in

figure 2-41).

The synthetic procedures for the structures presented in figure 2-41 was slightly different

to the procedures used in these works, with the iron(III) starting material being either

[Fe3O(HCOO)6(H2O)3]·NO3 or [Fe3O(MeCOO)6(H2O)3]·Cl for the Fe6 wheel and Fe10 acet-

ate cluster, respectively. In addition to the variation in synthetic procedure, it was also suspected

that the transition of these extended iron(III) wheels and clusters to dimeric core crystal struc-

tures was in-part facilitated by the presence of the R-group substitutions on the triethanolamine

backbone in compounds 28 and 27, the steric effects of which could feasibly limit any potential
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Figure 2-42: ORTEP molecular structures of compound 28. Left: grown full cell and right:
asymmetric unit cell for clarity. Purple: iron, black: carbon, blue: nitrogen, and red: oxygen.
Ellipsoids are shown at 50 % probability. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.

polynuclear wheel or cluster formation. Indeed, structures of iron(III) compounds bearing

tridentate ligands containing bulky substituents have been reported by Whiteoak et al., all of

which crystallised as either a dimeric species, or a monomeric species in the presence of a suitable

coordinating solvent.[304] As such, it was suspected that the compounds synthesised in these

works would also exist monomerically in the THF solution used in the deposition procedures,

however this was not experimentally confirmed.

Compound 28
Fe(1)–O(1) 1.854(3) N(1)–Fe(1)–O(1) 79.59(10)
Fe(1)–O(2) 1.998(2) N(1)–Fe(1)–O(2) 82.21(13)
Fe(1)–O(3) 1.837(3) N(1)–Fe(1)–O(3) 82.27(12)
Fe(1)–O(µ) 1.965(2) N(1)–Fe(1)–O(µ) 160.25(11)
Fe(1)–N(1) 2.193(3) Fe(1)–O(2)–Fe(2) 99.32(10)

Compound 27
Fe(1)–O(1) 1.845(12) N(1)–Fe(1)–O(1) 82.99(5)
Fe(1)–O(2) 1.864(12) N(1)–Fe(1)–O(2) 83.16(5)
Fe(1)–O(3) 1.992(11) N(1)–Fe(1)–O(3) 78.93(5)
Fe(1)–O(µ) 1.971(11) N(1)–Fe(1)–O(µ) 157.20(5)
Fe(1)–N(1) 2.230(13) Fe(1)–O(2)–Fe(2) 101.70(5)

Table 2.8: Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (deg) for compounds 28 and 27

Selected bond lengths and angles for compound 28 are shown in table 2.8. In the crystal

structure of compound 28 (figure 2-42) the three oxygen atoms making up the psuedo-equatorial

plane of the bipyramid are distorted from the ideal by between 7.73–10.41°, with the biggest

deviation from 90° being the N(1)–Fe(1)–O(1) bond angle of 79.59°, the oxygen of which was

shared with the second iron centre of the dimer. The contribution of this oxygen atom to the

bridging of the dimer likely contributed to its increased equitorial distortion, which was supported
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Figure 2-43: ORTEP molecular structure of compound 27. Purple: iron, black: carbon,
blue: nitrogen, and red: oxygen. Ellipsoids are shown at 50 % probability. Hydrogen atoms are
omitted for clarity.

by the roughly 0.1Å Fe–O bond length increase when comparing bridging to non-bridging oxygen

atoms—an artefact of the oxygen atom sharing electron density between both metal centres.

Despite the high level of disorder and bulkiness of the tert-butyl groups—evidenced by numerous

large ellipsoids being attributed to singular carbon atoms (highlighted in the asymmetric unit

cell shown in figure 2-42, right)—it was not suspected that steric clashing of these tert-butyl

groups contributed to the equatorial distortion of the complex, as there was no reduction to this

equatorial distortion in the structure of compound 27 which had a far less bulky ligand system.

Selected bond lengths and angles for compound 27 are shown in table 2.8. The distortion of

the oxygen atoms about the pseudo-equatorial plane was similar to that of compound 28, with

N–Fe–O angles of between 79.59–82.27°. As with compound 28 the Fe–O bonds between bridging

oxygen atoms were longer than those of the unbridged oxygen atoms, similarly contributing to the

more substantial equatorial distortion of the O(3) atom as highlighted by the N(1)–Fe(1)–O(3)

bond angle of 78.93°.
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Figure 2-44: TGA traces of compounds 28 (red) and 27 (black), measured in a hanging
crucible under an atmosphere of argon. A summary of all relevant residual mass percentages for
decomposition products can be found in the supplementary information.

Sample identity Required final Observed final Temperature of initial
weight / % weight / % mass loss / °C*

Compound 28 21.6 (Fe2O3) 6.8 136.5
Compound 27 27.9 (Fe2O3) 6.2 76.9

*The temperature at which 1 % mass loss has occurred.

Table 2.9: Compilation of TGA data for compounds 28 and 27

When comparing compounds 28 and 27 the key bond lengths and angles of both were overall

very similar, indicating that the transition from a tert-butyl ligand system to a dimethyl ligand

system did not have a substantial effect on the core geometry of the crystal structure. The most

significant difference between the two structures was the extent of the distortion away from

linearity of the N(1)–Fe(1)–O(µ) bond angles, which were 160.25 and 157.20° for compounds 28

and 27, respectively. The greater degree of axial distortion in compound 27 was reflected by a

corresponding overall bond length of the N(1)–C(10)–C(9)–O(3) chain of 4.458Å—compared

to 4.374Å for the equivalent series of bonds in compound 28—which would have contributed

to the distortion by ‘pushing’ the O(3) atom away from the true axial position of the trigonal

bipyramid.

Both performed under an atmosphere of argon, the TGA traces (figure 2-44) of compounds 28

and 27 showed that both underwent smooth mass-loss steps that initiated at 136.5 and 76.9 °C,

respectively. The smooth nature of the TGA trace was indicative of a volatilisation event as

opposed to decomposition, highlighting that the iron tripodal alkoxides were generally more
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volatile than the iron β-ketoiminate precursors discussed in section 2.2.4, several of which

showed clear signs of significant decomposition.

Further evidence towards predominatly volatilisation events occurring for these precursors

can be found by comparing the observed final weight percent values with those expected of

common iron-based decomposition products (table 2.9). The expected decomposition product

of these compounds was Fe2O3, which would have required final weight percent values of 21.6

and 27.9 wt% for compounds 28 and 27 respectively, with other possible—though unlikely—

decomposition products such as iron metal or other iron oxides being only slightly below these

values. Significantly lower than these values were the observed final weight percentages of 6.8

and 6.2 wt%, which were mostly likely the result of some minor decomposition associated with

mass transfer limitations of the precursors from the solid to the gaseous phase in the TGA

crucible.

The higher temperature of initial mass loss for compound 28 was likely linked to the higher

molecular mass relative to compound 27, which is commonly acknowledged to be a contributing—

though by no means defining—factor towards volatility.[305] There was therefore no evidence

from the TGA traces to suggest which of the two iron tripodal alkoxide compounds was the

most thermally stable, as both compounds volatilised before any decomposition was observed.

According to the TGA data of the two iron tripodal alkoxide precursors synthesised the only

significant difference was that compound 27 was slightly more volatile than compound 28; and

whilst not directly relevant for these works—as these precursors were being developed for use

deposition by AA-CVD—it is worth highlighting that a more volatile precursor theoretically

allows for a more diverse use of applications, in particular low-pressure CVD. Therefore, due to

the previous success of the dimethyl tripodal alkoxide ligands used in bismuth and vanadium

precursor molecules (discussed later in sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4), and the relatively facile

sythesis of the dimethyl relative to the tert-butyl variant, compound 27 was taken forward for

AA-CVD studies.
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2.5 Aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition of compound 27

AA-CVD processes of compound 27 were carried out using precursor solution concentrations

ranging from 30–90 mm in dry tetrahydrofuran, with a deposition times of 30–120 min, onto

9 Ω sq−1 fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) mounted on silicon glass, 10 Ω sq−1 FTO mounted on

aluminoborosilicate glass, or bare silicon glass substrates. Before deposition all substrates were

manually cleaned using deionised water and isopropanol, following which they were dried and

exposed to oxygen plasma for 15 min. For depositions of compound 27 a nitrogen carrier gas

was used, which was delivered to the deposition apparatus at a pressure of 20 psi through a TSI

Model 3076 Constant Output Atomizer.

All photoelectrochemical measurements were obtained used an Invium Technologies CompactStat.

potentiostat under illumination of simulated sunlight (AM 1.5G, 100 MW cm−2) from a filtered

300 W Lot Quantum Design xenon lamp source. Unless otherwise stated, the electrolyte used

for photoelectrochemical measurements of α-Fe2O3 films was 0.1 m NaOH, the counter electrode

used was platinum wire, and the reference electrode was a 3.5 mmol g−1 Ag/AgCl electrode.

Impedeance measurements were collected using a Modulab XM EC potentiostat. For impedance

measurements taken under illumination, a ThorLabs M385LP1 (λ= 385 nm, 100 mW cm−2) LED

light source was used, powered by a ThorLabs DC2200 driver.

AA-CVD of compound 27 was carried out using a hot-wall furnance set-up. Initially a deposition

temperature of 400 °C was used for several reasons: the similarly between the TGA trace of

compound 27, and those of the β-ketoiminate precursors in section 2.2.4, which were found to

deposit most successfully at 400 °C; and the successful deposition at 400 °C of the bismuth and

vanadium precursors bearing the same ligands, which are discussed later in chapter 3.

The effect of precursor concentration on the crystallinity of the films was investigated by carrying

out 30 min depositions using compound 27 precursor concentrations of 30–90 mm and measuring

the post-annealed (540 °C for 2 h) films using XRD, which are displayed in figure 2-45. At the

lowest concentration of 30 mm there was very little evidence of crystalline material with only

evidence of two small peaks appearing at around 36 and 54 2θ most likely corresponding to the

(110) and (116) planes of α-Fe2O3, respectively. As the precursor concentration was increased

the relative intensity of these two peaks increased, in addition to the clear appearance of two

further peaks at 31 and 63 2θ that did not clearly correspond to α-Fe2O3 peaks.
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Figure 2-45: X-ray diffractometry patterns of as-deposited Fe2O3 thin films deposited on
FTO mounted on silicon glass substrates at 400 °C for 30 min using various precursor solution
concentrations of compound 27: 30 mm (black), 50 mm (red), 70 mm (blue), 90 mm (teal). A
standard XRD pattern for major peaks of α-Fe2O3

[278] is marked on the X-axis with red lines.

Instead, these peaks most likely corresponded to the (220) and (440) planes of γ-Fe2O3,[272] which

is a metastable polymorph of Fe2O3 that could very reasonably grow under these deposition

conditions. The changing of the precursor solution concentration therefore did not seem to directly

effect the nature of the crystalline phase—for example, through changing Fe2O3 nucleation

behaviour—but rather just increased the rate of film growth by virtue of the fact that the

precursor mass flow was higher.

In order to explore the effects of a range of Fe2O3 film thicknesses deposited using compound 27,

films were deposited over a range of 30–120 min using the highest precursor concentration of

90 mm. This concentration was selected as it would allow for relatively thick films to be grown

without the need for substantial volumes of precursor solution, that ultimately may not have

been compatible with the size of the group’s deposition equipment. Furthermore concentrations

higher than 90 mm resulted in undesirable precipitation of the precursor over time, which would

have caused clogging issues within the atomiser.

As seen in figure 2-46, the duration of the AA-CVD process had a significant affect on the XRD

patterns of the resultant Fe2O3 films, beyond any observation that could simply be attributed

to the presence of more total material. First seen in the XRD pattern of the film deposited

for 90 min the γ-Fe2O3 XRD peaks at 31 and 63 2θ were no longer visible, and new peaks with

high intensity were located at 25, 34, 50, 54, 62 and 64 2θ, all of which could be attributed to
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Figure 2-46: X-ray diffractometry patterns of post-annealed Fe2O3 thin films deposited on
FTO mounted on aluminoborosilicate glass substrates at 400 °C using a 90 mm precursor solution
of compound 27, for deposition times ranging from 30–120 min: 30 min (black), 60 min (red),
90 min (blue), 120 min (teal). A standard XRD pattern for major peaks of α-Fe2O3

[278] is
marked on the X-axis with red lines.

α-Fe2O3.[306] The contrast between the XRD patterns of films deposited at 60 and 90 min also

facilitated the assignment of a further γ-Fe2O3 low-intensity peak located at 43 2θ, that was

previously thought to be an artefact of noise: this peak also vanished at deposition times of

90 min and above.

The transformation between the metastable gamma and stable alpha phases of Fe2O3 most

likely occurred due to the extended duration of time that the substrate was held at an elevated

temperature (400 °C), necessitated by the increased deposition time; indeed, γ-Fe2O3 has been

reported to transition to the alpha phase at temperatures of 400 °C and above.[73] The complete

absence of any XRD peaks that correpond to γ-Fe2O3—with the exception of a minor residual

peak at 31 2θ in the 120 min sample—suggested that once the Fe2O3 had converted from the

gamma to alpha phase, further Fe2O3 growth favoured the alpha phase. Overall this was

indicative of compound 27 deposition having significant epitaxial contribution, as the phase of

the growing material was somewhat dependant on the surface upon which it was growing—i.e.

FTO resulted in the gamma phase, while a α-Fe2O3-coated substrate facilitated further α-Fe2O3

growth. This transformation could also be seen in the electron micrographs of the pre-annealed

films (SI 6), in which there is a clear difference in film morphology between those deposited for

60 and 90 min.

In comparison to the films deposited using the β-ketoiminate precursors, the most significant
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Figure 2-47: Raman spectrum of the α-Fe2O3 thin-films deposited by AA-CVD of a 90 mm
solution of compound 27 with a deposition time of 120 min.

difference observed in the XRD patterns was the ratio between the peaks corresponding to

the (104) and (110) planes. In the case of the β-ketoiminates the peak (110) plane was poorly

represented in films deposited using precursor concentrations in excess of 30 mm, whereas in the

case of compound 27 the (110) was detectable at high relative intensity following the use of a

90 mm precursor concentration. As the {110} facets are generally regarded as the most active

towards the OER, this had positive implications for the use of these films in photoelectrochemical

water splitting, when compared with the films grown using the β-ketoiminate precursors.

Raman spectroscopy was used to further characterise the newly-synthesised α-Fe2O3 films, the

spectrum obtained from which is shown in figure 2-47. The features present in the raman

spectrum of the α-Fe2O3 films grown using compound 27 were very similar to those grown using

the β-ketoiminate precursors. Detailed analysis will not be provided here, as this was provided

in section 2.3 and the peak assignments are the same. Nevertheless the raman spectrum

was characteristic of α-Fe2O3, and did not contain any evidence of other ferric oxide crystal

phases.[281]

Measured by EDX (figure 2-48), the iron to oxygen ratio in the α-Fe2O3 films deposited

using compound 27 was 1:7, which meant that the detected oxygen was in significant excess to

what was expected for Fe2O3 (1:1.5). The detection of tin and silicon suggested that the FTO

and silicon glass beneath it were picked up by the detector—which is a common limitation of

EDX—and most likely contributed to the excessive oxygen reading.[307] This was not believed

to be evidence against the presence of α-Fe2O3, particularly when considering the XRD and
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raman analysis showed strong evidence for the deposition of α-Fe2O3. Indeed, EDX is known to

be limited in its capacity for quantitative analysis, particularly when it comes to elements of

low atomic mass such as oxygen. Therefore in this case EDX could only realistically be used to

confirm the presence of iron in the film, and not directly confirm the deposition of any specific

iron oxide.

In order to investigate if there was a notable difference in the bandgap due to the use of

compound 27 as a precursor, a Tauc plot was generated using the same method described in

section 2.3. The bandgap of the new films was approximated to be around 2.15 eV, which

was similar to the bandgaps of the films deposited using the β-ketoiminate precursors and well

within the expected range of bangaps for α-Fe2O3.[75,76,164]

Top-down and cross-sectional electron micrographs (figure 2-49) were obtained in order to

assess the microstructure of the films, and get some insight into the rate at which they grew.

Measurements of the cross-sectional images (A–C) showd that the α-Fe2O3 film thickness

was between 410–870 nm for the films deposited between 60–120 min, showing a consistent

growth of around 200 nm every 30 min (6.66 nm min−1). It could also be seen from the cross-

sectional images that these films were incredibly densely-packed, comprised of irregular shaped

nanoparticles (30 min, A) which developed a nodule-like surface morphology at deposition times

in excess of 60 min (B, C). The difference in this surface morphology was most likely linked to

the annealing step taking place before or after the material was converted from γ- to α-Fe2O3.

In agreement with the cross-sectional images, the top-down images (D–F) of the films deposited

using compound 27 showed a very densely-packed surface morphology, with the majority of the

Figure 2-48: Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy of post-annealed α-Fe2O3 on FTO mounted
on silicon glass substrate, operating with an accelerating voltage of 10 kV.
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Figure 2-49: Cross-sectional (A-C) and top-down (D–F) electron micrographics of post-
annealed α-Fe2O3 films deposited on FTO mounted on aluminoborosilicate glass substrates by
AA-CVD of compound 27. A, D: 60 min; B, E: 90 min; and C, F: 120 min deposition times.
Micrographs of the pre-annealed films can be found in the SI 6.

surface area being contributed to by the raised nodules on the surface. Overall the mophologies

of these films were not significantly different to those presented previously in section 2.3

(figure 2-32); the films were comprised of spherical nanoparticles of varying size, which are not

inherently conducive to high surface area when compared to e.g. ‘cauliflower’[146] or nanoflower

structures.[177] However, unlike the films grown using β-ketoiminate precursors, these new films

did not become completely featureless when grown using higher precursor solution concentrations.

Theoretically this should allow for thicker films—which enhance overall light absorption—to be

used without too severe an effect on the surface-area-to-volume ratio of the electrode.

The photocurrent densities measured under chopped simulated sunlight for the α-Fe2O3 films

are shown in figure 2-50. Both back- and front-side illumination of the films generated

very similar photocurrent densities, with the best-performing sample (120 min deposition time)

producing around 0.12 mA cm−2 at an applied potential of 1.23 V vs. RHE. It is unusual for

α-Fe2O3 photoanodes to produce similar photocurrent densities under both front- and back-side

illumination, due to the charge carrier transport properties of the material;[308,309] the poor

electron transport properties of α-Fe2O3 means that back illumination is typically more beneficial,

as photoexcited electrons are generated closer to the back contact where they can be quickly

extracted, mitigating some of the bulk recombination.[310]

In this instance the only detectable difference between front- and back-side illumination was

the peaks and troughs associated with the chopping of the light source. The peaks and troughs
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Figure 2-50: Photovoltammograms of α-Fe2O3 films deposited on FTO mounted on alu-
minoborosilicate glass substrate using a 90 mm precursor solution of compound 27 in an AA-CVD
process for various deposition times. Data obtained from back- and front-side illumination are
shown on the left and right, respectively.

observable in the photovoltammogram of the back-illuminated sample relfected the influx of

electrons that are extracted through the back-contact as the light is switched on, after which

the system becomes equilibrated to represent the true photocurrent density. In the case of the

front-illuminated sample there was no similar transient photocurrent, as an immediate influx of

photoexcited electrons was prevented as equilibration took place before the electrons were able

to travel through the film from the surface at which they were generated.
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Figure 2-51: Mott-Schottky plot of the α-Fe2O3 film deposited on FTO mounted on alu-
minoborosilicate glass for 120 min using a 90 mm precursor solution of compound 27. Measure-
ments were carried out in the dark and the capacitance data were extracted from models fitted
to Nyquist plots covering a frequency range of 0.1–100 kHz.

Voltage (V vs. RHE) Rs (Ω cm2) Rct (Ω cm2) Cdl (F cm−2) W (Ω cm2)
0.8 2.92×101 1.35×102 4.26×10−5 8.12×102

1.23 2.83×101 3.09×102 4.70×10−5 3.65×102

Table 2.10: Variables determined from the fitted impedance data for α-Fe2O3 film deposited
on FTO mounted on aluminoborosilicate glass illuminated using 385 nm LED according to the
Randle’s circuit model.

Using the method described in section 2.3, a Mott-Schottky plot (figure 2-51) was used to

determine the flat band potential and majority charge carrier concentration of the α-Fe2O3 film.

Using equation 2.6 and electron carrier density of 1.01×1020 cm−3 was calculated, which was

two orders of magnitude higher than the films deposited using the β-ketoiminate precursors,

and on the high-end of what has been reported in the literature for α-Fe2O3 films.[293,311] This

relatively high electron carrier density would effectively reduce the impact of electron-hole

recombination in the bulk of the film which probably faciliated the improved photocurrent

density from front-side illumination (relative to the back-side illumination of the same film).

Despite the superior bulk conductivity characteristics, the best performing α-Fe2O3 film deposited

using compound 27 produced a lower maximum photocurrent density than the best performing

film deposited using X-axis intercept the β-ketoiminate films. From the extrapolated from the

steepest portion of the Mott-Schottky plot, a flat band potential of 0.78 V was approximated.

This was very similar to the flat band potential values approximated for the films deposited
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Figure 2-52: Nyquist plots of α-Fe2O3 films deposited on FTO mounted on aluminoborosilicate
glass measured under illumination by a 385 nm LED at applied voltages of 0.8 and 1.23 V vs.
NHE. Impedance measurements were collected across a frequency range of 100 kHz–0.1 Hz with
an amplitude of 20 mV. Fitted data were generated based on the Randle’s circuit model, shown
on the right.

using the β-ketoiminate precursors, and likewise similar to the values commonly reported in the

literature,[229,290,291] within which values of around 0.7–0.8 V are at the high end.[240,312]

The charge transfer resistance (Rct, table 2.10) from the photoelectrode to the electrolyte was

also quite similar to that of the films deposited by β-ketoiminate precursors; in fact, in the case

of the measurement at 1.23 V the charge transfer resistance was actually an order of magnitude

lower. Because greater current was flowing at 1.23 V, this indicated that the charge transfer

across the electrode-electrolyte interface was less of a bottle-neck in the α-Fe2O3 films deposited

by compound 27 than those deposited by the β-ketoiminates.

Furthermore the Nyquist plots measured under illumination of 385 nm LED exhited evidence

of Warburg resistance, which was not present in the Nyquist plots of the films grown from

β-ketoiminate precursors. In this case this was identified by the 45° tail at the low-frequency

end (right) of the Nyquist plot, to which data could be fitted by using a standard Randle’s

circuit model (shown in figure 2-52, right). Warburg resistance (W) broadly relates to diffusion

resistance, which can be associated with bulk transport through the semiconductor material, or

electrolyte resistance;[313] because there was no notable behaviour that could be attributed to

electrolyte resistance within any other experiments conducted using the same impedance set-up,

it felt safe to assume that this Warburg resistance should be attributed to charge diffusion
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through the bulk of the α-Fe2O3 film.

It should be mentioned that this observation was not considered to be in contradiction to

the relatively high electron carrier concentration approximated from the Mott-Schottky plot;

whilst the increased electron carrier density was able to faciliate good front-side photocurrent in

relation to the back-side photocurrent, electron transport through α-Fe2O3 is overall very slow

(10−2 cm2 V−1 s vs. e.g. silicon 1350 cm2 V·s−1), which will limit the photocurrent despite a high

carrier density.[314]

Therefore whilst the α-Fe2O3 grown using the iron tripodal alkoxide precursors could be grown

more quickly, had a greater electron carrier density, and a lower charge transfer resistance

associated with the α-Fe2O3-electrolyte interface at 1.23 V, the impedance associated with the

bulk charge transport through the electrode limited its maximum photocurrent density output.

The difference in bulk transport impedance between these films and those deposited by β-

ketoiminate precursors could be attributed to the additional 800 °C annealing step implemented

in the latter, which has been reported to increase Fe2O3 conductivity.[315] Furthermore, thinner

variations of this material were found to produce even lower photocurents—which could only

reasonably be attributed to unsufficient light absorption—and so the impedance associated with

charge transfer through the bulk could not be reduced this way.

In a future study it would be valuable to investigate the effects of doping the α-Fe2O3 films

grown using compound 29 with external dopant atoms such as tantalum,[192] silicon,[190]

and titanium,[191] or by using internal doping strategies to increase the number of oxygen

vacancies[294,316]—all of which have been reported to increase electron conductivity in α-Fe2O3,

as well as electron carrier concentration.

2.6 Summary and outlook

Two classes of novel iron oxide precursors have been synthesised and characterised by single

crystal XRD, elemental analysis and thermogravimetric analysis. The first of these were iron(II)

β-ketoiminate precursors, which bore two tridentate β-ketoiminate ligands with various R-group

substitutions on the carbons alpha to the oxygen and nitrogen atoms. An optimised deposition

temperature of 400 °C for these compounds was determined through detection of the γ-Fe2O3

crystalline phase—the as-deposited phase of the β-ketoiminate precursors—on unorientated
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silicon glass substrate; the as-deposited phase when using FTO-coated glass as a substrate was

also the γ-Fe2O3 phase, indicating that there was not a significant epitaxial effect determining

crystalline phase when depositing the β-ketoiminate precursors by AA-CVD.

The second group of iron oxide precursors were iron(III) tripodal alkoxide complexes which were

dimers consisting of one tridentate tripodal alkoxide ligand per iron centre, with one oxygen

from each ligand contributing to the bridging of the dimer. The same temperature of 400 °C

was found to be appropriate for depositing these compounds onto FTO-coated glass, and both

α- and γ-Fe2O3 peaks were detected in the XRD pattern. Aside from this, the iron(III) tripodal

alkoxide compounds were found to partially oxidise in water to form an extended Fe-O cage

structure which was terminated by the tripodal alkoxide ligands.

This Fe-O cage structure was entirely water- and air-stable; and while no deposition studies

of this compound were conducted in these works, the tripodal alkoxide-terminated Fe-O cage

compound was a prospective precursor that could lead to the formation of some interesting

Fe2O3 morphologies, and should be investigated as an Fe2O3 precursor in the future. Indeed, it

has been previously reported that the transformation of a metal alkoxide to the corresponding

oxo-cage complex can have a significant effect on the nature of the deposited material.[317]

Following an annealing step in air the γ-Fe2O3 deposited by both classes of precursor was

converted to the alpha phase, the formation of which was confirmed using XRD, UV-vis

spectroscopy, EDX, Raman spectroscopy, FE-SEM and impedance spectroscopy. It was the

interest of this study to investigate whether these novel precursors would produce α-Fe2O3 of

beneficial morphology and/or orientation for photoelectrochemical water-splitting. FE-SEM

showed that for both classes of Fe2O3 precursor the film morphology was fairly unfeatured,

and consisted of irregular shaped nanoparticles which were not expected to notably benefit

water-splitting performance in terms of surface area and charge transport distances.

The annealed α-Fe2O3 films deposited using the β-ketoiminate and tripodal alkoxide precursors

produced maximum photocurrents of 0.2 and 0.12 mA cm−2 respectively, and had similar onset

potentials of around 0.6 V vs. NHE, both of which were fairly average values for pristine α-Fe2O3

thin films based on previous literature reports.[50] Mott-schottky analysis showed that the

electron carrier concentration in the films deposited by the tripodal alkoxide precursors was two

orders of magnitude higher than that of the α-Fe2O3 deposited by the β-ketoiminate precursors,
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which was believed to be the cause for the improved front-side illiumination of the former

compared to the latter; furthermore, the charge transfer between the α-Fe2O3 surface and the

electrolyte was found to be lower in the films deposited by tripodal alkoxide precursors than the

β-ketoiminate precursors. Despite higher electron carrier density and seemingly superior surface

kinetics, the films deposited by the tripodal alkoxides were outperformed by those deposited by

the β-ketoiminate precursors, which may have been due to superior rate of electron transport

owed to the 800 °C annealing step in the latter.[315]

Overall, neither of the classes of novel Fe2O3 precursors produced films with targeted high-surface-

area nanostructures; however, they could be used to synthesis pure α-Fe2O3 films that could

be used to produce moderate photocurrents within the photoelectrochemical water-splitting

application.

Similarly to the films produced using the β-ketoiminate precursors, the long-term stability of

the α-Fe2O3 films deposited with the tripodal alkoxide precursors has not yet been assessed. As

stated at the end of section 2.3, it is important that the long-term stability be investigated

because it is very common for hematite to degrade under photocatalytic conditions due to the

high localised concentration of H+ ions at the surface of the electrode.[173] As such, film stability

should not be overlooked as a metric simply because the maxiumum photocurrent density is not

record-breaking, and future work with these materials should involve investigation into their

long-term stability under operating conditions.

Whilst modification of these films by doping or co-catalyst loading would likely have improved

the performance, the base-level photocurrent densities of these films indicated that further

modification would unlikely lead to films with outstanding photoelectrochemical water-splitting

performance. Therefore in order to increase the maximum photocurrent density output of these

materials, the future direction of this study should investigate the potential use of the partially

hydrolysed Fe-O tripodal alkoxide cage compounds as AA-CVD precursors for α-Fe2O3, as

previous research suggests that metal alkoxide clusters can be used to grow more nanostructured

films than the corresponding un-clustered metal alkoxide.[317]
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Chapter 3

Bismuth vanadate

3.1 Photoelectrochemistry of BiVO4

Based on the semiconductor requirements for water-splitting discussed in section 1.3.2, mono-

clinic scheelite bismuth vanandate (henceforth referred to solely as BiVO4) can be regarded as

another promising material for sustainable hydrogen production through photoelectrochemical

water-splitting. Although the band-gap of BiVO4 is slightly larger than ideal (2.4 eV compared

to an ideal of 2.0 eV for visible light capture) it is not an inherently expensive material, and with

valence and conduction band edges of around 2.4 and 0.0 eV vs. the NHE, respectively, the fermi

level lies closer to the electrochemical potential for hydrogen production than most suitable

n-type semiconductors (figure 3-1), inherently reducing the external bias that is required.[109,318]

Because BiVO4 is an n-type semiconductor, research has centred around the development

of BiVO4 as a photoanode material in photoelectrochemical cells. The bandgap of BiVO4

gives it a theoretical maximal photocurrent density output of 7.5 mA cm−2 according to the

Shockley–Queisser limit,[319] which describes the maximum theoretical efficiency of a solar-

harvesting device based on the energy of an incident photon. However, the highest experimentally

measured photocurrent generated from a pristine BiVO4 photoanode is <4 mA cm−2, which was

produced by Han et al. using a laser ablation deposition method which produced preferentially

[001]-orientated BiVO4 films.[320]

Much like in α-Fe2O3, the observed sub-optimal photocurrents of BiVO4 are due to inefficiencies

primarily brought about by electron-hole recombination in the bulk and at the semiconductor-
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Figure 3-1: The bandgaps of several semiconducting materials[37,38] compared to the PEC
energy requirement of the water-splitting reaction, as seen in section 1.3.2 with the addition
of the BiVO4 band-gap. The redox couple H+/H2 is associated with the production of hydrogen
during water-splitting, while the redox couple H2O/O2 is associated with the production of
oxygen; these reactions are commonly referred to as the hydrogen evolution reaction and the
oxygen evolution reaction, respectively.

electrolyte interface, as well as poor water oxidation kinetics at the surface.[321] Pihosh et al.

addressed both of these challenges when they published their work on ‘core-shell WO3/BiVO4

nanorods’.[322] These utilised a tungsten oxide/bismuth vanadate heterojunction and a cobalt

phosphate catalyst simultaneously, to increase electron-hole seperation and water oxidation

kinetics respectively. The photocurrent density produced was 6.72 mA cm−2, which is around

90 % the theoretical maximum of BiVO4. Although it should be noted that the theoretical

maximum photocurrent density of a tungsten oxide/BiVO4 heterojunction would be higher than

that of pristine BiVO4 alone.

The core-shell WO3/BiVO4 nanorod heterojunctions were effective at promoting electron-hole

seperation due to the complementary conduction band and valence band alignments between

the two materials, which can significantly reduce the number of recombination events (figure 3-

2)[322]. Additionally, by implementing two semiconductors with different band-gaps the device

was able to better utilise a broader range of the solar spectrum.

Pihosh et al. demonstrated that it is possible to reach very appreciable photocurrents using

BiVO4 through the use of heterojunctions, high surface-area nanostructures and a suitable

co-catalyst. In order to continue to improve the water-splitting activity of pristine BiVO4 it is

important to fully understand the effects of these modifications, how they improve photocurrent,
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Figure 3-2: A diagram to show the bandgap alignment of a WO3/BiVO4 heterojunction, which
can help to promote electron-hole separation and reduce charge recombination.[322]

and how to give rise to similar improvements in stand-alone BiVO4 photoanodes. There already

exists a vast quantity of research documenting the effects of: alterting band-gap;[113] methods of

reducing electron-hole recombination; and controlling the nanostructure of the material,[323] on

the water-splitting performance of BiVO4.

As previously discussed in section 2.1, by altering the structure and/or composition of a

semiconducting material it is unlikely that only one of the above photoelectrochemical properties

will be changed. Simply changing the morphology of the semiconductor, for example, can have

significant effects on oxygen evolution reaction overpotential,[317] band-gap,[324] and the number

of exposed catalytic active sites, all of which impact the photoelectrochemical efficiency.

It is important to bare in mind that this ‘holistic’ nature of materials properties means that it

can be challenging to completely isolate specific modifications and attribute those to specific

changes in the properties of a material.[139] That is to say, for example, that a dopant used

to increase electrical conductivity will not necessarily result in the same increase in electrical

conductivity if also used in conjunction with a morphological change used to manipulate the

band-gap—multiple modifications do not have a summative effect.Cheng2022 That being said,

the following sections will cover the uses of nanostructural control, doping, hierarchial structure

design, and implementation of co-catalysts seperately to help form a clear picture of the body of

work that already exists surrounding BiVO4 photoanode materials.
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3.1.1 Nanostructuring and morphological control

Before considering more complex electrode designs and configurations such as those that contain

elemental dopants, or those forming composite structures that consist of multiple materials,

the importance of the nanostructure and morphology of the BiVO4 itself should be highlighted.

Morphological characteristics such as particle size, porosity, shape, and particle connectivity

contribute significantly to the charge transport properties in the bulk of the material, as well as the

water oxidation kinetics at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface. Therefore, in order to move

towards optimising BiVO4-based photoanodes, an understanding of how to grow specific BiVO4

morphologies, and how those morphologies impact upon photoelectrochemical performance,

would be highly valuable.

Porous and nanostructured morphologies can have a benefit on photoelectrochemical performance

by virute of the associated increase in surface-area-to-volume ratio of the electrode; the greater

the surface area that is in contact with the electrolyte, the greater the number of active sites

there are available at which water oxidation can occur. Because the surface-area-to-volume ratio

is affected by both porosity and nanostructure (some nanostructures e.g. nanorods inherently

have a higher surface-area-to-volume ratio than materials with fewer features)[325] control of

both porosity and nanostructure is desirable.

It should be noted that with regard to porosity, the aim should not simply be to produce as high

a porosity as possible. While an increase in surface area can reduce electron-hole recombination

via shortening charge carrier transport distances to the semiconductor-electrolyte interface and

increasing the volume of the depletion region, making a material too porous can have adverse

effects on photoelectrochemical perfomance due to decreasing overall crystallinity, decreasing

particle connectivity in the bulk, and increasing the formation of defect sites, all of which can

facilitate electron-hole recombination.[326] Therefore fine optimisation of material porosity and

nanostructuring is required in order to achieve an overall positive effect.

Li et al. grew ordered BiVO4 using mesoporous KIT-6 (details of KIT-6 synthesis can be

found here[327]), SBA-15, and SBA-16 silica as templates.[328] The photocatalytic activity of the

mesoporous BiVO4 was tested for the degredation of methylene blue and the oxidation of nitrous

oxide, though no water-splitting studies were reported. The pore sizes of the templates ranged

from 3.5–7.8 nm, with SBA-16 having the smallest pore size and KIT-6 the largest. The pore
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size of SBA-16 significantly limited the growth of BiVO4 within the channels of the substrate,

and no pore size was measurable for the BiVO4 samples in these cases. The BiVO4 films with

the highest surface area by Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) theory under the same synthetic

conditions were those grown on the KIT-6 silica, which were calculated to have a maximum

surface area of 59 m3 g−1 when grown using a 1.0 mm solution of Bi(NO3)3·5H2O and NH4VO3

(1:1 molar mix) in acidified ethanol.

X-ray diffraction patterns indicated that the BiVO4 films were highly ordered and had an

orientation that preferentially exposed the {121} facet. The mesoporous material was roughly

twice as active in the photodegradation of methylene blue, compared to the ‘conventional’ BiVO4

which was synthesised by a hydrothermal method without any silica support. This increase was

attributed to the smaller crystallite sizes present in the mesoporous BiVO4, which enhanced

surface area and increased the seperation efficiency of electron-hole pairs whilst also structure

also promoted light scattering leading to more effective absorption of photons.

Similar control over the orientation and nanostructure of BiVO4 was reported by Sun et

al.,[329] who deposited BiVO4 ‘quantum tubes’ with preferentially exposed {020} facets using a

hydrothermal method which utilised a sodium oleate surfactant alongside bismuth and vanadium

salts, and Pilli et al.,[330] who used sodium dodecyl sulphate as a surfactant to introduce

mesoporosity into their molybdenum-doped BiVO4 films, both of which exhibited enhanced

photocatalytic activity compared to similar films without induced mesoporosity. Whilst the

above studies indicate that it is possible to quite finely tune the porosity, orientation and surface

area of BiVO4 using for example silica supports or surfactants, it would be more resource-efficient,

and would make for a more simple synthesis method to be able to control BiVO4 growth without

using these additional components.

Xi and Ye prepared well-defined BiVO4 nanoplates with preferentially exposed {010} facets

using a hydrothermal method without the use of any template or surfactant.[331] The precursors

for bismuth and vanadium were BiCl3 and NH4VO3, respectively, in a 1:1 molar ratio. Water

was used as the solvent and the pH of the solution was controlled using aqueous ethanolamine.

The pH was found to be a crucial factor in the controlled growth of the nanoplates (summarised

in figure 3-3), with nanoplates and nanorods growing more favourably at higher pH values;

at higher pH values the rate of BiCl3 hydrolysis to BiOCl3 was much higher, and due to the

relative insolubility of BiOCl3 in the reaction conditions, this led to a low concentration of free
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Figure 3-3: BiVO4 crystals prepared by Xi and Ye[331] using precursor solutions of various pH
values, altered using ethanolamine. Electron micrographs sourced from reference.[331]

Bi3+ ions which in turn meant that the nucleation of BiVO4 crystals was very slow. The slow

nucleation of BiVO4 allowed crystal growth to be kinetically controlled, which facilitated the

anisotropic growth of 1D and 2D nanostructures. The rate of crystal nucleation, and hence

pH value, had to be very finely controlled as between pH values of 6.15 and 7.0, the dominant

nanostructure shifts from nanoplates to nanorods.

Photodegradation of Rhodamine B and water-splitting reactions were used to assess the pho-

tocatalytic activity of the BiVO4 nanoplates, nanorods and the less nanostructured microcrystals,

under visible light irradiation (λ > 420 nm). The nanoplates and nanorods both performed

significantly better than the BiVO4 films with no nanostructuring, evidenced by the degreda-

tion of Rhodamine B and O2 production from the anodic water-splitting reaction. Whilst the

BiVO4 nanorods had a higher surface-area-to-volume ratio than the nanoplates (67.5 m2 g−1 vs.

21.45 m2 g−1), the photocatalytic activity of the nanoplates was in fact higher than the nanorods

in both cases: 80 % Rhodamine B photodegradation in 17 min vs. 30 min, and 400 µmol h−1

vs. 143 µmol h−1 O2 production from the water-splitting reaction. This led the authors to the

conclusion that it was the preferential exposure of the {010} facets that mainly contributed to

the enhanced photocatalytic activity of the BiVO4 nanoplates.

Another series of nanostructures of BiVO4 that were reported by Su et al. were pyramidal

nanowire arrays.[332] The specific topology of these nanowire arrays, which were grown on

fluorine-doped tin oxide using a spin-coating method, was highly dependent on the deposition

temperature: 40 °C (needle-like nanowire arrays, growth perpendicular to substrate); 60 °C

(tapered pyramidal arrays, growth perpendicular to substrate); 80 °C (soft-edged pyramidal, less
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perpendicular growth); 95 °C (granular, ‘flattened’ nanowires).

Presumably due to their relatively high surface area, the needle-like nanowire arrays (40 °C)

produced higher photocurrents than the pyramidal arrays (60 °C) before the samples were

annealed; however, following a 30 min annealing step at 500 °C the nanowire arrays agglomerated

into clusters, lowering their surface area, whilst the pyramidal arrays only experienced edge

softening and were converted into cones. Expectedly, the reduction in surface area of the

nanowires led to a significant reduction in photocurrent, whilst the photocurrent produced by

the newly-formed cones was increased beyond that of the pre-anneal nanowires, due to removal

of crystallisation defects present in the nanopyramids.

The above study both highlights the importance of high surface-area-to-volume ratios of BiVO4

films in order to increase photoelectrochemical potential, and the need to finely control the

nanostructures through which this surface area is expressed in order to produce morphologies

with both high surface area and high structural stability.

The effects of specific exposed facets of BiVO4 on water-splitting performance was touched upon

above, with exposed {121},[328] {002},[329] and {010}[331] facets being identified as the more

efficient photocatalytic BiVO4 surfaces, compared to alternatively-orientated samples, in each

individual study. It was also reported by Xia et al. that BiVO4 anodes with exposed {010}

facets—facilitated by the inclusion of NaCl in the precursor solution—led to an increase in

photocurrent, compared to films prepared without NaCl.[333] The presence of chlorine in the

precursor solution suppressed the growth of the BiVO4 crystals in certain directions—an effect

also reported by Lee et al.[334]—which caused the change in morphology. Furthermore, the

concentration of Cl– had to be highly controlled to achieve the desired morphology, as too high

a concentration resulted in over-suppressed growth and randomised grain ordering.

The (040)-orientated BiVO4 films presented an appreciable photocurrent of 1.26 mA cm−2 at

0.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl compared to 0.88 mA cm−2 for films prepared without NaCl. The charge

transfer across the BiVO4-electrolyte interface was also much faster in the films with exposed

{040} facets, which in turn reduced electron-hole recombination and contributed to an increase in

electron mobility through the bulk of the film. With several papers reporting multiple different

facets of BiVO4 being beneficial for photoelectrochemical catalysis, it appears apparent that it

would be useful to elucidate which of these facets, if any, is the most desirable.
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Li et al. demonstrated that specific facets of BiVO4 are more active in either oxidation ({110})

or reduction ({010}), as a result of selective hole and electron accumulation at these facets,

respectively.[335] This was explained by a slight different in valence and conduction band energies

(shown by density functional theory) between these two facets, making electron transfer from the

{010} to the {110} facet more thermodynamically favourable. This specific charge accumulation

could also be appropriated to selectively deposit metal and metal oxide cocatalysts (e.g. Pt,

MnOx) on specific facets, further improving photoelectrocatalytic performance.

Therefore BiVO4 with exposed {110} facets should generally be expected to perform photoelec-

trochemical water-splitting with relatively high efficiency; though, it has also been documented

previously that water oxidation performance is dependent on exposure of the reduction ({010})

facets.[320,331,332,336,337] It could be argued that the increase in photocurrent in many of these

cases was not solely due to exposure of the {010} facet, and that features such as nanostructuring

(nanoplates,[331] nanosheets,[336,337], nanopyramidal arrays[332]) also contributed a significant

amount to the improved performance by increasing the surface-area-to-volume ratio and reducing

charge carrier transport distances to the surface.

Tan et al.[338] sought to deconvolute the effects of these two facets, and investigated further the

relationship between facet exposure and photoelectrochemical efficacy of BiVO4 by considering

the relative exposure of the {110} and the {010} facets. Two types of BiVO4 both with a

truncated bipyramidal crystal morphology were grown by sol-gel methods; by using different

concentrations of nitric acid in the reaction medium crystals with different degrees of truncation

were obtained, producing truncated bipyramidal (dominant {110} facet exposure—‘oxidation

facet’) and plate-like (dominant {010} facet exposure—‘reduction facet’) morphologies. Similarly

to what has been reported previously, the BiVO4 crystals with prodominantly exposed {010}

facets were the more efficient photocatalysts; and because facet exposure was the only significant

differing factor between the two types of BiVO4 in this study (no extraneous factors such

as morphology or porosity), it highlighted more clearly the importance of the {010} facet in

photoelectrocatalysis using BiVO4.

To explain these findings, Tan et al. used photoluminescence spectroscopy in the presence and

absence of electron scavengers was used to demonstrate that, in the crystal morphology with

low exposure of the {010} face, photoexcited electrons were extracted inefficiently from the

material, leading to electron trapping, poor electron-hole seperation and a siginifcant increase
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in charge recombination. Therefore the benefit of encouraging {010} facet exposure lies in an

improvement of electron extraction and subsequent increase in mobility of electrons through

the bulk, reducing recombination and allowing photoexcited holes to be used for photocatalysis.

Indeed, it is has often been demonstrated that BiVO4 films produce higher photocurrents when

illuminated from the back vs. the front, indicating intrinsically poor electron transport through

the material.[118,339,340]

If the primary benefit of explosing the {010} facet is to reduce electron-hole recombination,

and not due to any specific improvement of surface kinetics/intermediate thermodynamics then

there is possibly an optimum ratio of exposed {010} and {110} facets—one which lies between

plate-like and truncated bipyramidal structures—that would make best use of the electron

extraction qualities of the {010} facet and the favourable water oxidation qualities of the {110}

facet. Similar work of this nature was published more recently by Shan et al.; the authors aimed

to synthesis a series of BiVO4 with a spectrum of ratios of {010} to {110} exposed facets and

evaluate them for photocatalytic performance.[341]

The four types of BiVO4 were ‘standard’, bipyramidal, truncated bipyramidal and plate-like,

of which the plate-like structures again performed most effectively for water-splitting due to

enhanced charge transport and reduced electron-hole recombination, pointing towards maximum

exposure of the {010} facet being the most important target with regard to BiVO4 growth

orientation. Furthermore, a density functional theory study published by Yang et al.[342] reported

that not only was charge transport higher at the {010} facets compared to the {110}, but also

that water adsorption properties and OER energy profiles indicated that water oxidation at the

{010} was more thermodynamically favourable than at the {110} facet.

On the contrary, a study[343] published by Zhao et al. precisely controlled the pH of their

precursor solutions to produce an elaborate series of BiVO4 octahedra with different degrees of

truncation, which influenced the relative exposure of {010} to {110} facets. It was found that

the BiVO4 samples prepared at pH 0.5 had the highest water oxidation activity; unfortunately

no quantitative ratio of the exposed {010} and {110} facets were reported, however visually

these samples were more harshly truncated than previously published ‘truncated’ samples[338,341]

but considerably more octahedral-like than plate-like structures. Therefore this study published

by Zhao et al. does indeed show that the optimal BiVO4 morphology for photocatalysis is not

to simply maximise {010} vs. {110} exposure, but to find a delicate balance between the two.
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On the topic of the importance of understanding the effect of the ratio of exposed {010} and

{110} facets, it is worth noting that electron-hole recombination (the major identified benefit

of {010} facet exposure) would not only be reduced by more rapid extraction of electrons (e.g.

due to removal of electrons accumulating at {010} facets), but also of course by a more rapid

injection of holes into the electrolyte. Therefore it is possible that a more optimal ratio of facet

exposure may be one that also requires the utilisation of a co-catalyst to maximise the speed at

which holes are collected from the {110} facets at which they accumulate, whilst also having

sufficient exposed {010} facets to provide fast transport and extraction of electrons for good

electron-hole seperation—co-catalyst utilisation with BiVO4 will be covered in section 3.1.4.

Of course while being able to control the exposure of the most beneficial facets and encouraging

the growth of porous and/or intricately nanostructured materials are important factors to

consider when synthesising BiVO4 for photoelectrochemical water-splitting, other factors such

as doping or co-catalyst layering could have synergistic effects that may affect the degree of

influence that specific facet exposure can impart on photocatalytic performance. For example,

dopants such as tungsten or molybdenum may be able to increase the bulk charge transport

properties[344] such that the same benefit originating from {010} facet exposure is no longer as

pivotal for increasing photocurrent, and morphologies with a lower preference for making this

facet accessible to the electrolyte may become more viable.

3.1.2 Doping studies

In principle, doping is the intentional introduction of impurity atoms into a material and it is a

common technique used to alter the physical properties of semiconductors such as to alter band-

gap,[113] conductivity[345] or morphology;[346] very low levels of impurities in a semiconductor can

have sigificant effects on the photoelectrochemical water-splitting performance.[347] Materials

can be extrinsically (introduction of elements not usually found in the lattice) or intrinsically

(vacancies or additions of elements already found in the lattice, e.g. oxygen/bismuth/vanadium

vacancies for BiVO4) doped.

Not all impurities that are introduced into a material will lead to an increase in photoelectro-

chemical performance; some dopants can interfere with crystal growth, leading to defect sites

and grain boundaries at which electron-hole recombination and electron scattering can occur,

both of which reduce conductivity and photocurrent. Furthermore dopants may reduce the
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width of the depletion layer between the semiconductor and the electrolyte, having a negative

effect on electron-hole seperation and contributing further to charge recombination.[109]

Therefore it is important to identify dopants that augment the properties of BiVO4 such that

there is a net positive increase in water-splitting performance. The effects of doping many

elements into BiVO4 have been to studied to date; Ye et al. published a high-throughput study

in which they screened BiVO4 photoanodes doped with Fe, W, Cu, Zn, Ti, Co, B, Nb, Sn,

Rb, Pb, Ru, Ag, Ga, Sr and Ir.[348] The samples were prepared using a computer-controlled

dispenser that dropped seperately the precursors for each of the metals (BiNO3)3, VCl3 and

suitable dopant precursors) onto fluorine-doped tin oxide glass, after which point the samples

were annealed at 500 °C for 3 h in air.

The initial dopant loading in this study ranged between 10–20 mol % vs. the accumulative moles

of bismuth and vanadium, so it is imporant to note that doping with lower concentrations

of the same elements may have had drastically differing effects on the photocurrent to those

reported. Of the dopants tested, only tungsten(VI) led to a noticeable improvement in the

photocurrent, whilst Sn, Co, Pb, Rb, Ru, Ag, Ga, Sr and Ir reduced the photocurrent; all

other elemental dopants showed no significantly different photoresponse to that of undoped

BiVO4. Subsequently different mixtures of Bi/V/W were prepared and measured including

tungsten dopant concentrations between 5–10 mol %: a 5 % precursor composition of tungsten

replacing bismuth (4.5/5/0.5 ‘drops’) was the best-performing photoanode with regard to both

photocurrent and oxygen gas evolution. The cause of this increase was attributed largely to an

increase in charge carrier density, in which Mott-Schottky analysis indicated a 2-fold increase. It

is important to note that whilst the precursor composition could imply a substitution of bismuth

with tungsten, EDX indicated that the atomic composition of the 4.5/5/0.5 film was 51 %, 39 %,

and 10 % for Bi3+, V5+ and W6+, respectively.

Another high throughput study performed by Lou et al. doped BiVO4 with Mo, W, Fe, Zn,

Ta, Zr, Si, Ti, La, Ag and Sr of which only molybdenum(VI) and tungsten(VI) improved the

photocurrent.[349] The authors reported the greatest increase in photocurrent density as a result

of molybdenum doping of 3 at.% in substitution for vanadium(V) atoms—acting as an n-type

donor into the BiVO4 lattice—evidenced through Raman spectroscopy. Mott-Schottky analysis

showed around a 80 times increase in charge carrier concentration at around 0.45 V vs. the

normal hydrogen electrode. Indeed an increase in electron mobility was further evidenced by a
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switch in the optimum direction from which the photoanode was illuminated, from back (no

Mo doping) to front (3 at.% Mo doping); because photogenerated electron-hole pairs are form

preferentially at the side of the anode from which illumination occurs, front illumination relies

on good electron mobility to facilitate efficient transport of electrons to the back contact, and so

a switch to higher front illumination photocurrent is generally implicit of an improvement in

electron mobility.

A follow-up study published by the same group[350] improved the performance of the molybdenum-

doped BiVO4 further by removing molybdenum-rich phases (e.g. MoOx) that had formed on the

surface, and acted as recombination centres. To do this, Luo et al. included an electrochemical

pretreatment step to the samples which reduced the metal ions—namely V5+ and Mo6+—on

the surface and solubilised them into the electrolyte. Subsequently these ions are re-oxidised

during PEC water oxidation and recombined with the film, however in a way that irreversibly

changed the surface states, reduced electron-hole recombination and improved photocatalytic

performance.

These studies highlighted an important consideration when using dopants in semiconductor

synthesis; in the event that there is a higher amount of dopant in the precursor solution than is

incorporated into the bulk BiVO4, excess dopant ions may form isolated phases of the dopant

metal oxides on the surface or at grain boundaries of the bulk material.[109] Because these

impurity phases can act as charge recombination sites and hinder charge transport it is essential

that the formation of such is either prevented, or detected and remedied; unfortunately such

impurity phases are often undetectable by characterisation techniques such as XRD and EDX

(no corresponding crystal phase change or significant change in overall dopant atom percentage

composition) it may be necessary to use tools such as XPS to identify any such occurrences.[109,350]

First principles investigations into the substitution of molybdenum and tungsten on vanadium

sites supports the experimental observations of increased conductivity and hence superior

photoelectrochemical performance.[351] Molybdenum and tungsten were both identified very

shallow donors (0.04 and 0.01 eV below the conduction band minimum, respectively) when

substituting at vanadium sites. Molybdenum was identified as the most promising n-type donor

due to the formation of bismuth vacancies when doping with tungsten, which pins the fermi

level much lower in the band-gap. It is important to note that a conductivity with more n-type

character will not necessarily lead to better photoelectrochemical performance; as the authors
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highlighted: good photoelectrochemical absorbers require ‘moderate’ conductivity.

To fully understand the influence on photoelectrochemical performance of doping vanadium sites

in BiVO4 with molybdenum and/or tungsten, it is important to consider both band conductivity

and polaron conductivity. When charge carriers in a crystal lattice exist as a small polaron (the

fundamental aspects of polarons were covered in section 1.4), there is an energy barrier that the

charge must overcome in order to ‘hop’ from one polaron state to the next. In undoped BiVO4,

electron polarons are typically located on vanadium sites, evidenced by significant, energetically

favourable lattice distortions about V4+ sites. The energy barrier associated with hopping from

one V4+ site to the next was calculated by Kweon et al. to be 0.35 eV; and indeed, both intrinsic

and extrinsic doping of BiVO4 can affect the lattice geometry and thus influence the energy

associated with polaron formation and small polaron hopping.[352,353]

Qiu et al. published experimental work investigating polaron transport in BiVO4, in which

they reduced the number of oxygen vacancies in the material by using a synthetic route

that transitioned through BiOI and BiOIO3 nanoflakes to produce phase pure BiVO4 with

increased oxygen content, which was compared to those prepared without the presence of

the highly oxidative IO3 group.[64] The primary finding was that the oxygen-doped samples

produced equal photocurrents from back- and front-side illumination, presumably due to increased

electron mobility; indeed it known that BiVO4 typically will produce higher photocurrents when

illuminated from the back vs. from the front, due to the relatively poor electron mobility.[354]

Oxygen vacancies essentially equate to a localised positive charge in the crystal lattice which, in

the case of BiVO4, interact with neighbouring V4+ electron polaron sites and trap the electron

in a lower energy state. By reducing the number of intrinstic oxygen vacancies by using an

highly oxidative precursor, Qiu et al. lowered the electron polaron hopping energy and therefore

increased electron mobility through the bulk of the BiVO4 films. Likewise, extrinsic dopants

such as tungsten and molybdenum can also influence polaron binding energies and thus the

mobility of charge carriers.

In particular, Cen et al. investigated electron polaron formation in molybdenum and tungsten

doped BiVO4.[353] Their calculations showed that in both molybdenum and tungsten doping, a

small polaron would form on MoO4 and VO4 sites, respectively. In both cases, when a vanadium

ion at the surface was replaced with a dopant, the donor electron would preferentially sit on a
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Figure 3-4: An array depicting tungsten dopant and molybdenum dopant concentrations invest-
igated by Park et al. Light blue represents optimum photocurrent output for tungsten doping,
yellow for molybdenum doping, and green for the overall maximum generated photocurrent.
Reproduced from reference[347] using the LATEX TikZ package.[45]

V4+ site in the subsurface layer. This was attributed to a small difference in electronegativity

between metal ions in the surface and subsurface layers. These findings further corroborate

the experimental data,[348–350] and help to explain the signifigance of controlling small polaron

conductivity in BiVO4, which evidently could help to extract electrons from the surface layers

where hole accumualtion occurs, thus reducing electron-hole recombination and increasing

photocatalytic efficiency.

Because the issue with charge transport is more commonly associated with poor electron

transport,[354] fewer studies into improving hole transport have been perfomed: however a study

performed by Newhouse et al. showed that by alloying BiVO4 with 0–8 % compositions of P,

Ca, Mo, Eu, Gd and W, the monoclinic distortion of the BiVO4 crystal lattice could reduced,

leading to a reduction in effective hole mass of around 10 % in the case of simultaneous doping

of bismuth sites with gadolinium and vanadium sites with molybdenum.[355] Due to the reduced

energy of hole polaron formation, holes were able to hop between polaron states more easily,

increasing hole transport and photoelectrochemical performance.

Simultaneous doping of molybdenum and tungsten in BiVO4 has also been reported.[347] Park et

al. synthesised tungsten and molybdenum doped BiVO4 samples; dopant concentrations varied

across a 100-well array between 0 and 10 % for each dopant (visual representation in figure 3-4).
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Stand-alone doping of tungsten (optimum of 4–8 %) resulted in a higher photocurrent increase in

stand-alone doping of molybdenum (optimum of 4 %); however, simultaneous doping with both

elements resulted in a photocurrent higher than either of the individual dopants. In particular,

simultaneous dopant concentrations of 2 and 6 % for tungsten and molydbenum respectively

produced the highest photocurrent.

These results were corroborated by Berglund et al. who used a physical vapour deposition

method to synthesise nanostructured BiVO4 films that were also simultaneously doped with

2 and 6 % of tungsten and molybdenum, respectively. When illuminated from the back, the

nanostructuring at the front surface of the doped films resulted in light scattering back into

the bulk and led to a 10 times increase in photocurrent compared to the undoped BiVO4.

Pakeetood et al. concluded from a first principles study that the commulative beneficial effect of

simultaneous Mo/W doping was due to a coupling of molybdenum and tungsten defect states to

form a defect complex which could improve electron transport to and from the surface, increasing

photoelectrochemical performance.[356]

Ikeda et al.[357] reported doping of BiVO4 with zirconium(IV). They assumed the tetravalent

cation to be an n-type dopant in BiVO4, substituting Bi3+ ions in the crystal lattice; this

was not an unreasonable assumption, considering the similar ionic radii of the two species

when under similar coordination environments.[358] Unfortunately, the only XRD and FE-SEM

characterisation of was films were reported; XRD confirmed that no phase change had occurred

during doping, but neither tool was suitable to identify the sites at which Zr4+ dopants substituted.

Nevertheless, the photoanodes doped with 0.5 mol % Zr4+ generated a photocurrent 2-fold higher

than the undoped BiVO4 photoanodes. At the time of writing, there did not seem to be a

published follow-up study to confirm the specific cause of this improvement.

Pentavalent dopants such as nitrogen and phosphorus have also been doped into BiVO4.[359,360]

Although they are both group 15 elements, N and P incorporate into the BiVO4 very differently

to each other. Phosphorus adopts the 5+ oxidation state in the phosphate anion (PO 3–
4 ); this,

in addition to the relatively smaller radius of phosphorus, allows for substitution of P5+ into V5+

sites.[359] Conversely, nitrogen is incorporated into metal oxides as nitrides (N3–): a much larger

anion that substitutes into oxygen sites.[360] Because of the net charge increase of 1−between

O2– and N3–, nitrogen doping leads to the formation of oxygen vacancies (BiVO4−1.5xNx) in

order to maintain charge neutrality throughout the lattice.
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Using a simple dip-coating method, Xia et al. synthesised phosphorus-doped BiVO4 using

phosphoric acid as the phosphorus source. They reported a 4-fold increase in water oxidation

photocurrent at 1.23 V vs. NHE with 2 mol % doping concentration of phosphorus, owed to

improved charge separation and electron mobility; and Mott-Schottky analsysis showed that all

concentrations of phosphorus doping significantly improved charge carrier density and maintained

n-type conductivity.[359]

A computational study performed by Ngoipala et al. further investigated the effects of phosphorus

doping.[361] Interestingly, they reported that phosphorus doping significantly affected neither

the electronic structure nor the electron mobilities of the bulk system. Instead they attributed

the affects of phosphorus doping to a lowering of the energy of oxygen vacancies neighbouring

V5+ sites. This change led to the formation of two electron polarons one of which was trapped

and one of which was mobile. The overall energies associated with polaron hopping in both the

undoped and phosphorus-doped BiVO4 system were not significantly different, and so ultimately

the experimentally observed improvement of PEC performance was attributed mostly to the

increased electron carrier concentration arising from the higher number of oxygen vacancies.

Furthermore, the enhanced reducibility of the material resulting from more oxygen vacancies may

also help to explain the lowering of surface charge transfer resistance experimentally observed

by Xia et al.[359]

Kim et al. successfully synthesised nitrogen-doped BiVO4 using a mild annealing treatment

with N2.[360] This was noteworthy, as it is more typical of nitrogen doping into metal oxides

to require more aggressive reagents and temperatures (e.g. NH3 and temperatures exceeding

500 °C).[362,363] The ease of nitrogen incorporation was attributed to the high porosity of the

material and the apparently relative ease of nitrogen doping in vanadium-based oxides;[364,365]

and the overall nanostructure of the BiVO4 was not observed to be altered by the doping process.

Electron probe micro-analysis was used in conjunction with XPS to obtain a value for nitrogen

doping that corresponded to a molecular formular of BiVO3.54N0.31. As discussed previously, the

introduction of oxygen vacancies in this way effectively acts as an n-type dopant, and increases

electron charge carrier density. The nitrogen-doped samples exhibited increased light absorption,

charge carrier density and charge carrier mobility, leading to a 3-fold increase in photocurrent

density at 1.23 V vs. NHE. Computational investigation identified an elevation in the valence

band maximum, which would reduce the size of the band-gap and increase visible light absorption.
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Furthermore, the experimentally-observed increase in electron mobility was corroborated by a

lower calculated dielectric constant for the nitrogen-doped BiVO4, compared to the undoped

material.[360]

Although BiVO4 has most commonly been doped with electron-rich n-type dopants, there has

also been success with p-type doping of BiVO4. DFT calculations published by Yin et al.

revealed that by doping BiVO4 with Sr2+ or Ca2+ at the bismuth sites could result in the

formation of shallow acceptor levels, which could result in the synthesis of BiVO4 with good

p-type conductivity.[351] Inspired by the DFT calculations of Yin et al., calcium has more recently

been used in experimental work as a dopant in BiVO4 photoanodes to elicit the spontaneous

formation of a p-n junction due to diffusion of Ca2+ ions towards the surface of the electrode.[366]

Abdi et al.[366] synthesised the calcium-doped BiVO4 using a spray pyrolysis technique that

introduced calcium dopant in concentrations of 1 and 10 at.% in place of bismuth in the crystal

lattice: the ratio of Bi+Ca to V precursors was kept as 1:1 in all instances. The Ca-doped BiVO4

produced no cathodic photocurrent, however the anodic photocurrent was improved compared to

undoped BiVO4. The in-built electrical field generated by the p-n junction significantly enhanced

electron-hole seperation. Furthermore, the Ca-rich surface BiVO4 enhanced hole injection into

the electrolyte.

Zinc(II) doping of BiVO4 has also been reported by Lee et al. who formed a homojunction

between two layers of BiVO4, one doped with zinc and one with molybdenum.[367] Whilst

Zn-doped BiVO4 had a reduced electron charge carrier concentration compared to undoped

BiVO4, the Mo:BiVO4/Zn:BiVO4 homojunction resulted in a staggered band alignment (due

to differences in the Fermi level of the two doped BiVO4 layers) that ultimately enhanced

electron-hole separation and PEC efficiency. Furthermore the Zn-doped layer in particular

increased charge transfer efficiency due to a reduction on charge recombination at the surface,

in part by better facilitating charge transfer from the anode surface to the electrolyte when

compared to undoped and Mo-doped BiVO4.

The findings of Abdi et al.[366] and Lee et al.[367] could be taken to suggest that forming a

photoanode with an inbuild electrical field, regardless as to how it is formed (i.e. through the

formation of a p-n junction or a homojunction between two n-type materials with staggered

Fermi levels), is a very important consideration for the improvement of the water-splitting
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performance of an electrode material. It is also possible to structure electrodes this way by

the use of multiple material with staggered band-gaps and/or n- and p-type materials. The

formation of such multi-material electrodes has indeed been reported in the literature, and has

covered BiVO4-based photoanode structures involving silicon,[368] tungsten(VI) oxide,[369] and

tin(IV) oxide,[370] to name a few.

3.1.3 Multi-material electrodes
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Figure 3-5: The bandgaps of WO3 and BiVO4. The relative positioning of the conduction
band minima of the two materials facilitates electron injection from BiVO4 to WO3, enhancing
electron-hole seperation across a WO3/BiVO4 heterojunction.

Using multiple distinct materials with different characteristics in a single photoelectrode is

an effective way to tune PEC performance. In principle, multiple materials can be used to

supplement light absorption by using a material with a different bandgap,[371] improve electron-

hole separation through use of materials with complementary valence and conduction band

positions,[369] and enhance charge transfer processes for example at the electrode-electrolyte

interface through band bending.[372]

Tungsten—which has been previously discussed to be a very effective n-type dopant for BiVO4—

has also been used in the fabrication of composite BiVO4 photoanodes as WO3.[369,373,374] The

conduction band minimum of WO3 sits ‘below’ (around +0.41 V vs. NHE at pH 0)[374] the

conduction band minimum of BiVO4 (around +0.02 V vs. NHE at pH 0[374]) such that electron

injection from BiVO4 to WO3 is relatively facile (figure 3-5), which can enchance electron-hole
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separation.[369,374]

In 2008, Chatchai et al. reported a 2.5 fold increase in photocurrent density at 1.23 V vs. NHE

from a composit FTO/WO3/BiVO4 photoanode, compared to the single-material BiVO4 electrode

prepared using spin-coating This improvement was largely attributed to charge separation

facilitated by the complementary band positions, as there were no significant changes to light

absorption, nor were there changes to the overall nanostructuring between composite and lone

samples.[369]

By combining composite structures and nanostructuring, photocurrent can be further improved:

Su et al. reported WO3/BiVO4 composit photoanodes, which were nanostructured in nature,

and by utilising a framework of WO3 nanorods grown by spin-coating an H2WO4 precursor

solution, the authors were able to produce a photocurrent density of around 1.5 mA cm−2 in

the samples constructed of nanorods, compared to 0.8 mA cm−2 for planar samples.[373] The

benefit of the nanorod morphology was clearly evidenced by incident photon to current efficiency

(IPCE) measurements and an equal photocatalytic performance with respect to front and back

illumination, both indicated fewer electron-hole recombination events.

Park et al. synthesised composite WO3/BiVO4 electrodes, in addition to ‘single-material’ WO3

and BiVO4 electrodes; notably, in this study the WO3 was deposited using a polymer-assisted

tape-casting method involving ammonium metatungstate and polyethyleneimine, which was

reported to produce a more uniform film which better adhered to the FTO substrate.[374,375] As

part of this study, it was reported that charge transfer resistance between the anode and the

electrolyte is much higher in BiVO4 than in WO3 though it is important for BiVO4 to be the

material that is in contact with the electrolyte in order to form the beneficial staggered band-gap

alignment of WO3 and BiVO4.[374] Therefore, it may be necessary to employ oxygen evolution

co-catalysts to the outer BiVO4 layer in order to reduce the charge transfer resistance, whilst

maintaining optimum band-gap alignment in a WO3/BiVO4 composit photoanode: the use of

oxygen evolution co-catalysts in BiVO4-based photoanodes will be discussed in section 3.1.4.

Composite structures akin to WO3/BiVO4 have also been reported. Pilli et al. synthesised

photoanodes of the composite structure CuWO4/BiVO4 by spray-coating a BiVO4 precursor

solution onto electrodeposited CuWO4.[376] An anodic photocurrent was produced by the

CuWO4/BiVO4 composite that was up to 4 times greater at 1.23 V than those of the individual
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Figure 3-6: Image showing the effect of a passivating SnO2 layer between FTO and BiVO4,
recreated from the work of Liang et al.[378]

CuWO4 and BiVO4 anodes. The cause of this increase was largely similar to that of WO3/BiVO4

composits: complementary band structures of the two materials facilitated enhanced electron-

hole separation (see figure 3-5); however, the enhanced visible light absorption associated with

the narrower band-gap of CuWO4 (2.33 V)[376] compared to WO3 (2.6 V)[377] could theoretically

make CuWO4 a better material with which to form BiVO4 composits for water-splitting. Though,

at the time of writing, no direct comparison of these two composite structures was known

Tin(IV) oxide (SnO2) has also been used to improve water-splitting performance in BiVO4-

based composite photoanodes.[370,378] In one study, prior to BiVO4 deposition, a thin layer

(ca. 10 nm) of SnO2 was first deposited on the FTO substrate using spray pyrolysis, resulting in

a FTO/SnO2/BiVO4 composite photoanode structure.[378] Without this SnO2 layer, defect states

formed at the FTO-BiVO4 interface which were believed to act as electron-hole recombination

sites; however, the inclusion of SnO2—which has a very positive valence band maximum—acted

as a barrier to prevent photogenerated holes from reaching the FTO defect states (figure 3-6),

but allowed electrons to pass through due to the position of the conduction band minimum.

A WO3/SnO2/BiVO4 composite electrode was later reported by Saito et al., which also made

use of the extremely positive valence band position of SnO2, in addition to its suppression of

recombination at defect states.[370] The photoanodes were synthesised by a spin-coating method,
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Figure 3-7: Image showing the effect of the low-lying valence band maxima of SnO2 in a
WO3/SnO2/BiVO4 heterojunction. Image recreated from the work of Saito et al.[370]

and the incorporation of SnO2 inbetween WO3 and BiVO4 improved the photocurrent density

by about 0.75 mA cm−2, compared to the WO3/BiVO4 heterostructure. The authors explained

that the SnO2 layer prevented hole migration from the BiVO4 layer to the WO3 layer (due to

the previously-mentioned low-lying valence band maximum of SnO2), subsequently reducing

the number of electron-hole recombination events between photogenerated holes in BiVO4 and

photogenerated electrons in WO3. Furthermore, the position of the conduction band minimum

of SnO2 laid between the conductions band minima of BiVO4 and WO3 (figure 3-7), which

faciliated an electron cascade between the outer-most layer and the FTO back contact; as

previously discussed, this type of electron cascade is known to be beneficial for charge carrier

separation.

Presumably this heterostructure also prevented any photogenerated holes in the WO3 layer from

reaching the electrolyte; however, due to the wider band-gap of WO3 compared to BiVO4, a

more significant portion of the photocatalytically active holes would have been formed in the

BiVO4 anyway, which would explain the ultimately net positive trade-off resulting from the

inclusion of the SnO2 layer. The morphology of the BiVO4 also changed slightly when grown on

SnO2 compared to WO3. This morphological change may have also affected the photocatalytic

performance, though the relationship between morphology and performance was not extensively

investigated in this case.[370]
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Long et al. reported a composite photoelectrode composed of n-type BiVO4 and p-type

Co3O4.[379] Previously, heterojunctions with a gradient of n- to p-type characteristics have

been discussed to improve photocurrent through enhanced charge separation and reduced

electron-hole recombination.[366] However, whilst the authors suggested a photocurrent improve-

ment mechanism akin to those previously discussed, the n-BiVO4/p-Co3O4 synthesised in this

study were not layer-by-layer structures, rather a mixture of n-BiVO4 and p-Co3O4 (0.8 wt%

cobalt content) powders were used to create a single layer of composite material on indium-doped

tin oxide (ITO) substrate. Therefore it seems unlikely that charge recombination events in the

bulk could have been reduced by, for example, the kind of inbuilt electrical field that exists in a

true p-n junction.

Furthermore, the photocurrent action spectra of both the lone n-BiVO4 and the composite

n-BiVO4/p-Co3O4 material were incredibly similar in appearance, despite the notably more

narrow band-gap of Co3O4 (2.07 V) compared to BiVO4. One would expect the presence of

Co3O4 to elicit a higher photocurrent response at higher wavelengths in the photocurrent action

spectrum. The above, coupled with the fact that previous XRD data[380] published on this

composite resembled pure BiVO4, could be taken to evidence that the relationship between cobalt

and BiVO4 is one more akin to doping—particularly when considering a cobalt concentration

of 0.8 wt% was used; and the improved water oxidation photocurrent observed by Long et al.

could be explained by cobalt oxide sites on the surface of the anode actually acting as a water

oxidation co-catalyst.[109,379] The suggestion that cobalt oxide was acting as a water oxidation

catalyst is further supported by the absence of photocurrent improvement for I– oxidation; and

the IPCE increase—suggested to be a result of reduced bulk recombination due to the formation

of a p-n junction—may have been better explained by a reduction of charge recombination

events at the surface of the anode.

The transparency of BiVO4 was also increased by the inclusion of cobalt, which can be an

important factor to control when considering photoanode design. For example, in a composite

electrode composed of two materials, where the underlying material has a narrower band-gap

than the upper material (figure 3-8), a more transparent upper layer would better transmit

photons to the layer with the narrower band-gap and improve overall light absorption.[381]

Pilli et al. significantly increased the transparency of BiVO4 photoanodes by forming a composite

material (SiO2–BiVO4) through the addition of tetraethylorthosilicate to a BiVO4 precursor
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Figure 3-8: Figure displaying the absorbance of photons in a narrow band gap material when
layered with a wider bandgap material of either low or high transparency.

solution, and spin-coating this onto FTO: the final atomic ratio of Bi:V:Si was 1:1:0.5.[368] XPS

analysis indicated that the local environments surrounding bismuth and vanadium sites in the

BiVO4 crystal lattice were not altered by the presence of SiO2, and two distinct surface oxygen

peaks were ascribed to SiO2 and BiVO4, respectfully; these XPS data supported the claim

that a composite had formed, rather than a heavily Si-doped BiVO4 material. In addition to

increasing the transparency of the host material, the SiO2 composite also had a direct influence

on the water oxidation photocurrent; the increase in photocurrent was attributed to enhanced

charge separation due the tunneling of electrons and holes through grain boundaries, which was

facilitated by the presence of SiO2 at the surface.

Carbon-based materials, such as reduced graphene oxide (RGO) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs)

have also been used to form composits with BiVO4 for water-splitting.[382,383] Due to the abund-

ance of delocalised electrons in the conjugated sp2 network of graphitic carbon, forming composits

with these materials can greatly enhance electron transport—a well-document limitation of

unmodified BiVO4.[354,384,385]

Ng et al. produced RGO-BiVO4 composite photoanodes through the photoelectrochecmial

reduction of graphene oxide (GO) powder by BiVO4 powder in a suspension of ethanol. The

resulting mixture of BiVO4 and RGO was then drop-cast onto FTO.[386] A 10-fold increase in
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photocurrent was observed as a result of the RGO-BiVO4 composites (90 µA cm−2 at 1.23 V

vs. NHE), compared to pristine BiVO4 films. Zhang et al. reported similar improvements

by forming BiVO4 composites with multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), which were

subsequently dip-coated onto FTO. It was noted that a tightly-bound composite of the two

materials was necessary in order to significantly enhance electron transport, rather than for

example simply dip-coating a mixture of both BiVO4 and MWCNTs.[382] A study by Luo et

al. investigated three different types of carbon-based BiVO4 composites: carbon quantum dots

(CQDs), MWCNTs, and RGO; of these, MWCNTs most significantly increased conductivity and

separation of electron-hole pairs.[387]

Although BiVO4 composits with carbon materials have shown clear improvements over standalone

BiVO4 anodes in their own respective studies, the photocurrent densities are still lower than

pristine/doped BiVO4 and BiVO4-based composites formed with other metal oxides. The most

significant contributing factor towards this is likely the impracticality of properly heat-treating

carbon-based composites, as doing so could damage the carbon components, particularly in

oxidising environment such as air. Without being able to heat-treat the electrodes, the final

crystallinity of the BiVO4 is limited, which leads to a greater number of defect sites and sub-

optimal contact between the BiVO4 and the FTO. The absence of a heat-treating step in some

cases would likely result in retention of some impurities used in earlier steps of the electrode

synthesis (e.g. urea,[382] polyethyleneglycol,[382] and sodium oleate[329]).[109] To make best use of

the benefits of carbon-based composites, developing strategies that allow for proper heat-treating

steps, without the destruction of the carbon components, is therefore essential.

Jessl et al. presented a method of synthesising honeycomb-shaped carbon nanotube composites

with BiVO4 which allowed for calcination at temperatures of 500 °C under helium atmosphere.[388]

The composite produced a photocurrent density of 65 µA cm−2, which is still does not surpass

earlier reports for carbon-based BiVO4 photoanodes,[386] despite being able to use more intensive

calcination temperatures. This may have been in part due to the carbon and BiVO4 materials

not being tightly-bound in one homogenous layer—an important factor discussed previously.[382]

Therefore, developing synthetic routes that are able to balance optimal structure and heat

stability of carbon-based BiVO4 composites still appears to be a challenge.
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3.1.4 Oxygen evolution catalyst loading

Similarly to in α-Fe2O3-based water-splitting devices there are many reports of modifying the

surface of BiVO4 photoanodes to improve charge transfer at the surface between the BiVO4

and the electrolyte. However, unlike in α-Fe2O3 where the deposition of a co-catalyst directly

reduces the overpotential associated with the oxygen evolution reaction and improves surface

catalysis (discussed in section 2.1.4), there is good evidence that common oxygen evolution

reaction (OER) co-catalysts (i.e. cobalt phosphate, RuOx) do not actually improve the kinetics

of the OER on BiVO4 photoanodes.[122]

In a comprehensive study by Zachäus et al., intensity-modulated photocurrent spectroscopy

(IMPS) was used to investigate the role of cobalt phosphate (CoPi) surface treatment in BiVO4

photoanodes by de-convoluting the surface processes (primarily charge transfer and charge

recombination) by controlling the concentration of photogenerated charge carriers at the surface.

Through this study, it was shown that CoPi did not improve the rate of charge transfer between

the photoanode and the electrolyte, but instead reduced the rate of charge recombination at

the surface through passivation of BiVO4 surface states.[122] Furthermore they demonstrated

that by modifying the BiVO4 with RuOx (an extremely good water oxidation catalyst)[389] the

photocurrent density was actually reduced, as RuOx is a non-passivating co-catalyst.

It should be noted—and indeed was noted by the authors—that while these findings were

illuminating, they should not be blanket-applied to all BiVO4 photoanodes in terms of ‘co-

catalysts will only improve BiVO4 photoanodes by surface state passivation, never by improving

charge transfer to the electrolyte’; for example, co-catalyst deposition may also cause an

increase or decrease in surface area, increase the stability of the electrode, and improve innately

underperforming BiVO4, interactions which could contradict the findings of Zachäus et al.

There are not many examples in the literature of RuOx-coated BiVO4, however it has been

previously reported that RuOx surface coatings of molybdenum-doped BiVO4 improved the

photoelectrochemical performance by around 1 mA cm−2.[349] In this study there was not a

comprehensive investigation into the mode of action of the co-catalyst, nor were there any

photoelectrochemical measurements for RuOx-coated undoped BiVO4, and so the singular effect

of the RuOx co-catalyst was not known. It could be speculated that—while improving the bulk

properties of the BiVO4—the molybdenum doping negatively the capacity of the BiVO4 surface
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Figure 3-9: Speculated structure of the Ag+-impreganted BiVO4 reported by Sayama et al.[390]
Though not represented in the image, the surface of the material was nanostructured.

to perform the OER, therefore permitting the combination of the molybdenum doping and RuOx

co-catalyst to provide a significant overall photocurrent improvement. Nevertheless, this study

was a good example which indicated that OER co-catalysts should not simply be disregarded in

the context of BiVO4-based photoanodes.

Other notable reports of co-catalysts being used to improve the photoelectrochemical performance

of BiVO4 include platinum metal,[344] silver(I) ions,[390] and more recently iron-nickel layered

double hydroxides.[391] Similarly to the study reported above, platinum was used as a co-catalyst

material on molybdenum- and tungsten-doped BiVO4, which resulted in significant overall

photocurrent and IPCE increases. However, the increase due to platinum deposition was

short-lived due to stability issues; indeed in an early study of several OER catalysts, platinum

metal was found to produce unstable photocurrents due to conversion of platinum to platinum

oxide.[392]

The silver(I) ion co-catalyst was reported by Sayama et al.,[390] and was deposited on top of

BiVO4 using an aqueous solution of AgNO3. Following AgNO3 treatment the photocurrent

density roughly doubled, and the BiVO4 photoanode became significantly more stable at an

applied voltage of 1.2 V at around pH 5.8—a condition under which one would expect BiVO4 to

be somewhat soluble. This indicated that the incorporation of silver into the electrode structure

was forming a protective layer on top of the BiVO4. Indeed, the authors speculated that ion
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exchange occured between bismuth and silver such that the surface consisted of a bismuth-rich

layer under which a Ag+-impregnated BiVO4 was formed (figure 3-9). Several speculations as

to how the silver improved the photocurrent were made, however the exact species responsible

for the change was not identified, and it was ultimately summised that Ag+ improved the

photocurrent by catalysing the OER.

However, given that the surface of BiVO4 is known to have high catalytic activity towards the

OER,[122] it seems unlikely that the inclusion of Ag+ ions would so significantly improve the

photocurrent density through OER catalysis alone. Furthermore, the redox potential of the

Ag+/Ag0 redox couple is positioned more negatively than the OER redox potential (0.8 vs.

1.23 V),[390] making the oxidation power of holes from Ag+ relatively weak, particularly when

compared with the valence band position of BiVO4 (around 2.2 V).[393]

Assuming the suggested structure shown in figure 3-9 is correct, it would be reasonable to

speculate that the inclusion of Ag+ could help to improve electron-hole separation at the surface.

This was considered and excluded by the original authors because no beneficial effect was found

for Ag+ in the presence of menthanol (a hole acceptor); however, this observation should not

necessarily exclude the possibility of Ag+ improving electron-hole separation, as if holes were

being ‘too’ efficiently extracted by the methanol then the improvement in charge separation

qualities may have been present but not detectable. It would be interesting investigate the effects

of Ag+ impregnation into BiVO4 using a technique such as intensity-modulated photocurrent

spectroscopy, which could deconvolute mechanisms at the Ag BiVO4 surface.

Nickel-iron layered double hydroxides were a class of co-catalyst previously mention and shown

in section 2.1.4, figure 2-15. The combined NiFe layered double hydroxide has been found to

perform better than either individual NiOOH or FeOOH, as NiOOH has good OER performance

but poor stability and high BiVO4-NiOOH interface recombination, and FeOOH has inferior

OER kinetics but superior stability and lower charge recombination: the combination NiFe

layered double hydroxide appears to make the best beneficial properties of each.[394]

In addition to success as a co-catalyst on α-Fe2O3, use of nickel-iron layered double hydrox-

ides (LDH) has also been reported to improve photocurrent density and stability BiVO4

photoanodes.[391,395] Gao et al. reported a substantial photocurrent density increase of 2

to 4.5 mA cm−2 at 1.23 V vs. NHE in BiVO4 films sequentially layered with NiOOH and FeOOH,
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compared to the pristine films. Both the photocurrent density and stability could be further

increase by introducing iron via Fe2+-saturated electrolyte, rather than separately depositing

FeOOH; this resulted in in situ generation of an NiFe-mixed co-catalyst that had superior

stability and interface contacts than the separately-deposited metal hydroxides.

Further progress on the FeNi LDH co-catalysts was made by the same group when yttrium was

incorporated into the film.[391] He et al. reported that the integration of yttrium in optimised

quantities altered the morphology from nanoparticles to nanosheets, and increased the coverage

of the NiFe LDH co-catalyst on top of BiVO4, both of which enhanced charge transport at

the surface and subsurface of the electrode. Overall, the NiFe co-catalysts from the previous

study[395] actually facilitated slightly higher photocurrent densities than the yttrium-containing

NiFe co-catalysts; however, the synthetic procedure for the latter was significantly less laborious

and required fewer synthetic steps.
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3.2 Synthesis of single-source BiVO4 precursors

3.2.1 Background and motivation

Figure 3-10: ORTEP representation of the bimetallic Bi/V alkoxide complex reported by Pell
et al.[396]

At the time of writing, there were no reports of a single-source precursor that can be used to

grow BiVO4 films stoichiometrically with respect to the precursor. For example, one paper

describes a drop-casting process by which a Bi/V polyoxymetalate (Bi4(DMSO)12V13O40H3) was

used to successfully grow BiVO4 films;[397] however these films grew with a large excess of V2O5,

which was removed using post-desposition treatment with base.

The removal of the excess V2O5 did enhance the surface area of the BiVO4 by introducing pores,

which in turn increased the photoelectrochemical performance of the material; however there

would be merit from a sustainability perspective to develop a single-source precursor for BiVO4

which is more atom efficient, and does not produce significant equivalents of metal-based waste.

Therefore a single-source precursor for BiVO4 should ideally contain an equal amount of Bi and

V ions that are encorporated into the growing film at equal rates.

A bimetallic Bi/V complex (figure 3-10) previously reported by Pell et al.[396] could be a

potential single source precursor for BiVO4. However, no deposition studies have been published

using this complex to date. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the compound indicated that

the final product of decomposition at 450 °C was primarily BiVO4, containing a small amount of

V2O5 and Bi4V2O11.

In the first instance the work in this chapter focuses on replicating the synthesis of this complex
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and assessing its suitability as a precursor to produce high-quality BiVO4 by aerosol-assisted

CVD. Whilst Pell et al. reported minor impurities in the BiVO4 when decomposed during TGA,

under the conditions of aerosol-assisted CVD it is possible that the decomposition mechanisms

of this compound will be augmented such that impurity content will be minimised.

3.2.2 Precursor synthesis and characterisation
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Figure 3-11: ORTEP molecular structure of compound 30 with a unique structure to the
previous work of Pell et al.[396] Yellow: bismuth, pale blue: vanadium, red: oxygen, green:
chlorine, and black: carbon. Ellipsoids are shown at 50 % probability. Hydrogen atoms omitted
for clarity.

Following the procedure published by Pell et al.[396] in which 2-methoxyethanol was added to

a suspension of vanadyl isopropoxide and bismuth(III) chloride in dry tetrahydrofuran, with

the small addition of a filtration step through a glass frit using toluene, crystals were grown of

compound 30 (figure 3-11). By comparing figures 3-10 and 3-11, the molecular structure

obtained in these works was clearly very different to that of the cited literature, which was most

likely faciliated by residual toluene in the motherliquor. Indeed, three equivalents of toluene

were present in the asymmetric unit cell, which seemed to result in a more linear arrangement

of the metal centres, with the vanadium atoms occupying the ‘ends’ and the bismuth atoms

occupying the centre of the structure (figure 3-11), as opposed to the previously-reported cage

structure with the same chemical formula (figures 3-10).[396]

Similarly to the structure reported by Pell et al., the geometries about the bismuth and vanadium

atoms were distorted capped octahedra and distorted octahedra respectivley, though in this

instance the capping oxygen atoms O(6/13) were also bridged with the vanadium atoms. The

capping oxygen atoms, which were directly associated with a κ-3 ligand network distorted the
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Compound 30
Bi(1)–Cl(1) 2.503(17) Cl(3)–Bi(1)–Cl(4) 75.28(5)
Bi(1)–Cl(2) 2.530(16) O(4)–Bi(1)–Cl(1) 85.57(11)
Bi(1)–Cl(3) 3.140(17) O(4)–Bi(1)–O(7) 100.58(15)
Bi(1)–Cl(4) 2.665(16) O(4)–Bi(1)–Cl(4) 170.12(12)
Bi(1)–O(4) 2.382(4) O(7)–Bi(1)–Cl(2) 171.20(12)
Bi(1)–O(6) 2.890(5) Cl(1)–Bi(1)–Cl(3) 163.58(5)
Bi(1)–O(7) 2.703(5) O(1)–V(1)–O(3) 170.7(2)
V(1)–O(1) 1.590(5) O(2)–V(1)–O(4) 153.4(2)
V(1)–O(2) 1.815(5) O(5)–V(1)–O(6) 162.3(2)
V(1)–O(3) 2.321(5) O(4)–V(1)–O(6) 87.5(2)
V(1)–O(4) 1.922(5)
V(1)–O(5) 2.159(4)
V(1)–O(6) 1.824(5)

Table 3.1: Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (deg) for compound 30.

O(7)–Bi(1)–O(4) bond angle to 100.60°. The most significant sources of distortion about the

bismuth centres were the bridging Cl(3) and Cl(4) atoms, which pinched the Cl(4)–Bi(1)–Cl(3)

bond angle to 75.28°, significantly deviating from the ideal by 14.72°.

The bridging of these two chlorine atoms could have affected the decomposition profile of

compound 30 recorded by TGA, as the bridging chlorine atoms would have had to be cleaved

before the BiCl3 component could separate from the V(OC2H4OCH3)3 component, which was

reported to be the first step of decomposition from the original authors. For the same reason,

this could also affect the process optimisation for this precursor in deposition systems where the

precursor is used as a solid; however it was not expected to affect the AA-CVD of compound 30,

as in solution—particularly in a coordinating solvent like tetrahydrofuran—the complex was

very unlikely to maintain this atomic arrangement.[304]

The TGA data of the tetra-metal complex reported by Pell et al.[396] was purely descriptive,

and no visual TGA plot was provided. A TGA plot of compound 30 was obtained in these

works (figure 3-12), though unfortunately it was challenging to confirm the similiarity to the

decomposition profile observed by Pell et al.,[396] due to limited information being available. In

any case, the TGA acquired in these works showed a largely steady weight loss over a range of

100–600 °C. ‘Stepped exothermic weight losses up to 328 °C’ were described by Pell et al., which

could correspond to the steady weight loss observed in figure 3-12, as smoothening of stepped

weight loss could occur, for example, due to a faster temperature ramp. These initial weight loss

processes were most likely associated with the release of trapped toluene, and the removal of the
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Figure 3-12: A TGA plot containing thermal decomposition data for compound 30. A
summary of all relevant residual mass percentages for decomposition products can be found in
the supplementary information.

OC2H4OCH3 groups.

At temperatures exceeding 328 °C a continual steady weight loss was observed, in addition to a

more significant decomposition process between 400–450 °C—according to the cited literature,[396]

this could correspond to the dissociation of six chlorine atoms from the BiCl3 components. At a

the final temperature of 600 °C the remaining mass in the crucible corresponded to 70 wt% of

compound 30, which was higher than the theoretically calculated value for BiVO4 of 53 %.

This higher-than-expected weight percent value points towards impurities in the final product.

Primarily, these impurites could include carbon deposits originating from the decomposition of

trapped OC2H4OCH3 ligands, in addition to chlorine-containing bismuth and vanadium oxide

deposits. Because these impurities were likely integrated into the final product due to lack of

extraction, i.e. while chlorine atoms were reported to dissociate from BiCl3 between 375–450 °C,

this did not necessarily mean all chlorine atoms could be efficiently released from the material.

Whilst these data were indicative of a precursor that may not be able to be used to synthesise

high-purity BiVO4 thin films, it is possible that by using a technique such as aerosol-assisted CVD,

impurities can effectively be removed from the film by limiiting the ease of their integration.

If epitaxial BiVO4 growth can be achieved by aerosol-assisted CVD of compound 30, then

impurities released during the decomposition process may be removed by the gas flow before

they become trapped in the growing film. Therefore compound 30 was taken forward for

aerosol-assisted CVD studies.
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3.3 Aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition of compound 30
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Figure 3-13: XRD patterns of materials deposited by aerosol-assisted CVD of compound 30
onto FTO (A, left) and silicon glass (B, right) at 450 °C, both before and after annealing in air
for 1 h at 540 °C. Peaks assigned to the FTO substrate are highlighted with green squares. A
standard distribution of major peak locations for m-s BiVO4

[119] have been marked with red
lines directly along the bottom of the x-axis.

Based on the information available in the cited literature—citing full decomposition by 450 °C[396]—

and the TGA data shown in these works (figure 3-12), depositions of compound 30 were carried

out using a cold-wall aerosol-assisted CVD rig at 450 °C using a 30 mm solution of compound 30

in dried tetrahydrofuran, which was delivered to the reactor through a TSI Model 3076 Constant

Output Atomizer using an argon carrier gas at a pressure of 20 psi. 9 Ω sq−1 FTO mounted on

silicon glass, or bare silicon glass were used as the substrates.

XRD patterns of the resultant films on FTO and silicon glass are shown in figure 3-13. Notably,

the pre-annealed films on both FTO and silicon glass display different XRD patterns, which

indicated that the orientation of the FTO influenced the film growth on the substrate when

compared to non-orientated silicon glass. The XRD patterns of the pre-annealed films on both

substrates did not significantly resemble previously-reported XRD patterns of BiVO4.

The majority of the major peaks constituting to the XRD pattern of the pre-annealed film

deposited on FTO (figure 3-13, A) could be attributed to either bismuth or bismuth oxides

(Bi2O3). Of the Bi2O3 diffraction patterns available in the COD (crystallographic open database),

the most accurate fit for the pre-annealed sample on FTO was that of tetragonal BiVO4 (COD

ID: 1010313),[398] though it should be noted that peaks in this XRD pattern could be assigned

rationally to a number of materials. Therefore it was challenging to characterise specifically what
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material(s), the relative quantities of those material(s), and material(s) of what homogeneity,

had been synthesised by aerosol-assisted CVD of compound 30; to provide a clear overview of

the possible detected peaks, notable matches found in the COD for every deposition condition

have been presented in table 3.2 (end of section). As shown in the table, XRD peaks could also

be attributed to vanadium oxides and bismuth oxide chloride. This meant that an annealing

procedure could result in a transformation to BiVO4, but also that the final material may still

be contaminated with chlorine ions.

Following a 1 h annealing process in air, the XRD peaks associated with the material deposited

on FTO had been redistributed. By comparing the XRD pattern presented in figure 3-13 with

the standard distribution of peak locations for BiVO4, it seemed that much of the bismuth and

vanadium oxides had transformed into monoclinic BiVO4—most notably these peaks could be

found at 2 θ values of 19, 29 and 31. However, as shown in table 3.2 (end of section) the peaks

in this pattern could also be attributed to bismuth and chlorine-contaminated bismuth oxides.

A significant number of minor peaks in the XRD pattern with no other matches could indeed be

matched to bismuth vanadium oxide chloride (COD ID: 1004153).

Overall, the sample deposited on FTO that was annealed for 1 h at 540 °C was not suspected to be

perfectly represented by Bi9ClO18V2 (COD ID: 1004153). Rather, the bulk of the material may

be accurately described as monoclinic BiVO4, whilst the numerous minor peaks that could only

be assigned to Bi9ClO18V2 were likely present due to chlorine contamination of the monoclinic

BiVO4 due to unclean decomposition of compound 30. It should also be noted that peaks

that could be assigned to bismuth were likely indicative of excess bismuth, due to an unequal

incorporation of bismuth and vanadium atoms into the growing film during the aerosol-assisted

CVD process.

According to the XRD peak matching presented in table 3.2 (end of section), the overall nature

of the material deposited on both unorientated glass and FTO seemed to be similar. There was

clear evidence of both bismuth and vanadium oxides, in addition to some likely contamination

from chlorine. The main difference between the samples deposited on unorientated silicon glass

and FTO was the specific orientation of the crystalline material. Therefore the orientation of

the FTO affected crystal growth of material deposited by compound 30, evidencing epitaxial

growth.
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Following a 1 h annealing process in air at 540 °C the major peaks of the XRD pattern produced

by the sample deposited on unorientated silicon glass appeared to strongly represent monoclinic

BiVO4 (COD ID: 9013438). Peaks that could be assigned to bismuth-rich bismuth vanadium

oxide deposits, chlorine-contaminated bismuth vanadium oxides, and some vanadium oxides were

also detected. Of these, the best-fitting pattern were those of bismuth-rich bismuth vanadium

oxides and chlorine-contaminated bismuth vanadium oxides.

Overall the sample deposited on unorientated silicon glass that was annealed for 1 h at 540 °C was

suspected to be composed largely of monoclinic BiVO4, though contaminated with bismuth-rich

clusters and chlorine. A significant presence of bismuth-rich clusters indicated that vanadium

was integrated into the growing material less readily than bismuth, as with the sample deposited

on FTO; however, the presence of some vanadium oxide peaks in the XRD pattern inidicated

that some isolated vanadium oxides were also located in the film.

The detection of XRD peaks attributed to vanadium oxides could seem puzzling when the bulk

of the material was clearly bismuth-rich; however it is likely that the bismuth and vanadium

oxides nucleated individually and were deposited as separate ‘islands’, which could not be unified

into an homogenous monoclinic BiVO4 phase with a 1 h annealing process.

Because many of the XRD peaks reported in table 3.2 (end of section) could be assigned to

multiple crystalline phases, it was important to confirm whether or not monoclinic BiVO4 made

up the bulk of the material deposited by compound 30, as opposed to chlorine-contaminated,

non-stoichimetric bismuth vanadium oxide deposits.

The raman spectrum of the film deposited on FTO (figure 3-14) showed some major features

that could be attributed to monoclinic BiVO4, the most intense peak of which was located

at 822 cm−1. This peak could be assigned to a v1 stretching mode of VO4, while the peak at

701 cm−1 could be assigned to the v3 antisymmetric stretching mode of VO4; both of these

assignments are highly characteristic of monoclinic BiVO4.[399] The peaks located at 123 and

214 cm−1 have also been reported in monoclinic BiVO4; wavenumber energies this low have

been assigned only to lattice modes, and peaks at similar wavenumber are found in several

polymorphs of BiVO4 in addition to other bismuth and vanadium-containing materials, meaning

that they did not definitively point towards the monoclinic phase.[399,400]

Conversely, three small peaks were detected in the range of 400–600 cm−1, none of which could
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Figure 3-14: Raman spectrum of material deposited by aerosol-assisted CVD of compound 30.

be assigned to monoclinic BiVO4. A report published by Frost et al.[399] presented raman spectra

of bismuth and vanadium-containing materials, which contained peaks at similar locations.

The small peak at around 560 cm−1 correlated to a peak found in the spectrum of namibite

(m43947),[399] which was attributed to a v3 antisymmetric stretch of a VO4 unit. No recorded

peaks could be matched to the minor peak around 510 cm−1, however the peak at 443 cm−1

could be matched to a peak found in dreyerite, a tetragonal polymorph of BiVO4.

The relatively broad peak located at 264 cm−1 could partially be attributed to monoclinic BiVO4;

however multiple materials that have been reported[399] present with raman peaks at this value.

Furthermore, the relative intensity of the peak at 264 cm−1 compared to the peak at 822 cm−1

was not consistent with monoclinic BiVO4. Therefore it is possible that raman peaks that could

be assigned to lattice modes of multiple bismuth vanadium oxides may have been stacking at

this location, which would be consistent with the high relative intensity and the broadness of

this peak.

The data obtained by raman spectroscopy were in agreement with the data obtained by XRD in

that they were consistent with impure monoclinic BiVO4; however it was not previously clear

what the dominant phase was in the material. Data obtained by raman spectroscopy confirmed

that the majority of the deposited material was in fact monoclinic BiVO4, as indicated by the

major characteristic peak in the raman spectrum at 822 cm−1. Therefore none of the films

deposited using the single-source precursor compound 30 were found to consist of phase-pure

BiVO4.
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With the AA-CVD apparatus available, temperatures in excess of 450 °C were not accessible, so

it was not possible to explore any potential kinetic limitations associated with decomposition of

compound 30 in a dynamic gas flow over a heated substrate. To elaborate: whilst TGA analysis

confirms decomposition by 450 °C it is possible that when passing over a heated substrate for a

short period of time, the precursor may not be able to fully decompose due to kinetic limitations.

In this event, a temperature exceeding 450 °C may have been able to more efficiently decompose

compound 30 such that BiVO4 of higher purity was accessible.

Whilst unsuccessful in growing pure BiVO4 in these works, it would be interesting to further

investigate the use of compound 30 as a single-source precursor for BiVO4 using alternative

growth methods such as higher-temperature aerosol-assisted CVD to investigate the kinetic

limitations of the decomposition of compound 30. In order to continue to pursue CVD-synthesised

high-quality BiVO4, a new series of bismuth oxide and vanadium oxide precursors were required.
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Substrate / anneal condition COD ID / material 2 θ values
1010313 / bismuth oxide 28.03 30.31 31.83 32.75

46.29 47.03 54.28 55.62
57.82

2310890 / bismuth 27.12 39.74
FTO / pre-anneal 8100522, bismuth 28.72 29.23

4509950 / bismuth oxide chloride 32.75 33.71
1534824 / bismuth chloride 33.71

1539952 / vanadium(IV) oxide 28.03 39.74 55.62

9013438 / bismuth vanadate 15.49 18.75 19.00 28.90
30.57 42.45 54.59

1512496 / bismuth 21.75 23.09 42.45 45.90
1004153 / Bi9ClO18V2 12.16 15.49 18.75 19.00

FTO / 1 h, 540 °C 20.32 21.68 23.09 24.43
25.71 28.27 28.90 30.57
31.21 33.75 34.59 41.43
42.45 45.90 46.80 50.25
55.59 59.64

2310890 / bismuth 22.45 23.85 27.11 37.90
39.56 44.54 46.90 48.69
56.03 59.28 62.16 64.45

9012328 / bismuth oxide 22.45 25.70 30.24 31.71
32.66 46.19 46.90 48.69
51.24 54.24 55.45 57.75
62.16 64.45

1536257 / Bi46O89V8 11.34 16.13 22.45 24.58
Glass* / pre-anneal 27.11 28.62 29.24 29.74

30.26 30.84 31.00 31.71
32.00 32.16 32.66 33.57
37.90 39.56 41.26

2104010 / vanadium(II) oxide 25.70 27.11 30.26 33.57
44.54 45.12 45.83 46.19
54.24 55.45 56.03 56.70
57.75 62.16 64.45 66.29

1536257 / Bi46O89V8 10.64–42.45 inclusive**
9013438 / bismuth vanadate 15.14 18.68 18.98 28.45

28.91 30.56 34.54 35.23
39.54 39.90 42.46 45.79

Glass* / 1 h, 540 °C 46.77 47.29 50.32 53.26
56.48 58.29 58.56 59.44

1004153 / Bi9ClO18V2 13.58–66.05 inclusive***
1530102 / Vanadium (V) oxide 19.01 32.03 36.64 53.26

55.08 56.48 59.44
* Unorientated silicon glass
** All peaks—including minor artefacts—in this 2 θ range could be attributed to 1536257 / Bi46O89V8
*** All peaks—including minor arterfacts—in this 2 θ range could be attributed to 1004153 /
Bi9ClO18V2

Table 3.2: Notable XRD peak matches in the crystallographic open database[398] for materials
deposited using compound 30
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3.4 Design and synthesis of dual-source BiVO4 precursors

3.4.1 Background and motivation

In the absence of a suitable single-source precursor for the aerosol-assisted CVD of phase-pure

BiVO4, it was important to consider a dual-source precursor as an alternative. A deposition

process involving a dual-source precursor for BiVO4 would make tailoring the amounts of bismuth

and vanadium that enter the reaction chamber possible, which could help to avoid some of the

problems faced in work covered in the previous section (section 3.3, e.g. substoichiometric

amounts of vanadium or bismuth being integrated into the growing film). Furthermore, by

targeting dual-source precursors it would also be easier to synthesise precursors that do not

contain elements that would easily contaminate the film—for example chlorine—as there would

be a greater number of synthetic options available.

In line with aims to synthesise photocatalytic materials with intricate nanostructures a series of

bismuth and vanadium oxide precursors were synthesised using tripodal-amino alcohol ligand

systems outlined in the following section. The decomposition mechanisms of precursors composed

of tridentate ligand systems could in theory facilitate the formation of more intricately-designed

nanostructures, as a result of sequential removal of the three donor atoms. To elaborate: at any

given moment during the decomposition process, up to two oxygen atoms may still be anchoring

the ligand to the bismuth or vanadium centre, occupying space around the atom which will

influence the growth of the material.

In this section, a series of bismuth and vanadium oxide precursors will be reported that can

be used as dual-source precursors to grow phase-pure monoclinic BiVO4 by aeorsol-assisted

CVD. It should be noted that, to the authors knowledge, at the time of writing there was one

previously-reported case of aerosol-assisted CVD-grown BiVO4 which required a deposition

temperature of 500 °C. This was also a dual-source process which implemented bismuth nitrate

pentahydrate and as the bismuth precursor and vanadyl acetyl acetonate as the vanadium

precursor.[116]

3.4.2 Tripodal amino alcohol ligand synthesis and characterisation

Ligand synthesis for the tripodal amino alcohol bismuth and vanadium complexes began with

a nucleophillic ring opening of an epoxide in which ammonia was the nucleophile. Using this
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Figure 3-15: Generalised synthetic procedure for the synthesis of the tripodal amino alcohol
ligands used in this work, procedure modified from reference.[302] R = H when R’ = Et, tBu.
Note: this process is not stereoselective and can produce two diastereoisomers, which made
purification of some ligands challenging: discussed further where relevant in section 3.4.4.

procedure (figure 3-15) a series of four tripodal amino alcohol ligands was synthesised from

ammonia the correpsonding epoxide. The products of which were all characterised by 1H and
13C NMR.

Not reported as an issue in the cited literature,[302] it was very common for these ligands to

become entrenched with what was believed to be unreacted epoxide at the end of the reaction,

in addition to being extremely hygroscopic. Therefore it was necessary to continuously wash the

tripodal amino alcohols with hexanes and concentrate them in vacuo under an inert atmosphere

until they became a free-flowing powder. This also ensured that the ligands did not become

vectors for moisture in the subsequent substitution reactions with bismuth and vanadium

precursors.

It should be noted that two possible diastereoisomers (presented in figure 3-15) could be

formed, due to the nucleophillic attack by ammonia being non-stereoselective; ammonia may

approach from either side of the epoxide with equal probability. This will have implications when

syntheising bismuth and vanadium oxide precursors using these ligands systems, specifically

with regard to the ease with which they can be crystallised.

3.4.3 Tripodal amino alcohol V2O5 precursor synthesis and characterisation

Four potential vanadium(V) oxide precursors were synthesised through a simple substitution

reaction (figure 3-16) between vanadyl isopropoxide and the tripodal amino alcohol ligands

described in the previous section. All four of these precursors were characterised by 1H and 13C

NMR spectroscopy, elemental analysis and thermogravimetric analysis. Single crystal X-ray

diffractometry data were collected for compounds 32 and 33.
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Figure 3-17: Molecular structure of the oxovanadium(V) triethanolaminate complex, reported
by Crans et al.[401]

All of the tripodal amino alcohol vanadyl complexes were found to be air- and moisture-

stable to the extent that they could be recrystallised from deionised water to obtain the

same macromolecular structure as was obtained when recrystallised from dry toluene under an

atmosphere of argon. Both compounds 32 and 33 crystallised with a psuedo trigonal bipyramidal

geometry about the central vanadium atom (figure 3-18), formed by three oxygens and one

nitrogen from the κ-4 tripodal amino alcohol ligand, and a single vanadyl oxygen forming the

apex of the trigonal pyramid.

The molecular structures of these vanadium compounds can be likened to several similar molecules

previously reported in the literature.[401,402] In the first instance, Crans et al.[401] reported

oxovanadium(V) triethanolaminate (figure 3-17), which bore the same overall macromolecular

structure as the oxovanadium(V) structures reported on these works, though without any R-

group substituents branching from the carbon backbone. The absence of any R-groups did

not result in any notable difference in the geometry compared to the compounds reported here

(discussed in the following section), with comparable bond angles and bond lengths in most cases.

The most significant difference was the symmetry of the C3 axis: the unsubstituted literature
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Compound 32
V(1)–O(1) 1.783(4) O(1)–V(1)–O(2) 117.99(19)
V(1)–O(2) 1.795(3) O(2)–V(1)–O(3) 117.22(19)
V(1)–O(3) 1.807(4) O(1)–V(1)–O(3) 113.71(2)
V(1)–O(4) 1.605(4) N(1)–V(1)–O(4) 179.23(2)
V(1)–N(1) 2.296(4) N(1)–V(1)–O(3) 78.41(14)

Compound 33
V(1)–O(1) 1.799(18) O(1)–V(1)–O(2) 115.88
V(1)–O(4) 1.627(5) N(1)–V(1)–O(4) 180.00
V(1)–N(1) 2.356(5) N(1)–V(1)–O(3) 78.12(6)

Table 3.3: Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (deg) for compounds 32 and 33.

structure[401] was significantly more symmetrical (116.7–117.3°) than the structures reported

here, which exhibited more distortion about the C3 axis (113.71–117.99°, table 3.3).

Similar molecular structures were reported by Nugent et al.,[402] two of which were also syn-

thesised in these works (compounds 31 and 34). By comparing the data obtained from the

molecular structures of Nugent, and those presented here, it could be concluded that the R-group

substituents on the backbone of these precursors did not have any significant effect on the

crystallised molecular structure. For example, it was suspected that the degree to which the

alkoxy-oxygens were distorted from the equatorial plane of the central vanadium atom would be

affected by the differences in electron density on the carbon neighbouring the alkoxy-oxygens.

However, evidenced by the N(1)–V(1)–O(3) bond angles (R group = ethyl: 78.41, dimethyl:

78.12, and tert-butyl: 78.6°), the known variations of this structure all bore similar distortion

with respect to the equatorial plane.

In the case of compound 33 the asymmetrical unit cell contained only one third of a fully
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coordinated vanadium centre, and so only one set of data for the V–O bond lengths and angles

have been provided in table 3.3. In the case of the O(1)–V(1)–O(2) and N(1)–V(1)–O(4) bond

angles the reported values were simply the result of growing the asymmetric unit cell to a full

molecule, and so reflect the bond angles that would exist in a perfectly symmetrical C3 axis—as

such there were no experimental errors associated with these values. Because of this it was not

possible to compare the affects of the ligand R-groups on the C3 symmetry distortion; it was

however possible to observe that the R-groups of the tripodal amino alcohol ligands did not

significantly affect the central pseudo trigonal bipyramidal geometry, as the N(1)–V(1)–O(3)

angles of compounds 32 and 33 were 78.41 and 78.12°, respectively, and the V(1)–O(4) bond

lengths were roughly the same.

TGA of the tripodal amino alcohol vanadyl complexes were all conducted under an atmosphere

of argon, in order to more closely resemble the conditions of the aerosol-assisted CVD experiment.

The TGA traces (figure 3-19) indicated that the R groups attached to the tridentate backbone

had a significant impact on the thermal profile of the precursors, influencing both volatility and

thermal stability.

The four vanadium compounds underwent initial mass loss between temperatures of 129–212 °C,

following a general trend of increasing temperature with number of carbon atoms in the ligand

R groups (table 3.4). Compound 34 was the only compound out of the four that displayed

significant volatility, with an observed final mass of 1.9 wt%. This in addition to the relatively

high temperature of initial mass loss (209 °C) indicated that compound 34 had rather good

thermal stability, which could limit the use of compound 34 to higher-temperature CVD

processes.

Both compound 31 and 32 displayed similar weight loss profiles, with compound 32 seemingly

showing higher thermal stability with an initial loss temperature of 212 vs 129 °C for compound 31;

however, the appearance of the TGA trace associated with the intial mass loss of compound 31

was rather shallow, preceeding a more significant mass-loss step which began at around 200 °C.

The shallow mass loss step may therefore be associated with the loss of some ligand impurity

present in the bulk material, which began to decompose before the vanadium complex itself. In

this event, compounds 31 and 32 would have had similar initial decomposition temperatures,

which would be reasonable as one would not expect an ethyl R group to increase the temperture

of initial mass loss by as much as 80 °C when compared to a methyl R group.
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Figure 3-19: Thermogravimetric analysis traces of compounds 31 (black), 33 (red), 32 (blue)
and 34 (teal). A summary of all relevant residual mass percentages for decomposition products
can be found in the supplementary information.

Sample identity Required final Observed final Temperature of initial
weight / % weight / % mass loss / °C*

Compound 31 35.6 (VO2.5) 42.4 129.2
Compound 33 30.6 (VO2.5) 29.0 175.1
Compound 32 30.6 (VO2.5) 34.0 212.3
Compound 34 23.8 (VO2.5) 1.9 209.3

*The temperature at which 1 % mass loss had occurred

Table 3.4: Compilation of TGA data for compounds 31, 33, 32 and 34

Both compounds 31 and 32 were seen to have two distinct steps contributing to their decom-

position processes (figure 3-19), concluding at 46 and 44 % respectively. This suggested that

the tridentate ligands were not removed from the complex intact, but rather were partially

decomposed into gaseous products before all three oxygen-vanadium bonds were broken. The

gradual decrease in mass following the second major decomposition step to 42.4 and 34 % for

compounds 31 and 32 respectively evidenced the formation of solid carbon deposits during

the decompostion process, which slowly underwent further decomposition into volatile carbon-

containing species over time. Assuming a final decompostion product of V2O5, the presence of

carbon residue at the end of the experiment would explain why both compounds ended at a

final wt% value slightly higher than that of the expected value (table 3.4).

The TGA trace of compound 33 followed a similar trend to that of compounds 31 and 32,

including a feature (highlighted by the dashed red arrow, figure 3-19) that may represent a
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decomposition process analogous to those in the previously-discussed compounds. Following

an initial mass loss temperature of 175 °C a value of 43 wt% was reached at a temperature of

around 230 °C, which could likely be assigned to decomposition of the majority of the material

to V2O5 with a calculated mass of 30 wt%. The following steady mass loss to an end value of

29 wt% could again be assigned to the pyrolysis of residual carbon deposits formed during the

decomposition of the precursor.

In terms of reaching the target material of V2O5, these observations showed compound 33 to be

the least thermally-stable of the four vanadium precursors. Therefore compound 33 would allow

for the most facile incorporation of vanadium into the growing BiVO4 film during aerosol-assisted

CVD.

3.4.4 Tripodal amino alcohol Bi2O3 precursor synthesis and characterisation

Four potential bismuth(III) oxide precursors were synthesised through a simple substitution

reaction (figure 3-20) between bismuth hexamethyldisilazane and the tripodal amino alcohol

ligands described in section 3.4.2. However, overall these compounds displayed significantly

lower stability that that of the oxovanadium analogues, with only the dimethyl ligand forming

long-term stable complexes with bismuth.
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Figure 3-20: Synthetic procedure used to synthesise bismuth oxide precursors for aerosol-
assisted CVD.

Compounds 36, 37, and 39 were partially stable under an atmopshere of argon but began to

decompose overnight forming insoluble dull grey/black precipitates, believed to be elemental

bismuth—exposure to atmospheric moisture did not appear to affect the rate of decomposition

of these complexes. Compound 38 on the other hand displayed long term stability under both

an inert atmosphere and in an atmosphere of air; though unlike the oxovanadium analogues none

of the bismuth precursors were stable when exposed to moisture, and could not be recrystallised
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from deionised water.

The specific cause of the low stability of the bismuth precursors relative to the vanadium

complexes was not investigated in depth; however, it was suspected that the significantly larger

size of a central bismuth(III) ion compared to a central vanadium(V) ion (177Å for Bi3+ vs.

54Å for V5+)[358] may have introduced additional strain to the backbone of the tripodal amino

alcohol ligands, reducing the stability of their cooridination to bismuth.

To explain why compound 38 was notably more stable than compounds 36, 37 and 46 it was

necessary to consider the effect of the R groups of the ligands. As mentioned in section 3.4.2

the epoxide ring-opening step of the tridentate ligand synthesis exhibits no stereochemical

selectivity, resulting in the R groups being randomly positioned on either side of each ‘arm’ of

the carbon backbone. The only ligand in which this could not be the case was the dimethyl

variation, as the direction of nucleophilic attack during the ring-opening step has no bearing on

the final product (figure 3-21).

A combination of stereoisomer interactions between tripodal amino alcohol ligand arms and the
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Figure 3-22: ORTEP molecular structure of compound 38. Yellow: bismuth, red: oxygen,
blue: nitrogen, and black: carbon. Ellipsoids are shown at 50 % probability. Hydrogen atoms
omitted for clarity.

strain imposed by the large ionic radii of Bi3+ may be able to explain why compounds 36, 37

and 39 were particularly unstable, whilst compound 38 could be stored for extended periods

of time without degrading. Nevertheless it was possible to characterise all four of the bismuth

precursors by proton and carbon NMR, while elemental analysis, thermogravimetric analysis

and single X-ray diffractometry data could be collected only for compound 38.

Compound 38
Bi(1)–O(1) 2.118(3) O(1)–Bi(1)–O(2) 108.30(11)
Bi(1)–O(2) 2.161(3) O(2)–Bi(1)–O(3) 114.76(11)
Bi(1)–O(3) 2.174(3) O(1)–Bi(1)–O(3) 110.86(11)
Bi(1)–N(1) 2.524(4) N(1)–Bi(1)–O(3) 71.85(10)

Table 3.5: Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (deg) for compound 38.

Similarly to the vanadium analogues the geometry around the bismuth central atom was psuedo

trigonal bipyramidal formed by the κ-4 alkoxide ligand, with a stereochemically active lone

pair—instead of a vanadyl oxygen atom—positioned axially with respect to the N(1) atom

compressing the O(1–3) atoms around 18.15° out of the trigonal planar positions.[403] Indeed,

stereochemically active lone pairs have been reported in bismuth alkoxides previously in the

literature.[404,405] With respect to oxygen atoms the geometry of the trigonal pyramid was not

particularly distorted, with the greatest deviation from the average of 111.30° being 114.76°.

The coordinating oxygen atoms were stacked almost directly above the carbon atoms alpha to

the nitrogen, facilitated by a bending of the C(1), C(5) and C(9) atoms out of the axial C3

symmetry planes, all in the anti-clockwise direction presumably to avoid steric clashing of the
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Figure 3-23: Thermogravimetric analysis trace of compound 38. A summary of all relevant
residual mass percentages for decomposition products can be found in the supplementary
information.

Sample identity Required final Observed final Temperature of initial
weight / % weight / % mass loss / °C*

Compound 38 53.0 (BiO1.5) 0.4 163.2
*The temperature at which 1 % mass loss had occurred

Table 3.6: Compilation of TGA data for compound 38

dimethyl moieties.

Thermogravimetric analysis showed that compound 38 underwent initial mass loss at 163.2 °C

after which point a single, smooth mass loss process occurred, finishing at 1 wt% (figure 3-23).

Therefore compound 38 was found to be extremely volatile, with no evidence of bismuth or

bismuth oxide formation (table 3.6). The development of an extremely volatile precursor such

as this provides more opportunity with regard to how the precursor can be used; for example,

compound 38 could be an excellent candidate for atomic layer deposition or low-pressure CVD

of bismuth oxide, in addition to the aerosol-assisted CVD methods targeted in these works.

Unfortunately the TGA trace of a volatile precursor also cannot provide any detailed information

regarding the decompsition of the precursor, only that the decomposition temperature is above

the temperature at which volatilisation was complete. For example, in the case of compound 38

the decomposition temperature must be above 250 °C.

Because a volatile precursor will interact with a heated subtrate in a different manner to that of

a non-volatile precursor, it is important to take these things into consideration when establishing

a deposition process involving a precursor solution containing two unique precursors. For
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example with a precursor solution containing vanadium source compound 33 and bismuth source

compound 38, any given increase in substrate temperature may increase vanadium incorporation

through accelerated decomposition of compound 33 but reduce incorporation of bismuth through

hightened repulsion of the volatile compound 38 and vice versa for a reduction in substrate

temperature. Therefore when developing an aerosol-assisted CVD procedure for BiVO4 using

these precursors, it was important to thoroughly investigate the effects of temperature on the

relative amounts of bismuth and vanadium incorporated into the resultant film.

3.5 Aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition of compounds 33

and 38
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Figure 3-24: XRD patterns of BiVO4 films deposited at 400 °C by aerosol-assisted CVD of
compounds 33 and 38 using ratios of vanadium to bismuth precursors in a range of 1:0.8–0.8:1,
all with deposition times of 30 min. Black: V:Bi = 1:0.8; red: V:Bi = 1:1; blue: V:Bi = 0.8:1.
The area of interest for bismuth oxo-cluster contamination has been highlighted with a black,
dashed ellipse. A red asterix has been used to highlight impurity peaks. A standard distribution
of major peak locations for m-s BiVO4

[119] have been marked with red lines directly along the
bottom of the x-axis.

AA-CVD processes of compounds 33 and 38 were carried out using a precursor solution

concentration of 30 mm in dry tetrahydrofuran, with a deposition time of 5–40 min, onto 9 Ω sq−1

fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) mounted on silicon glass substrates. Before deposition all

substrates were manually cleaned using deionised water and isopropanol, following which they

were dried and exposed to oxygen plasma for 15 min. The precursor solvent solution was delivered

to the deposition chamber using an argon carrier gas, which was flowed through a TSI Model

3076 Constant Output Atomizer at a pressure of 20 psi.
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All photoelectrochemical measurements were obtained used an Invium Technologies CompactStat.

potentiostat under illumination of simulated sunlight (AM 1.5G, 100 MW cm−2) from a filtered

300 W Lot Quantum Design xenon lamp source. Unless otherwise stated, the electrolyte used

for photoelectrochemical measurements of α-Fe2O3 films was 0.5 m phosphate buffer solution

(from mono- and di-basic potassium phosphate), the counter electrode used was platinum wire,

and the reference electrode was a 3.5 mmol g−1 Ag/AgCl electrode. Impedeance measurements

were collected using a Modulab XM EC potentiostat. For impedance measurements taken under

illumination, a ThorLabs M385LP1 (λ= 385 nm, 100 mW cm−2) LED light source was used,

powered by a ThorLabs DC2200 driver.

Chemical vapour depositon of BiVO4 is commonly known to result in bismuth-rich impurity

phases, partially as a result of poor vanadium integration into the growing film.[406] Indeed,

this was found to be an issue when attempting to synthesise BiVO4 films from a single source

precursor during these works, discussed in section 3.3. A common way to address this issue

is to bias the process in favour of vanadium by increasing the ratio of the vanadium precursor

beyond the 50:50 stoichiometry of BiVO4 itself.[406]

That being said, even when implementing strategies to prevent bismuth-rich impurities, it can

be very challenging to produce a phase-pure film using CVD. For this reason BiVO4 thin films

are often produced by methods other than CVD, such as spray-coating,[376] spin-coating,[373]

dip-coating,[382] and atomic layer deposition.[407] One report by Brack et al. shows CVD of

BiVO4 using a similar set-up to the one reported here, though using metal salts instead of metal

organic precursors.[116] Unfortunately in this study the region of the XRD pattern that typically

contains peaks attributed to bismuth-rich impurities was not shown, and so the phase purity of

the film is uncertain.

Deposition studies of compounds 33 and 38 therefore began with an investigation into the purity

of BiVO4 that could be grown at 400 °C with precursor solutions containing different ratios of

bismuth and vanadium precursors, in order to establish whether or not a bias towards vanadium

was required. XRD patterns obtained from BiVO4 films grown with vanadium and bismuth

precursor ratios ranging from 1:0.8–0.8:1 are shown in figure 3-24.

All 3 XRD patterns in figure 3-24 are indicative of monoclinic BiVO4 being the bulk of the

material, confirmed by the presence of a peak at around 15 2θ which is exclusive to the monoclinic
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Figure 3-25: XRD patterns of BiVO4 films deposited onto FTO mounted on silicon glass by
aerosol-assisted CVD of compounds 33 and 38 at different temperatures for 30 min. Black:
350 °C; red: 400 °C; blue: 450 °C. The area of interest for bismuth oxo-cluster contamination
has been highlighted with a black, dashed ellipse. A red asterix has been used to highlight
impurity peaks. A standard distribution of major peak locations for m-s BiVO4

[119] have been
marked with red lines directly along the bottom of the x-axis.

phase.[332] There was indeed no indication of commonly-seen bismuth-rich impurities in the

materials deposited by the vanadium-biased and non-biased precursor solutions. The XRD

pattern for the 10 % vanadium-biased material contains a peak at around 20 2θ (marked by a red

asterisk) which could be attributed to the {001} facet of V2O5. This indicated that the excess

vanadium in the precursor solution was contributing to growth of V2O5, which was evidence that

the integration of vanadium into the BiVO4 was not hindered. Indeed this was also supported

by the fact that the precursor solution with no bias for neither V nor Bi produced a BiVO4 with

no impurity peaks.

As expected, by biasing the precursor solution in favour of bismuth, impurity peaks around 12 2θ

were apparent in the XRD pattern of the BiVO4 film (marked by a red asterisk). These are the

commonly-seen peaks which are associated with bismuth-rich impurities. Notably these peaks

are only present in the XRD pattern associated with the bismuth-biased samples. Therefore a

1:1 ratio of bismuth and vanadium precursors was found to be the optimum precursor solution

composition to grow phase-pure BiVO4 by aerosol-assisted CVD.

In order to optimise the deposition temperature of compounds 33 and 38 for BiVO4 growth,

precursor solutions with a 1:1 ratio of bismuth to vanadium precursor were deposited at

tempertures ranging from 350–450 °C for 30 min. These films were subsequently analysed by
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Figure 3-26: Raman spectra of BiVO4 films deposited onto FTO mounted on silicon glass by
aerosol-assisted CVD of compounds 33 and 38 at different temperatures for 30 min. Black:
350 °C; red: 400 °C; blue: 450 °C.

XRD (figure 3-25) to assess the crystallinity and purity of the grown materials.

Notably, by reducing the temperture to 350 °C the XRD pattern evidenced bismuth-rich impuries

BiVO4 film, suggesting that vanadium incorporation into the growing film is hindered at lower

temperatures. This observation could in part be explained by the TGA data (sections 3.4.3

and 3.4.4) which showed the vanadium precursor to undergo a two-step decomposition process,

and the bismuth precursor to be volatile; the reduced temperature of 350 °C could both reduce

vanadium integration into the film through slower decompsotion, whilst also increasing bismuth

incorporation by reducing repulsion of the volatile precursor from the substrate.

The XRD patterns corresponding to the films deposited at both 400 and 450 °C did not contain

peaks evidencing bismuth-rich impurites, highlighting that pure BiVO4 could be deposited within

this temperature range. Notable differences in the XRD patterns at 2θ values of 35, 40, 46, 50

and 60 can be seen in figure 3-25, however. The XRD peaks in these locations appeared to

be more accurately represent the expected XRD pattern in the samples deposited at 400 °C,

compared to those at 450 °C. Additionally, the ratio of the peaks in the peak cluster at 35 2θ is

more comparable to those of previously-reported BiVO4 films in the sample deposited at 400 °C.

The Raman spectra of the BiVO4 films deposited between 350–450 °C (figure 3-26) were all

indicative of the monoclinic polymorph of BiVO4.[399] The intensity of all peaks associated with

monoclinic BiVO4 was greatest in the film deposited at 400 °C, in addition to the shape of the
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peaks being more refined. It is worth mentioning that raman peak intensity in this case is not

necessarily indicative of the quality of the material; because the deposition temperature also

had an effect on the rate at which BiVO4 was deposited, peak intensity could also have merely

been a reflection of the thickness and density of the films.[408]

Specifically, the major band located at 825 cm−1 could be associated with a v1 stretching mode of

VO4 which can be used to easily distinguish monoclinic BiVO4 from alternative polymorphs,[399]

which typically exceed wavenumbers of 850 cm−1 (Pottsite, Namibite, Pucherite) or contain two

high-intensity peaks in this region (Dreyerite). The shoulder peak at 710 cm−1 has also been

previously detected in monoclinic BiVO4 and could be assigned to a v3 antisymmetric stretching

mode of VO4.[399,409]

The 700–250 cm−1 region of the raman spectra can be used to further confirm the presence of

the monoclinic polymorph.[114] In this region, the monoclinic polymorph only contains two peaks

previously reported at 333 and 365 cm−1 the latter of which was slightly greater in intensity.[399]

This was indeed the observation made in the raman spectra of BiVO4 films deposited at every

temperature; peaks were found at 326 and 366 cm−1 which could be assigned to the v2 bending

modes of VO4 units.[400] In some samples of the mineral clinobisvanite a raman peak between

610–627 cm−1 has previously been detected and assigned to a BiO stretching vibration;[399]

however, this peak was not detected in the samples produced in these works.

The raman peaks located below wavenumbers of 300 cm−1 can be associated to external lattice

modes of the crystal.[116] It should be noted however that multiple peaks have been reported

between 100–300 cm−1 for all polymorphs of BiVO4 and some other bismuth and vanadium-

containing materials.[399] In this region an additional peak was detected at around 140 cm−1 in

the samples deposited at 350 and 450 °C. This peak can likely be associated with a change in

the bulk structure of the BiVO4 caused by a change in bulk composition in favour of bismuth

oxides, relative to the sample deposited at 400 °C; for example, the sample deposited at 350 °C

was known to have bismuth-rich impurities, as seen in the XRD pattern (figure 3-25), and

indeed bismuth oxide produces a raman peak around 140 cm−1.[410]

In the case of the sample deposited at 450 °C no obvious impurities were detected by XRD;

however, the hightened temperature could have affected the crystalline quality of the film, also

affecting the bulk structure.[411] The XRD pattern of the 450 °C sample (figure 3-25) supported
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Figure 3-27: EDX data of monoclinic BiVO4 deposited onto FTO mounted on silicon glass
using compounds 33 and 38.

this, as the overall relative intensity of the peaks were lower than that of the 400 °C sample;

furthermore, the group of XRD peaks at 35 2θ were a less accurate reflection of the peaks

expected from monoclinic BiVO4, also indicative of lower crystalline quality.[412]

The sample deposited at 400 °C was also analysed by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX,

figure 3-27) which further confirmed the presence of BiVO4. The atomic ratios of Bi, V and O

found by EDX were 0.7:0.6:1, indicative of an equal amount of bismuth and vanadium in the film,

but this also suggested the film was oxygen-deficient; however, it should be noted that many

EDX spectra reported for BiVO4 in the literature have also not reflected the ‘expected’ oxygen

content,[409,413,414] and that EDX can only provide semi-quantitative analysis.[415] Futhermore,

elements with an atomic number smaller than 11 cannot be routinely analysed by EDX because

the low-energy X-rays emitted from these elements are easily absorbed by the bulk of the sample,

and the electrons involved in generating these X-rays are the valence electrons that contribute

towards chemical bonding, making peak shapes and positions variable.[416]

The combination of XRD, raman data and EDX therefore confirmed that phase-pure monoclinic

BiVO4 could be grown by the aerosol-assisted CVD of compounds 33 and 38 in a 1:1 molar

ratio in the precursor solution. Furthermore, a deposition temperature of 400 °C was found to

be the optimum temperature for growing BiVO4 of the highest purity and the highest crystalline

quality. This optmised aerosol-assisted CVD process for BiVO4 can therefore be carried out

100 °C lower than the previously-cited method.[116]

Using this optimised process, monoclinic BiVO4 films were grown on FTO substrates for times
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Figure 3-28: Top-down electron micrographs of post-annealed BiVO4 films deposited onto
FTO mounted on silicon glass using compounds 33 and 38 using deposition process times of
between 5–40 min.

of 5, 10, 20 and 40 min in order to investigate the growth of the material. Top-down and

cross-sectional FE-SEM images of the pre- (SI 7 and 8) and post-annealed (figures 3-28 and

3-29) films were acquired, and showed the the initial stages of growth of the monoclinic BiVO4

to exhibit a cone-like nanostructure. At a deposition time of 20 min the density of the cones had

increased such that larger aggregates were formed during the annealing process; and by 40 min

a clear, dense base layer had been formed, from which nanorod clusters were seen to extend.

From the top-down image it appeared as though porosity resulting from the cone-like nanostruc-

ture may have been maintained in the sample deposited for 40 min, as cracks could be seen in

the surface of the material. This, in addition to the nanorod clusters extending from the surface,

were expected to be beneficial for the photoelectrochemical water-splitting application due to

the high surface area.

Cross-sectional micrographs of the samples (figure 3-29) confirmed that the porosity and

high-surface area of the material was maintained in the sample deposited for 40 min; BiVO4

pillars of around 2000 nm in length were seen to extend from the FTO with good contact formed

by a dense layer of BiVO4 with a thickness of around 100 nm.
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Figure 3-29: Cross sectional electron micrographs of post-annealed BiVO4 films deposited onto
FTO mounted on silicon glass using compounds 33 and 38 using deposition process times of
between 5–40 min.

By comparing the post-annealed cross-sectional SEM images (figures 3-28 and 3-29) with

those of the pre-annealed films (SI 7 and 8) the effect of the annealing step on the morphology

of the BiVO4 could be seen; the smooth cone-like structures in the films deposited for 5–10 min

were seen to become more rough and featured in appearance; the more densely-packed, flattened

cones in the 20 min sample transformed into larger, raised aggregates; and the largely unfeatured

40 min sample was converted into the afforementioned columns and nanorods.

The cross-sectional micrographs showed that the overall thickness of the film was relatively

constant for the first 20 min of deposition, on average measuring from 598–858 nm. This indicated

that the nucleation of the BiVO4 across the full surface of the substrate was somewhat slow;

however once full surface coverage of the FTO was complete, the thickness of the material

increased more rapidly from 868–2172 nm between 20 and 40 min. Therefore if it were necessary

to scale-up the synthesis of this BiVO4 it would be valuble to explore possible methods by which

rate of nucleation could be increased, such as having a higher initial flow-rate of the precursor

or a higher precursor concentration.

In order to estimate the band-gap of the BiVO4 films, a Tauc plot was produced using optical
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absorbance data measured by UV/visible spectroscopy: Tauc plots can be used to make an

estimate of the band-gap of a material based on the assumption that the energy-dependant

absorption coefficient (α—described by equation 3.2 where R is the measured reflectance and

T is the measured transmission of a thin film) can be expressed by equation 3.1, where h is

the Planck constant, v is the frequency of the photon, Eg is the band gap energy, B is a constant

and γ is a factor that depends on the nature of the band-gap (i.e. direct or indirect)[275–277]

(α·hv)1/γ = B(hv − Eg) (3.1)

α = ln((1 −R)2

T
) (3.2)

By extrapolating from the linear segments of the Tauc plot through the X-axis, an estimate of

the band-gap of the BiVO4 films could be made. Notably, there were two linear segments in the

BiVO4 Tauc plot presented in figure 3-30 that could be extrapolated through the x-axis to

give band-gap approximations of 2.34 eV and 2.79 eV, respectively.

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

2.34 eV

2.79 eV

hv / eV

(a
hv

)2
/

J2

Figure 3-30: Typical Tauc plot of the BiVO4 films deposited onto FTO mounted on silicon
glass using compounds 33 and 38 at 400 °C.

These two values are in agreement with previously reports of experimentally measured monoclinic

BiVO4 band-gaps, which are often cited to be around 2.4 eV,[109] which has been associated with

an indirect optical transition.[114] Likewise Malashchonak et al. also reported the measurement

of a direct optical transition in monoclinic BiVO4 at 2.63 eV,[114] which could correspond to

the band-gap approximated at 2.79 eV in these works. Conversely, the reported band-gap of

Bi2O3 is within the range of 2.59–3.09 eV for the alpha phase, and 2.47–3.4 eV for the beta
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Figure 3-31: Photovoltammogram showing the photocurrent density generated by BiVO4 films
deposited onto FTO mounted on silicon glass for 5 (black), 10 (red), 20 (blue) and 40 min
(teal) under chopped back-side illumination across a range of 0–1.6 V vs. NHE.

phase;[417] therefore the approximation of a band-gap at 2.79 eV could have been associated with

some Bi2O3 impurity phases located within the film. However, in accordance with the previous

discussion surrounding the XRD, Raman, and EDX data—which evidenced a pure-phase BiVO4

material—it seemed most reasonable to attribute this second band-gap approximation to BiVO4.

To assess the performance of these BiVO4 films towards photoelectrochemical water-splitting the

current density generated by the samples was measured over a range of voltages during exposure

to AM 1.5 G light from a solar simulator.

It has generally been reported in the literature that BiVO4 performs better under back-

side illumination (through the substrate) than under front-side illumination (through the

electrolyte).[321,378,418] This is because electron mobility in BiVO4 is quite poor, and so electrons

are more likely to undergo recombination events when electron-hole pairs are generated further

away from the back contact.[378] Indeed, overall the BiVO4 photoanodes synthesised in these

works produced significantly higher photocurrents under back-side illumination (figure 3-32)

than under front-side illumination (figure 3-32).

When illuminated from the back, the samples deposited between 5–20 min all produced similar

photocurrent densities with values of around 0.10 mA cm−2 at 0.8 V and 0.44 mA cm−2 at 1.23 V.

It should be reiterated that the standard voltage at which photoelectrocatalysts are compared is

1.23 V, as this corresponds to the redox potential of the oxygen evolution reaction; however, in
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Figure 3-32: Photovoltammogram showing the photocurrent density generated by BiVO4 films
deposited onto FTO mounted on silicon glass for 5 (black), 10 (red), 20 (blue) and 40 min
(teal) under chopped front-side illumination across a range of 0–1.6 V vs. NHE.

the case of BiVO4 an applied voltage of 1.23 V can result in material instability according to the

pourbaix diagram (figure 3-35, discussed further later). Therefore it is useful to also consider

the photocurrent density produced under the highest voltage at which BiVO4 is theoretically

‘always’ thermodynamically stable (0.8 V).

Under back-side illumination, the photocurrent density produced by the 40 min sample was

around two times larger than that of the 5–20 min samples across all voltages, and produced

0.39 and 1.23 mA cm−2 at 0.8 and 1.23 V, respectively. The significantly higher photocurrent

density produced by the 40 min sample was most likely due to the high overall thickness of the

material, as shown in previous micrographs (figure 3-29).

Generally, having a thicker film means that incident photons will make contact with more total

BiVO4 before passing through to the substrate, which increases the chance of absorption and

subsequent electron-hole pair generation; in this case the film also had a high surface area which

facilitated good extraction of these charges to both the electrolyte interface (holes) and the back

contact (electrons).

Conversely, the samples deposited between 5–20 min were shown to be much thinner (figure 3-

29), leading to insufficient photon absorption and in turn a reduced photocurrent density. The

link between photocurrent density and film thickness was indeed supported by the 5–20 min

samples having similar overall thicknesses and producing similar photocurrent densities, as
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opposed to this being the result of changes to other film characteristics that were affected by

deposition time (e.g. density, smoothness).

When illuminated from the front it was the 5 min sample that produced the largest photocurrent

density, and the photocurrent density was seen to decrease as deposition time increased. This

trend was expected, as front illumination generates a greater number of electron-hole pairs closer

to the electrode-electrolyte interface, meaning that on average electrons have to migrate further

to reach the back contact increasing the chance of charge recombination; and indeed a thicker

film exacerbates this source of charge recombination. This indicated that electrons were indeed

the most transport-limited charge carrier in the BiVO4 synthesised in these works, which was

previously-discussed to be the case with most reports of BiVO4 photoanodes:[321,418]

When compared to previous literature on undoped BiVO4 photoanodes, the photocurrent

densities measured in these works were very competitive. In particular, when compared to

the only other known report of BiVO4 deposited by aerosol-assisted CVD (0.4 mA cm−2 at

1.23 V[116]) the photocurrents reported here were significantly higher (1.23 mA cm−2 at 1.23 V).

Furthermore, the onset potential of the BiVO4 reported by Brack et al.[116] was 0.6 V, whereas the

films reported in these works were seen to produce a photocurrent across all voltages (0–1.6 V).

As the onset potential of a photoelectrode is a reflection of the hole transfer kinetics between

the electrode to the electrolyte, this indicated that the surface kinetics of the BiVO4 grown

in these works had been improved compared to the cited literature. By comparing the XRD

patterns of the BiVO4 prepared in these works (figure 3-25) and the cited works,[116] it could

be seen that the relative detection of {010} facets was higher in the former case. Indeed, as

previously discussed in section 3.1.1, preferential exposure of the {010} facets is known to

improve water-splitting performance.

To further investigate the hole transfer kinetics of these BiVO4 photoanodes, their photocurrent

output was measured upon exposure to chopped light in an electrolyte containing 40 mm H2O2.

H2O2 is an excellent hole scavenger, and so eliminates any kinetic limitations at the electrode-

electrolyte interface; by comparing photocurrent density in the presence and absence of H2O2,

the limitations attributed generally to surface kinetics can be seen (Figure 3-33). It is worth

noting that H2O2 is a suitable hole scavenger for photoamperometry in electrolytes of neutral

pH values, but for more basic or acidic conditions another suitable hole scavenger can be used
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Figure 3-33: Photovoltammogram showing the photocurrent density generated BiVO4 films
deposited onto FTO mounted on silicon glass for 40 min under chopped back-side illumination
across a range of 0–1.6 V vs. NHE, in both the presence and absence of 40 mm H2O2. The
cathodic current seen at applied voltages <0.5 V was most likely due to reduction of H2O2 at
the counter electrode (bare platinum metal cathode).

(e.g. NaSO3).[136]

The photocurrent density of the BiVO4 film deposited for 40 min was significantly larger in the

presence of 40 mm H2O2: at 1.23 V the photocurrent density increased from 1.23 to 1.97 mA cm−2,

while at 0.8 V it increased from 0.39 to 1.29 mA cm−2. This suggested that the overall performance

of this BiVO4 under ‘standard operating conditions’ was still significantly hindered by the charge

transfer kinetics at the electrode-electrolyte interface. Notably, the limitations of surface kinetics

was particularly impactful at 0.8 V—an applied voltage at which BiVO4 is more stable—where

the presence of a hole scavenger increased the photocurrent density by a multiple of 3.3.

This indicated that it may be necessary to consider the implementation of a water-splitting co-

catalyst to be deposited on top of the BiVO4 in order to enhance the surface kinetics, particularly

when operating at lower voltages where the impact of limited surface recombination was more

significant—the principles of water-splitting co-catalysts were discussed in section 1.5.4.

To further investigate the photoelectronic properties, the incident photon to current efficiency

(IPCE) of the 40 min BiVO4 sample was calculated at both 0.8 and 1.23 V, and these data are

shown in figure 3-34. The IPCE in both cases began to increase from at around 450 nm to

a peak at 674 nm, which steadily decreased towards towards 800 nm. At 1.23 V the peak at

674 nm reached an impressive 82 %. At 0.8 V the peak IPCE was much lower (11 %), which
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Figure 3-34: Left: Plot showing IPCE values for undoped BiVO4 films deposited onto FTO
mounted on silicon glass at both 0.8 (black) and 1.23 V (red). The wavelength range of yellow
light has been highlighted due to the films being yellow in colour. Right: Photograph of the
BiVO4 films.

indicated that electron-hole recombination was a significantly bigger issue at lower voltages.

At both voltages, a dip in IPCE to 0 % was observed at around 580 nm, which corresponds to

the wavelength of yellow light which was expected to be reflected by the yellow BiVO4 films

(photograph shown in figure 3-34).

Assessing the stability of the photoanode material under the conditions it will be operated is

also incredibly important, as a device realistically will have to run for thousands of hours before

being replaced in order to be sustainably viable. It is common in photoelectrochemistry to

universally compare cell performance at an applied voltage of 1.23 V, as this value corresponds

to the standard redox potential of the oxygen evolution reaction; however, whilst this provides a

good point for comparison, it does have limitations that should be considered: depending on the

material being used and the pH of the electrolyte, some common water-splitting materials are

theoretically unstable at an applied voltage of 1.23 V. For example, the pourbaix diagram of

BiVO4 (figure 3-35) indicates that at a neutral pH and an applied voltage of 1.23 V BiVO4 is

no longer the thermodynamically stable phase.[52]

Therefore long-term stability tests of the BiVO4 films grown in this work were carried out at

applied voltages of both 1.23 and 0.8 V, and are shown in figure 3-36. The significant instability

of BiVO4 at an applied voltage of 1.23 V was immediately apparent, evidenced by the steady drop

in photocurrent density that was seen from 1 h onwards—the photocurrent density dropped from
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Figure 3-35: Pourbaix diagram of BiVO4 sourced from reference.[52] The dashed red lines
represent the standard redox potentials for the oxygen evolution reaction (top dashed red line)
and hydrogen evolution reaction (bottom dashed red line), respectively. Presented previously in
section 1.5.2.

around 0.6 mA cm−2 to around 0.3 mA cm−2 by the end of the experiment, equating to a drop

in performance of 50 %. Comparitively there were no sights of instability in the sample held at

0.8 V—following the initial sharp drop associated with equilibration of the photoelectrochemical

cell, the photocurrent density was not seen to drop at all over the course of the experiment.

The steady rise in photocurrent observed throughout the 0.8 mV experiment, and in the last

2 h of the 1.23 V experiment were not believed to be associated with a change in the intrinsic

performance of the BiVO4 photoanode; instead this was attributed to the heating of the

photoelectrochemical cell due to prolonged exposure to the simulated sunlight, which increased

the rate of photoelectrochemical reactions occuring in the cell and led to an increase in measured

current density.

While the percentage decrease in performance due to BiVO4 corrosion was far more signifcant

at 1.23 V (negligable at 0.8 V), the stable photocurrent measured between 19–24 h was still

higher in value than the stable photocurrent density measured at 0.8 V, suggesting that by this

point all of the surface vanadium—the dissolution of which has been reported to be the most

significant contributor to BiVO4 corrosion in phosphate-based electrolytes[53]—had dissolved,

leaving behind a bismith oxide-rich surface that was less susceptible to dissolution. Whilst this

faciliated a stable photocurrent between 19–24 h bismuth-rich oxide layers are still susceptible to

dissolution in phosphate-based media, though to a lesser extent than vanadium-rich oxides;[53]

therefore it would be valuable to consider coating the BiVO4 in order to protect the surface from
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Figure 3-36: Long-term illumination of undoped BiVO4 film deposited onto FTO mounted on
silicon glass at applied voltages of 1.23 V (black) and 0.8 V (red).

corrosion, particularly if operating voltages in excess of 0.8 V are to be used.

The benefit of surface coatings in this respect could be two-fold, improving both the stability of

the material and the charge transfer kinetics between the electrode and the electrolyte. The

improvement of charge transfer kinetics has often been associated with improving the kinetics of

the OER itself, or through passivating BiVO4 surface states to reduce surface recombination (as

discussed in section 3.1.4).[122]
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Figure 3-37: Nyquist plots of undoped BiVO4 films deposited onto FTO mounted on silicon
glass obtained using electrical impedance spectroscopy while under back-side illumination of
an LED emitting 385 nm light. Circles represent experimental data and solid lines represent
computationally fitted data.

Voltage (V vs. RHE) Rs (Ω cm2) Rct (Ω cm2) Cdl (F cm−2)
0.8 2.14×101 2.93×102 5.1×10−4

1.23 3.55×101 1.06×103 5.7×10−5

Table 3.7: Variables determined from the fitted impedance data for the BiVO4 film illuminated
using 385 nm LED according to the Randle’s circuit model.

Indeed, the values for charge transfer resistance (Rct, table 3.7) calculated from the impedance

data (figure 3-37) showed that, as the applied voltage was increased, Rct increased by an

order of magnitude. It should be mentioned that, due to the simplistic equivalent circuit

used to be model these impedance data, it was not possible to deconvolute processes such as

‘actual’ charge transfer resistance and current loss due to surface recombination. Furthermore

it would not be appropriate to fit these data to a more complex model circle, as Nyquist plot

contained only a single semi-circle—in order to deconvolute these processes, a technique such as

intensity-modulated photocurrent spectroscopy can be used, as previously reported by Zachäus

et al.;[122] therefore this increase in Rct at a higher applied voltage may have been reflecting an

OER bottle-neck associated with charge transfer and/or surface recombination, both of which

have been previously reported to be addressed through surface coatings.[339,419]

In summary, the novel AA-CVD-grown BiVO4 films presented in this chapter offered a high

base-level of photoelectrochemical water-splitting performance, most likely owing to the quality

of the material and the beneficial morphology of the optimised films—direct results of the novel
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precursors synthesised as part of this work, in particular compounds 33 and 38. The main

limiting factor of the performance of these films was idenfitied to be the surface electronics, as

shown by the photocurrent densities in the presence of a hole scavenger, and the impedance

data.

Therefore in future work it would be valuble to attempt to address these issues with surface

coating materials, which has most often been done using cobalt phosphate.[330,420,421] In addition

to cobalt phosphate, the group has recent developed an ALD process to deposit iron-nickel

layered double hydroxides, which have been reported to be excellent OER catalysts.[248,422,423]

Trials to functionalise the BiVO4 using this ALD process would also be interesting, as reports

of BiVO4 functionalisation with iron-nickel double hydroxides are far less common (though

some composit structures have been reported recently[391,424]), and functionalisation via an ALD

process should theoretically maintain the beneficial nanostructure of the pristine films.

3.6 Summary and outlook

In this chapter, a potential single-source precursor (compound 30) for BiVO4 was identified

in the literature,[396] and was tested using a cold-wall AA-CVD method. Despite containing

bismuth and vanadium in the correct ratios to form BiVO4, AA-CVD of compound 30 could not

be used to grow pure BiVO4 thin-films. Instead, various impurity phases of bismuth, bismuth

oxides and vanadium oxides were detected by PXRD, in addition to the evidence of some chlorine

contamination originating from the BiCl3 fragments.

In the absence of a suitable single-source precursor for AA-CVD of BiVO4, a series of separate

precursors for deposition of bismuth(III) oxide and vanadium(V) oxide were developed using

tripodal amino alcohol ligands and were characterised by NMR, single X-ray diffractometry,

elemental analysis and thermogravimetric analysis. In the case of the bismuth tripodal amino

alcohol only one precursor was synthesised that exhibited long term stability, while the rest

began to decompose after only one day when stored under intert atmopshere. On the other

hand, all four vanadium precursors exhibited excellent air- and moisture-stability, and could be

recrystallised from deionised water with no difference to the structure.

By combining the the bismuth and vanadium precursors into one precursor solution in a

molar ratio of 1:1, it was possible to synthesise phase-pure monoclinic BiVO4 by cold-wall
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AA-CVD method with a 540 °C annealing step in air, which was characterised by XRD, raman

spectroscopy, EDX, FE-SEM, and UV-visible spectroscopy. To the writers knowledge, this is

the second reported instance of growing phase-pure BiVO4 by a chemical vapour deposition

method; furthermore, the precursors synthesised in these works could be deposited 100 °C lower

temperature, and produced BiVO4 with a far superior photoelectrochemical water-splitting

performance than the previously reported CVD method.[116]

The BiVO4 synthesised by these novel precursors exhibited a cone-like nanostructure in the

early stages of growth, which evolved into a porous film from which clusters of nanorods

were seen to extend. These nanostructures films produced appreciable photocurrents in the

photoelectrochemical water-splitting reaction, with a maxiumum value of 1.23 mA cm−2 under

back-side illumination at 1.23 V applied potential in buffered potassium phosphate electrolyte

(pH 6.6). Front-side illumination photocurrent densities were significantly lower, presumably

due to poor electron transport from the interface to the back contact, which is a known issue in

BiVO4: attempts to address the poor electon transport in BiVO4 were made in chapter 4, by

doping the films using a tungsten precursor.

Stability measurements indicated that the BiVO4 was somewhat unstable in pH 6.6 electrolyte

at an applied voltage of 1.23 V, and both impedance measurements and photoelectrochemical

measurements in the presence of a hole acceptor (H2O2) showed that the charge transfer resistance

across the BiVO4-electrolyte interface was a limiting factor in the overall performance of the

material. It is likely that both the stability, and charge surface transfer limitiations of these

BiVO4 could be addressed by the deposition of a suitable surface layer, such as cobalt phosphate—

which mainly functions by passivating surface states—or a FeNi layered double hydroxide.[122,391]

As discussed in section 3.1.4 FeNi layered double hydroxide can improve the stability of BiVO4

drastically, and also result in a notable improvement to the photocurrent density output due to

superior surface catalysis and charge separation.[391,395]

For the purposes of depositing a NiFe layered double hydroxide on top of the nanostructured

BiVO4 produced in these works it was desirable to use atomic layer deposition (described in

section 1.6.2), as this method would best prevent the loss of surface area of the nanostructured

BiVO4. A process for ALD of NiFe layered double hydroxide was developed through an internal

collaboration, whichi used nickelocene and methyl ferrocene as precursors; however, unfortunately

it was not possible to deposit this material on the nanostructured BiVO4 due to time restraints
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related to unexpected instrument maintenance. Nevertheless, the deposition of NiFe layered

double hydroxide onto the nanostructured BiVO4—and the later-discussed tungsten-doped

BiVO4—are recommended as the next steps for this study, and there are plans in place to

continue this line of work once it is possible to do so.
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Chapter 4

Tungsten-doped bismuth vanadate

4.1 Introduction

As part of the AA-CVD deposition studies of BiVO4, a series of films doped with varying levels

of tungsten were synthesised: as discussed in section 3.1.2 tungsten is generally regarded as

one of the best doping materials for BiVO4, largely due to an increase in electron conductivity

based on the small polaron charge transport model. Indeed, the films reported in the previous

sectioned performed far better under back-side than front-side illumination, which can be an

indication of poor electron conductivity. The literature surrounding tungsten doping of BiVO4

was discussed in-depth in section 3.1.2, and so will not be repeated here.

The iron, vanadium and bismuth precursors synthesised using the tren alkoxide ligands were

overall rather air and moisure stable, and could be used to grow high-purity films of their

respective metal oxides—particularly noteworthy was the AA-CVD of nanostructured BiVO4

containing no detectable bismuth oxide impurity phases. Therefore in order to dope BiVO4

with tungsten, it seemed logical to synthesise a tungsten precursor using the same tren alkoxide

ligands. Furthermore, by keeping the ligand system of the precursors consistent it was hoped

that there would be some coherence between the suitable deposition temperatures of the new

tungsten precursor and the BiVO4 precursors, making it easy to integrate the tungsten dopant

into the BiVO4 deposition process described in the previous section.
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4.1.1 WO3 precursor synthesis and characterisation

Of the tren alkoxide ligands synthesised, the dimethyl variation had been shown to be the easiest

to integrate into the iron, bismuth and vanadium complexes, and was found to make them easier

to crystallise and as such easier to characterise and purify. Suitable starting material from which

the tren alkoxide tungsten complexes could be synthesised has been previously reported by

Nugent and Harlow (figure 4-1).[425]

W

N

N NH

NH

WCl6

1. hexane

2. tert-butylamine

48 hours

Figure 4-1: Synthetic procedure for bis(tert-butylimido)bis(tert-butylamido)tungsten(VI)
(compound 40) first reported by Nugent and Harlow:[425] a suitable precursor for the target tren
alkoxides.

By reaction of compound 40 with the dimethyl tren alkoxide (compound 15) in dry tetrahydro-

furan. Initially two equivalents of compound 15 were used, with the intention of substituting

all four tert-butylamido/imido ligands and fully coordinating a single tungsten centre with the

tren alkoxide ligands. However, following this reaction white crystals of compound 41 were

obtained according to the reaction scheme shown in figure 4-2. The crystals of compound 41

were initially grown in very low yield (<5 %), most likely due to the formation of the oxobridged

species being a result of residual water in the solvent—by using completely freshly-distilled

solvent and injecting a 0.5 equivalents of water (with respect to tungsten), it was possible

to conduct a more controlled synthesis of compound 41 and obtain a crystallisation yield of

between 30–40 %. However, it should be noted that it was still not possible to isolate a monomer

variation of the compound in which there was no oxo-bridge (figure 4-3) by crystallisation nor

distillation.

Attempts to eliminate the two remaining tert-butylimido ligands were made by increasing the

number of equivalents of water injected into the reaction mixture—1 and 1.5 equivalents with

respect to tungsten were trialled with the intention of synthesis bi- and tri-oxo-bridged species,
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Figure 4-2: Synthetic procedure for the synthesis of compound 41, a potential tungsten oxide
precursor for the use of doping BiVO4 by AA-CVD.
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Figure 4-3: The isolation of an unbridged tren alkoxide tungsten precursor by carefully
controlling the moisture content of the reaction was not possible.

respectively. It was desirable to remove the remaining tert-butylimido ligands because they are

generally quite reactive,[426] and could contribute towards air sensitivity and thermal instability

of the compound. While thermal instability of a precursor could faciliate a lower AA-CVD

temperature, this was not particularly desirable here as the intention was to integrate the new

tungsten precursor into the already-existing BiVO4 deposition process which was carried out at

400 °C. Nevertheless, by increasing the equivalents of water in the reaction it was not possible

to isolate the bi- nor tri-oxo-bridged species, and injections of water in excess of 0.5 equivalents

only caused decomposition of the compound to WO3 in the schelnk.

Furthermore it was also not possible remove the tert-butylimido ligands by reacting monodentate

alkoxides such as –OiPr, –OMe, and –OtBu with the partially substituted tungsten complex in

situ, with only uncharacterisable residue being the end product of these reactions. Indeed, a

thorough study published by Bradley et al.[427] demonstrated the temperamental nature and

situational synthesis of many tungsten alkoxides in which, for example, they described the

possible syntheses of -OMe, -OEt, -OPr (isopropyl and n-propyl) tungsten alkoxides, but that
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Figure 4-4: ORTEP molecular structure of compound 41. Turquoise: tungsten, blue:
nitrogen, red: oxygen, black: carbon. Ellipsoids are shown at 50 % probability. Hydrogen
atoms omitted for clarity.

Compound 41
W(1)–N(3) 1.753(3) O(2)–W(1)–O(4) 170.55(12)
W(1)–N(1) 2.300(4) O(4)–W(2)–O(6) 169.17(14)
W(1)–O(4) 1.918(3) O(1)–W(1)–O(3) 152.34(13)
W(1)–O(1) 1.968(4) O(5)–W(2)–O(7) 151.94(14)
W(1)–O(2) 1.969(3) W(1)–N(2)–C(31) 157.45(3)
W(1)–O(3) 1.931(4) W(2)–N(5)–C(51) 164.32(3)
W(2)–N(5) 1.752(3) N(1)–W(1)–N(3) 165.59(14)
W(2)–N(4) 2.306(4) N(4)–W(2)–N(5) 166.65(14)
W(2)–O(4) 1.924(3)
W(2)–O(5) 1.942(4)
W(2)–O(6) 1.970(3)
W(2)–O(7) 1.952(4)

Table 4.1: Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (deg) for compound 41.

syntheses of tungsten alkoxides of the nature Me3CCH3OH, Me2COH and Et3SiOH, for example,

were not possible.

As shown by the crystal structure of compound 41 (figure 4-4), the geometry about each of the

tungsten centres was distorted octahedral. The two halves of the dimer were arranged such that

the tren alkoxide and tert-butylimido ligands attached to one tungsten centre were positioned

on the opposite side of the molecule to their counterparts, presumably to facilitate the steric

bulk. The bulk of the tert-butylimido ligands was further facilitated by W(1)–N(3)–C(31) and

W(2)–N(5)–C(51) bond angles of 157.45 and 164.32° respectively, which angled the tert-butyl

groups away from the centre of the structure.

Taking the O(2)–W(1)–O(4)–W(2)–O(6) bond system as the axial direction, the full dimer
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Figure 4-5: Thermogravimetric analysis trace of compound 41. A summary of all relevant
residual mass percentages for decomposition products can be found in the supplementary
information.

Sample identity Required final Observed final Temperature of initial
weight / % weight / % mass loss / °C*

Compound 41 47.0 (WO3) 50.4 141.0
*The temperature at which 1 % mass loss had occurred

Table 4.2: Compilation of TGA data for compound 41

was overall quite linear with an estimated O(2)–O(4)–O(6) bond angle of 169.14°. The axial

distortion about the individual tungsten centres was of a similar value with an average O–W–

O angle of 169.86°. This axial distortion appeared mostly to be the result of the pinching

by the O(2)–C–C–N(1) and O(6)–C–C–N(4) portions of the tren alkoxide ligand backbones.

The pinching of the tren alkoxide ligand backbones also contributed to a significant degree of

distortion in the equatorial plane of each of the tungsten centres with bond angles of 152.34 and

151.94° for the O(1)–W(1)–O(3) and O(5)–W(2)–O(7) bond angles, respectively.

The TGA of compound 41 (figure 4-5), which was conducted under an atmosphere of argon,

showed initial mass loss at around 141 °C, which could not be attributed to any expected

decomposition processes in compound 41. It was most likely that this was due to a small amount

of residual ligand present in the sample, which may have dropped out of solution during the

isolation of the crystals. The major mass-loss step that occurred at around 240 °C was believed

to correspond to the decomposition of the bulk of compound 41 into WO3, ending at 60 wt%.

As highlighted in table 4.2, the initial ‘stopping’ point (shown by an arrow in figure 4-5) of

the major decomposition step had a wt% value roughly 13 % higher than the calculated value
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for WO3. Between the temperatures of 240–400 °C this excess mass was steadily lost resulting

in a final value of 50.4 wt%, which correlated nicely with the expected value and suggested

that the excess mass was trapped carbon-rich material due to mass transfer limitations of the

decomposed ligand fragments.

Despite the inability to substitute the tert-butylimido ligands on compound 41, the TGA trace

of this compound related nicely to the TGA traces of compounds 33 and 47 (vanadium and

bismuth precursors, respectively), with the major decomposition steps all occuring within a

similar temperature range. Therefore, compound 41 should used in an AA-CVD deposition

identical to that used to deposit BiVO4 in section 3.5, in order to further assess its suitability

as a tungsten-dopant source in these works.

4.2 Aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition of compound 41

AA-CVD processes of tungsten oxide and tungsten-doped BiVO4 using compounds 33, 38, and

41 were carried out using a total precursor solution concentration of 30 mm in dry tetrahydrofuran.

Of this 30 mm, the compound 41 precursor concentration ranged from 1–10 % in the doped films,

and was 100 % of the total when depositing tungsten oxides. Films were deposited onto 9 Ω sq−1

FTO mounted on silicon glass substrates for a deposition time of 40 min. The precursor solvent

solution was delivered to the deposition chamber using an argon carrier gas, which was flowed

through a TSI Model 3076 Constant Output Atomizer at a pressure of 20 psi.

All photoelectrochemical measurements were obtained used an Invium Technologies CompactStat.

potentiostat under illumination of simulated sunlight (AM 1.5G, 100 MW cm−2) from a filtered

300 W Lot Quantum Design xenon lamp source. Impedeance measurements were collected

A B

Figure 4-6: Top-down (A) and cross-sectional (B) electron micrograph images of WO3 films
deposited on FTO mounted on silicon glass substrate using compound 41.
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Figure 4-7: Energy-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy spectrum of a post-annealed WO3 film on
FTO mounted on silicon glass substrate.

using a Modulab XM EC potentiostat. For impedance measurements taken under illumination,

a ThorLabs M385LP1 (λ= 385 nm, 100 mW cm−2) LED light source was used, powered by a

ThorLabs DC2200 driver.

To confirm deposition of WO3 by AA-CVD of compound 41 under conditions identical to the

optimised BiVO4 growth condition, a 30 mm solution of compound 41 in dry tetrahydrofuran

was deposited onto silicon glass using a cold-wall AA-CVD process at 400 °C for 30 min. Whilst

the TGA trace of compound 41 was similar to that of the bismuth and vanadium precursors

it appeared to deposit at a substantially lower rate, as after 30 min of deposition there was

insubstantial material present to be detected by XRD. However, the presence of tungsten oxide in

the post annealed (540 °C, 2 h) films was confirmed by FE-SEM, EDX and photoelectrochemical

experiments.

Top-down and cross-sectional FE-SEM images (figure 4-6) of the films deposited using com-

pound 41 clearly showed that material had been deposited on top of the FTO: small, irregular-

shaped nanoparticles were visible from the top-down view, though the cross-sectional images

showed the layer of this material was incredibly thin, appearing as only a light ‘dusting’ of the

FTO surface. The EDX spectrum of this material has been presented in figure 4-7, and showed

that tungsten and oxygen were detected in roughly a 1:3 ratio in the sample. The percentage of

carbon detected was relatively high (10 %) which was most likely due to the limited thickness of

the tungsten oxide layer, which proportionally increased the amount of background carbon that

was interpretted by the detector.
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Figure 4-8: Cyclic voltammogram of the WO3 film deposited onto FTO mounted on silicon
glass substrate by compound 41, and photograph of the WO3 thin film after the electrochromic
effect of reduction had generated a blue color (insert).

Photoelectrochemical measurements of the film did not produce any measurable photocurrent,

which was somewhat expected due to the exceptionally low thickness of the film. However,

after photoelectrochemical measurements there was an electrochromic change of the material

from clear-colourless to clear-blue, which can be attributed to reductive hydrogen intercalaton

in WO3 films (figure 4-8, insert).[428,429] Furthermore, cyclic voltammetry measurements

(figure 4-8) showed a characteristic broad peak around 0.2–0.3 V during the positive sweep,

which corresponded to de-intercalation of the aforementioned protons.[429]

Therefore compound 41 could be used to successfully deposit WO3 films by the same AA-CVD

process as the optimised BiVO4 process, although seemingly at a much slower rate than the

bismuth and vanadium precursors. Because the desire for compound 41 is to dope the BiVO4

films at a maximum of around 10 %, this slower deposition rate should not be much of an issue.
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4.3 Tungsten doping of BiVO4 using compound 41
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Figure 4-9: XRD patterns of tungsten-doped BiVO4 films deposited on FTO mounted on
silicon glass with tungsten values between 1–5 % (left, black: 1 %; red: 3 %; blue: 5 %) and
XRD patterns comparing undoped and tungsten-doped BiVO4 (right, black: 3 % W-doped
BiVO4; red: pristine BiVO4).

The AA-CVD process for depositing tungsten-doped BiVO4 films was the same as the optimised

process described in section 3.5. Briefly, a 40 min cold-wall AA-CVD process utilising a

total 30 mm precursor solution of bismuth and vanadium oxide precursors (15 mm of each); for

the addition of the tungsten dopant, the molar percentage of the added tungsten precursor

was substracted from the percentage of vanadium precursor in the solution: tungsten dopant

concentrations of between 1–10 % were used. Before deposition all substrates were manually

cleaned using deionised water and isopropanol, following which they were dried and exposed to

oxygen plasma for 15 min.

All photoelectrochemical measurements were obtained used an Invium Technologies CompactStat.

potentiostat under illumination of simulated sunlight (AM 1.5G, 100 MW cm−2) from a filtered

300 W Lot Quantum Design xenon lamp source. Unless otherwise stated, the electrolyte used

for photoelectrochemical measurements of α-Fe2O3 films was 0.5 m phosphate buffer solution

(from mono- and di-basic potassium phosphate), the counter electrode used was platinum wire,

and the reference electrode was a 3.5 mmol g−1 Ag/AgCl electrode. Impedeance measurements

were collected using a Modulab XM EC potentiostat. For impedance measurements taken under

illumination, a ThorLabs M385LP1 (λ= 385 nm, 100 mW cm−2) LED light source was used,

powered by a ThorLabs DC2200 driver.
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Figure 4-10: Raman spectra and W-doped BiVO4 films deposited onto FTO mounted on
silicon glass substrate by AA-CVD (left, black: 1 %; red: 3 %; and blue: 5 % tungsten dopant
in the precursor solution) and raman spectra comparing undoped and tungsten-doped BiVO4
(right, black: 3 % W-doped BiVO4; red: pristine BiVO4).

XRD patterns of the tungsten-doped BiVO4 films—and an XRD pattern of pristine BiVO4,

for reference—are shown in figure 4-9. The XRD patterns were not significantly changed by

the inclusion of the tungsten dopant in the precursor solution, and still corresponded to the

monoclinic scheelite crystal phase of BiVO4.[332] There were some minor changes to some of

the XRD peaks corresponding to BiVO4 such as peak intensity, broadness and spltting, which

typically has been indicative of tungsten entering the BiVO4 lattice, rather than the formation

of two separate WO3 and BiVO4 phases.[430] It should be mentioned however that if there was a

separate WO3 phase present, it would unlikely have been seen in the XRD pattern as the WO3

films grown in the previous section were not thick enough to produce an XRD pattern.

Raman spectra of the W-doped BiVO4 films (figure 4-10) were also very similar to those of the

pristine BiVO4 films, with no additional peaks present nor significant peak shifts. These findings

were very similar to those reported in the literature in which doping of BiVO4 with tungsten—and

indeed the similarly-used dopant molybdenum—[431]has not often caused significant changes

in the raman spectrum.[432,433] The most significant change in raman spectra resulting from

tungsten doping is typically a slight shifting of the peak located at around 828 cm−1, which

corresponds to a v1 streching mode of VO4 in monoclinic BiVO4. Some minor shifting of this

peak was observed with higher doping concentrations of tungsten (figure 4-10, left) of no more

than 10 cm−1, which corresponded to a distortion of the VO4 units by the larger tungsten(VI)

ions.

To be certain that tungsten had in-fact been integrated into the film—and that the changes
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Figure 4-11: Energy-disperisve X-ray spectroscopy spectrum of post-annealed BiVO4 film
deposited onto FTO mounted on silicon glass substrate with 3 % doping of the precursor solution
with a tungsten precursor (compound 41).

to the XRD patterns and raman spectra were not circumstantial—EDX measurements of the

tungsten-doped BiVO4 films (shown in figure 4-11, and SI 9)—were performed. The spectra

showed the of bismuth, vanadium and oxygen in similar ratio to the undoped filmed presented in

section 3.5, figure 3-27; as before, the ratio of the oxygen was lower than expected for BiVO4,

however this was not taken as evidence against presence of BiVO4, due to the previously-discussed

limitations of EDX.[416]

The measured amounts of tungsten in the films grown using a tungsten-doped precursor solution

were between 0 % (1 mol % of compound 41) to 2.0 % (10 mol % of compound 41). Notably the

measured values of tungsten quantity in the film was significantly lower than that of the precursor

solution, which was not a surprise given that compound 41 (tungsten precursor) was found to

deposit material at significantly lower rates than compounds 33 and 38 (BiVO4 precursors).

Observed by electron microscopy, the morphology of the tungsten-doped BiVO4 films were

somewhat similar to the pristine films (figure 4-12), with a somewhat porous pillar-like

structure. The porosity of the material did appear to be slightly reduced compared to the

undoped BiVO4 due to each individual ‘pillar’ being wider and more stunted. Overall the

thickness of all of the tungsten-doped BiVO4 films were roughly the same (around 1000 nm),

which was around half the thickness of the pristine BiVO4 synthesised over the same depostion

time (40 min). This showed that—in addition to being slow in the deposition of WO3 itself—

compound 41 also had an inhibitive effect on the deposition rates of the BiVO4 precursors.
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Figure 4-12: Cross-sectional electron micrographs of tungsten-doped (1–10 %) BiVO4 films
deposited onto FTO mounted on silicon glass substrate using compounds 33, 38 and 41 using a
deposition time of 40 min.

Also, this effect was not seen to differ depending on the molar ratio of compound 41 (between

1–10 mol %), only whether or not it was in the precursor solution at all.

Because doping of metal oxide semiconductors can sometimes effect the band-gap of the

material,[434] UV-visible spectroscopy was used to generate a Tauc plot (methodology for

this was described in Section 3.5) of the tungsten-doped BiVO4 films and approximate the

band-gap. The Tauc plot shown in figure 4-13 was overall similar to that of the undoped

films (figure 3-30), with approximated band-gaps of 2.44 and 2.82 eV for indirect and direct

band-gaps, respectively. These band-gaps were marginally wider than those found in the undoped

films (2.34 and 2.79 eV); this observation was in agreement with the literature, in which reports

generally show no significant band-gap change as a result of tungsten doping in BiVO4.[430,435,436]

To assess how the photoelectrochemical water-splitting performance of the BiVO4 films changed

with different degrees of tungsten doping, the photocurrent densities of the films were measured

in pH 6.6 potassium phosphate buffer electrolyte under chopped simulated AM 1.5 G sunlight.

Front-side illumination (figure 4-14) and back-side illumination (SI 13 and 14) were both

measured, to ascertain whether or not the tungsten dopant had increased the electron mobility
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Figure 4-13: Tauc plot of the 3 % tungsten-doped BiVO4 films deposited onto FTO mounted
on a silicon glass substrate using compounds 33, 38 and 41.

of the material as has been previously reported.[437]

Overall the photocurrents generated by the tungsten-doped BiVO4 films were superior when

illuminated from the front compared to the back, with the highest photocurrent densities for each

being around 1.1 (3 % tungsten doping) and 0.6 mA cm−2 (5 % tungsten doping), respectively,

at an applied voltage of 1.23 V. Interestingly, this was the opposite of the observation for the

undoped films in which photocurrent densities from the back were significantly higher, and the

highest photocurrents obtained from front illumination were only generated by the thinnest

films (deposition time of 5 min, figure 4-14). However, compared to the undoped films the

best photocurrent density produced by the tungsten-doped BiVO4 was slightly lower (1.1 vs.

1.23 mA cm−2), which was attributed to the reduction in thickness (inferior light absorption)

and surface area (fewer catalytically active sites) as a result of the slower growth rate of the

tungsten-doped films.

The improved front-side illumination photocurrent could be explained by an improvement in

the electron transport qualities of the material, which was expected when doping the BiVO4

with tungsten.[437] Conversely the relatively lower photocurrent density generated from back-side

illumination could be rationalised by a corresponding decrease in hole carrier density and/or

hole carrier mobility; with an increase in bulk electron carrier density, holes that are generated

close to the FTO interface—for example due to back-side illumination—would have a greater

chance of recombining with an electron as they diffuse towards the BiVO4-electrolyte interface.
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Figure 4-14: Left: photovoltammogram showing the photocurrent density generated W-doped
BiVO4 films deposited onto FTO mounted on a silicon glass substrate for 40 min under chopped
front-side illumination, and for comparison Right: photovoltammogram showing the photocurrent
density generated from undoped BiVO4 films illuminated from the back (40 min deposition time),
and the front (5 min deposition time).

Stability tests of the tungsten-doped BiVO4 (figure 4-15) were carried out in a similar manner

to those carried out in section 3.5, with both 0.8 and 1.23 V applied potentials being of interest.

The tungsten-doped films displayed similar stability behaviour to the undoped BiVO4, showing

a steady decline in photocurrent to below half that of the initial measurement. In fact, the

degredation of the tungsten-doped film was actually found to be more significant than that of

the undoped film, with the photocurrent density still seeming to be decreasing at the 24 h mark,

where in the undoped film the photocurrent density seemed to have stabilised. As such the

difference in stability between the applied voltages of 0.8 and 1.23 V was more significant in the

tungsten-doped films, making the importance of good performance at lower voltages even more

important than in the undoped BiVO4.

The decrease in stability resulting from the tungsten doping could be explained by two possible

events: a small amount of isolated clusters of tungsten oxide were also formed during the

deposition of tungsten-doped BiVO4, or the inclusion of tungsten into the BiVO4 lattice affected

the stability of the BiVO4 itself. Tungsten has not generally been reported to reduce the stability

of BiVO4 when used as a dopant,[438,439] whereas the pourbaix diagram of WO3
[440] shows that

WO3 is likely to be thermodynamically unstable in pH 6.6 electrolyte, even at the lower applied

voltage of 0.8 V. Therefore it was more likely that the difference in stability between the undoped

and W-doped BiVO4 films could be explained by an isolated phase of WO3, furthermore this

could explain the decrease in photocurrent density in the first 5 h of the stability—during which
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Figure 4-15: 24 h illumination of 3 % W-doped BiVO4 film deposited onto FTO mounted on a
silicon glass substrate at applied voltages of 1.23 V (black) and 0.8 V (red).

time the minority WO3 phase was corroded—followed by a slight increase in photocurrent for

the subsequent 19 h due to heating of the electrolyte by the light source.

IPCE measurements were conducted on the film grown using 3 % tungsten dopant under front-

side illumination, the results of which are shown in figure 4-16. At an applied voltage of 1.23 V,

the IPCE in the W-doped BiVO4 was fractionally lower (around 10 % on average) than that of

the undoped films; however, at 0.8 V the IPCE of the W-doped BiVO4 was significantly higher,

over double that of the undoped BiVO4. This demonstrated clearly that there was a reduced

frequency of electron-hole recombination in the W-doped BiVO4 samples, and corrobated the

hypothesis that the electron mobility and/or carrier density in the tungsten-doped samples

was higher than the undoped, contributing towards the significant improvement in front-side

illumination photocurrent density.

Electrical impedance spectroscopy was used to attain data to form Mott-Schottky plots of

the tungsten-doped and undoped BiVO4—which are shown in figure 4-17—were used to

approximate the flat band potential of the films, and calculate the electron carrier concentrations

(shown in table 4.3). The flat band potential of the undoped BiVO4 film was approximated to

be 0.41 V, which was within the values of previous reports;[441] and the doping of tungsten into

BiVO4 did not seem to have a large effect on the flat band potential, apart from in the case of

10 % doping, which resulted in a substantial shift from 0.4 to 0.09 V. It has not typically been

reported in the literature that tungsten doping causes a negative shift in the flat band potential
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Figure 4-16: Plot showing IPCE values for 3 % tungsten-doped (left) and undoped (right)
BiVO4 films deposited onto FTO mounted on a silicon glass substrate at both 0.8 (black) and
1.23 V (red). The wavelength range of yellow light has been highlighted due to the films being
yellow in colour.

of BiVO4, in fact there are reports of both tungsten and molybdenum doping of BiVO4 to cause

a positive shift in the flat band potential.[439] However, there have been reports of hydrogen

annealing (i.e. reductive processing) causing notable negative shifts in the flat band potential of

BiVO4 such that they reach values of around 0.1 V,[441] so one could speculate that the higher

concentration of compound 41—and subsequent release of nitrogen-containing bi-products in

the deposition chamber—may have made the deposition environment slightly more reducing,

thus anodically shifting the flat band potential via the formation of oxygen vacancies.

With regard to electron carrier densities, the doping of tungsten into BiVO4 did not seem to have

a significant effect, contrary to what was inferred from previous experiments. In fact, the electron

carrier density of the 3 % tungsten-doped sample—which was the best performing sample under

front-side illumination—was actually the lowest calculated value of the four, though not by

much (9.76×1018 vs. 1.12×1019 for undoped BiVO4). Therefore the cause of the improvement in

photocurrent generation and IPCE under front-side illumination could not actually be attributed

Sample identity Flat band potential (V vs. RHE) Electron carrier density (cm−3)
Undoped BiVO4 0.41 1.12×1019

1 % W-doped BiVO4 0.42 1.16×1019

3 % W-doped BiVO4 0.42 9.76×1018

10 % W-doped BiVO4 0.09 1.45×1019

Table 4.3: Flat band potentials and electron carrier densities calculated from the Mott-Schottky
plots of the W-doped and undoped BiVO4 films deposited on FTO mounted on a silicon glass
substrate using a 30 mm precursor solution of compounds 33, 38 and 41.
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Figure 4-17: Mott-Schottky plots of tungsten-doped (left) and undoped (right) BiVO4 films
deposited on FTO mounted on a silicon glass substrate conducted in 0.1 m KPi electrolyte buffed
at pH 6.6. Measurements were carried out in the dark and capacitance data were extracted from
models fitted to Nyquist plots covering a frequency range of 0.1–100 kHz.

W-doping (%) and voltage (V vs. RHE) Rs (Ω cm2) Rct (Ω cm2) Cdl (F cm−2)
0 % and 0.8 V 2.14×101 2.93×102 5.12×10−4

0 % and 1.23 V 3.55×101 1.06×103 5.74×10−5

1 % and 0.8 V 1.79×101 3.38×101 1.01×10−3

1 % and 1.23 V 1.79×101 2.55×101 3.97×10−4

3 % and 0.8 V 2.21×101 1.31×102 2.74×10−4

3 % and 1.23 V 2.25×101 1.14×102 6.16×10−5

10 % and 0.8 V 2.48×101 2.89×101 1.60×10−4

10 % and 1.23 V 2.47×101 2.82×101 2.53×10−4

Table 4.4: Variables determined from the fitted impedance data for the BiVO4 film deposited
on FTO mounted on a silicon glass substrate, illuminated from the front using 385 nm LED
according to the simplified Randle’s circuit model.

to an increase in the electron carrier density of the material, based on the approximated values

from this Mott-Schottky analysis.

On the other hand, there was a significant difference in the impedance associated with charge

transfer processes at the surface of the material; Nyquist plots for the tungsten-doped BiVO4

samples are shown in figure 4-18, which were used to calculate charge transfer resistance

between the electrode and the electrolyte using the simplified Randle’s model circuit (shown

previously in figure 3-37). In the case of the tungsten-doped BiVO4 the difference in impedance

between the applied voltages of 0.8 and 1.23 V was far less significant than that of the undoped

films (table 4.4)—previously the increase in impedance at higher applied voltages was attributed

to the surface charge transfer being the bottle-neck when higher current was ‘forced’ through

the device.
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Figure 4-18: Nyquist plots of tungsten-doped BiVO4 films deposited on FTO mounted on a
silicon glass substrate obtained using electrical impedance spectroscopy while under front-side
illumination of an LED emitting 385 nm light, and applied potentials of 0.8 V (left) and 1.23 V
(right). Circles represent experimental data and solid lines represent computationally fitted data
obtained using the simplfied Randles circuit shown in figure 3-37.

Therefore the introduction of tungsten into the BiVO4 may have improved the front-side

illumination of the material mainly by reducing charge recombination closer to the surface,

rather than by significantly increasing the number of electron charge carriers in the bulk of the

material overall. In fact, it has been previously reported by Cen et al. that doping of tungsten

in the subsurface layer of BiVO4 can have a significant effect on electron hole recombination at

the surface through the formation of electron polarons by donation of electrons from tungsten to

vanadium—[353]this was most likely the cause of the increased front-side illumination photocurrent

and increase in IPCE of the tungsten-doped BiVO4.

Despite the apparent improvement in surface charge transfer in the tungsten-doped BiVO4,

photoelectrochemical measurements conducted under simulated sunlight (figure 4-19) in the

presence of an hole acceptor (H2O2) indicated that hole transfer to the electrolyte was still limited

under normal operating conditions. At an applied 1.23 V the difference between the photocurrent

density with and without the hole acceptor was relatively small: 1.45 and 1.20 mA cm−2,

respectively. However, as indicated by the stability tests (figure 4-15) the tungsten-doped

BiVO4 were significantly more stable at an applied voltage of 0.8 V, such that after 20 h a greater

photocurrent density was produced at the lower voltage.

Because of this substanial difference in stability, it was important to consider the limitations

of the tungsten-doped films at lower voltages: for example at 0.8 V—at which the films were
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Figure 4-19: Photovoltammogram showing the photocurrent density generated W-doped
BiVO4 films deposited on FTO mounted on a silicon glass substrate for 40 min under chopped
front-side illumination across a range of 0–1.6 V vs. NHE, in the presence of 40 mm H2O2.

found to be stable for at least 24 h—the difference in photocurrent densities in the presence and

absence of H2O2 was quite significant (1.00 vs. 0.25 mA cm−2). Such a significant difference in

photocurrent densities indicated that electron transfer across the electrode-electrolyte interface

was still a key limiting factor to overall photoelectrochemical performance. Therefore despite the

tungsten doping seeming to reduce electron-hole recombination at the surface of the electrode, it

may have been possible to further improve the surface properties of the electrode by layering a

co-catalyst/surface passivating layer on top of the W-doped BiVO4 layer.

4.4 Summary and outlook

In order to improve the electron carrier properites of the material, tungsten doping of the BiVO4

synthesised in chapter 3 was targeted in this chapter. Several attempts to synthesise tungsten

oxide precursors analogous to the bismuth and vanadium oxide precursors were made, using

the same tren alkoxide ligands. Of those attempted it was possible to synthesise one tungsten

oxide precursor, which was characterised by NMR, single crystal X-ray diffractometry, elemental

analysis and thermogravimetric analysis.

Deposition tungsten oxide from compound 41 was confirmed by FE-SEM, EDX and cyclic

voltammetry, and the precursor was suitable to deposit in tandem with compounds 33 and

38 due to having a similar decomposition temperature and solubility in tetrahydrofuran. The

relatively slow deposition of compound 41 was reflected in the EDX data of the W-doped
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BiVO4 thin films, which showed significantly lower atomic percentage of tungsten than what

was contained in the precursor solution: the maximum atomic percentage detected in the films

was 2 % when there was a 10 mol % of compound 41 in the precursor solution.

The morphology of the W-doped BiVO4 did not appear to differ from that of the undoped

films; however it seemed that the growth rate of the W-doped films was significantly lower,

with films deposited the same time exhibiting thicknesses half that of the undoped films. The

bandgap (approximated from Tauc plot analysis), flat band potential and electron carrier density

(approximated by Mott-Schottky analysis) were also mostly unchanged by the doping of tungsten

into BiVO4. The long-term stability of the W-doped BiVO4 in buffered pH 6.6 electrolyte was

also very similar to that of the undoped films, showing a rather significant drop in performance

at 1.23 V but almost no change at 0.8 V over 24 h.

At lower voltages (0.8 V vs. NHE) the IPCE of the W-doped BiVO4 during the photoelectro-

chemical water-splitting reaction under simulated sunlight was significantly improved compared

to the undoped films, while at an applied voltage of 1.23 V vs. NHE the IPCE values were

roughly the same. Furthermore, the front-side illumination of the W-doped films exceeded the

back-side illumination, and the charge transfer resistance across the BiVO4-electrolyte interface

was an order of magnitude lower in all cases.

The improvement in IPCE, front-side illumination and charge transfer resistance were attributed

largely to an improved electron-hole separation at the BiVO4 surface, which reduced the electron-

hole recombination; although it is likely that the bulk electron transport of W-doped BiVO4

was also improved, however this was not experimentally confirmed. This information could

be obtained by intensity-moduled photocurrent spectroscopy which, in addition to being a

great tool for analysing surface electronics, can be used to measure charge carrier lifetimes and

diffusion distances throughout the bulk of the material; unfortunately it was not possible to

conduct these experiments prior to the writing of this document, but should be planned for

future investigations of this material.

Despite these improvements to the electronics of the material, the highest photocurrent density

measured from the W-doped BiVO4 was slightly lower than that of the highest measurement

from the undoped films (1.1 mA cm−2 compared to 1.23 mA cm−2). It was suspected that this

was related to the W-doped films being half the thickness of the undoped films due to slower
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rates of deposition, resulting in inferior light absorption. Furthermore impedance measurements

and photocurrent densities measured in the presence of a hole acceptor (H2O2) indicated that

the hole transfer from the electrode to the electrolyte, while improved, was still notably limiting

the performance of the device.

Future direction of the W-doped BiVO4 in this work should involve a reoptimisation of the

deposition process in the presence of the tungsten precursor in order to increase the thickness

of the film and maximise the benefit of the superior intrinsic qualities of the doped material

compared to the undoped. As with the undoped BiVO4 films, it would also be beneficial

to attempt atomic layer deposition of an NiFe layered double hydroxide co-catalyst onto the

W-doped BiVO4 surface, as this should improve the stability of the material—particularly at

higher applied potentials—and further reduce the charge transfer resistance from the electrode

to the electrolyte.
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Chapter 5

Experimental

Unless otherwise stated, all figured in this thesis were self-produced using the LATEX TikZ

package.[45] All solvents used in air and moisture sensitive reactions were dried using a commer-

cially available PURESOLV solvent purification system (Innovative Technology Inc., MA), with

the exception of tetrahydrofuran (THF) and diethyl ether, which were dried over potassium in

a still. Dry solvents also were degassed under argon prior to use. Deuterated NMR solvents

were purchased from Fluorochem, UK. Deuterated solvents that were used for air and moisture

sensitive products were dried over potassium before isolating via vacuum distillation. All dry

solvents were stored under argon in Young’s ampoules over 4Å molecular sieves. Ammonia (4 %

in methanol) was purchased from TCI chemicals, and all further reagents were purchased from

Sigma-Aldrich and were used as supplied.

NMR experiments were conducted at 298 K, on a Bruker AV300 spectrometer which was operated

at 300.22 MHz (1H) and 75.49 MHz (13C) or a 500 MHz Agilent Propulse spectrometer which was

operated at 500.13 MHz (1H) and 125.76 MHz (13C). NMR samples of air-sensitive compounds

were made up in Young’s tap NMR tubes, prepared in a glove box under an argon atmosphere.

TGA was carried out on a SETSYS Evolution machine using CALISTO data acquisition software,

and all TGA experiments were performed under a blanket of argon (initial 30 min purge at room

temperature) with a temperature ramp of 5 °C min−1.

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) experiments were run on a Bruker AXS D8 ADVANCE using

DIFFRAC Plus XRD Commander software or a STOE STADI P using WinXPow software.

Raman spectra were recorded on a Renishaw inVia system using either a 532 nm (green) or
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325 nm (UV-HeCd) laser at varied energy intensity and exposure times. Electron micrographs

were obtained on a JEOL-6301F or JEOL-7900F spectrometer with an accelerating voltage of

5.0 kV, and EDX analyses were performed on a JEOL JSM-6480LV spectrometer with a INCA

X-Act silicon drift detector.

Photoelectrochemical measurements were obtained using an Invium Technologies CompactStat.

potentiostat under illumination of simulated sunlight (AM 1.5G, 100 mW cm−2) from a filtered

300 W Lot Quantum Design xenon lamp source. Impedance measurements were collected using

a Modulab XM EC potentiostat. For impedance measurements taken under illumination, a

ThorLabs M385LP1 (λ= 385 nm, 100 mW cm−2) LED light source was used, powered by a

ThorLabs DC2200 driver.

5.1 Ligand synthesis

Compound 1: 4-{[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]amino}pent-3-en-2-one

O HN

N

Pentane-2,4-dione (2.002 g, 20 mmol) and N,N-dimethylethylenediamine (1.763 g, 20 mmol) were

dissolved in methanol (70 mL), immediately forming a clear yellow solution.

In accordance with the literature,[442] the reaction mixture was stirred and heated to reflux

at 85 °C for 27 h, after which point the reaction mixture was concentrated in vacuo to give a

vibrant yellow oil.

The yellow oil was taken up in dichloromethane and dried over magnesium sulphate. The

solution was then filtered by gravity and concentrated in vacuo to give a vibrant yellow oil,

which was distilled under vacuum at 115 °C (oil bath temperature 125 °C) to give the title

compound as a pale yellow oil (2.213 g, 65 %). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): δ = 10.66 (br. s,

1 H, NH ), 4.76 (s, 1 H, CH3CCHCCH3), 3.13 (q, 3JHH = 6.70 Hz, 2 H, NHCH 2CH2), 2.28

(t, 3JHH = 6.70 Hz, 2 H, NHCH2CH 2), 2.07 (s, 6 H, N(CH 3)2), 1.78 (s, 3 H, CH 3C O), 1.73 (s,
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3 H, CH 3CN) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (CDCl3, 125.7 MHz): δ = 194.15 (C O), 162.24 (CH3CN),

94.88 (CH3C OCH), 58.42 (N(CH3)2CH2), 45.17 (N(CH3)2CH2CH2), 40.78 (N(CH3)2), 28.37

(CH3C O), 18.62 (CH3CN) ppm.

Compound 2: sodium salt of compound 1

O N

Me2

N
Na

ON

N
Me2

Na

2

A solution of compound 1 (2.88 g, 17 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (15 mL) was slowly added to

a stirred suspension of sodium hydride (0.568 g in dry diethyl ether (15 mL), 24 mmol), which

resulted in effervescence as hydrogen was produced.

Once effervescence had ceased, the reaction mixture was concentrated in vacuo and redissolved

in dry hexane (30 mL), which was filtered through Celite® to give a clear yellow solution.

Compound 2 was then crystallised from the yellow solution at −28 °C as small white crystals (1.0 g,

30 %—single crystallisation). 1H NMR (C6D6, 500 MHz): δ = 4.88 (s, 1 H, CH3CCHCH3), 3.10

(t, 3JHH = 5.401 Hz, 2 H, CH3CNCH 2), 2.33 (br. s, 2 H, N(CH3)2CH 2), 2.02 (s, 6 H, N(CH 3)2),

2.00 (s, 3 H, CH 3C O), 1.76 (s, 3 H, CH 3CN) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (C6D6, 125.7 MHz): δ = 177.9

(C O), 168.8 (CH3CN), 96.5 (CH3C OCH), 61.2 (N(CH3)2CH2), 48.0 (N(CH3)2CH2CH2), 44.7

(N(CH3)2), 29.7 (CH3C O), 21.2 (CH3CN) ppm.
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Compound 3: 4-[(2-methoxyethyl)amino]pent-3-en-2-one

O HN

O

Pentane-2,4-dione (3.004 g, 30 mmol) and 2-methoxyethylamine (2.253 g, 30 mmol) were dissolved

in benzene (100 mL), forming a clear, colourless solution.

Inside a round-bottomed flask attached to a Dean-Stark apparatus, the reaction mixture was

heated to reflux at 100 °C. The water removed from the reaction was monitored using the

Dean-Stark apparatus to indicate that the reaction was complete after 48 h.

The clear, pale yellow reaction mixture was allowed to cool to room temperature, after which

point toluene (10 mL) was added. The solution was then dried over magnesium sulphate and

concentrated in vacuo to give a vibrant yellow oil, which was distilled under vacuum at 130 °C

(oil bath temperature 140 °C) to give the title compound as a pale yellow oil (3.254 g, 69 %).
1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): δ = 10.69 (br. s, 1 H, NH ), 4.76 (s, 1 H, CH3CCHCCH3), 3.29

(t, 3JHH = 5.60 Hz, 2 H, NHCH2CH 2), 3.20 (t, 3JHH = 5.60 Hz, 2 H, NHCH 2CH2), 3.16 (s,

3 H, OCH 3), 1.77 (s, 3 H, CH 3C O), 1.72 (s, 3 H, CH 3CN) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (CDCl3,

125.7 MHz): δ = 194.20 (CH3C O), 162.60 (CH3CNH), 95.00 (CH3C OCH), 71.18 (OCH3),

58.59 (CH3OCH2), 42.46 (CH3OCH2CH2), 28.30 (CH3C O), 18.47 (CH3CN) ppm.

Compound 4: sodium salt of compound 3

O N

Me
O

Na
ON

O
Me

Na

2

A solution of compound 3 (1.572 g, 10 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (10 mL) was added dropwise

to a stirred suspension of sodium hydride (0.36 g, 15 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (10 mL), which
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resulted in effervescence as hydrogen gas was released.

Once effervescence had ceased, the reaction mixture was concentrated in vacuo and redissolved

in dry hexane (20 mL), which was filtered through Celite® to give a clear yellow solution.

Compound 4 was crystallised from the cooled (−28 °C) yellow solution as white crystals (1.104 g,

57 %—single crystallisation). 1H NMR (C6D6, 500 MHz): δ = 4.84 (s, 1 H, CH3C OCH ),

3.28 (t, 3JHH = 5.01 Hz, 2 H, CH3OCH 2), 3.24 (s, 3 H, OCH 3), 3.15 (t, 3JHH = 5.01 Hz,

2 H, CH3OCH2CH2), 2.09 (s, 3 H, CH 3C O), 1.67 (s, 3 H, CH 3CN) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR

(C6D6, 125.7 MHz): δ = 176.5 (C O), 167.7 (CH3CN), 97.0 (CH3C OCH), 74.2 (OCH3), 58.6

(CH3OCH2), 50.4 (CH3OCH2CH2), 29.69 (CH3C O), 21.0 (CH3CN) ppm.
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Compound 5: 1,1,1-trifluoro-4-{[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]amino}pent-3-en-2-one

F3C

O HN

N

Inside a round-bottomed flask attached to a Dean-Stark apparatus, 1,1,1-trifluoro-2,4-dione

(7.705 g, 50 mmol) was dissolved in benzene (200 mL), forming a clear yellow solution. To this,

N,N-dimethylethylenediamine (4.408 g, 50 mmol) was added, which gave off fumes.

The solution immediately became more yellow and the reaction mixture was stirred and heated

to 110 °C; after 5 min the reaction mixture had turned orange. The mixture was continued to be

heated and stirred for a further 12 h, after which point the mixture had turned very dark orange.

The reaction mixture was concentrated in vacuo To give the title compound as a clear yellow

liquid (6.839 g, 61 %). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): δ = 11.12 (br. s, 1 H, NH ), 5.27 (s, 1 H,

CH3CCHCCH3), 3.37 (q, 2 H, NHCH 2), 2.49 (t, 2 H, NHCH2CH 2), 2.24 (s, 6 H, NCH 3), 2.05 (s,

3 H, NCCH 3) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (CDCl3, 125.7 MHz): δ = 175.18 (C O), 169.04 (CH3CN),

117.84 (m, CF3), 89.26 (CF3C OCH), 57.80 (CH3CN), 45.37 (N(CH3)2CH2), 41.78 (N(CH3)2),

19.61 (N(CH3)2CH2CH2) ppm. 19F NMR (CDCl3, 472.4 MHz): δ = −76.61 (CF3) ppm.

Compound 6: sodium salt of compound 5

O

F3C

N

Me2

N
Na

O

CF3

N

N
Me2

Na

2

A solution of compound 5 (3.363 g, 15 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (20 mL) was added dropwise

to a stirred suspension of sodium hydride (0.48 g, 20 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (20 mL), which

resulted in effervescence as hydrogen gas was released.
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Once effervescence had ceased, the reaction mixture was concentrated in vacuo and redissolved

in dry hexane (30 mL), which was filtered through Celite® to give a clear yellow solution.

Compound 48 was crystallised from the yellow solution at −28 °C as pale yellow crystals (2.200 g,

59 %—single crystallisation). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): δ = 5.25 (s, 1 H, CF3C OCH ), 2.91

(t, 3JHH = 5.36 Hz, 2 H, CH3CNCH 2) 2.26 (br. s, 2 H, N(CH3)2CH 2), 2.04 (s, 6 H, N(CH 3)2), 1.51

(s, 3 H, CH3CN) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (CDCl3, 125.7 MHz): δ = 169.0 (C O), 159.5 (CH3CN),

122.5 (m, CF3), 94.4 (CF3C OCH), 60.1 (CH3CN), 48.3 (N(CH3)2CH2), 44.7 (N(CH3)2), 20.8

(N(CH3)2CH2CH2) ppm. 19F NMR (CDCl3, 472.4 MHz): δ = −74.54 (CF3) ppm.

Compound 7: 1,1,1-trifluoro-4-[(2-methoxyethyl)amino]pent-3-en-2-one

F3C

O HN

O

Inside a round-bottomed flask attached to a Dean-Stark apparatus, 1,1,1-trifluoro-2,4-dione

(7.705 g, 50 mmol) was dissolved in benzene (200 mL), forming a clear yellow solution. To this

reaction mixture 2-methoxyethylamine (3.756 g, 50 mmol) was added, resulting in the production

of fumes.

The reaction mixture immediately became more yellow, following which the mixture was stirred

and heated to 110 °C for 12 h, after which point the reaction mixture had turned vibrant

red/orange.

The reaction mixture was concentrated in vacuo to give a dark orange oil which was extracted

with hexane and recrystallised to give the title compound as off-white crystalline needles (6.222 g,

59 %). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): δ = 11.21 (br. s, 1 H, NH ), 5.33 (s, 1 H, CF3C OCHCCH3),

3.56 (m, 2 H, NHCH2CH 2), 3.51 (m, 2 H, NHCH 2), 3.39 (s, 3 H, OCH 3), 2.09 (s, 3 H,

NHCCH 3) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (CDCl3, 125.7 MHz): δ = 175.66 (C O), 169.78 (CH3CN),

116.69 (m, CF3), 89.68 (CF3C OCH), 70.86 (OCH3), 59.33 (CH3CN), 43.92 (CH3OCH2), 19.65

(CH3OCH2CH2) ppm. 19F NMR (CDCl3, 472.4 MHz): δ = −76.71 (CF3) ppm.
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Compound 8: sodium salt of compound 7

O

F3C

N

Me
O

Na
O

CF3

N

O
Me

Na

2

Under inert atmosphere, a solution of 1,1,1-trifluoro-4-[(2-methoxyethyl)amino]pent-3-en-2-one

(6.913 g, 32.7 mmol) in dry diethy ether (75 mL) was slowly added to a stirred suspension of

sodium hydride (0.840 g, 35 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (75 mL).

Once hydrogen evolution had ceased, the yellow/biege suspension was filtered through Celite®

to give a clear yellow solution which was concentrated in vacuo to give the sodium salt of

1,1,1-trifluoro-4-[(2-methoxyethyl)amino]pent-3-en-2-one as a white/yellow solid (7.211 g, 95 %).
1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): δ = 5.35 (s, 1 H, CF3C OCH ), 3.31 (s, 3 H, OCH 3), 3.25 (br.

s, 2 H, CH3OCH 2), 3.18 (t, 3JHH = 4.53 Hz, 2 H, CH3CNCH 2), 1.58 (s, 3 H, CH 3CN) ppm.
13C{1H} NMR (C6D6, 125.7 MHz): δ = 167.25 (C=O), 159.2 (CH3CN), 122.7 (m, CF3), 94.9

(CH3C OCH), 73.2 (OCH3), 58.8 (CH3OCH2), 50.8 (CH3OCH2CH2), 20.2 (CH3CN) ppm. 19F

NMR (CDCl3, 472.4 MHz): δ = −74.21 (CF3) ppm.

Compound 9: 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-4-[(trimethylsilyl)oxy]pent-3-en-2-one

F3C

O O

CF3

Si

Under an atmosphere of argon, a solution of 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-pentanedione (12.500 g,

60 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (30 mL) was added dropwise to a stirred, cooled (−78 °C) suspension

of sodium hydride (1.730 g, 72.1 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (30 mL). Upon dropwise addition,

the reaction mixture effervesced as hydrogen gas evolved, and the mixture progressively became

more yellow.

After 17 h the reaction mixture was filtered through Celite® to give a clear yellow solution, to
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which trimethylsilyl chloride (7.833 g, 72.1 mmol) was added. Sodium chloride began to form as

a white precipitate as the reaction mixture was continuously stirred.

Once precipitate formation had ceased, the reaction mixture was filtered through Celite® and

concentrated in vacuo to produce a clear yellow liquid. The clear yellow liquid was distilled

under static vacuum at room temperature to produce the title compound as a clear, colourless

liquid (8.840 g, 52 %). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): δ = 6.34 (s, 1 H, CF3C OCH ), 0.35 (s,

9 H, SiCH 3) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (CDCl3, 125.7 MHz): δ = 177.92 (C=O), 155.68 (CF3COSi),

119.62 (m, CF3), 116.61 (m, CF3), 100.04 (C OCH), 1.79 (SiCH3) ppm. 19F NMR (CDCl3,

472.4 MHz): δ = −74.69 (CF3C O), −79.54 (CF3COSi) ppm.

Compound 10: 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-4-{[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]am-ino}pent-3-en-

2-one

F3C

O

CF3

HN

N

N,N-dimethylethylenediamine (1.384 g, 15.7 mmol) was injected into a cooled (0 °C) solution

of 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-4-[(trimethylsilyl)oxy]pent-3-en-2-one (4.400 g, 15.7 mmol), which im-

mediately resulted in the production of white fumes and caused the reaction mixture to turn

yellow/beige.

The reaction mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature and was subsequently stirred

over 17 h, after which point the reaction mixture was a pale pink colour.

The reaction mixure was distilled under vacuum at 75 °C (oil bath temperature) to give the title

compound as a clear colourless liquid (2.815 g, 65 %). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): δ = 10.70

(br. s, 1 H, NH ), 5.76 (s, 1 H, CF3C OCH ), 3.50 (t, 3JHH = 5.96 Hz, 2 H, NHCH 2), 2.52

(t, 3JHH = 5.96 Hz, 2 H, NHCH2CH 2), 2.27 (s, 6 H, N(CH 3)2) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (CDCl3,

125.7 MHz): δ = 179.26 (C O), 153.41 (CF3CNH), 119.37 (m, CF3C O), 116.83 (m, CF3CN),

85.67 (C OCH), 57.33 (NCH3), 45.03 (NHCH2), 42.40 (NMe2CH2) ppm. 19F NMR (CDCl3,

472.4 MHz): δ = −67.95 (CF3CNH), −77.46 (CF3C O) ppm.
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Compound 11: sodium salt of compound 10

O

CF3

F3C

N

Me2

N
Na

O

F3C
CF3

N

N
Me2

Na

2

A solution of compound 10 (2.815 g, 10 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (15 mL) was added dropwise

to a stirred suspension of sodium hydride (0.34 g, 14 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (15 mL), which

resulted in effervescence as hydrogen gas was released.

Once effervescence had ceased, the reaction mixture was concentrated in vacuo and redissolved

in dry hexane (30 mL), which was filtered through Celite® to give a clear yellow solution.

Compound 49 was crystallised from the yellow solution at −28 °C as white crystalline needles

(1.711 g, 57 %—single crystallisation). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): δ = 5.86 (s, 1 H, CF3C OCH ),

3.36 (t, 3JHH = 5.13 Hz, 2 H, NCH 2), 1.93 (t, 3JHH = 5.13 Hz, 2 H, NHCH2CH 2), 1.77

(s, 6 H, N(CH 3)2) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (CDCl3, 125.7 MHz): δ = 176.8 (C O), 164.3

(NCCF3), 156.5 (CF3CCH), 120.2 (m, O CCF3), 85.6 (m, NCCF3), 60.41 (CH2NCCF3),

48.15 (CH2N(CH3)2), 44.47 (N(CH3)2 ppm. 19F NMR (CDCl3, 472.4 MHz): δ = −65.70

(CF3CNH), −75.34 (CF3C O) ppm.

Compound 12: 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-4-[(2-methoxyethyl)amino]pent-3-en-2-one

F3C

O

CF3

HN

O

2-methoxyethylamine (1.179 g, 15.7 mmol) was injected into a cooled (0 °C) solution of 1,1,1,5,5,5-

hexafluoro-4-[(trimethylsilyl)oxy]pent-3-en-2-one (4.400 g, 15.7 mmol), which immediately resul-

ted in the production of white fumes and caused the reaction mixture to become white. The

reaction mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature and was subsequently stirred over
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19 h, after which point the reaction mixture was orange and a white solid had formed.

The reaction mixture was distilled under vacuum at 80 °C (oil bath temperature) to give the title

compound as a clear colourless liquid (1.596 g, 38 %). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): δ = 10.67

(br. s, 1 H, NH ), 5.81 (s, 1 H, CF3C OCH ), 3.64 (m, 2 H, OCH 2), 3.57 (m, 2 H, NHCH 2),

3.42 (s, 3 H, OCH 3) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (CDCl3, 125.7 MHz): δ = 179.69 (C O), 153.84

(CF3CNH), 119.24 (m, CF3C O), 116.75 (m, CF3CNH), 86.07 (CF3C OCH), 70.10 (OCH3),

59.22 (CH3OCH2), 44.97 (CF3CNHCH2) ppm. 19F NMR (CDCl3, 472.4 MHz): δ = −70.06

(CF3CN), −80.12 (CF3C O) ppm.

Compound 13: sodium salt of compound 12

O

CF3

F3C

N

Me
O

Na
O

F3C
CF3

N

O
Me

Na

2

1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-4-[(2-methoxyethyl)amino]pent-3-en-2-one (1.950 g, 7.3 mmol) was dis-

solved in dry diethyl ether. This solution was then added slowly to a suspension of sodium

hydride in dry diethy ether. Upon addition the reaction mixture effervesced and was subsequently

left to stir for 17 h.

The reaction mixture was filtered to give a clear pale yellow solution, which was crystallised to

give the title compound as clear colourless crystals (1.284 g, 61 %). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz):

δ = 5.82 (s, 1 H, CF3C OCH ), 3.55 (br. s, 2 H, CH3OCH ), 2.95 (s, 3 H, OCH 3), 2.92 (t,

3JHH = 4.97 Hz, 2 H, CF3CNCH 2) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (CDCl3, 125.7 MHz): δ = 163.58 (C O),

155.37 (CF3CN), 121.59 (m, CF3C O), 118.62 (m, CF3CN), 86.31 (C OCH), 72.75 (OCH3),

58.83 (OMeCH2), 51.83 (OMeCH2CH2) ppm. 19F NMR (CDCl3, 472.4 MHz): δ = −64.87

(CF3CN), −75.30 (CF3C O) ppm.
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Compound 14:

OH

HO

HO

N
Me Me

Me

Propylene oxide (5.749 g, 30 mmol) was added to a 2 m solution of ammonia in methanol (15 mL,

99 mmol) and heated to 50 °C for 96 h in a sealed reaction vessel. The resultant clear, colourless

reaction mixture was concentrated in vacuo to give a clear, colourless oil.

This oil was continually dissolved in hexanes (10 mL) and concentrated in vacuo until a white

solid was produced, which was recrystallised from hexanes to produce compound 14 as colourless

crystals (3.525 g, 61 %). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): δ = 4.35 (br. s, 3 H, OH ), 3.86 (m, 3 H,

CHOH), 2.49 (m, 6 H, NCH 2), 1.10 (d, 3JHH = 6.20 Hz, 9 H, CH 3) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (CDCl3,

125.7 MHz): δ = 67.87 (COH), 66.49 (COH), 65.89 (COH), 65.65 (CH2OH), 63.80 (CH2OH),

62.96 (CH2OH), 20.60 (CH3), 20.51 (CH3), 20.38 (CH3) ppm.

Compound 15:

OH

HO

HO

N
Me

Me

Me

Me

Me

Me

Dimethyloxirane (16 g, 221.8 mmol) was added to a 2 m solution of ammonia in methanol (35 mL,

69.3 mmol) and heated to 50 °C for 96 h in a sealed reaction vessel. The resultant clear, colourless

reaction mixture was concentrated in vacuo to give a clear, colourless oil.

This oil was dissolved in hexanes, leaving an insoluble white solid from which the hexanes

were decanted. The solid was further washed with hexanes (3×30 mL) until all trace of the

dimethyloxirane was removed. Because of the notable hygroscopic nature of compound 15, it was

dissolved in dichloromethane and dried with magnesium sulphate (10 min) before being filtered

into a schlenk flask, dried in vacuo and stored under argon as a fine white powder (15.116 g,

93 %). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): δ = 2.73 (d, 6 H, NCH 2), 1.10 (s, 18 H, C(CH 3)2) ppm.
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13C{1H} NMR (CDCl3, 125.7 MHz): δ = 71.15 (COH), 70.38 (COH), 70.09 (COH), 61.19

(CH2N), 28.88 (CH3), 27.56 (CH3) ppm.
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Compound 16:

ONa

NaO

NaO

N
Me

Me

Me

Me

Me

Me

A solution of compound 15 (3.500 g, 15 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (30 mL) was added slowly

to a suspension of sodium hydride (1.152 g, 48 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (30 mL). Upon

addition of compound 15 the reaction mixture began to effervesce as hydrogen was produced.

The reaction mixture was left to stir overnight and then filtered through celite to afford a clear,

colourless solution which was concentrated in vacuo to give a highly entrenched white solid. The

entrenched tetrahydrofuran was removed by washing with hexanes (3×20 mL), which afforded

compound 16 as a fine white powder (2.210 g, 49 %). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): δ = 2.73

(d, 6 H, NCH 2), 1.2 (s, 18 H, C(CH 3)2) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (CDCl3, 125.7 MHz): δ = 71.14

(COH), 70.40 (CH2N), 28.88 (CH3), 27.56 (CH3) ppm.

Compound 17:

OH

HO

HO

N
Et Et

Et

1,2-epoxybutane (3.61 g, 50 mmol) was added to a solution of ammonia in methanol (7.57 mL,

2 m). The stirred reaction mixture was heated to 40 °C for 4 days in a sealed vessel, after which

point it was concentrated in vacuo to leave a clear oil.

The oil was continually dissolved in hexanes (10 mL) and concentrated in vacuo until a white

solid was produced, which was recrystallised from hexanes to give compound 17 as colourless

crystals (0.802 g, 23 %). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): δ = 4.06 (br. s, 3 H, OH ), 3.58 (m,

3 H, CH ) 2.63 (m, 3 H, NCHa), 2.50 (m, 3 H, NCHb), 1.41 (quin, 6 H, CH 2CH3) 0.95 (m,

9 H, CH 3) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (CDCl3, 125.7 MHz): δ = 72.99 (COH), 70.78 (COH), 68.91

(COH), 64.86 (CH2N), 64.14 (CH2N), 61.21 (CH2N), 27.94 (CH2CH3), 27.83 (CH2CH3), 27.72
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(CH2CH3), 10.18 (CH3), 10.06 (CH3) ppm.

Compound 50:

OH

HO

HO

N

t
Bu

t
Bu

t
Bu

3,3-dimethyl-1,2-epoxybutane (9.104 g, 90.9 mmol) and lithium triflate (0.945 g, 6.06 mmol were

dissolved in a solution of ammonia in methanol (15.14 mL, 2 m), in a J Young’s flask. The

solution was heated to 40 °C for 4 days in the sealed vessel, after which point the reaction mixture

was added to dichloromethane (20 mL) and was washed with a saturated sodium carbonate

solution (3×15 mL).

The organic layer was dried using magnesium sulphate and was filtered to give a clear, colourless

solution which was concentrated in vacuo to give compound 50 as a white solid (2.524 g, 78 %).
1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz): δ = 3.77 (br. s, 3 H, OH ), 3.32 (m, 3 H, CH ) 2.69 (m, 2 H,

NCH 2a), 2.48 (m, 4 H, NCH 2b), 0.90 (m, 27 H, CH 3) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (CDCl3, 125.7 MHz):

δ = 79.63 (COH), 76.78 (COH), 74.84 (COH), 60.17 (CH2N), 59.77 (CH2N), 56.30 (CH2N),

34.00 (C (CH3)3), 33.88 (C (CH3)3), 33.83 (C (CH3)3), 26.06 (CH3), 25.95 (CH3) ppm.

5.2 Iron oxide precursors

Compound 19: tris[bis(trimethylsilyl)amino]iron(III)

Fe

N

NN

Me3Si

SiMe3

Me3Si SiMe3

SiMe3

SiMe3

This material is extremely air and moisture sensitive.

Following a literature preparation[264], a solution of lithium bis(trimethylsilyl)amide (15.460 g,

92.4 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (25 mL) was added to a solution of iron(III) chloride (4.996 g,
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30.8 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (25 mL) at −78 °C.

Following the addition of the lithium bis(trimethylsilylamide), the solution of iron(III) chloride

changed from dark brown to dark green/black. The reaction mixture was allowed to warm to

room temperature, and was subsequently left to stir overnight.

The resultant dark green/black solution was concentrated in vacuo, extracted with hexane and

filtered through Celite®. The solvent volume of the resultant dark green solution was reduced in

vacuo, and the concentrated solution was stored at −28 °C. The cooled solution yielded dark

green crystals as needles (10.59 g, 64 %—three crystallisations). Found: C, 40.31; H, 9.89; N,

8.12. C18H22F12FeN4O2 requires C, 40.26; H, 10.14; N, 7.83 %.

Compound 20: bis[bis(trimethylsilyl)amino]iron(II)

FeN N

Me3Si

Me3Si

SiMe3

SiMe3

This material is extremely air and moisture sensitive.

Following a modified literature preparation[443] a solution of lithium bis(trimethylsilyl)amide

(3.347 g, 40 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (25 mL) was added dropwise to a suspension of iron(II)

chloride (2.535 g, 20 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (25 mL), which was cooled to −78 °C.

Following the addition of the lithium bis(trimethylsilyl)amide, the reaction mixture was allowed

to warm to room temperature. The mixture gradually turned from a beige suspension to a dark

green solution, and was left to stir overnight.

The reaction mixture was concentrated in vacuo to give a dark green oil, which was extracted

using dry hexane (2 × 15 mL) and filtered through Celite®. The filtrate was concentrated in

vacuo to give a green solid which became an oil at 40 °C. This green oil was distilled under

high vacuum between 80–90 °C (oil bath temperature 100 °C) to give a light green solid at room

temperature (9.24 g, 86 %). 1H NMR (C6D6, 500 MHz): δ = 64.95 (br. s, 36 H, CH 3).
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Compound 21: bis{4-{[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]amino}pent-3-en-2-one}

iron(II)

Fe

O

N N

O

N

N

Sodiated 4-{[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]amino}pent-3-en-2-one (0.237 g, 1 mmol) was dissolved in a

suspension of iron(II) chloride (0.063 g, 0.5 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (20 mL). The resultant

yellow suspension was refluxed at 70 °C for 2 h after which the yellow suspension had become

orange. The suspension was concentrated in vacuo and redissolved in dry toluene.

Filtration of the suspension through Celite® gave a clear, dark orange solution. From the

dark orange solution, compound 21 was crystallised at −28 °C as small orange crystals (0.071 g,

36 %—single crystallisation). Found: C, 54.64; H, 8.53; N, 14.05. C18H34FeN4O2 requires C,

54.83; H, 8.69; N, 14.21 %.

Compound 22: bis{1,1,1-trifluoro-4-{[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]amino}

pent-3-en-2-one}iron(II)

Fe

O

N N

O

NF3C
CF3

N

Sodiated 1,1,1-trifluoro-4-{[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]amino}pent-3-en-2-one (5.85 g, 24 mmol) was

dissolved in a suspension of iron(II) chloride (1.521 g, 12 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (100 mL).

The resultant orange suspension was refluxed at 70 °C for 17 h, forming a deep red suspension.

The deep red suspension was concentrated in vacuo and redissolved in dry toluene.

Filtration of the suspension through Celite® gave a clear, deep red solution from which com-

pound 22 was crystallised at −28 °C as red crystals (4.294 g, 71 %—single crystallisation). Found:

C, 43.11; H, 5.69; N, 11.03. C18H28F6FeN4O2 requires C, 43.04; H, 5.62; N, 11.15 %.
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Compound 23: bis<1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-4-{[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]

amino}pent-3-en-2-one>iron(II)

Fe

O

N N

O

NF3C

CF3

CF3

CF3

N

Sodiated 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-4-{[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]amino}pent-3-en-2

-one (0.600 g, 2 mmol) was dissolved in a suspension of iron(II) chloride (0.127 g, 1 mmol) in dry

tetrahydrofuran (20 mL).

The resultant deep purple suspension was refluxed at 70 °C for 17 h after which no discernible

change of colour was observed. The deep purple suspension was concentrated in vacuo and

redissolved in dry toluene.

Filtration of the suspension through Celite® gave a clear, deep purple solution from which com-

pound 23 was crystallised at −28 °C as large red crystals (0.415 g, 68 %—single crystallisation).

Found: C, 35.45; H, 3.77; N, 9.14. C18H22F12FeN4O2 requires C, 35.43; H, 3.63; N, 9.18 %.

Compound 24: bis{4-[(2-methoxyethyl)amino]pent-3-en-2-one}iron(II)

Fe

O

O O

O

N

N

Sodiated 4-[(2-methoxyethyl)amino]pent-3-en-2-one (0.358 g, 2 mmol) was dissolved in a suspen-

sion of iron(II) chloride (0.127 g, 1 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (20 mL). The resultant orange

suspension was refluxed at 70 °C for 17 h, after which point the suspension had become deep red.

The deep red suspension was concentrated in vacuo and redissolved in dry toluene.

The deep red suspension was filtered through Celite® to give a clear, deep red solution from

which compound 24 was crystallised at −28 °C as small orange crystals (0.158 g, 43 %—single
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crystallisation). Found: C, 52.06; H, 7.75; N, 7.43. C16H28FeN2O4 requires C, 52.19; H, 7.66; N,

7.61 %.

Compound 25: bis{1,1,1-trifluoro-4-[(2-methoxyethyl)amino]pent-3-en-2-one]}iron(II)

Fe

O

O O

O

N

NF3C
CF3

Sodiated 1,1,1-trifluoro-4-[(2-methoxyethyl)amino]pent-3-en-2-one (7.211 g, 31 mmol) was dis-

solved in a suspension of iron(II) chloride (1.960 g, 15 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (100 mL).

The resultant orange suspension was refluxed at 70 °C for 17 h, after which point the suspension

had become red/orange. The suspension was then concentrated in vacuo and redissolved in dry

toluene.

The red/orange suspension was filtered through Celite® to give a clear red/orange solution

from which compound 25 was crystallised at −28 °C as large red crystals (2.737 g, 38 %—two

crystallisations). Found: C, 40.47; H, 4.71; N, 5.88. C16H22F6FeN2O4 requires C, 40.36; H, 4.66;

N, 5.88 %.

Compound 26: bis{1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-4-[(2-methoxyethyl)amino]

pent-3-en-2-one}iron(II)

Fe

O

O O

O

NF3C

CF3

CF3

CF3

N

Sodiated 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-4-[(2-methoxyethyl)amino]pent-3-en-2-one (0.237 g, 1 mmol) was

dissolved in a suspension of iron(II) chloride (0.063 g, 0.5 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran. The

resultant pale purple suspension was refluxed at 70 °C for 17 h, after which point the suspension

had become dark red. The suspension was concentrated in vacuo and redissolved in dry toluene.
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The dark red suspension was filtered through Celite® to give a clear, dark red solution from which

compound 26 was crystallised at −28 °C as red crystals (0.083 g, 29 %—single crystallisation).

Found: C, 32.99; H, 2.83; N, 4.77. C16H16F12FeN2O4 requires C, 32.90; H, 2.76; N, 4.80 %.

Compound 27: bis[N,N,N-tris(2-methylpropan-2-ol)amine]diiron(III)

Fe

O

O

O
N

Fe

O

O

O
N

A solution of compound 19 (13.083 g, 24.36 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) was added

slowly to a solution of compound 15 (6.822 g, 29.26 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (40 mL). As

compound 19 was added, the intense green colour of the solution quickly faded to colourless, and

upon complete transfer the solution appeared opaque yellow/brown, though no solid particulates

were visible in the mixture.

After being left to stir overnight, the reaction mixture was concentrated in vacuo and redissolved

in dry toluene (70 mL) and filtered through celite to give an opaque yellow/brown solution from

which compound 27 was crystallised at −28 °C as large yellow crystals (5.27 g, 76 %—three

crystallisations). 1H NMR (C6D6, 500 MHz): δ = 2.34 (d, 12 H, NCH 2), 1.08 (d, 36 H, CH 3) ppm.

Found: C, 50.72; H, 8.37; N, 4.41. C36H72Fe2N2O6 requires: C, 50.37; H, 8.45; N, 4.89 %.
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Compound 28: bis[N,N,N-tris(3-dimethylbutan-2-ol)amine]diiron(III)

Fe

O

O

O
N

Fe

O

O

O
N

A solution of compound 19 (g, 2 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (10 mL) was added slowly to a

solution of compound 18 (g, 2.4 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (10 mL). As compound 19 was

added, the intense green colour of the solution quickly faded to colourless, and upon complete

transfer the solution appeared opaque brown, though, no solid particulates were visible in the

mixture.

After being left to stir overnight, the reaction mixture was concentration in vacuo and redissolved

in dry toluene (10 mL) and filtered through celite to give an opaque brown solution from which

compound 28 was crystallised at −28 °C as dark yellow crystals (g, 53 %—one crystallisation).
1H NMR (C6D6, 500 MHz): δ = 3.37 (m, 6 H, NCH2CH ), 2.21 (m, 12 H, NCH 2), 0.82 (m, 54 H,

CH 3) ppm. Found: C, 57.82; H, 9.71; N, 3.80. C36H72Fe2N2O6 requires: C, 58.38; H, 9.80; N,

3.78 %.

5.3 Bismuth vanadate precursors

Compound 30

Bi

Cl

Bi

Cl
Cl

O

Cl

O

V

V

Cl

Cl

O
O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O
O

According to the referenced literature preparation,[396] a solution of vanadyl isopropoxide (1.51 g,

6.2 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (20 mL) was added to a solution of bismuth(III) chloride (1.89 g,

6 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (20 mL). To this mixture, 2-methoxy ethanol (10 mL, 126 mmol)
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was added, shortly after which the reaction mixture changed from a colourless suspension

of bismuth(III) chloride to a yellow solution containing a suspension of a small amount of

bismuth(III) chloride.

The reaction mixture was left to stir overnight after which point a clear yellow solution had

formed. The mixture was concentrated in vacuo, redissolved in a 3:1 mixture of dry toluene

and tetrahydrofuran and subsequently filtered through a frit to offer a clear yellow solution

from which yellow crystals were isolated (3.86 g, 53 %—one crystallisation). This compound

was characterised by single crystal X-ray diffractometry and thermogravimetric analysis. While

the unit cell of the single crystal was different to that of the cited literature (discussed in

section 3.2.2),[396] the overall chemical formula was the same.

Compound 31

V

O

O

O

O

N

A solution of vanadium(V) oxytriisopropoxide (0.488 g, 2.0 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (20 mL)

was added to a suspension of compound 14 (0.421 g, 2.2 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (20 mL),

immediately forming a pale yellow solution.

The reaction was stirred at room temperature overnight, and was recrystallised directly from the

reaction mixture to give compound 31 as colourless needles (0.089 g, 35 %—single crystallisation).
1H NMR (C6D6, 500 MHz): δ = 4.28 (m, 3 H, CHO), 2.09 (m, 6 H, CH 2N), 0.94 (m, 9 H,

CH 3) ppm. Found: C, 41.40; H, 7.15; N, 5.06. C9H18NO4V requires C, 42.36; H, 7.11; N, 5.49 %.

Compound 32

V

O

O

O

O

N

A solution of vanadium(V) oxytriisopropoxide (0.244 g, 1.0 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (15 mL)

was added to a suspension of compound 17 (0.257 g, 1.1 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (15 mL),

immediately forming a pale yellow solution.
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The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature overnight, after which point it was

concentrated in vacuo to give a pale yellow solid which was redissolved in toluene and recrystallised

to give compound 32 as colourless blocks (0.260 g, 88 %—single crystallisation). 1H NMR (C6D6,

500 MHz): δ = 4.28 (m, 3 H, CHO), 2.54 (dd, 3JHH = 7.03, 13.52 Hz, 1 H, CH 2N), 2.40 (dd,

3JHH = 3.82, 12.53 Hz, 1 H CH 2N), 2.35 (d, 3JHH = 13.49 Hz, 1 H, CH 2N), 2.27 (dd, 3JHH = 3.13,

12.59 Hz, 1 H, CH 2N), 2.17 (t, 3JHH = 11.63 Hz, 1 H, CH 2N), 2.04 (t, 3JHH = 11.38 Hz), 1.54

(sep, 3JHH = 6.91 Hz, 1 H, CH 2CH3), 1.23 (m, 5 H, CH 2CH3), 0.83 (m, 9 H, CH 3) ppm. 13C{1H}

NMR (C6D6, 125.7 MHz): δ = 87.70 (CHO), 85.67 (CHO), 85.21 (CHO), 64.16 (CHN), 60.98

(CHN), 59.56 (CHN), 31.97 (CHCH3), 28.79 (CHCH3), 28.56 (CHCH3), 11.38 (CH3), 10.27

(CH3), 10.21 (CH3) ppm. Found: C, 48.18; H, 8.25; N, 4.67. C12H24NO4V requires C, 48.49; H,

8.14; N, 4.71 %.

Compound 33

V

O

O

O

O

N

A solution of vanadium(V) oxytriisopropoxide (0.781 g, 3.3 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (20 mL)

was added to a suspension of compound 15 (0.700 g, 3.0 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (20 mL).

The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature overnight, forming a white precipitate

that was insoluble in diethyl ether.

The diethyl ether was decanted from the white precipitate, which was washed with 3×10 mL

alliquots of dry diethyl ether. The white solid was redissolved in dry toluene and recrystallised

to produce crystalline white needles (0.209 g, 21 %—single crystallisation). 1H NMR (C6D6,

500 MHz): δ = 2.45 (m, 6 H, CH 2), 1.10 (s, 18 H, CH 3) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (C6D6, 125.7 MHz):

δ = 85.72 (CO), 70.96 (CN), 30.08 (CH3) ppm. Found: C, 48.48; H, 8.30; N, 4.92. C12H24NO4V

requires C, 48.49; H, 8.14; N, 4.71 %.
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Compound 34

V

O

O

O

O

N

A solution of vanadium(V) oxytriisopropoxide (2.198 g, 9 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (30 mL)

was added to a suspension of compound 18 (2.858 g, 9 mmol) in dry diethyl ether (30 mL). The

reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature overnight, forming a white precipitate that

was insoluble in diethyl ether.

The diethyl ether was decanted from the white precipitate, which was washed with 3×10 mL

alliquots of dry diethyl ether. The white solid was redissolved in dry toluene and recrystallised

to produce crystalline white needles (0.385 g, 11 %—single crystallisation). 1H NMR (CDCl3,

500 MHz): δ = 3.37 (m, 3 H, CH ) 2.72 (m, 2 H, NCH 2a), 2.53 (m, 4 H, NCH 2b), 0.91 (m,

27 H, CH 3) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (CDCl3, 125.7 MHz): δ = 80.43 (CO), 78.42 (CO), 77.64

(CO), 60.17 (CH2N), 60.53 (CH2N), 55.33 (CH2N), 34.82 (C (CH3)3), 34.55 (C (CH3)3), 34.93

(C (CH3)3), 26.66 (CH3), 26.30 (CH3) ppm. Found: C, 55.58; H, 9.42; N, 3.69. C18H36NO4V

requires C, 56.68; H, 9.51; N, 3.67 %.

Compound 35: tris[bis(trimethylsilyl)amino]bismuth(III)

Bi

N

N N

Me3Si

SiMe3

SiMe3

SiMe3

SiMe3Me3Si

A cooled (−78 °C) solution of lithium bis(trimethylsilyl)amide (10.039 g, 60.0 mmol) in dry

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL) was slowly added to a cooled (−78 °C) solution of bismuth(III) chloride

(6.307 g, 20.0 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (30 mL). The resultant reaction was exothermic and

resulted in the formation of a yellow solution which was allowed to reach room temperature and

stirred overnight.

The tetrahydrofuran was removed in vacuo and the resultant solid was extracted using dry

hexanes, which were filtered through celite to give a clear yellow solution which was concentrated
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in vacuo to give compound 35 as yellow powder (11.815 g, 92 %). 1H NMR (C6D6, 500 MHz):

δ = 0.37 (s, 54 H, CH 3) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (CDCl3, 125.7 MHz): δ = 6.66 ppm.
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Compound 38

Bi
O

O

O

N

Compound 35 (1.935 g, 3.0 mmol) and compound 15 (0.771 g, 3.3 mmol) were dissolved in dry

tetrahydrofuran. A yellow solution immediately formed, the colour of which began to fade as

the reaction proceeded.

The reaction mixture was stirred overnight at room temperature to result in a clear, colourless

solution, which was concentrated in vacuo and redissolved in dry toluene and filtered through

celite. Compound 38 was recrystallised from the solution as colourless blocks (0.864 g, 66 %—

single crystallisation). 1H NMR (C6D6, 500 MHz): δ = 2.63 (s, 6 H, CH 2), 1.29 (s, 18 H,

CH 3) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (C6D6, 125.7 MHz): δ = 75.14 (CO), 73.21 (CN), 33.80 (CH3) ppm.

Found: C, 32.86; H, 5.56; N, 3.22. C12H24NO4V requires C, 32.81; H, 5.51; N, 3.19 %.

5.4 Tungsten oxide precursors

Bis(tert-butylimido)bis(tert-butylamido)tungsten (compound 40) was synthesised according to

the literature preparation reported by Nugent and Harlow[425]. The identity of the yellow solid

was confirmed by NMR: 1H NMR (C6D6, 500 MHz): δ = 5.24 (s, 2 H, NH ), 1.46 (s, 18 H, CH 3),

1.28 (s, 18 H, CH 3) ppm.

Compound 51

W

O

O

N

O

O

N

W

O

N

O

O

N

tBu

tBu

A solution of compound 15 (0.995 g, 4.268 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (10 mL) was added

slowly to a solution of compound 40 (2.000 g, 4.268 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (10 mL). Upon

addition of compound 15, the reaction mixture maintained a clear yellow appearance. A solution
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of deionised water (38 µL, 2.134 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (30 mL) was added to the reaction

mixture over the course of 15 min. The reaction mixture was left to stir overnight after which

point it was still a clear yellow solution.

The solution was concentrated in vacuo and the entrenched tetrahydrofuran was a removed

by washing with dry hexanes. The yellow solid was then redissolved in dry toluene (20 mL,

filtered through celite and concentrated in vacuo to give a clear yellow solution which was stored

at −28 °C, during which time colourless crystals of compound 51 grew (0.310 g, 15 %—single

crystallisation). 1H NMR (C6D6, 500 MHz): δ = 3.79 (d, 4 H, NCH 2), 2.98 (s, 4 H, NCH 2), 2.66

(d, 4 H, NCH 2), 1.76 (s, 12 H, C(CH 3)2), 1.61 (s, 12 H, C(CH 3)2), 1.55 (s, 18 H, C(CH 3)3), 1.49

(s, 12 H, C(CH 3)2) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (C6D6, 125.7 MHz): δ = 86.70 (O(CH2), 81.84 (N(CH2),

75.10 (W NC ), 73.42 (C(CH3)3), 33.60 (C(CH3)2), 31.94 (C(CH3)2), 30.14 (C(CH3)2) ppm.

Found: C, 38.88; H, 6.74; N, 5.60. C32H66N4O7W2 requires C, 38.96; H, 6.74; N, 5.68 %.
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5.5 Thin-film deposition

Thin-films were deposited on flourine-doped tin oxide (FTO) that was pre-cleaned with soapy

water and isopropyl alcohol, after which point it was dried and cleaned with oxygen plasma for

15 min. The FTO was then placed in a quartz tube which was heated inside a cylindrical furnace

(hot-wall) or by under-side external heating elements (cold-wall) during deposition experiments.

Cylindrical furnace

Substrate

A
to

m
is

er

Precursor pot

G
as

in
le

t

E
xh

au
st

Oil
bubbler

Precursor solution made
up in a suitable solvent

e.g. tetrahydrofuran, toluene

Figure 5-1: A schematic of the hot-wall AA-CVD rig used in these works.

All deposition of thin-films was carried out using aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition

(AA-CVD), for which the rig is shown in figure 5-1. Precursor solutions were made up in dry

tetrahydrofuran and were prepared and handled in a glovebox; precursor concentrations ranged

between 10–100 mm.

Precursor preparation involved 5–10 min of stirring to ensure that the precursor had fully

dissolved in the solvent, following which the solution would be filtered through filter paper into

the AA-CVD percursor pot. While maintaining an inert atmosphere inside the precursor pot, it
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was connected to the AA-CVD rig, as shown in figure 5-1.

The rig was purged with nitrogen (Fe2O3 films) or argon (BiVO4 films) gas for 1 h while the

precursor pot remained isolated, after which the carrier gas inlet pressure was increased to

1.4 bar, and the precursor pot was opened to allow the flow of the solution through the atomiser

and towards the substrate.

After the designated deposition time had elapsed, which ranged between 20 and 120 min, the

furnace was allowed to cool back to room temperature, during which time a gentle flow of

nitrogen or argon gas through the rig was maintained. Once the furnace had reached room

temperature, the substrate was removed from the quartz tube.

Thin-films that were annealed were placed on a carbon block inside the cylindrical furnace and

were heated to 540 °C at a heating rate of 52.5 °C min−1 in atmospheric oxygen. The films were

then heated at 540 °C for 2 h, after which point they were allowed to cool to room temperature.

Some α-Fe2O3 films underwent a second annealing step, which involved heating the carbon block

and substrate to 800 °C at a heating rate of 52.5 °C min−1 in atmospheric oxygen. THe films

were then maintined at 800 °C for 10 min before allowing them to cool to room temperature.
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Supplementary information
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SI 1: Mechanism of the photoelectrochemical water splitting hydrogen evolution reaction in
acidic media.

SI 2: Circuit model diagrams of the Randle’s circuit model (left) and the simplied Randle’s
circuit model (right), which does not contain a circuit element accounting for Warburg resistance.
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SI 3: Diagram of a water-splitting electrolyser coupled to a photovoltaic device, which generates
the potential difference required to perform the reaction.

Electron microscopy images

SI 4: Field-emission scanning electro microscopy images of hematite thin-film deposited using
compound 25 at a furnace temperature of 300 °C. Top row: Annealed at 550 °C for 2 h;
20k×magnification (top left) and 100k×magnification (top right). Bottom row: no annealing
step; 20k×magnification (bottom left) and 100k×magnification (bottom right).



SI 5: Field-emission scanning electro microscopy images of hematite thin-film deposited using
compound 25 at a furnace temperature of 250 °C. Top row: Annealed at 550 °C for 2 h;
20k×magnification (top left) and 100k×magnification (top right). Bottom row: no annealing
step; 20k×magnification (bottom left) and 100k×magnification (bottom right).
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SI 6: Top down (A–C) and cross-sectional (D–F) electron micrographs of pre-annealed Fe2O3
films deposited using compound 27. A and D: 60 min, B and E: 90 min and C and F: 120 min
deposition times.



5 min 10 min

20 min 40 min

SI 7: Top down electron micrographs of pre-annealed BiVO4 films deposited with compounds 33
and 38 using deposition process times of between 5–40 min.

5 min 10 min

20 min 40 min

SI 8: Cross sectional electron micrographs of pre-annealed BiVO4 films deposited with com-
pounds 33 and 38 using deposition process times of between 5–40 min.



Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy data

SI 9: Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy data for tungsten-doped BiVO4 films. Top left: 1 %
tungsten doping; top right: 3 % tungsten doping; bottom left: 5 % tungsten doping; bottom right:
10 % tungsten doping.

X-ray diffractometry data
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SI 10: X-ray diffractometry patterns of post-annealed and annealed Fe2O3 films (20–120 min)
showing the gradual conversion to a stable α-Fe2O3 crystalline phase. A standard XRD pattern
for major peaks of α-Fe2O3

[278] is marked on the X-axis with red lines.



Photoelectrochemical data
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SI 11: Photovoltammograms of α-Fe2O3 thin-films produced using compound 27 recorded
under illumination by simulated sunlight (1 Sun AM 1.5G). Left: Back-side illumination in the
presence of H2O2; right: front-side illumination in the presence of H2O2 hole acceptor.
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SI 12: Photovoltammograms of α-Fe2O3 thin-films produced using compound 27 recorded under
illumination by simulated sunlight (1 Sun AM 1.5G) Left: comparison of the best-performing
films under back- and front-side illumination, which were deposited for 40 and 5 min respectively;
right: comparison of the same films in the presence of H2O2 hole acceptor.
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SI 13: Photovoltammograms of W-doped BiVO4 thin-films produced using compounds 33, 38
and WNH3EpoxyDimethyl3 recorded under illumination by simulated sunlight (1 Sun AM 1.5G).
Left: photocurrent densities under back-side illumination; right: photocurrent densities under
back-side illumination in the presence of H2O2 hole acceptor.
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SI 14: Photovoltammograms of W-doped BiVO4 thin-films produced using compounds 33, 38
and 41 recorded under illumination by simulated sunlight (1 Sun AM 1.5G). Left: comparison
of the best-performing films under back- and front-side illumination, which were grown with
5 and 3 % tungsten precursor doping respectively; right: comparison of the same films in the
presence of H2O2 hole acceptor.



Compound Decomposition Expected final
product weight / %

Fe 14.16
21 FeO 18.21

Fe2O3 20.24
Fe 11.12

22 FeO 14.30
Fe2O3 15.90
Fe 9.15

23 FeO 11.77
Fe2O3 13.10
Fe 15.17

24 FeO 19.51
Fe2O3 21.68
Fe 11.73

25 FeO 15.09
Fe2O3 16.77
Fe 9.56

26 FeO 12.30
Fe2O3 13.67
Fe 19.52

27 FeO 25.10
Fe2O3 27.90
Fe 15.08

28 FeO 19.40
Fe2O3 21.56
Fe 26.14

29 FeO 33.63
Fe2O3 37.37

SI 15: Expected TGA decomposition products of each iron-based precursor in these works.



Compound Decomposition Expected final
product weight / %

Bi 34.40
Bi2O3 38.35
V 8.39

30 VO2 13.65
V2O5 14.97
Bi + V 42.78
BiVO4 53.32

V 19.96
31 VO2 32.50

V2O5 35.64
V 17.14

32 VO2 27.90
V2O5 30.59
V 17.14

33 VO2 27.90
V2O5 30.59
V 13.36

34 VO2 21.75
V2O5 23.84
Bi 52.61

36 Bi2O3 58.65

Bi 47.57
37 Bi2O3 53.03

Bi 47.57
38 Bi2O3 53.03

Bi 39.91
39 Bi2O3 44.51

W 37.27
41 WO2 43.76

WO3 47.00

SI 16: Expected TGA decomposition products for the bismuth-, vanadium- and tungsten-based

precursors in these works.



 

 

  Table 1.  Crystal data and structure refinement for s18alj03. 

Identification code  s18alj03 

Empirical formula  C36 H56 F12 N8 Na4 O4 

Formula weight  984.84 

Temperature  150(2) K 

Wavelength  1.54184 Å 

Crystal system  Monoclinic 

Space group  C2/c 

Unit cell dimensions a = 23.5874(3) Å = 90°. 

 b = 9.51580(10) Å = 117.061(2)°. 

 c = 23.7071(4) Å  = 90°. 

Volume 4738.58(13) Å3 

Z 4 

Density (calculated) 1.380 Mg/m3 

Absorption coefficient 1.385 mm-1 

F(000) 2048 

Crystal size 0.500 x 0.400 x 0.200 mm3 

Theta range for data collection 4.384 to 73.117°. 

Index ranges -29<=h<=29, -7<=k<=11, -29<=l<=29 

Reflections collected 27887 

Independent reflections 4735 [R(int) = 0.0387] 

Completeness to theta = 67.684° 100.0 %  

Absorption correction Semi-empirical from equivalents 

Max. and min. transmission 1.00000 and 0.47603 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 4735 / 0 / 295 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.060 

Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0357, wR2 = 0.0957 

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0370, wR2 = 0.0969 

Extinction coefficient n/a 

Largest diff. peak and hole 0.325 and -0.227 e.Å-3 

 
 

 

 

Single X-ray data for compound 6



 

 

  Table 1.  Crystal data and structure refinement for s18alj07. 

Identification code  s18alj07 

Empirical formula  C43 H64 F12 N8 Na4 O4 

Formula weight  1076.98 

Temperature  150.00(10) K 

Wavelength  1.54184 Å 

Crystal system  Orthorhombic 

Space group  Pbcn 

Unit cell dimensions a = 18.7797(3) Å = 90°. 

 b = 18.6217(3) Å = 90°. 

 c = 15.3300(3) Å  = 90°. 

Volume 5361.05(16) Å3 

Z 4 

Density (calculated) 1.334 Mg/m3 

Absorption coefficient 1.272 mm-1 

F(000) 2248 

Crystal size 0.280 x 0.200 x 0.180 mm3 

Theta range for data collection 3.342 to 73.495°. 

Index ranges -20<=h<=23, -19<=k<=23, -13<=l<=19 

Reflections collected 22337 

Independent reflections 5390 [R(int) = 0.0310] 

Completeness to theta = 67.684° 100.0 %  

Absorption correction Semi-empirical from equivalents 

Max. and min. transmission 1.00000 and 0.90967 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 5390 / 0 / 347 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.051 

Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0390, wR2 = 0.1088 

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0434, wR2 = 0.1130 

Extinction coefficient n/a 

Largest diff. peak and hole 0.267 and -0.226 e.Å-3 

 
 

 

 

Single X-ray data for compound 6 with toluene in the crystal structure



 

 

  Table 1.  Crystal data and structure refinement for s18alj04. 

Identification code  s18alj04 

Empirical formula  C32 H32 F24 N4 Na4 O8 

Formula weight  1148.57 

Temperature  150.00(10) K 

Wavelength  1.54184 Å 

Crystal system  Monoclinic 

Space group  I2/a 

Unit cell dimensions a = 17.6610(2) Å = 90°. 

 b = 15.6275(2) Å = 91.0350(10)°. 

 c = 33.6317(4) Å  = 90°. 

Volume 9280.74(19) Å3 

Z 8 

Density (calculated) 1.644 Mg/m3 

Absorption coefficient 1.942 mm-1 

F(000) 4608 

Crystal size 0.315 x 0.275 x 0.189 mm3 

Theta range for data collection 3.118 to 72.488°. 

Index ranges -21<=h<=21, -19<=k<=19, -29<=l<=41 

Reflections collected 28312 

Independent reflections 9135 [R(int) = 0.0326] 

Completeness to theta = 67.684° 99.9 %  

Absorption correction Semi-empirical from equivalents 

Max. and min. transmission 1.00000 and 0.84360 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 9135 / 0 / 745 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.019 

Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0379, wR2 = 0.0999 

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0409, wR2 = 0.1030 

Extinction coefficient n/a 

Largest diff. peak and hole 0.366 and -0.312 e.Å-3 

Single X-ray data for compound 13



  Table 1.  Crystal data and structure refinement for s18alj09. 

Identification code  s18alj09 

Empirical formula  C18 H22 F12 Fe N4 O2 

Formula weight  610.24 

Temperature  150.00(10) K 

Wavelength  1.54184 Å 

Crystal system  Orthorhombic 

Space group  Pbca 

Unit cell dimensions a = 17.2401(6) Å = 90°. 

 b = 15.2634(4) Å = 90°. 

 c = 18.5121(7) Å  = 90°. 

Volume 4871.3(3) Å3 

Z 8 

Density (calculated) 1.664 Mg/m3 

Absorption coefficient 6.061 mm-1 

F(000) 2464 

Crystal size 0.255 x 0.242 x 0.094 mm3 

Theta range for data collection 4.547 to 73.629°. 

Index ranges -19<=h<=21, -18<=k<=17, -22<=l<=20 

Reflections collected 19684 

Independent reflections 4884 [R(int) = 0.0390] 

Completeness to theta = 67.684° 100.0 %  

Absorption correction Semi-empirical from equivalents 

Max. and min. transmission 1.00000 and 0.47574 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 4884 / 0 / 366 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.046 

Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0352, wR2 = 0.0890 

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0434, wR2 = 0.0944 

Extinction coefficient n/a 

Largest diff. peak and hole 0.249 and -0.398 e.Å-3 

 
 

 

 

Single X-ray data for compound 23



 

 

  Table 1.  Crystal data and structure refinement for e18alj04. 

Identification code  e18alj04 

Empirical formula  C16 H22 F6 Fe N2 O4 

Formula weight  476.20 

Temperature  150.1(3) K 

Wavelength  0.71073 Å 

Crystal system  Triclinic 

Space group  P-1 

Unit cell dimensions a = 8.7258(3) Å = 102.133(4)°. 

 b = 10.4228(4) Å = 101.723(4)°. 

 c = 12.3012(6) Å  = 109.265(4)°. 

Volume 986.48(8) Å3 

Z 2 

Density (calculated) 1.603 Mg/m3 

Absorption coefficient 0.845 mm-1 

F(000) 488 

Crystal size 0.797 x 0.474 x 0.416 mm3 

Theta range for data collection 3.544 to 28.483°. 

Index ranges -11<=h<=11, -13<=k<=13, -16<=l<=16 

Reflections collected 20076 

Independent reflections 4532 [R(int) = 0.0296] 

Completeness to theta = 25.242° 99.7 %  

Absorption correction Semi-empirical from equivalents 

Max. and min. transmission 1.00000 and 0.92895 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 4532 / 0 / 266 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.047 

Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0304, wR2 = 0.0673 

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0351, wR2 = 0.0700 

Extinction coefficient n/a 

Largest diff. peak and hole 0.345 and -0.312 e.Å-3 

 
 

 

 

Single X-ray data for compound 25



  Table 1.  Crystal data and structure refinement for e18alj09. 

Identification code  e18alj09 

Empirical formula  C39 H40 F24 Fe2 N4 O8 

Formula weight  1260.45 

Temperature  150.01(10) K 

Wavelength  0.71073 Å 

Crystal system  Monoclinic 

Space group  P21/n 

Unit cell dimensions a = 12.6178(6) Å = 90°. 

 b = 19.5546(8) Å = 106.389(5)°. 

 c = 21.1957(9) Å  = 90°. 

Volume 5017.2(4) Å3 

Z 4 

Density (calculated) 1.669 Mg/m3 

Absorption coefficient 0.720 mm-1 

F(000) 2536 

Crystal size 0.442 x 0.338 x 0.288 mm3 

Theta range for data collection 3.366 to 26.430°. 

Index ranges -15<=h<=15, -24<=k<=24, -26<=l<=25 

Reflections collected 17202 

Independent reflections 17202 [R(int) = ?] 

Completeness to theta = 25.242° 99.8 %  

Absorption correction Semi-empirical from equivalents 

Max. and min. transmission 1.00000 and 0.88486 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 17202 / 0 / 710 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 0.938 

Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0384, wR2 = 0.0817 

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0627, wR2 = 0.0853 

Extinction coefficient n/a 

Largest diff. peak and hole 0.384 and -0.451 e.Å-3 

 
 

 

 

Single X-ray data for compound 26



  Table 1.  Crystal data and structure refinement for e19alj12. 

Identification code  e19alj12 

Empirical formula  C24 H48 Fe2 N2 O6 

Formula weight  572.34 

Temperature  149.90(10) K 

Wavelength  0.71073 Å 

Crystal system  Monoclinic 

Space group  P21/n 

Unit cell dimensions a = 9.4305(3) Å = 90°. 

 b = 10.6627(3) Å = 91.353(2)°. 

 c = 14.1211(4) Å  = 90°. 

Volume 1419.55(7) Å3 

Z 2 

Density (calculated) 1.339 Mg/m3 

Absorption coefficient 1.060 mm-1 

F(000) 612 

Crystal size 0.230 x 0.200 x 0.180 mm3 

Theta range for data collection 3.461 to 30.359°. 

Index ranges -12<=h<=13, -14<=k<=15, -18<=l<=18 

Reflections collected 12857 

Independent reflections 3823 [R(int) = 0.0342] 

Completeness to theta = 25.242° 99.7 %  

Absorption correction Semi-empirical from equivalents 

Max. and min. transmission 1.00000 and 0.97457 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 3823 / 0 / 160 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.047 

Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0339, wR2 = 0.0736 

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0446, wR2 = 0.0782 

Extinction coefficient n/a 

Largest diff. peak and hole 0.342 and -0.337 e.Å-3 

Single X-ray data for compound 27



  Table 1.  Crystal data and structure refinement for s19alj45. 

Identification code  s19alj45 

Empirical formula  C36 H72 Fe2 N2 O6 

Formula weight  740.65 

Temperature  150.00(10) K 

Wavelength  1.54184 Å 

Crystal system  Monoclinic 

Space group  P21/c 

Unit cell dimensions a = 9.1508(4) Å = 90°. 

 b = 18.3746(10) Å = 93.889(5)°. 

 c = 12.3395(6) Å  = 90°. 

Volume 2070.01(18) Å3 

Z 2 

Density (calculated) 1.188 Mg/m3 

Absorption coefficient 5.938 mm-1 

F(000) 804 

Crystal size 0.097 x 0.085 x 0.049 mm3 

Theta range for data collection 4.323 to 68.513°. 

Index ranges -11<=h<=8, -22<=k<=22, -14<=l<=14 

Reflections collected 9598 

Independent reflections 3790 [R(int) = 0.0383] 

Completeness to theta = 67.684° 99.9 %  

Absorption correction Gaussian 

Max. and min. transmission 0.827 and 0.608 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 3790 / 0 / 297 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.025 

Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0661, wR2 = 0.1828 

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0792, wR2 = 0.1970 

Extinction coefficient n/a 

Largest diff. peak and hole 0.881 and -0.895 e.Å-3 

Single X-ray data for compound 28



  Table 1.  Crystal data and structure refinement for s19alj19. 

Identification code  s19alj19 

Empirical formula  C12 H24 N O4 V 

Formula weight  297.26 

Temperature  150.00(10) K 

Wavelength  1.54184 Å 

Crystal system  Hexagonal 

Space group  P63 

Unit cell dimensions a = 10.2734(3) Å = 90°. 

 b = 10.2734(3) Å = 90°. 

 c = 7.8637(2) Å  = 120°. 

Volume 718.76(5) Å3 

Z 2 

Density (calculated) 1.374 Mg/m3 

Absorption coefficient 5.839 mm-1 

F(000) 316 

Crystal size 0.290 x 0.045 x 0.018 mm3 

Theta range for data collection 4.971 to 72.452°. 

Index ranges -12<=h<=12, -12<=k<=12, -9<=l<=6 

Reflections collected 4427 

Independent reflections 823 [R(int) = 0.0406] 

Completeness to theta = 67.684° 100.0 %  

Absorption correction Gaussian 

Max. and min. transmission 1.000 and 0.482 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 823 / 1 / 57 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.176 

Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0249, wR2 = 0.0665 

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0251, wR2 = 0.0666 

Absolute structure parameter 0.008(7) 

Extinction coefficient n/a 

Largest diff. peak and hole 0.203 and -0.214 e.Å-3 

Single X-ray data for compound 33



  Table 1.  Crystal data and structure refinement for s19alj26. 

Identification code  s19alj26 

Empirical formula  C12 H24 N O4 V 

Formula weight  297.26 

Temperature  150.00(10) K 

Wavelength  1.54184 Å 

Crystal system  Orthorhombic 

Space group  Aba2 

Unit cell dimensions a = 24.3693(4) Å = 90°. 

 b = 20.9430(6) Å = 90°. 

 c = 11.5469(2) Å  = 90°. 

Volume 5893.1(2) Å3 

Z 16 

Density (calculated) 1.340 Mg/m3 

Absorption coefficient 5.697 mm-1 

F(000) 2528 

Crystal size 0.535 x 0.257 x 0.209 mm3 

Theta range for data collection 3.628 to 73.171°. 

Index ranges -30<=h<=28, -25<=k<=23, -11<=l<=14 

Reflections collected 21448 

Independent reflections 4745 [R(int) = 0.0345] 

Completeness to theta = 67.684° 100.0 %  

Absorption correction Gaussian 

Max. and min. transmission 0.464 and 0.089 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 4745 / 7 / 362 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.042 

Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0449, wR2 = 0.1245 

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0507, wR2 = 0.1315 

Absolute structure parameter -0.005(8) 

Extinction coefficient n/a 

Largest diff. peak and hole 0.381 and -0.345 e.Å-3 

Single X-ray data for compound 32



  Table 1.  Crystal data and structure refinement for e19alj06. 

Identification code  e19alj06 

Empirical formula  C24 H48 Bi2 N2 O6 

Formula weight  878.60 

Temperature  150.01(10) K 

Wavelength  0.71073 Å 

Crystal system  Monoclinic 

Space group  P21/n 

Unit cell dimensions a = 9.4028(3) Å = 90°. 

 b = 9.8718(4) Å = 90.956(3)°. 

 c = 15.4969(5) Å  = 90°. 

Volume 1438.26(9) Å3 

Z 2 

Density (calculated) 2.029 Mg/m3 

Absorption coefficient 12.256 mm-1 

F(000) 840 

Crystal size 0.573 x 0.453 x 0.287 mm3 

Theta range for data collection 3.961 to 29.298°. 

Index ranges -12<=h<=11, -13<=k<=11, -21<=l<=20 

Reflections collected 11787 

Independent reflections 3476 [R(int) = 0.0319] 

Completeness to theta = 25.242° 99.7 %  

Absorption correction Analytical 

Max. and min. transmission 0.066 and 0.015 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 3476 / 0 / 160 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.108 

Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0236, wR2 = 0.0517 

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0299, wR2 = 0.0537 

Extinction coefficient n/a 

Largest diff. peak and hole 0.693 and -1.831 e.Å-3 

Single X-ray data for compound 38



  Table 1.  Crystal data and structure refinement for s19alj56. 

Identification code  s19alj56 

Empirical formula  C71 H124 Bi4 Cl12 O28 V4 

Formula weight  2890.77 

Temperature  150.00(10) K 

Wavelength  1.54184 Å 

Crystal system  Monoclinic 

Space group  P21/n 

Unit cell dimensions a = 15.9211(2) Å = 90°. 

 b = 20.07150(10) Å = 112.178(2)°. 

 c = 17.2832(2) Å  = 90°. 

Volume 5114.41(11) Å3 

Z 2 

Density (calculated) 1.877 Mg/m3 

Absorption coefficient 19.594 mm-1 

F(000) 2804 

Crystal size 0.334 x 0.135 x 0.085 mm3 

Theta range for data collection 3.219 to 72.501°. 

Index ranges -19<=h<=19, -24<=k<=24, -21<=l<=21 

Reflections collected 178783 

Independent reflections 10108 [R(int) = 0.1134] 

Completeness to theta = 67.684° 100.0 %  

Absorption correction Analytical 

Max. and min. transmission 0.234 and 0.018 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 10108 / 84 / 606 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.058 

Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0484, wR2 = 0.1315 

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0523, wR2 = 0.1367 

Extinction coefficient n/a 

Largest diff. peak and hole 3.692 and -2.064 e.Å-3 

Single X-ray data for compound 30 with toluene in the crystal structure



  Table 1.  Crystal data and structure refinement for e19alj19. 

Identification code  e19alj19 

Empirical formula  C46 H82 N4 O7 W2 

Formula weight  1170.85 

Temperature  150.00(10) K 

Wavelength  0.71073 Å 

Crystal system  Triclinic 

Space group  P-1 

Unit cell dimensions a = 11.1967(4) Å = 102.645(3)°. 

 b = 12.9816(5) Å = 93.468(3)°. 

 c = 17.1459(6) Å  = 90.044(3)°. 

Volume 2427.02(16) Å3 

Z 2 

Density (calculated) 1.602 Mg/m3 

Absorption coefficient 4.787 mm-1 

F(000) 1180 

Crystal size 0.538 x 0.344 x 0.092 mm3 

Theta range for data collection 3.586 to 27.580°. 

Index ranges -14<=h<=14, -16<=k<=16, -22<=l<=22 

Reflections collected 18229 

Independent reflections 18229 [R(int) = ?] 

Completeness to theta = 25.242° 99.7 %  

Absorption correction Analytical 

Max. and min. transmission 0.669 and 0.179 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 18229 / 0 / 553 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 0.944 

Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0302, wR2 = 0.0718 

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0513, wR2 = 0.0766 

Extinction coefficient n/a 

Largest diff. peak and hole 2.552 and -1.804 e.Å-3 

Single X-ray data for compound 41
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